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Abstract
This thesis deals with the administration of permanent exclusion from school within
an urban children's services department. It focuses on two areas: what contributes to
instances of permanent exclusion from school, and what the effects are of its existence
as a disciplinary option. I suspected that the existence of permanent exclusion from
school might limit the realm of the possible, and I was particularly interested in how
and why local government officers made particular decisions about children and
young people. In other words, I wondered whether professionals might be negatively
affected by the fact that at some point they would have the option of excluding a
young person rather than either continuing to try to help them or to attempt to change
the institution's approach to educating them. Rather than focussing on what children
and young people 'did' behaviourally to 'get excluded', the thesis adopts a Foucauldian
analysis to concentrate on their place within a larger 'policy community' which
includes professionals and policy makers.

The research was undertaken through an ethnographic methodology conducted within
my place of work as a pupil support officer, and the fieldwork itself lasted two years.
Because I was participant-observing within a group of local authority staff, and
was
interested in local government decision-making, I have largely framed my approach
as an exercise in `studying up' on powerful organisations. So in order to support an
informed approach to ameliorating social inequity, the thesis looks at the
ways in
which powerful institutions work. This has implications for the `voices' of the young
people subject to or at the risk of permanent exclusion from school both in school and

in the research.
My findings suggest a broad, deep and opaque seam of institutional prejudice in
a
range of areas.They point towards the idea that instancesof permanent exclusion
from school are partially causedor exacerbatedby institutional
prejudice. Permanent
exclusion from school can also be seen to intensify the effects of institutional
prejudice.
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Chapter One

Introduction: excavating silence
This ethnographic thesis addresses the causes of permanent exclusion from school
(what used to be called `being expelled'), and its impacts as a disciplinary option. It
illuminating
also looks at permanent exclusion as a critical incident capable of
weaknesses in a system' of `inclusive' schooling, discipline and support of children
fundamentally on the tangled imbalances of
and young people. As such, it is focused
power, representation, how representation is experienced, and the privileged or
below) which are behind these issues. It is an
unprivileged `voices' (problematised
from school to investigate the
ethnography which uses permanent exclusion

relationshipbetweenthe individual and the state.
The thesis rests on a set of ethnographic data gathered within the `shared social space'
(Atkinson and Hammersley 1994: 256) of my workplace during two years of my work
as a pupil support officer. My job during this time was to support young people who
had been permanently excluded from school in an urban local authority (`Enway')2
through a combination of multi-agency support planning meetings, advice to schools
and parents, and importantly, through listening to children and young people and
trying to privilege their concerns in the midst of a series of complex discussions and
decisions.

I felt that to begin, it was important to trace the roots of my concerns about how
voices become less-privileged in order to explain my positioning, and to establish a
firm basis from which to describe my investigations and findings. This chapter thus
proceeds with the story of my route into my Enway post, starting in my childhood
experiences of schooling. It simultaneously tracks my journey to the questions on
which this thesis is based, before situating the topic within its policy and academic
1 When I mention `the system' or `the educationsystem', I am referring to the whole framework of
schooling,discipline and support for children and young peopleimplementedthrough thechildren's
servicesacrossEngland,and in this case,through the Enway Children's Servicesdepartment,including
social servicesand the inclusion department(seechapterfour for a descriptionof an integralpart of
this, the Pupil PlacementPanel)as well as the schools.
2 `Enway' is a pseudonym,designedto protect the confidentiality of the local authority, children,
families and staff representedin the thesis.The namederives from a combination of `Enfield' and
`Galway', where eachof my children were born.
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contexts, and clarifying my own positioning. I am hoping that the narrative approach
which follows will serve to evoke the importance of the inclusion and exclusion of
children's and young people's voices, both to me and as an issue embedded and
threaded throughout children's educational experience in an urban English education
system. Perhaps it is apt, then, to begin with my own.

Journey's beginning
When I was seven, my father moved us from the quiet Roman town of Chester to a
large rented red brick house set in farmland in the Welsh hills just across the border
from Shropshire. My mother struggled to bond with the other parents in our area; my
dad was away working most of the time and she attempted unsuccessfully to join the
Women's Institute (WI) to make friends. The WI ladies were farmers' wives; she was
an artist and the wife of a lawyer-politician.

Similarly, my peers at the tiny Welsh

school I attended were the children of rich owner-farmers and financially struggling
tenant farmers, and had known each other since birth. I was an English outsider,
unable to connect in terms of accent, language, history, lifestyle and looks. I was a
pale, skinny town child; they were red-cheeked country children who ate giant Welsh
teas and leapt off huge piles of bales in the straw barn. I struggled to make friends and
in fact did not do so until I met another middle-class English misfit, the daughter of a
communist British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) Russian Service correspondent in
the second year of high school, when I was thirteen years old.

My primary school was a small Church of Wales school serving between eighteen and
twenty-five

children. We sat in one of two classrooms, `The Infants' and `The

Juniors', and copied flags out of a Ladybird book for `Topic' lessons or wrote
furiously

for three days to fill

our empty Religious Education (RE) books in

preparation for the local vicar's pre-OFSTED3 inspection. 4 The school taught maths
well; all the local mothers congregated by the gate for their daily chat; the local WI
used the school hall for its meetings, and its Summer and Christmas fetes were
attended by most of the local community. However, it was not a happy place.

3 Office for Standardsin Education:the body taskedby
governmentto visit and inspectmany aspects
of education,including schools, teachereducationprogrammes,nurseriesand child-minders.
Even then I could seethe teachers'desperateattemptsto concoct an acceptablereality for the visiting
assessor.
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The real trouble was rooted in the fact that our teacher - the teacher of The Juniors',
The RE
and the head teacher of the school - was a dangerous, unbalanced person.
it
marathons were frightening enough; he would stand at the board, slapping with a
long wooden ruler, flashing red-faced and filling and refilling each of the three boards
in succession in tiny looped handwriting in yellow chalk, often for hours at a stretch,
keep up for
erasing each one as we finished copying it, our hands aching, desperate to
fear of reprisal. But the teacher could be physically violent, too. Once, as I sat at a
large, blonde wood trestle table in the hall and giggled through the Topic lesson with
another outsider, a girl from Northern Ireland, he strode furiously towards us and
his forehead,
without breaking his stride, purple veins popping out terrifyingly on
frightening tufts of grey-black hair on each sides of his swollen skull, our teacher
horrified, as a crack
smashed his fist down on the table between us and we watched,
spread along the edge of the table, the centre of the tabletop splintering and buckling
with a crash down onto the floor as we leapt backwards, knocking our chairs over as
we moved out of the way. This man was also inappropriate with personal space and
with sexual boundaries, and no girl in `The Juniors' was safe from his daily advances.
My sister and I told our parents, but they did not believe us. Our lack of friends, a
result of our status as emigres, meant that they had no other parents to call and verify
the story with. After eighteen months of this, the daughter of a new English family
told her parents, and they finally telephoned mine. The teacher was invited to our
home and my sister and I peeped through the banisters and saw that he was crying as
he crossed the rough stone-flagged hallway into the living room. Later, my dad
questioned us in his lawyer's interrogative style; my sister spoke as I could not, and
hid my face in a cushion. A few days later, my mother went to visit the teacher and
warned him, on behalf of the Parent-Teacher Association (PTA), to stop. He did stop
for a few weeks, but later the trouble began again. This time he was asked to go to
another school. And there he did something far more violent, and was sent to prison.

The trouble was that the law at that time would only accepta child's word asevidence
if there was an adult's word to corroborateit. I had always assumedthat there was no
such evidence.But I discoveredlater that my mother had heard`The Infants" teacher
telling the lunchtime supervisor that she had seen the head teacher acting
inappropriately with the children, and the lunchtime supervisor verified this. They
were chatting in the sun at a village Summer Fete when my mother overheardthem,
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and she told me years later, when I was processingthe experiencewith her at the
kitchen table, my own children throwing toy carsat my anklesacrossthe floor. It felt
too late for corroboration by then; a fear of the legal construction of truth had
obliterated the telling of the story of the very real experiences of around twenty
children.
My village school experience left me with the feelings that teachers could have a
dangerous power and that they were capable of lying; that children were not listened
to in life or in law; that parents were vulnerable in relation to the trust they placed in
teachers to safeguard their children. It established in me a kernel of empathy around
the experiences of children who found themselves experiencing the state of being an
into
outsider, and this kernel grew and became the core around which I grew
rebellious adolescence, and later on, a teacher myself.
My early teenage years were spent at a small high school in the hills. Some of the
teachers at the high school were very good, and left a lasting impression on me. My
English teacher was genuinely interested in what we had to say; he had high
expectations and his lessons were intellectually stimulating. He also knew my father
and took care not to single me out on his behalf as the headmaster had done when he
questioned the suitability of my friends. However, there were some strange and
difficult characters. Mr Thomas' nickname was `Och', Welsh for `goat' to reflect his
white goatee beard and terrible temper. Och was the Physics teacher and did not
believe that girls should be studying science. He placed the girls in a row, their backs
to the blackboard, and placed the boys opposite, facing it. We were not permitted to
turn around to view what he was writing. We once entered the room on a Friday
afternoon, a low orange autumn sun streaming through the high windows and
warming the long wooden lab benches, to find our books on the floor, footprints over
their torn covers: a statement of our teacher's disgusted, self-righteous misogyny. My
embryonic socialist-feminist sensibilities were outraged; I would rush down to the
head teacher's office and stride in, demanding that Och be sacked, only to be told not
to worry; that he would retire in a year or two. Once again, my voice was not heard,
and we girls had been disregarded, disrespected and effectively rendered less than
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worthless in the classroom. Despite getting a good set of GCSEs5and having
significant family encouragement to continue my education into post-compulsory

courses,my experiencesdissuadedme, and I left schoolat sixteenyearsold.
Five years later, after the birth of my own two children, I signed up for an Access
course in Anthropology, Social Policy and Film Studies, placing my children in the
on-site nursery downstairs from the classroom. On this Access course, I began to
glimpse the potential for education to address (rather than cause) social inequity. The
Northern Irish Social Policy teacher taught us that policy was constructed by and
imposed upon mere humans. One of his assignments was to collect an educationfocused oral history of someone we knew. I chose my mother, and grew to know her
more profoundly as she talked about her painful experiences of being dyslexic at a
Catholic boarding school during a time when dyslexia was not recognised. The
Access course Anthropology tutor introduced me to ethnography through a book
about the nomadic !Kung people (Shostak 2000). And the Film Studies teacher, a
(male) Marxist Feminist, showed me that there were fascinating lateral views of the
world that could cut across the unsatisfying rhetoric I had struggled against during my
time at secondary school.

The Access course opened the door to a law degree at South Bank University, which
clarified my research and writing skills and built my academic confidence. On the
degree, I came across the idea of narrative as a counterbalance to the positivist
theories of truth and rationality on which the legal system rests. My degree-level
introduction to narrative came when a feminist lecturer gave us an article to read
written by a woman criminal lawyer and academic researcher (Estrich 1986). Like
many woman lawyers, Susan Estrich was often given work concerned with women
and children, and this meant that she had become an expert on evidence and consent
issues in rape cases. She had also become somewhat case-hardened.6 Estrich had been
writing a dry academic article about the law relating to rape, and was halfway through
it when she herself was raped. It was an anonymous, violent attack, and she found
5GeneralCertificateof Secondary
Education:a standardsetof examsacrosssubjectstakenat theend
of year 11whenstudentsaresixteenyearsold, andtheendof compulsoryeducation.
6This happenswhen lawyersseetoo much of the
samething and no longerreact with the kind of
horror the rest of us might when confrontedwith graphic descriptionsof rapeor murder; a blase
responseis developed,perhapsto protect oneself from deeperemotional effects.
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herself going through all the processes she had been describing in her article. She
gained insight into the experiences of the many women she had worked with, and
decided to tell her own story. Restructuring her original article, she divided it into two
parts. The first part became a richly described, evocative narrative of her experience,
including the ways in which she was treated by police, the evidence-gathering
process, and her time in court as a victim-witness. The second part of the article was
an academic discussion of the experience in the old, dry style Estrich was accustomed
to reading and writing in law journals. The comparison was shocking: the power of
narrative again became glowingly apparent to me. I became frustrated with the ideas
of constructed truth inherent in the practice of law, and with the delusional,
partitioning `doublethink' (Orwell 1949) process involved in the growing of the
professional carapace I knew might be required to continue to carry out the job.
In order to find out if I could cope with working in the field of law, I spent the
summer between the second and third years of my law degree as a legal clerk for two
solicitors dealing with criminal cases.On arrival at their office, drenched in a summer
storm as I crossed the city, and star-struck at working with a (somewhat famous)
human rights lawyer, I was shown into a large office room with one full wall of
shelves. The room was stuffed with piles of paper and boxes. They covered three
large tables and every piece of shelf space available. I was told that these were case
files: the case had been taken over from another solicitor, and the files had just been
couriered over. There were several duplications and anomalies, and my job was to sift
through the paperwork, shred the duplications, and arrange the remainder into some
kind of sensible structure. As I read the piles of transcribed interviews and reports, I
pieced together a complex and shocking story. The client was accused of taking a
team of men armed with Kalashnikovs, hijacking a plane from Afghanistan and
landing it in Russia (BBC 2000). Turned away by the Russian authorities, the plane
flew to England where it stood for five days on the runway in blistering heat before
the British authorities allowed the men, women and children to disembark and move
through the airport into holding centres and temporary accommodation. The
authorities saw the move as an act of terrorism against the Taliban regime - at that
time, a political ally of Britain and the United States. The hijacked plane had been
shown on television, shimmering on the hot tarmac at Stansted Airport, and the
parliamentary opposition was uneasy about what the media reported to be the
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government's `soft touch' (BBC 2000a) in the face of `piracy' and `terror' (BBC
2000). The client had a very different story. I saw him one day as he came in to speak
to the famous lawyer. He was tall but stooped and softly spoken. He had a moustache
and smiling, intelligent eyes, and sighed with patient exhaustion as he told his story
yet again. At the end of the interview he engaged in small-talk with the blase, casehardened lawyer; his little one was learning to walk, he explained, and he also had an
older toddler at home in his flat in North London. Yes, he had landed a plane near the
city of London illegally and carrying automatic weapons. But it seemed that the
plane-load of `captured hostages' were actually family members and friends. He
explained that the pilot was also a friend and had risked his life to fly fifty-two people
away from imminent and specific threats from the Taliban regime. Stumbling out of
the slightly dank document room into the broad afternoon sunlight that day, I was
struck by the way that the world had started to look slightly skewed to me since I had
entered the building only a few hours before. The effect was strange; in my distress,
everything even looked `out-of-true'.

On the news that night, people were still

discussing the `terrorist hijackers'. The difference between the man's own story and
the media and legal stories was vast. Again, the personal narrative shone a new light
on a situation that accepted public frameworks of discourse, driven by current foreign
policy, were not able to cope with. The experience taught me much about the
relationship between the individual

and the state; between policy rhetoric and

personal lives.

Later that summer I spent several weeks in court-room cells and prison interview
rooms, talking to new clients and gathering their stories on behalf of my solicitor
employer. It was a new world for me: the walk down dark stairs to the cells; the
uniformed guardsand their keys; talking to young people at scratched,grey tables
behind locked and barred gates.The clients always askedme if I had any cigarettes.
They were usually young men who had been in the wrong place at the wrong time;
who had made the wrong decision. They were boys who could often not read very
much, who had often grown up with alcoholic parents or in the care of the local
authority,7 who had problems with impulsive behaviour and who found it hard to
make the right choice when someonemore wily said, `Hold this stuff for me for a
' That is, in fostercare or a children's home
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couple of weeks, there's a good lad', or `Just pick me up at the corner, don't worry,
no one will know it was stolen. ' And outside the cells were mothers and girlfriends
and sisters crying tears of frustration. I began to think that these boys had complex
stories that did not have a place or space to be told within the legal system. I thought
that some of them may have some kind of learning disability, but I did not know
enough about learning disabilities to find out. I wanted to be there earlier in their
stories, to try to help them avoid the same mistakes. I did not know if I would be able
to make any effective difference to the potentially devastating futures facing other,
similar boys. But this is why I went from law into teaching. For me, it was on the
same continuum.

After my law degree I travelled to California to become qualified as a teacher. The
programme was delivered at a prestigious college with a strong history of teaching
social justice and political awareness. I thrived on the feminist and queer theories we
were given to play with; my teaching identity began to blossom and I ventured with
ethical courage under the blistering Californian sun to my teaching placements. The
course was heavy and exhausting; we taught in school every morning and studied for
our postgraduate diplomas every afternoon. The readings in educational philosophy
and theory were consistently challenging and the writing assignments relentlessly
self-reflective;

we formed discussion groups to talk about how to deal with

internalised and institutionalised

racism, homophobia and sexism. We read the

African American educational theorist Lisa Delpit (1995) on `white teachers' teaching
`black children'; we asked along with Beverley Tatum Daniels (1999) `Why

... the
black kids all sit together in the cafeteria'; we crossed cultural borders with Gloria

Andalzua (1987) and `read the world' with Paulo Freire (1987). We spent three days
on a traumatic retreat at the Elie Weisel Museum of Tolerance in Los Angeles,
listening to the harrowing narratives of ex-white supremacists and Jewish Holocaust
survivors. Our mantra was that teaching is a political act; an ethic of care; an agent of
change. And we were reminded and coached and trained into understanding that we
were being sent as change makers, possibly alone in our political awareness, into `a
system' still mostly ignorant of its epidemic of institutional

racism and other

prejudices. Now, as an adult, I could see reflections in the education system that
reminded me of my own experiences. Could it be that children's voices were still

being ignored in schools on both sides of the Atlantic? Was the systemso innately
inequitable, still, that a prestigious college was training us to go in undercover?

Armed with my renewed understandings and an excellent grounding in empathic,
responsive strategies for curriculum writing and lesson delivery, I advanced into my
first full time teaching job in a school for young people with Asperger's Syndrome.
Teaching them involved explicit lessons on social skills; about building relationships
and reading human interaction. In this post, I learned much about myself and
crystallised some of my technical skills through writing a curriculum tailored to the
specific needs of my students.

As part of my role, I had been asked to design and deliver an English Language
curriculum along California State Standards lines. These were fairly prescriptive,
much like the English National Curriculum at the time, so I needed to design a
programme of study that catered to the needs of my pupils whilst fulfilling the state
criteria. Researching Asperger's Syndrome, I discovered that it often causes a feeling
of depression rooted in unsociable obsessions and a series of comprehension and
personal barriers to interacting constructively with others (Stewart 2002; Sacks 1996).
These children felt like outsiders everywhere they went: awkward, tongue-tied, and
irritated by the illogical reactions and understandings around them. Many people with
Asperger's Syndrome identify with the Star Trek (Paramount Television

1964)

character `Mr Spock', or as something akin to `An Anthropologist on Mars' (Sacks
1996), baffled and questioning about other people's thinking processes. I wanted
desperately to try to facilitate both the voice and the sense of belonging I, with my
relative advantages, felt I had been denied at school. The curriculum

I finally

designed was called `Who am I and what is my place in the world? ' and began with
an autobiography project. Each pupil wrote his or her story, and we shared them in
class. They were poignant, sad, and movingly courageous, and they helped to build a
trusting classroom community. The autobiographies also enabled me to further tailor
the curriculum

to jigsaw

with and respond constructively

to these children's

experiences, needs and interests. It enabled me to keep delivering what I hope were
relevant, interesting lessons, which helped somewhat with behaviour management. I
hoped that my students would feel heard, and more confident that
people might
understand them better.
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Despite the promises of the curriculum, however, I was frustrated. I was learning
about the inexorability of institutional frameworks. School rules and state testing
requirements meant that in practice these young people's stories were only seen as
relevant by those of us sitting in the English classroom. We published some of them
in the school magazine, but the school's Principal limited this, feeling that they were
not `literary' enough.

I felt a bit stifled by the Principal's outlook, so when local school district staff (the
California equivalent of an education authority) came to look around the school to
model some of its practices for their new Asperger's inclusion programme, I asked
them if they had any work for me. They invited me to apply for a job helping to set up
their programme, and once I had interviewed for the post and been offered it, I handed
in my notice. The new job consisted of programme development for the first year,
with no pupils yet ready to enter the programme, and so I was given a concurrent
teaching job. For one year, I was to have a class of pupils with BESD (behavioural,
emotional, or social disorder or difficulties).

This job was an enormous challenge. The students were aged between fourteen and
nineteen (in California, pupils retake each failed year of high school until they
graduate or get too old) and needed to have a `dual mental health diagnosis' to qualify
for a place in the class. This meant that their diagnoses had to fit within the American
Psychiatric Association's X- and Y- diagnostic axes: both a `mental illness' and a
`personality disorder'. I was introduced to my new students when the class's resident
social worker showed me their case files. These files offered me the official view of
the students - their categorised, diagnosed identities - and constituted my first proper
understanding of what Foucault (1977) describes as official documentation's
propensity to `capture and fix' (189) identities. This was the start of my deep interest
in the effects of the documentation of children's lives, and I refer to permanent
exclusion-related documentation, forms, work-notes and records in detail in chapter
eight of this thesis. These documents described, for example, Lutha, a girl said to have
`bipolar disorder' and `a personality disorder'; another with `schizophrenic-type
personality disorder and pathological paranoia'; and a boy with a `serious learning
delay' and `a history of arson, sexual harassment
and kleptomania'. I wondered with
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intense curiosity what these young people's own stories about themselves might
reveal. When I finally met them, their classroom behaviour was a real test to my lofty
Ivy-League college ideas of teaching as `an ethic of care'. We had our differences to
overcome: I was a middle-class white English teacher; they were African American
teenagers living in decrepit housing estates and surrounded by drugs and guns. Their
lives were in their lexicon, their topics of discussion, their music, their dress, and their
outlook. I had to swap stories with them to gain their trust. And the school system just
had no place for them. The US Bush administration's `No Child Left Behind' (NCLB)
policy8 meant that they were offered `a mainstream school place'. But these pupils
had been placed in my programme in an effort to get them out of the mainstream
classroom. My class was merely located on the mainstream campus, and was tucked
away in a decrepit mobile classroom at the edge of the site. The mainstream
curriculum I was supposed to teach them excluded them further. The Californian
History presented in the standard textbook, for example, did not feel very relevant to
many of these pupils; it concerned battles from long ago and far away and did not
address any possible links with their current life battles. State-prescribed English
lessons demonstrated a constant, accusatory tension between the pupils' accent and
dialect (described by local professionals as `Ebonics') and the required Standard
English grammatical rules. My programme was a function of the Special Education
provision in the district; I taught all the subjects and the students were in my
classroom all day. But they needed Spanish to graduate from high school (through a
set of GCSE-equivalent examinations), and without a Special Needs Spanish teacher,
I had to try to persuade mainstream Spanish teachers to take them. It was a disaster.
The students' identities as `delinquent' preceded them and the one Spanish teacher
who agreed to `try' could hardly bear their presence for more than two or three
lessons before sending them back to me to fill out worksheets in my room.

I had to get to know my students, fast, before I lost all hope of a meaningful
interaction with them. I really got a chance to know Lutha when I delivered the
autobiographycurriculum I had developed in my previous post. At fifteen yearsold,
she was a very butch `out' lesbian,and was seenas frightening by many membersof
the teaching staff. Her father was Samoan and she was built very stocky, with a
8 Similar to the British `Every Child Matters' ECM framework.
or
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serious, angry face and an aggressive stance; her curly hair was gelled viciously
against her head. She was thrown out of one mainstream class after another before
landing in mine. Her dad was doing a long prison sentence for rape and her mother
kicked her out of the house on a regular basis. Lutha sometimes had to sleep rough,
and had found solace in the home of a much older woman. Her girlfriend was thirtytwo and had a two-year-old daughter. Lutha had told her that she was eighteen years
old. She could pass for that and had taken a part-time job at the local zoo, cleaning out
the small animal cages and selling hotdogs and sodas from a small booth to help
support her girlfriend and the child. She never knew Lutha was young enough to
attend school. Encouraging Lutha to write her autobiography meant that all of these
conflicting and difficult circumstances became known to me, and I built a positive
mentoring relationship with her. If she came into class and threw a desk across the
room, 1 would have the benefit of what I knew about the stresses she was under, and
ask one of the counsellors to take her for a walk to calm down. I also knew that Lutha
loved rap music, like all the students in the class, and she learned to spell through
writing hiphop `flows' (rhymes). Lutha needed this extra help with spelling; her
dyslexia was not picked up until later in her fifteenth year when I asked the
Educational Psychologist to test her for it. Her behaviour and `bad girl' identity had
always precluded consideration for the test, which would have led to her American
legal right to `free, appropriate public education (FAPE)'. 9 Instead of a useful early
dyslexia intervention, however, Lutha had spent years in frustration, hating herself
because she thought she was `stupid'. Allowing her to tell her own story enabled me
to understand her behaviour, to give her space when necessary, to structure
curriculum to interest her, and to refer her for social services and child protection
intervention when she needed it. It was not always easy: Lutha had a tendency to
6split'; 10 because of this, I learned a lot about professional integrity and teamwork
from working

with her. The social worker, educational psychologist,

district

psychiatrist and I managed to collaborate successfully, though, and Lutha ended the
year with decent grades and in a relationship with a young woman of her own age.
However, I was still frustrated with the fact that outside my classroom for example,
-

9Section504,Rehabilitation
Act 1973(UnitedStatesof America).

10Understoodhere and generally in
schoolsas a conceptfrom psycholanalysismeaningto have two
different conceptsof reality (Freud 1940), now understoodas a tendencyto play peopleoff against
each other by talking aboutthe samesituation in different waysto different people.
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in the mainstreamSpanish class - Lutha's story was barely audible and almost
completely irrelevant.

At the end of the year, the Asperger's programme had been set up and I returned to
England. My own children wanted to be near our family, and we all felt that it was
time to come home. I took a job as a pupil support officer in the Children's Services
department of a local authority on the outskirts of a large British conurbation:
`Enway', working with pupils who had been permanently excluded (expelled) from
school. I was very happy to be working in local education administration, as I was
anxious to find out about how decisions were made about children and young people
at that level. In California I had seen things from the point of view of a teacher
unfamiliar with the local governmental administrative

system, and I had been

extremely frustrated by the mismatch between the various and bureaucratic graduation
requirements and students' actual life opportunities. For example, my Californian
pupils would have been excluded from graduation through the inaccessibility of the
Spanish requirement (described above) had the team not spent many lunchtimes and
planning periods begging, pleading, persuading and supporting the mainstream
language staff in behaviour management or in the production of a few worksheets and
study guides. And because many of my pupils were in foster care or otherwise mobile,
their records had been lost during placement moves and this meant that on paper, the
required classes had not been taken. I came into conflict with the administrative staff
because I refused to accept that the records would just stay lost and that it didn't
matter if these young people did not graduate from high school. So I was concerned to
see the inside of a Children's Services office. I wanted to hear how people working in
local government administration discussed the students and to know whether they
were aware of the multiplicity of experiences and feelings affecting their educational
chances.

At first, my new job was extremely frustrating. I had to sit impotently in cramped
school meeting rooms, inspecting the paint peeling off battered cupboards,hearing
children describedby tired teachersas `troublesome', `dangerous'and `disruptive'. I
noticed that in Enway at that time, both primary and secondaryschool headteachers
routinely permanently excluded children and young people for a list of low-level
`persistentdisruptive behaviour'. Teaching staff would come to
meetingsarmed to
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justify

an imminent permanent exclusion with a list of behaviour faults. The

behaviour logs, often proudly displayed as dedicated school database system
printouts, would contain such decontextualised entries as `Monday April 4: swore at
teacher, kicked door on way out. Tuesday April

5: pushed Becky Smith in

playground, refused to look at head teacher when being reprimanded. Wednesday
April

6: sent home for disrespecting head teacher'. There was no word of de-

escalation or distraction strategies, nor any attempt to record the pupil's view of a
situation, mitigating circumstances, home life, or context clues to behaviours (see
chapter eight for a detailed description of this process and the use of documentation).
I would ask whether the children had seen an Educational Psychologist (EP), hoping
that this respected professional would be able to talk with the parents; to offer the
school some behaviour management and empathy skills; to throw some light on the
reasons behind children's behaviours. But several schools would complain that they
had paid for a limited amount of EP time and that the dyslexic children `needed it
more'. Permanently excluded children were often talked of as having `BESD',
"seemingly
without an understanding for the catch-all nature of the term. Their
stories were unheard or dismissively gossiped about in meeting rooms and the staff
room as experiences of `bad parenting'. It was common to hear, for example, `I blame
the parents.' And in the meantime, the children were missing weeks and months of
education because new schools dragged their feet in the enrolment process, reluctant
to take on a child with such a reputation. The head teachers would cite attendance
figures, league table and falling SAT12 scores and OFSTED inspections as reasons for
not immediately welcoming these children onto their rolls. I was the messengerconfessor, and I spent many hours earning my wage sitting on uncomfortable chairs in
head teachers' sun-dappled offices, nodding sagely and trying to remember to breathe
as they told me their stories, barely able to avoid directing their vitriol towards me as
an officer of the local authority and thus representative of children in between schools
who might be expensive and difficult to educate.

I was very occasionally able to unearththe stories of the children and families at the
centre of exclusion meetings through a home visit or a discussion with a social
11Behavioural,emotional,or social disorder/disabilities.
12StandardAssessmentTasks; normedtests
administereduniversally to pupils at the agesof six and
ten yearsold.
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worker, attendance advisory officer or youth offending team officer who had taken
the time to carefully listen to those they were supporting. The time (although not the
inclination) available to do this careful listening was scarce for many staff-members,
rather than embedded into most people's work. But when their voices were available,
it was clear that the families' experiences and the school system of exclusion and
reintegration were fundamentally mismatched. For example, I once spent the morning
listening to a parent as she talked about how her son was so frustrated at home that he
could not sleep any more and was walking around looking pale with dark rings under
his eyes; that she had begun to drink and throw shoes across the musty living room at
her ten-year-old because she was so frustrated with him being at home. In a chilly
room at the local school the following afternoon, trying to persuade a head teacher to
take the child on roll, I heard again and again about league tables and attendance
figures. Back at the office, the hierarchical structure of the local authority and the
DfES (Department for Education and Skills) 13meant that my voice, and the voices of
teachers who felt unprepared for `difficult' pupils, were also unheard.

Towards the middle of the first school year I was at Enway, I beganto feel wholly
disheartened.I felt that I could not condone the practices of my own employer. I
recognisedthat everyone was operating under stress and against the pressuresof
policy, financial, and other institutional constraints, but I could not bear the
casehardened
attitudesof someof the higher officers and headteachers.
From experience to action

Running through my experiencessince childhood were themesof silence, privilege
and disempowerment.In my new job as an officer in local government,I felt that I
was in danger of perpetuatingthe imblance I could see in the relationship between
individuals and the state.I was beginningto feel that in order to counteractthis, I had
to describe what I was seeing in order to try to addressthe inequalities which I
suspectedwere rooted deep in the education system itself. I began to see my
workplaceas a potential ethnographicresearchfield (discussedfurther in chaptertwo)
and formulated a working focus for researchwhich seemedto draw together what I
was thinking about: the inequitable and ultimately exclusionary disconnectbetween
13This becamethe DCSF (Departmentfor Children, Schools
and Families) and is now the WE
(Departmentfor Education).
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the experiences of pupils who are exhibiting

behaviour which is perceived as

challenging, and the systems in which they are trapped. One of the things I kept
asking my Enway colleagues was why, in our `Inclusion Department', a subsection of
Enway Children's Services, was one of my colleagues called an `Exclusions Officer'?
And why did disciplinary permanent exclusion exist as an option for head teachers in
a system framed around a discourse of `inclusion'? These became the questions
around which I framed my early reading around the subject. I was looking for a
history of permanent exclusion, but what I found was a shifting definition of
`inclusion', instead. The next section of this introduction will situate my approach
within a recent policy history and definition of `inclusive education'.

Policy history of `inclusive education'
During the Conservative administration prior to New Labour's coming to power in
Great Britain in 1997, the government's DfES policy relating to Special Educational
Needs was based on a concept of `integration' in schools. New Labour, however, with
its focus on education as a vehicle for social justice, suggested that this placed the
onus on the child to assimilate (Cooper 2002), so chose a new (political)

concept:

`inclusive education'. This promoted the narrative that a New Labour government
provided good quality schools which opened their doors to all, not only to promote
social inclusion, regardless of differences in ethnicity and ability, but to actively
celebrate diversity (Ball 2001; Macrae et al. 2003). To many parents of physically or
learning disabled and `behaviourally disordered' children, this meant that for the first
time they would be able to attend mainstream school with appropriate support. The
systematic inclusion in mainstream education of pupils with `behaviour management
issues' and the linked closure of some `special schools' thus focused DfES and local
authority14 attention on the effects of actual or threatened permanent exclusion from
school.

In 1998, the New Labour government acknowledged the `direct link between
exclusion from school and longer-termsocial exclusion' (Osler and Vincent 2003: 33;
see also Rendall and Stuart 2005; Cooper 2002; Slee 2001), and produced
correspondingpolicy declarationsregarding the reduction of school exclusions. In
14Local city or rural administrativebodies
responsiblefor managingprovision of everything from
wastemanagementand local taxesto transportstrategiesand education.
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England and Wales, permanent exclusion is known to be problematic on a national
level, partly because it has been confirmed that there are links to long-lasting negative
effects, damaging social, financial and emotional progress beyond school and into
adulthood (Macrae et al. 2003; Cooper 2002; Wright et a!. 2000; Rendall and Stuart
2005; Osler and Vincent 2003; Slee 1995). In response to this (and in the wake of the
death of Victoria Climbie and the subsequent Laming Enquiry), 15the DfES promoted
`multi-agency' or `joined-up' work between professionals such as social workers and
teachers (Meo and Parker 2004: 104; Macrae et a!. 2003: 95-99; Rendall and Stuart).
This constituted an attempt to ameliorate the interlinked social and emotional issues
behind instances of permanent exclusion. However, as I discuss throughout this thesis
(and introduce in chapter four), the processes and pressures involved in this way of
interagency collaborative working are varied and intricate; and a multitude of tensions
affect whether professionals choose to collaborate or negotiate within this complex,
stressful landscape, and whether these collaborations actually help or hinder children
and young people.

Perhaps partially because of this, and despite the recognition that it was potentially
damaging, by the time I came to work at Enway in 2005, many of the young people
with whom I was working were still at risk of being officially

subjected to a

disciplinary permanent exclusion from school. But Oster and Vincent (2003) explain
that the government had by 2002 changed from their `social inclusion' discourse to an
official `consequences' discourse (34). The goal to reduce numbers of permanent
exclusions had, they explain, `been replaced by a growing official concern about the
need to address youth violence and criminal behaviour, in which exclusion from
school was seen as an essential policy tool'

(34). Twenty-seven children were

recorded as being excluded permanently from school in Enway in 2005. However,
official permanent exclusion statistics do not account for those children and young
people who are out of school due to the kinds of unofficial and temporary exclusions
(Oster and Vincent 2003) and processes that they often travel through before being
permanently excluded, and which I introduce in chapter four and address throughout
this thesis. So, as well as my overarching research question, which sought to
15VictoriaClimbiediedafterbeing
by theadultsin whosecareshewasliving; a
abusedandneglected
lackof collaborationbetweenprofessionals
suchas socialworkers,doctorsandteachers
wasthoughtto
bepartiallyto blamefor herdeath(Batty2003).
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investigatein detail the institutional causesof permanentexclusion from secondary
schoolin Enway, I was also interestedin the impact of the journey towardsa potential
permanentexclusion. I felt that the mere existenceof an official permanentexclusion
option must have a significant negativeeffect on pupils and professionals.As Searle
(1996) explains,

The abolition of corporal punishment gave teachers the opportunity to develop
skills in alternative approaches and strategies of counselling and community
liaison that they had not thought possible hitherto. An end to `permanent
exclusion' (except in the most dire and unavoidable circumstances) would
have the samepositive effect.

(41)
I would align myself with Searle (1996) here: with the idea that the existence of
permanent exclusion from school limits the realm of the possible. Along with this, I
am interested in what a focus on permanent exclusion can tell us more generally about
the cracks and weaknesses in an educational system which is claimed to be dedicated
to full inclusion, and on a more general basis, about the relationship between the
individual and the state.

Defining `inclusion'
It may be useful here to define `inclusion' in the context of schooling. It is a concept
which shifts in its nature according to context and policy (Slee 2001). Lunt and
Norwich (1999) challenge a reductive understanding of what they see as this valueladen concept arguing that it is inherently complex and context-sensitive. `Inclusion',
for example, may refer to the idea that all children must be educated on the same
school-site (as with my second class of Californian

students); their ability to

participate in decision-making; an open choice of education for all; or the provision of
differentiated teaching strategies enabling universal access to the same taught material
(80) - which my Californian students did not have access to in Spanish, for example.
OFSTED has stated that:

Educationalinclusion is more than a concernabout any one group of pupils such
as those pupils who have been or who are likely to be excluded from school. Its
scope is broad. It is about equal opportunities for all pupils, whatever their age,
gender, ethnicity, attainment and background. It pays particular attention to the
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provision made for and the achievementof different groups of pupils within a
school.
(Ellis et al 2008:30)
Because of this variety of wide ranging and sometimes contradictory views, the
definition of inclusion is flexible and difficult to clarify. Whilst a flexible definition
offers space for local interpretation and debate, a lack of agreement poses problems
for the practical creation and implementation of cohesive policies. 16 What is clear
from the importance given to it in international law 17is that inclusive education has
been conceived as a civil and human rights issue. This broader approach is also
reflected in the Index for Inclusion (Booth and Ainscow 2000) which views inclusion
as an aspirational goal for schools, being concerned with fields as broad as culture,
policy and practice. I address these issues in this thesis, with overviews of
professional culture, education and inclusion policy, and the practice underpinning
disciplinary structures in schools.

It is important to understand the potential effects of the adoption of varied
conceptions of `inclusion'.

Viet-Wilson

(1998 cited in Macrae et al. 2003: 90)

discusses this, arguing `that a `weak' version [of inclusion] merely intends to include
the excluded; a `strong' version addresses the mechanisms through which powerful
constituencies exercise their capacity to exclude'. In describing this strong conception
of `inclusion', Macrae et al. (2003) advocate attention to what could be seen as a
Foucauldian (1977) concept: `the capillaries of power that forge connections between
the excluded and the excluders' (Macrae et al. 2003: 90). Slee (1995) and Cooper
(2002) also view issues of school inclusion and exclusion through a Foucauldian
perspective, adopting an understanding of those subject to disciplinary exclusion as
constituting `docile bodies' trapped within a web of authoritarian power, a theoretical
framework I build on in chapter three, and which is at the heart of my analysis.

16Seechaptereight for a discussionon the role and statusof policy
which illustrates this problem.
" For example,Article 24 (Education) of the United Nations Convention the Rights Persons
on
with
of
Disabilities (2006) which emphasizesdisabledchildren'srights to an inclusive education;the UNESCO
Salamancaagreement(1994), which framedinclusive education as a world human rights issue;and
Articles 23,28 and 29 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989), which requires
educationfor all children, and promotes the participation in all areasof life for children with
disabilities.
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In seeking out details of these `mechanisms through which powerful constituencies
exercise their capacities to exclude' (Viet-Wilson

1998 in Macrae et al. 2003: 90) and

the `capillaries of power' (Foucault 1997; Macrae et al. 2003: 90) through which they
operate, my sub-foci investigate the links between permanent exclusion from school
and institutional or systemic prejudice on the basis of gender and sexuality (chapter
five); social class (chapter six); and `race', culture and ethnicity (chapter seven). In
investigating how permanent exclusion and institutional

norming through the

expression of prejudice `works', I will be looking in chapter eight at how policy is
developed, disseminated, and implemented.

The echoing absence of `pupil voice' in an audit culture
Running through this thesis is the idea that `[c]hildren can be permanently excluded
from school without having any opportunity to defend themselves, highlight

an

injustice, or challenge the decision' (Osler and Vincent 2003: 36). In chapter eight, for
example, I look in detail for spaces for children's `voices' or opinions within the
avalanche of documentation surrounding instances of school exclusion. The echoing
absence of `pupil voice', and a desire not to essentialise their experience, constitutes
some of the reasoning behind why I chose to critically analyse the practices of the
excluders, rather than personal views of the experiences of the excluded- and why, in
chapter nine, I conclude with recommendations on the development of strategies for
the privileging of the `pupil voice' through teacher awareness and empathic policy.
At the same time, mainly in chapter eight, I locate some of the institutional pressures
leading to instances of exclusion within the schema of an `audit culture' (Strathern

2000a). I explain how young people's opinions are largely absent in the
administration of a government marketisation of schooling and a model of
surveillanceof schooleffectivenesswhich focuseson target-settingand leaguetables.
Thesemeasure`attainment', leadingto the detriment of a school focus on `inclusion'
(Osler and Vincent 2003; Cooper 2002; Rendall and Stuart 2005; Ball 2001). 1adopt
Viet-Wilson's (1998 in Macrae et al. 2003: 90) conception of a `strong' version of
inclusion which addresses`the mechanismsthrough which powerful constituencies
exercisetheir capacitiesto exclude' (ibid), in order to investigatehow the surveillance
techniquesinvolved pay great attention to selected details. At the same time, they
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be
manageto exclude a focus on the perceptionsand self-representationsthat might
important.
noted if the opinions of children and young people were as

The focus of research into permanent exclusion
In looking at the excluding `constituencies' (1998 in Macrae et al. 2003: 90; Nader
1972), it is hoped that this thesis will contribute new findings and recommendations to
the field of exclusion and inclusion in education. This will be achieved through an in-

depth incorporation of the voicesof staff from within a multiplicity of agencies(what
I call in chapter eight `policy-implementers') and the use of these findings to
illuminate elementsof the relationshipbetweenthe stateandthe individual.
Important research has been undertaken into disciplinary exclusion from school with a
focus on specific issues, hitherto largely involving research with pupils, parents and
issues is
school staff (Oller and Vincent 2003; Cooper 2002). One of these specific
from feminist research to focus on girls.
gender, with a recent rebalancing emerging
Girls had hitherto been somewhat neglected due to the fact that they constitute a
disadvantages
minority of those pupils excluded and tend to perform and resist their
Wright 2005;
more quietly than boys (Archer and Yamashita 2003; Tomlinson 2005;
Osler and Vincent 2003). However, girls' perceived propensity to truant or self-harm,
for example, than directly confront teachers with loud aggression, has concealed the
importance of the need to focus on their experiences of school exclusion (Lloyd 2005;
Francis 2005; Osler and Vincent 2003). In any case, girls form a substantial minority
of those excluded from school, and because of this, their stories, as well as those of
boys, can shed light on some of the gender-related issues and biases which may lead
to disciplinary permanent exclusion from school. Boys in Enway are also under
heteronormative pressure, and this can sometime erupt into sexual violence (see
chapter five).

Institutional racism and its relationship with permanentexclusion from school are
dealt with in chapterseven. As with gender,school exclusionin terms of elementsof
`race' and ethnicity has been researchedextensively, with Gillborn (2009) speaking
from within a Critical RaceTheory perspective,which sees`white supremacy' as at
the root of (as opposedto being interlinked with) socio-economicand other societal
24

and institutional inequities. Blair (2001) places the problem within a blend of
institutional and historical socio-economic and Critical Race Theory frameworks. The
role of social class is discussed in chapter six. The chapter is theoretically rooted in
understandings of the propensity for education to reproduce social class (Bourdieu
and Passeron 1977) and to transcend its boundaries and deliver social equity (Freire
1996). Several researchersaddress the complex interactions between gender, class and
`race' in social and disciplinary exclusion from school (Archer and Yamashita 2003;
Ball et al. 2002; Skeggs 1997; Tomlinson 2005; Wright et al. 1999; Wright 2005). 1
have attempted to address these interactions throughout chapters five, six and seven.

There has also been a range of research looking at school exclusion from a `systemic'
point of view, triangulating the perspectives of pupils, families, and schools as
interlinked systems (Cooper 2002; Rendall and Stuart, 2005; Wright et al., 2000;
George 2007). However, the problem of exclusion in these pieces of research is
generally situated within a possibly reductive `place': `the education system', which I
believe omits a view of the effects other professional and interlocking `systems' (such
as the social services element of children's services) can have on a child at risk of a
disciplinary exclusion from school. Some researchers acknowledge the need to make
recommendations which have multi-agency implications (Rendall and Stuart, 2005).
How this would work in practice was discussed in the 2003 Green Paper Every Child
Matters and the subsequent Children Act 2004. Massive upheaval was experienced in
local authorities following this government advice, with children's social services and
education services being united under larger `Children's Services' departments, such
as the department in Enway where this research was conducted. The Common
Assessment Framework (CAF) form was introduced as a strategy to enable the interagency work. It was designed to draw together a cross-agency narrative about
children in need of support. Contact Point, a searchable database constructed to fulfil
a similar function, was also mooted.

However,as I detail throughout this thesis, multi-agency or inter-agency work is not
easy.This is partially due to long-establishedwork cultures, opposing policy goals,
and what many Enway staff referredto as people `being stuck in their silos', and there
are detailed descriptionsof incidents evidencing this throughoutthe thesis. All of this
seems to have partially eroded the potential benefits of the Every Child Matters
25

framework and the Children Act 2004. The wearing-down of the multi-agency
been noted elsewhere, with Osler
preventative/collaborative approach since 2002 has
dealing with anti-social
and Vincent (2003) linking it to a new policy focus on
behaviour. Rendall and Stuart (2005) identify a reduction of resources behind the
refocusing

of

`firefighting"8

teachers, educational

psychologists,

and

social

workers

on

crisis-response mode rather than preventative work. This problem

became evident in the 2009 `Baby P' case in the London borough of Haringey, where
from
a child was said to have lost his life because of a failure of professionals
different agencies to collaborate adequately- similar to the claims made during the
Victoria Climbie case mentioned above. Sharon Shoesmith, director of the children's
2010).
services department at Haringey, lost her job over the incident (Williams

A professional stress, similar to that under which Baby P's social and other support
workers may have been operating, has been identified amongst professionals working
with children at risk of permanent exclusion and described in this thesis. There are
due to staff
occasions when decisions are made about children and young people
`persistent disruptive
exhaustion in the face of stressful circumstances, such as
behaviour'; or distressing situations, such as sexual or domestic violence. This, and
the different policy and ethical directions from which the various professions emerge
(Normington 1996), can lead to work-related stress and conflict (Heath et al. 2006), as
lowering of professional
well as `frustration with and between the professions, and a
morale' (Rendall and Stuart 2005: 174).

State policy-implementers,

the individual

child, and the `extended body'

A key finding in this thesis is that because of the propensity of authoritarian power to
divert attention away from whatever is wrong with a state institution (Foucault 1977;
Thomas and Loxley 2001; Rendall and Stuart 2005; Cooper 2002; Slee 1995; Rose
1989), inter-professional stress in Enway was often misunderstood as deriving solely
from a within-child

or within-family

issue. Cooper, coming from a Foucauldian

theoretical standpoint, explains,

Even though a child's `non-compliance'is invariably a responseto conflict
situationsor personaldifficulties,theeducationsystem,dueto its primaryconcern
'a Another Enway term, widely recognisedin other local authorities.
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with managerialist targets, is unable to accommodate this behaviour.
Consequently, the system pathologises such ways of behaving as `abnormal', in
need of treatment or punishment. (2002: 120)
This mode of understanding is then played out to the detriment of the child or young
person at the centre of the work. I have formulated a model, developed in chapter
three, to describe this conflict as occurring within the `contested space' of the child's
`extended body': an experienced representation of a person combining embodied,
projected, chosen and conflicting assumptions and identities. I hope that the `extended
body' will constitute a theoretical contribution to thinking about authoritarian power,
particularly around the relationship between the individual and the state, and this is
further developed throughout the thesis. A serious caveat here is that I must
acknowledge that professionals also have their own extended bodies, and that there is
scope for further research on this basis. In this thesis, however, I have used the
`extended body' model to look at how children and young people in particular are
constructed, and how this construction affects them. A note on my positioning, below,
illustrates my approach to this task.

Positioning
When I started the research which forms the basis of this thesis, I wanted, following
many researchers on the subject of school exclusion (Pomeroy 2000; Slee 1995;
Cooper 2002), to focus on foregrounding the less privileged (young) voices in the
ethnography, in an attempt to `challenge

...

the assumptions of education

professionals concerning these groups' (Osler and Vincent 2003: 13). As the PhD
progressed, I experienced a growing awareness of the complications of representation
(Skeggs 1997; Hall 1992), for example in the case of special educational needs, where
`the particularity

of individuals

is in fact not of themselves, but themselves

reconstructed within the space of new simultaneously descriptive and judgmental
criteria' (Slee 1995: 69). So I had to confront the fact that I, as narrator, had the power
to choose the voices I included in the ethnography. In this acknowledgement, I was
attempting to avoid the assumption that `knowledge comes from nowhere allowing
knowledge

makers

to

abdicate

responsibility

for

their

productions

and

representations' (Skeggs 1997: 17).
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In addition to my concerns about unwitting misrepresentation, I had an unsettling
ethical issue to confront in the design of this research. I wanted the `youth voice'
which I felt was underprivileged in school to be foregrounded in my research. Many
researchershave very validly sought out and interviewed children and young people
in order to collect their views (for example, Cooper 2002; Lawrence-Lightfoot 2003;
Lloyd (Ed. ) 2005; Pomeroy 2000; Lloyd-Smith and Davies (Eds) 1995; Rendell and
Stuart 2005; Skeggs 1997; Slee 1995). However, these researchers were not usually
employed to work with their interviewees as anything other than a researcher.
Because I was so embedded in a range of permanent exclusion cases as a
19
professional, I did not feel that it was ethically appropriate to switch back and forth
between being a support worker and an academic investigator. I did not want to alter
the dynamic between myself and the children and families (Rendall and Stuart 2005).
I was also reluctant to set up a situation which might cause my colleagues to question
20
my motives in actively seeking `the other side of the story'. An `acceptable' attempt
to gather young people's opinions through the foregrounding of `pupil voice' may
have provoked an ethical tension in this research between the kind of pupil voice that
underpins the hegemony and that which forces the hegemony to rethink its own
structures. And sadly, with my main method being participant observation as a
member of children's services staff, I found that it was very difficult to access young
people's spoken voices. I was not, after all, participant-observing as a young person.
This lack of privilege for young people's voices has become a central finding of this
thesis and testament to the significant power imbalance between pupils and the
systems which educate them. I have responded to this problem in the methodology
(chapter two) and in the conclusion of this thesis, making some recommendations as
to the foregrounding of young people's participation in planning, implementing and
evaluating local authority and school policy.

So my own experiencesasa professionaland those of my colleagueswere much more
tangible. Becausethey were tangible, they were perhaps, accepting that my own
version of events might be privileged through dint of my authorial status, also less
19`Professional',`staff or `worker' in this thesisrefers to teachers,
social workers, supportworkers,
administrators,and local authority officers; anyoneemployed by the schoolsor local authority in the
task of schooling,supporting and/or disciplining children and young people.
20Seechaptertwo for a discussionon whetherethnography
might be viewed by its subjectsas
surveillance.
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susceptible to misrepresentation by me. I wrestle with this paradox throughout the
thesis. In chapters five (on gender and school exclusion), six (on social class), and
seven (on `race' and ethnicity), I discuss the idea that it is difficult to talk about any
group of people without essentialising and therefore misrepresenting the experience of
those discussed (Solomos and Back 2000; Butler 1999; Hall 1992; Gilroy 1998; Ball
et al. 2002). 1 hope that it is therefore a less objectifying approach to focus on the
`perpetrators' of, for example, racism, sexism or classism (Solomos and Back 2000);
to describe the institutional prejudice directed towards young people and their parents
in the midst of an experience of actual or threatened permanent exclusion. This is
based in a methodological ethic, which I will explain further in chapter two, of what
some anthropologists call `studying up' (Nader 1972). Nader explains that `we have
to describe the bureaucracy and its culture' (295) in order to analyse `the cultural
dimensions involved in the failure of national programmes ostensibly geared to
reintegrate society' (293).

I acknowledge, however, that a focus on the `perpetrators" experience can be
essentialisingtoo, and that not all professionalshave the sameamount of power. As I
mentioned above, professionalshave their own extended bodies. In chapters six,
sevenand eight, I refer to and attemptto develop the idea that institutional prejudice
does not, therefore, necessarilyconstitute the chosen actions of individuals, but is
enactedthrough thoseindividuals (Sivananden2005).
Thus, I attempt to deconstruct the filters that lie across every perspective (such as that

of each member of staff, including my own). At the same time, I tell stories which
addressinequity in the intersection between the personal and the political. So I
attempt in this thesis to operatefrom what might be called a postmodern feminist
perspective.In this respect I must, as Skeggs(1997: 18) explains, acknowledgemy
own constructedposition in terms of its `history, nation, gender,sexuality, class,race,
age, and so on', whilst rememberingthat `we are positioned in but not determinedby
our locations' (ibid). In describingmy journey to the conceptionof this thesis (above),
I hoped to locate some of my understandingswithin a more lucent, explanatory
personal context. Further, by focusing partially on my own experiences as a
participant-observer, I hoped to go some small way towards addressing `that
disjuncture between the observer and the observed' (Atkinson
and Hammersley
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1994:256). The style of writing in this thesis is thus an ethical choice. My orientation
is towards equity and social justice in education, so I wanted to try to avoid the same
kinds of misrepresentations I criticise by `evoking' rather than describing a flat
(mis)representation of a `shared social world' (Atkinson and Hammersley 1994: 256).
At the same time, I attempted to at least be aware of my own `privileged gaze' and the
tensions between my `authorial omniscience' (ibid. ) and my ethic of social justice.

Social justice in education: evoking the relationship between individual
power through the lens of disciplinary

and state

exclusion

Concerns about professional stress and conflict,

institutional

prejudice

and

(mis)representation, and a lack of pupil `voice' (all wrapped up within a system of
authoritarian power assumed to be oriented towards `inclusive education') can, I
hope, be illuminated and resolved through an exercise in unravelling the causes of
permanent exclusion from school. My focus on the multi-agency experience and its
responsesto policy and work pressures is an attempt to broaden this task from within
an `education system' to embrace an entire `policy community'. The thesis therefore
refers to the opinions, words and actions of social workers, school nurses, educational
psychologists, admissions officers, inclusion managers, teachers, youth offending
team officers, administrators, school receptionists and police officers, as well as,
where possible, parents and pupils. This `policy community' model is developed as a
`field' for research in chapter two, laying out in more detail the reasoning behind my
choice of an ethnographic methodology.

As I have explained above, the ethnographicstyle of this thesis is an ethical choice,
reflecting my orientation towardsequity and socialjustice in education. In looking in
detail acrossa whole `policy community', I am attemptingto describea `sharedsocial
world' (Atkinson and Hammersley 1994: 256) subject to authoritarian power. This
world, although in this thesis analysed through conceptions of local nation state
authority, is part of, influenced by and entangledwith a global corporateand popular
culture-influencedworld. I hope that the ideas I develop can be thought of aspart of
`a model of the state that is sensitive to both its durability and its
permeability, a
model that can account for the massive interconnectionsbetween local and global
forces and different material and discursive sites' (McCarthy and Dimitriadis 2005:
322). The institutional prejudicesI unearth are analysedhere as tools
of a normative
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state. But they should not be limited to this analysis; the people using these tools are
also influenced by global corporate and media tropes.

Within the corner of the field on which I have concentrated, my research was
concerned with looking for ways to effect change for the better. This study of what
permanent exclusion from school can tell us about weaknesses in `the system' might
reveal spaceswhere change could be effected. This focus on advocating social justice
within

the context of school exclusion is well-established, sometimes through

ethnographic or empirical means within the `education system' (Osler and Vincent
2003; Cooper 2002; Blair 2001; Gillborn 2009); and sometimes through detailed
analyses of educational policy (Slee 2001; Ball 2001). 1 believe that my role as a
researcher oriented to social justice can go some way to informing `the control that
citizens must have to harness managerial manipulation' (Nader 1972: 294). I hope
that by investigating the causes and impacts of permanent exclusion from within a
multi-agency framework and from both an ethnographic and a policy-implementation
point of view, I might contribute to this goal by broadening the study of disciplinary
school exclusion beyond the field of school and family to encompass the workings of
a `policy community'.
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Chapter Two

Doing ethnography in schoolsand a local authority children's
servicesdepartment: an integrative approach to reflective practice
Introduction
In this section, 1 develop the reasoning behind the use of a methodology based around
from school. I also
ethnography to investigate the causes of permanent exclusion
begin to look at how this could work within a field of research framed as what I have
ideas
called a `policy community', a concept derived from Shore and Wright's (1997)
about an `anthropology of policy'.
I begin with a consideration of my methodological route, from thinking about the
telling of the disparate stories of those whose voices had been less-privileged within
the `education system', towards a more holistic

ethnographic methodological

framework. The capacity for ethnographic approaches to support social change and
social justice (Redfield 1963; Nader 1972; Shore and Wright 1997) is then discussed.
The chapter proceeds to describe facets of conducting ethnographic research in the
children's services workplace, including the functions of ethnographic reflexivity
(Cohen et al. 2000) in promoting reflective practice; its role in supporting work with
young people in crisis; and the intersecting uses of field-notes and work-notes. In
terms of its potential sensitivity to power hierarchies, ethnography is then discussed as
a valid tool for looking at `those who have responsibility by virtue of being delegated
power' (Nader 1972: 290) as a check on authoritarian surveillance (Foucault 1977).

An ethnographic methodology is also assessedin this chapter in terms of its
amenabilityto the pragmaticapplication of researchfindings. The chapterwill discuss
its potential for cross-fertilisationin interdisciplinary approachesboth to practiceand
to researchand theoretical analysis (Rendall and Stuart 2005). Schools,as one of the
main delivery-placesof children's services, are discussed as particularly important
places to conduct ethnographic researchin that they mirror and crystallise societal
pressures(Lawrence-Lightfoot 2003). Schools are formulated in this chapter as
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`borderland'places(Anzaldua 1987),representingwhat we might call oneof the main
`intersectionlocations' of the `policy community' on which the ethnographyis based.
From storytelling to ethnography
As I described in chapter one, I embarked on this piece of research as a participant
observer in my own workplace. Initially,

I had considered using a narrative

methodology, collecting and contrasting the stories of head teachers, pastoral staff,
families and pupils in a few isolated case studies of permanent exclusion from school.
I intended to obtain multiple views of each `instance' of permanent exclusion and
expected to find that people's views of each instance were often radically different.
With this in mind, I started the researchby recording unstructured interviews with two
head teachers. However, I found that I was often supplementing, in my mind, what the
interviewees were telling me with details of my own experiences in working with
permanently excluded pupils in Enway. In fact, my very first interview went some
considerable way towards setting the context for this whole thesis, helping me think
about the complicated issues involved in the subject of permanent exclusion. The
head teacher I interviewed told me:

This young man came to my attention about two weeks ago. He was clearly a boy
who needed some attention. He dived onto another child and tried to attack him
for a Year Seven boy he seemed to be displaying characteristics that were
...
abnormal. This boy's in care and I think he just started with his second carer, first
carer clearly couldn't cope with him. He was not attending school regularly, and
those times when he has been here he has been problematic, refusing to go to
lessons and was just wandering around the school. This boy was entitled to 25
hours full time support
I
that there was something wrong with him;
... suspected
this is somebody who is very needy. I got his report from his primary school
...
he had a social worker, I found out, I think he was known to CAMHS, 2' the
mental health people, and I thought yes all this is making sense now and I want to
know why he came here in the first place. I then made a decision that I was going
to give him a fixed period exclusion for ten days, and in that ten days I hoped that
somebody would get him some appropriate provision. School, in my opinion, was
totally inappropriate and mainstream school, totally inappropriate, any
mainstream school, was inappropriate, and I would have fought against him being
placed anywhere. This was a chance to move things on.

Interview with HeadTeacherat ForrestBoys School, 6.11.06

21Child and AdolescentMental Health Services
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Listening to this interview, I found myself answering back in my mind. I took issue
`problematic'; I felt he was
with the head teacher's use of the words `abnormal' and
lacking in empathy around the pupil's status as a child in foster care; I objected to the
bald refusal to accept that school, `any mainstream school', might be an appropriate
to
place for him; and I felt that the head teacher's goal was to move the pupil on; not
take responsibility for trying to work out a way in which he could remain at Forrest
Boys School, or even to access an appropriately supportive alternative education
him out of the way.
placement, but to pass him on to other people: to get
In my notes, I wrote that `I left the meeting bemused as [the head teacher] spoke
his marvellous strategies and background
about the pupil for four minutes and about
for 39 minutes' (Field-notes, 7.11.06). But when I listened to the recording again
head teacher had only started to talk about himself
some time later, I realised that the
following my own (slightly wheedling) prompt about his involvement with advising
Head Teachers
on government policy on behalf of the National Association of
(NAHT; a trade union). Reflecting on this, I realised that my own anti-authoritarian
biases, derived, as I described in chapter one, in part from my own experiences and
broader ethnographic approach,
education, were heavily filtering my investigations. A
I felt, with myself as a participant observer, subject to the reflexivity necessary in
ethnographic research (Cohen et al. 2000), and including a cautious awareness of my
`privileged gaze' (Atkinson

and Hammersley

1994: 256) might prove a better

methodology. At the same time, I agreed with Atkinson and Hammersley's caveat that
`there is no perfectly transparent or neutral way to represent ... the social world'
(254). I have thus acknowledged my orientation towards social justice, and like
Conteh et al. (2005), 1 `question the notion of educational research as neutral and
objective and argue for a recognition of personal experience as a starting-point' (173).

In theseinitial stagesof research,as well as experiencing a crisis of self awareness,I
was beginning to feel that I could be less disruptive as a researcherif I observed and
listenedcarefully to what peoplewere communicating about their experiencesboth in
their actionsand in their words, without setting up the additionally distracting context
of an interview. I was also starting to understand the complex interactivity and
of policy, activity, personality, narrative, culture, and environment in
embeddedness
instancesof permanent exclusion. Nader (1972) discussesthe effects of remote
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`policy makers' as a feature of interacting relationships sometimes omitted from
localised ethnographies, and I wanted to include these policy makers (throughout the
thesis but especially in chapter eight). A level of complexity seemed to exist which
was not adequately illuminated by the disparate stories of individuals. I also felt that
the lack of privilege given to young people's voiced (offered or solicited) input into
the situations surrounding disciplinary exclusion, such as parent-teacher meetings,
was important information in itself. Nader (1972) does not advocate `studying up' to
the detriment of information gathered through `studying down'; she explains, `we are
not dealing with an either/or proposition'

(292). So I wanted to problematise the

notion of `voice', going beyond the spoken word and its receiver and decoder (my
listening ear) and contextualising it by the inclusion of `somatic modes of attention'
(Csordas 1999: 153). 1 felt that I could acknowledge young people's demonstrated
(behavioural) input and pay attention to the significance of the `gaps, silences and
contradictions' (Blackman 2001) and to my own responses to things in piecing
together the permanent exclusion `picture'.

I stopped recording interviews, and came

to focus on an ethnographic methodology
22
observation and document analysis.

enacted mainly through participant-

Ethnography as a tool for social change
Ethnography emerged from a colonial past through the practice of travel writing and
the discipline of anthropology as a literary, analytical and evocative means to describe
and exoticised distant cultures. Perhaps because of this past, and
anthropology's focus on social hierarchies and power relations, it has become a self-

unfamiliar

conscious methodology, attracting `Ideologiekritik
writings as the continuation of imperialism

unmaskings of anthropological

by other means; clarion calls to

dialogue,

first-person narrative as forms of
... verbatim recording, and
cure' (Geertz 1988: 131).

reflexivity,

Following this ethnographicmovement,a goal of my methodologicalapproachto this
thesis was therefore to problematiseand deconstructrather than essentialisethe ways
in which people were represented(Butler 1993,1999; Hall 1992;Gilroy 1998; Ball
et
al. 2002). In adoptingthis goal, I recognisedthat `men [sic]

last one of them,
... every

22Documentanalysisis especiallyaddressedin
chaptereight
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are cultural artifacts' (Geertz 1973: 51). In other words, I needed to remember that the
people I would encounter during the ethnographic research would constitute the
embodiment of a morass of learned, projected, experienced, chosen and conflicting
assumptions and identities: something I have developed into the concept of the
`extended body' (see chapter three). I knew that in describing hierarchical powerprocesses (such as heteronormativity and institutional racism)23 that ordered what
went into the construction of these `cultural artifacts', and which often resulted in
inequitable but normed representations of young people, I had a researcher's
responsibility. If I was to avoid misrepresenting young people affected by permanent
exclusion from school, and to uncover misrepresentations generated by institutional
practices, it would be my ethical task to pay attention to detail (Back 2007).

I also wantedto takethe opportunity, through conductingethnographicresearch,to be
immersed as a worker in children's services in a processof detailed reflexivity; to
submit myself to a similar scrutiny and through this to becomeself-awarerather than
just `self-conscious'. I was through this process considering or `trying out'
ethnographyas a tool for developing empathy and understandingin education.This
chapterdevelopssomeof my findings in this respect,below.
Ethnographic strategies have found their way from the discipline of anthropology into
the methodological toolkits of a range of disciplines within

the social sciences,

including education (Conteh et al. 2005; Cohen et al. 2000; Hammersley 1995;
Redfield 1963; Spindler and Spindler 1987). Robert Redfield, at the University of
Chicago's School of Sociology, was involved with the development of the idea of
ethnography as a tool of useful local discovery of what he called `social problems'
24
and of how they could be `surmounted' (1963: 92). For example, Redfield talked
about the uses of this qualitative methodological branch of social sciences specifically
for teachers:

Being established in the viewpoint of culture as an organic unity,
anthropologists seem to be calling upon the teacher to understand
the
...
in
the
teaching
takes
The
community
which
place.
real nature of effective
23In chaptersfive andsevenrespectively.

24This is as opposedto cultural anthropologyethnographiesof the time
which were often conducted
with remoteisland peoples.
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but rather in the
teaching ... lies, not in ways of preparinginstruction units
...
by
by
in
in
part played the schooland what goeson the school the cultural life
of the children's community.
(1963: 97-8)

Because I was interested in the extent to which an instance of official permanent
exclusion was caused by a school's institutional and normative practices as opposed
to pathologised within-child `problems' (Slee 1995), Redfield's conception of the use
of ethnography in education underpins the basis for my decision to use it as a
methodological framework.

Lawrence-Lightfoot (2003) used ethnographic fieldwork strategies in her study of
parent-teacher conferences in North America. She describes schools as `the arena
where the cultural and historical dramas of our society get played out... ' (216). So
looking at the causes and effects of permanent exclusion from school might not only
illuminate weaknesses in `the education system', but also the broader causes and
effects of the relationship between the individual and the state- and what might be
done to redress inequities in this relationship.

An ethnography of a `policy community'
I needed to find a way to think about the people experiencing these inequitable
relationships;a way that encapsulatedtheir mutual experienceand recognisedtheir
common subjectivity. So the people I encounteredin Enway who were affectedby the
existenceof permanentexclusion from school as a disciplinary option, implemented
within a system politically committed to a policy of inclusion, have come in this
ethnographyto constitute what I havecalled `a policy community. 25This approachis
theoreticallybasedon what Shoreand Wright (1997) introduce as an `anthropologyof
policy', explaining that whilst policy is often acceptedas `fact', it is in fact a `cultural
text' (15): a dynamic entity, being produced by one set of people (in this case,the
DFES and DCSF), implemented or contestedby another (here, children's services
workers like myself), and directed as an expressionof authoritarian power at a third
group (children and schools),which in turn reactsand interacts with it.

25Chaptereight dealswith the specific featuresof policy production
and implementation, including
throughdocumentation.
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My focus on policy-makers and policy-implementers represents an attempt `[tbo get
behind the facelessnessof a bureaucratic society
the mechanisms whereby (it is)
... at
directing the everyday aspects of our lives (in order to) raise important questions as to
responsibility,

accountability,

self-regulation'

(Nader

1972: 288). Schools and

children's services departments are `borderland' places26in which groups are brought
together as policies are developed, interpreted and implemented, making the policy
community of workers, pupils and families at the centre of this ethnography an
identifiable field.

Conducting ethnographic research in the workplace
Reflexivity as reflective practice: managing the representation of vulnerable young
people
Who are the people that make up this policy community? I want now to introduce
some of these characters and their relationships in order to demonstrate how the
reflexivity

inherent in an ethnographic approach can support the development of

deeply reflective practice in working with young people affected by permanent
exclusion from school.

As a pupil support officer in Enway, my work involved helping vulnerable young
people who had been or who were engaged in some stage of their school's
disciplinary procedures.Many of thesechildren were at risk of or alreadysubject to a
permanent exclusion from school. Across the two years of the ethnography, I
interactedwith the casesof around six hundred secondaryschool aged children and
young people;27attendedaround six hundred school meetings at twelve mainstream
secondaryschoolsand six alternativeeducationprovisions; and collaboratedwith nine
different services and agencies.It was my job to organise and facilitate the school
meetings.My goal was to ensurethat the headof year, staff from relatedservices,the
pupil and the parentsor carers were doing what they could to empathisewith each
other and to collaboratively develop a plan of support that would enablethe pupil to
benefit from his or her educationwithout unduly disrupting that of other pupils.

26The conceptionof schoolsas `borderland
spaces'is discussedin this chapter,below in the section
entitled Understandingborderland conflict: interconnectedrelationships in a multiplicity of contexts.
27In chaptersfour, five and seven,the detailsof the
school population in Enway in terms of ethnicity
and classwill be describedin more detail.
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Professionals from the multiple agencies were also often present at the meetings, so
pastoral support planning for one young person might be developed with input from
people as diverse as a housing support worker, an educational psychologist, a police
officer or support worker from the Youth Offending Team, and a social worker.
Because of the conflicting and often authoritative opinions of these professionals, it
was crucial that I remained reflective and alert in planning for support.

On one

occasion, for example, I heard the same pupil described and represented as `very
dangerous' by the police officer; learning disabled' by the educational psychologist;
`a nasty piece of work' by the head of year; `a young person with a lot of potential,
caring for her alcoholic father' by the social worker; and `in need of an ASBO' by the
housing officer. In this situation, it was important that I did not allow the collective
and conflicting biases engendered by my colleagues' years in each of their professions
to affect what I saw as constructive support planning for the pupil. It is also clear from
this example that part of my task was to carefully manage an empathic and supportive
representation of these vulnerable young people. Perhaps because of this, my
`extended body' theory, 28 being a way to analyse the experienced representation of
people, combining

embodied, projected, experienced,

chosen and conflicting

assumptions and identities, emerged early in the research period.

Complementingwhat is requiredfor this kind of work with vulnerable young people,
the ethnographic approach requires detailed observation and description, and a
protractedamountof time spentconsciouslyin the field. This offers `insights that the
structures,discourses,and agenciesthough which policy operatescan offer on the
workings of power' (Shore and Wright 1997: 7). 1 found that there were significant
opportunities afforded by the detailed participant-observation inherent in an
ethnographicapproachto tracethe complicatedworkings of relationshipsof power. It
provedto be particularly apt for understandingthe very complicatedinter-professional
conflicts describedabove. For example,its ability to synthesiseall the little details of
documentation, the voice timbre of a head of year, the placing of chairs in an
interview, and the difficulties in finding a time for a reintegration meetinghelped me
to piecetogetherevidence of a strong senseof resistancetowards the reintegrationof
previously excluded pupils. Heads of year often talked of these new students as
28This is developedin detail in chaptersthree
and four
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`outside (their) remit of responsibility'. I sometimes told my colleagues that school
receptionists, heads of year, and inclusion managers rolled their eyes when they saw
me arriving at their school, telling me, `Oh, god what have you brought us this time? '
My colleagues laughed at this; the high stress nature of the work often descended into
morbid humour. The fact that the strategies of an ethnographic approach enabled me
to incorporate details such as these helped me to illustrate the deeply embedded nature
of the problems I was unearthing.

Positioningand ethics:field-notes and work-notes
Just as they have enabled me to include office jokes, the rolling of a receptionist's
eyes, environmental details, words, objects, actions, and silences in order to
understand some of the causes and effects of permanent exclusion, the textual
conventions of ethnography (Atkinson and Hammersley 1994) have also allowed a
place for my own agenda to be clarified. In my work with children and schools, I have
found that reflective practice is crucial in order to maintain a balance between
compassionate empathy and professionalism. In a similar effort of reflexivity,

I

needed in this piece of research space to acknowledge, as I explain in detail in chapter
one, that I tend towards a resistance against expressions of authority.

`Reflexivity'

could be understood as reflective practice in action, as it `requires

researchers to monitor

closely

and continually

their own

interactions

with

participants... ' (Cohen et al. 2000: 141). 1 found that my field-notes became the
vehicle for this endeavour. My A5 spiral-bound notebooks became both work-notes,
records of conversations and meetings, and lists of work actions I needed to take; and
ethnographic field-notes. In my working and research roles (which also blurred at
times), I did not differentiate between these notes. If meeting minutes were late or
incomplete, my manager often directed colleagues to me, as she knew I had a record
of what was said. I always explained that my notes had this dual purpose, and that
confidentiality and anonymity were assured where the research was concerned,29
although this did not apply where the very same notes were used as `back-up' minutes
in the work context. I wrote before, during, and after meetings, and my
colleagues
always gave me A5 spiral-bound notebooks for my birthday and as Christmas
29I havechangedidentifyingdetailsincluding
namesandsomeotherelements
of all organisations,
placesandpeoplein thisthesisin orderto protectconfidentiality.
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presents. Interwoven with my meeting and observation notes were notes made whilst I
was reading. I was thus able to both incorporate my academic readings as tools for
reflection within my ethnographic musings and descriptions, and to help my work
become more thoughtful; to question accepted practices in the administration of
exclusion from school and to gather the words and reasoning to challenge them with a
considered set of arguments where necessary.

I decorated the fronts of my notebooks with small bits of paper detritus from my
workday, to remind me of the periods of time during which I had been making those
notes, and to maintain the feeling of `being there' for the benefit of my writing. These
decorations incorporated `Authorised Visitor' stickers and security passesfrom school
visits; sweet wrappers from the Christmas sweet collection in the office; bits of poems
and graffiti

designs from pupils;

aspirational policy

leaflets from department

conferences; and the business cards of colleagues and of people who had escaped the
local authorities to become `consultants', resplendent with aspirational taglines. These
bits and pieces constituted a collection of cultural artefacts from the places, people
and organisations with whom I interacted in my role as a pupil support officer. They
all contributed to the interwoven density of somatic, literary, remembered, and
observed detail I needed in order to evoke (Atkinson and Hammersley 1995) and
construct my experience. To as accurately as possible evidence my ideas about
permanent exclusion from school, I felt that I `must ... descend into detail ... to grasp
firmly the essential character of not only the various cultures but the various sorts of
individuals within each culture' (Geertz 1973: 53). My mention of office sweetwrappers, for example, evokes the inclusion service team-members' exhausted and
constant craving for sugar resulting from the high pressure and massive volume of
work we encountered, and in the midst of which we were expected to make reasoned
decisions about supporting young people with a vast and at times deeply distressing
array of behavioural, emotional and social needs and experiences. They also remind
me of the strong bond between people in the office, further cementing our service's
cultural identity: working together under stress, we cared about each other and
brought each other sugar-based gifts on a regular basis. So whilst I had to develop a
sensitivity to the superimposition of a set of research ethics on top of a different set of
work ethics, the ethnographic impulse to notice, listen, pay attention, and reflect
became an indispensable strategy in my work with young
people and families.
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Ethnography as a check on authoritarian surveillance in local government
The ethnographic need to reflexively place the self within the field is thus congruent
with the importance of maintaining an empathic approach to work with vulnerable
and excluded young people. But what of my relationship with my colleagues? How
would they feel about me describing the flurry of sweet wrappers in the office?

Reading for my PhD within my first year as a worker within local government public administrative services - it was perhaps inevitable that I would come across the
work of Michel Foucault. A growing awareness that my work could be viewed as that
of a `surveillance officer' within the panopticon (Foucault 1977)30 arrangements of
local government led me to a firm belief that I was ethically bound to interrogate my
own practice- including my practice as a researcher.

All the people I encounteredas part of my work day could have becomepart of the
ethnographic researchI was conducting. In order to ensure informed consent, I
announcedand discussedmy dual role as worker and researcheras often as seemed
appropriate.Nevertheless,a potential problem with conducting ongoing participant
observationwithin my public workplace was that it might have been experiencedas
`surveillance', a problem tackled by Nader (1972) in her discussionof `studying up'
(1972). In other words, I had a duty of ethical care to prevent my researchfrom
contributing to the functions of a panoptic system already dedicated to suffusing all
activity with authoritarian power through the means of recording, classifying, and
formalising the encountersof my workmates and pupils.31However, an ethnographic
approach,with its requirement for empathy (Conteh in Conteh et al. 2005) revealed
itself especiallyuseful in the field of researchas an antidote to the objective natureof
panoptic surveillance techniques. My colleagues knew this, knowing me as a
somewhat reluctant and critical bureaucrat, not given to swallowing policy
30Foucault(1977) tracedthe developmentof authoritarianpower from the brute force
of sovereigntyto
a modernversion of authoritarianpower (77) which he describesas `the Panopticon' (18). This name
originateswith the architectJeremyBentham's design for a prison building in which the guardscan see
the prisonersat all times- but as theprisoners cannotseethe guards,they can only assumethey are
being watchedand so internalisethe surveillance, behaving as if they are being watchedeven when
they may not be. OFSTED's Self Evaluation Forms could be seenas a current version of this
internalisedsurveillance,more of which is discussedlater in this thesis,beginning in chapterthree.
31Chaptereight includes a section on documentation
and official recordsand the way in which these
function to `captureand fix' (Foucault 1977:198)representationsof actorsand their actions.
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pronouncements without question. I asked so many questions that my very first piece
of official feedback at my job in Enway, during a `Performance Review' meeting, was
written in capitals on the record sheet: `BE CIRCUMSPECT! ' With its ability to
`make the familiar strange' (Atkinson et al. 2001: 188; Spindler and Spindler 1987);
to illustrate in detail (so that we can then deconstruct or take apart piece by piece) that
which has hitherto been prima facie `common sense' (such as a policy document:
Shore and Wright 1997), ethnography is particularly appropriate as a tool for
challenging

accepted institutional

`wisdom'

(Nader

1972). In its postmodern

conception, its open-minded ethic can move beyond what is presented in the officially
stated reports favoured within public services (Dyck in Amit 2005).

For an example of the space between the `official'

view and my own ethnographic

reports of my experience, it is useful to consider the government's requirement,
described in chapter one, that local authorities should reduce exclusions from school
through multi-agency collaboration (Macrae et al. 2003; Heath et al. 2006). As I have
described above, through a long period of participant-observation in multi-agency
meetings, instead of seeing a holistic approach to helping pupils stay in school, I was
able to detect a pattern of conflict between professionals, focussed within the pupil's
`extended body'. 32This conflict, I found, tended to deflect any constructive, supportbased attention away from the pupil. Of course, there were situations where
professionals collaborated very successfully to support young people at risk of
exclusion. But what appeared to be a common-sense government policy33 designed to
help pupils appeared in many cases to result in discordance between professionals,
often, as I will explain in the following chapters, screened behind an increased
pathologising and experienced representation of the pupil (Thomas and Loxley 2001).
I found the ethnographic methodology, with

its

requirements for reflexivity,

participant-observation, a protracted amount of time spent in the field, and a
commitment

to

attempting

to read situations

from

informants'

viewpoints

32As explainedabove,the `extendedbody' is a experiencedrepresentationof
a person,combining
embodied,projected,chosenand conflicting assumptionsand identities. This can constitutean
entanglement(Blackman and Venn 2010) of a pupil's embodied, experiencedand corporealstatesand
the set of identity traits, behavioursand intentionsascribedto a pupil and pathologisedonce he or she
becomesthe focusof intensified schoolobservationimplementedduring a disciplinary exclusion,
describedin detail in chaptersthreeand four.
33As Shore and Wright (1997: 11) explain, and I
expand upon in chapter eight, policy can hide `highly
`irrational' goals in the guise of rational, collective, universalized objectives'.
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(Malinowski 1923; Cohen et al. 2000; Conteh et al. 2005; Bell 2005; Back 2007), to
be particularly suited to uncovering and describing this complicated inter-professional
conflict and its departure from official views promoting more `joined-up thinking'
(Fielding 2001: 12). Where professionals did collude, it was often to apply normative
and prejudiced understandings of the young people they were supporting (discussed in
chapters five, six and seven).

Privileging the views of young people
One of the ideas explored in this thesis is that inter-agency conflict might be
exacerbated by, among other things, competition between policy discourses34and by
the emotional stress of working with the high-stakes, complicated and serious issues
which can emerge during a permanent exclusion. This conflict can distract supportive
attention from the socio-cultural contexts Redfield (1963) felt should be made visible
by ethnography such as community and family circumstances; and from institutional
norms and prejudices (Nader 1972), instead focusing attention on a pathologised
`within-child' view of their behaviour (Thomas and Loxley 2001; Rendall and Stuart
2005; discussed further in chapter three). Working with young people excluded from
school thus required a resolute effort to try to ensure that their opinions were heard
and their living and experiential contexts were taken into account during school
meetings: fundamentally, that they could represent themselves. Children's voices are
especially important here because `they are the only people who know both the family
and the school domains... ' (Lawrence-Lightfoot

2003: 224). However, as I have

explained, these voices were not always apparent or privileged, and it became
important to pay attention to the details implicit in the `gaps, silences and
contradictions'

(Blackman 2001: 8) left by their absence, and the institutional

mechanisms which led to these gaps and silences (Nader 1972).

The `youth/pupil voice' agendais a socialjustice-oriented stancewhich considersthat
in order to participate in a democracy, young people should be able to effectively
voice their opinions in order to effect positive local change and to improve services
(Hart 1992). Hart offers a `ladder of participation' model, advising
on how to most
effectively foreground the useful facilitation of youth voice within an organisation.
30An exampleof a competing discourseincludes `inclusion to
support the child' versus`exclusion to
protect the school': seechapter eight.
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There is a parallel to be drawn between this and the possibilities ethnography offers in
providing space for the stories of people who do not usually have the opportunity to
have their concerns heard (Conteh at al 2005; Caputo in Amit 2005). Eve Gregory
conducted an ethnography comparing local government official spending statistics
with the experiences of local people (what she calls 'JPFs' or `Just Plain Folks')
within schools in London's East End. She explains, `[b]y making visible the lives of
people whose stories are not often told, (ethnography) gives a voice to all of us who
are `nothing special" (Conteh et al. 2005: ix). Because the points of view of the
pupils with whom I worked were often omitted from the school documents and
meetings held ostensibly to support their lives at school, an ethnographic approach to
researchbecame the basis of a useful working ethic within which to try to make their
lives `visible'- to investigate and foreground their points of view. This imperative has
suffused this thesis and becomes the core of some of my recommendations in chapters
eight and nine, addressing the need for `a space for critical enunciation' through
`forms of politics and expressive practices which resist oppressive structures of the
state and global capital' (Allen 2009).

Another group whose points of view often seemed to be absent from multi-agency
support meetings constituted the subject teachers- those who spent hours in the
classroom with the young people we were discussing. The teachers and other
professionals I met as part of my work and research usually considered themselves
lacking in agency or engaged in a hopeless struggle in the face of multiple and swiftly
changing government education policies and numerous bureaucratic responsibilities.
Their experiences of conflict under this pressure did find voice within my field-notes.
Parents were occasionally happy to talk to me about their experiences, and I gathered
useful information both as a worker and as a researcher from the `doorknob'
phenomenon (Lawrence-Lightfoot 2003), whereby a father might stand up from his
chair to leave the meeting room, put his hand out towards the doorknob, and then
suddenly `unleash ... the anguish that he has managed to ignore and repress during
the meeting' (218). However, it was only when I looked outside the schools and local
authority offices and visited a youth-led programme focussed on diverting young
people who were `at risk of offending' that I was able to solicit more than two or three
words from young people. I was still within the policy community insofar as I was
following an ethnographic trail initially generated within my work
as a local authority
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officer. But I found myself having to stretch the boundaries of what I could call my
`work' in order to spend time with this group. This suggests that ethnography in a
public space must take into account which sector of the public `owns' a space. In
writing this ethnography, I have tried to be aware that the hierarchical arrangements
within schools and children's services departments could thus be seen to privilege the
voices of adults.

On 'truth': stitching togetherthe ethnographic narrative
I want here to introduce a cautionary note to my discussion of the concept of `voice'.
My concern is that representation `depends upon the rationality and stability of writers
and readers and upon noncontradictory subjects who say what they mean and mean
what they say' (Britzman 1995: 230). And as Atkinson and Hammersley (1994) state,
`there is the danger of adopting ethnographic myths, such as that
informants speak
...
"cultural truths"' (253). Particularly because I have interpreted and given importance
to gaps, silences and cultural artefacts as well as voiced and documented concerns, it
is important to acknowledge the constructive textual work involved in the reporting,
interpreting, synthesising and reading of a cohesive narrative out of a mass of
ethnographic data. Britzman (1995) encapsulates the main source of my disquiet,
explaining that `[for poststructuralists, representation is always in crisis
... subjects
may well be the tellers of experience; but every telling is constrained, partial, and
determined by the discourses and histories that prefigure
(231... representations'
232). This may partially be because discourses around representation fail to capture
the dynamic effects of the experience of being represented (Blackman and Venn
2010).

In considering the subjectivity of the one who represents- the ethnographer
Atkinson and Hammersley(1994) recall Clifford and Marcus's (1986) emphasison
`the natureof the textual imposition that anthropology exertsover its subjectmatter',
pointing out `the complex interplay of literary and rhetorical, historical, and
ideological influences on the production and reception of anthropological
ethnographies' (254). Addressing this concern, Ellis's (1997) essay on `Evocative
Ethnography' is interspersedwith accounts of the `Sociological Chorus's' (120)
anxious demandsfor a justification of her unorthodox (unscientific) approach. Ellis
suggeststhat her method constitutes a way to presentpeople's lived `stories' (134)
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whilst grappling with the problem of bias through an attempt at deep reflectivity.
However, Haigh (2006) explains that it is important to use `stories to understand, in
sociological terms, how an institution works' (26). He sees this approach as capable
of moving perceptions towards a collaborative understanding, explaining that `all of
us in schools should ... consider the different stories that have brought us to where we
are, and, more importantly, how we can work to make the rest of the narrative hang
together' (26). This has been my goal in stitching together this ethnographic narrative.
This ethnography is, then, a construction of my truth based on the evidence drawn
from my fieldwork. In order to redeem `an articulation of the significance and
meaning of my experience' (Ellis 1997: 129), I wanted to `tell a good story'. But as
Alheit (2005) suggests, `the fact that we are narrative constructors of our world does
not imply that the `real world' has no influence on our constructions; and it does not
mean that our constructions have no impact on the `real world" (202). This addresses
Britzman's (1995) concerns by naming and positioning the fact of representation
within the context of experience. What it does not address, however, is the fact that
readers of this thesis will apply their own understandings to what they read.

From the ivory tower to thechalkface: applied research
I have attempted to piece together a cohesive and meaningful narrative in order to
illuminate the causesof permanent exclusion from school and the systemic inequities
it reveals. At the same time, as I explained in chapter one, I wanted my research to be
pragmatically useful to the young people with whom I worked: to address these
inequities. There is a concern in schools that academic research is not `in touch' with
the day to day `real' experience of schooling: that it is removed from `the chalkface'.
This was exemplified in a comment made to me by one of the heads of year with
whom I had worked on an almost weekly basis for three years, reintegrating young
people who had experienced the most trying of circumstances. When I went to tell
him that I was leaving Enway children's services to work in a university as a lecturer
in inclusive education he said, `Have fun in your ivory tower! ' The comment stung, as
this could not have been further from my intentions. For I had found that doing an
ethnography where I worked and combining it with reflective practice comprised a
means for very immediately sharing and implementing ideas generated by my
findings with my work colleagues.
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The intensity and depth of the research I was conducting quite quickly raised
recurring patterns, which enabled me to experience a degree of research saturation:
when the same issues kept arising over and over again, I felt that I could reasonably
identify them as worthy of inclusion in the thesis as an answer to one of my questions
on the causes and effects of permanent exclusion from school. One example of the
immediate effects of conducting ethnographic research at work concerns my
observation of a pattern concerning new government policies in education. I realised
that these could involve a considerable amount of work whilst appearing to be
hopelessly inapplicable to the actual experiences and needs of pupils and school staff.
I observed professional anxiety around this when I attended a conference in 2005
about `helping young people back into mainstream services after a period of
exclusion. '35 During this conference, I attended a session delivered by a civil servant
from the then DfES on the `Common Assessment Framework' (`CAF').

The CAF, at that time a system which had not yet been implemented across the
country, consists of a paper and online form intended to guide a holistic assessmentof
a child's needs, and then to prompt a multi-professional meeting called a `Team
Around the Child' ('TAC').

It was designed to identify children who presented with a

`moderate level of need'- that is, immediately below that considered appropriate (for
the funding necessary) for a referral for assessmentby a social worker. The CAF was
eventually supposed to replace the need to complete many of the referral forms
designed by individual agencies. The `TAC' procedure required the nomination of a
Lead Professional whose task it was to coordinate the professionals and to encourage
`multi-agency working for the benefit of children and families'. 36 The conferenceroom was full of professionals from different children's services agencies all over the
country, and they all had questions.

One professionalasked: `How much time and effort was put into managingchange?'
The civil servant answered,`It's up to the local authorities to managechange and
deliver to the front line.' Another suggestedthat without the new workload generated
by what was seenasthis radical way of working, serviceswere already `understaffed
35Conferencearrangedby the Associationfor Professionalsin Services for Adolescents(APSA),
entitled `Comeback and move on: A conferenceon re-integration-helping young peopleback into
mainstreamservicesafter a period of exclusion', September6-7 2005, ReadingUniversity.
36Ibid; `Workshop Profiles' handout.
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and under resourced', and the civil servant replied, `It's got to be worked through
locally'. Every question concerned how local implementation would work, and each
time, the civil servant's reply was that problems would need to be solved on a local
basis.

It was made clear by the `local practice' discourse that the CAF was going to signal
massive upheaval and a significant extra workload within children's services, without
a promise of extra money from the government to support its implementation.
Eventually, all agencies were expected to be using the CAF procedures. I knew that if
I did not become involved in the way that CAF was rolled out within my children's
services department at Enway, it would be imposed upon me from above. I
volunteered to be involved with the CAF steering group for Enway, and agreed37to
become a `Lead Professional CAF Champion'. Almost a year after I first heard of the
CAF, and because I was taking ethnographic field-notes, paying attention to the multiagency anxieties, I was able to take control of the effect it had on my working
practice. I implemented the procedures required by a smooth introduction of the CAF
in readiness.And when it arrived, my team was ready. 38

Another exampleof the immediateand pragmaticapplication of my ongoing research
findings involved pupils who were referred to my section of children's services for a
school move by their parents as a result of bullying. One of the effects of the
dissonancebetween the policies of inclusion and exclusion was that that bullied
children were often moved before the alleged `bully' was excluded.Ostensibly, these
pupils had been subject to horrific treatmentat the handsof their peers.One Enway
pupil I workedwith was bundledinto a car at knife-point and held, dangling,over the
river bank. Another was taken to a secretlocation and beatenasa mobile phone was
held to his mouth so that his step-fathercould hear his screams.A third pupil wanted
to move schoolsbecausethe head teacherhad told his parentsthat `the school could
not guaranteehis safety' ashe movedthrough the corridors betweenlessons.

" Bear in mind I was a slightly anarchicand reluctantbureaucrat.
i$ It is also ironic that ethnographyto someextent turned
me into a self-surveilling bureaucrat.This is
impetus
from
the
develop
to
the
perhapswhere
came
conceptof `critical bureaucracy'(see chapter
eight).
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So it seemed to be grossly unfair that `the bullied child' had to move schools.
However, after a year of tracking these pupils and their progress in the new schools in
which they had been placed for a fresh start, I found that pupils who had been moved
due to their status as `victims of bullying' were more likely to receive long or multiple
fixed-term exclusions (suspensions) than those who had moved because they were at
risk of permanent exclusion. The ethnographic research I was conducting enabled me
to pick up on the significance of this pattern, and to gather the information necessary
to implement support plans more appropriate to the behavioural needs of these pupils.
My PhD thesis would be completed several months or years after the fieldwork was
being conducted, and may not be published for a while after that, if at all. And yet,
because of the sensitivity

of the ethnographic methodology, as an academic

conducting reflective research at work, I was able to immediately implement some of
my findings in a way that benefited the children and families for whom I worked.

Cross-fertilising interdisciplinarity in work and in research
As well as facilitating positive and immediate impacts on my work as a pupil support
officer, the ethnographic research seems to have the potential to not only describe but
to resolve interdisciplinary

conflict. I saw this as a benefit of conceiving of the

ostensibly disparate research field as a `policy community'. As a qualified school
teacher, conducting research with a policy community in a public place such as the
schools and offices of a local authority's children's services department involved
meeting other researchers, using techniques and reading reports developed within a
landscape. For example, other studies into permanent exclusion
from school have been conducted by psychologists (Rendall and Stuart 2005) and

multidisciplinary

sociologists (Cooper 2002), and understanding the literature provided me with the
opportunity to learn about diverse disciplinary methodologies and theoretical
approaches. I also attended conferences and symposia on a range of issues initiated by
psychology, philosophy, anthropology and sociology departments, and read across
these disciplines (for example, Back 2007; Rendall and Stuart 2005; Cooper 2002;
Rose 1999; Geertz 1973,1998; Shore and Wright 1997; Nader 1972). The broad
range of material generated by an ethnographic approach invited an integration of
disciplinary knowledge which has served in this thesis to further inform
a useful
analysis and development of theory, also noted in work conducted by Lloyd-Smith

andDavies(1995).
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This theoretical interdisciplinarity

complemented the empathy and knowledge

necessary for working within a multi-agency environment. Understanding theories of
psychology, for example, helped me to collaborate more effectively with educational
39 This interdisciplinary engagement
and empathy, embodied in
psychologists.
ethnographic activity, could constitute the beginnings of a community of practice
(Lave and Wenger 1991) across the disciplines, and in this way address some of the
conflict that arises between the professions.

School mirrors society
Theoretical and professional interdisciplinarity,

then, mirror and complement each

other. Similarly, this thesis frames `school' as an important reflection of societal and
policy trends. This section will explain the amenity of schools to ethnographic
analysis, and will try to explain, with an eye to Robert Redfield's (1963) sense for the
social usefulness of ethnography, why school-based ethnography is important beyond
the school gates.

Just as there is evidence of a hierarchy of value privileging the local authority's
representations of children over their own efforts at self-representation'40 school-

basedhierarchiesbetweenpeerscould be describedas reflecting hierarchiesfrom the
neighbourhoodsin which they are situated.
One family, for example,came to a school meeting to explain that their son, lshaq,
wasjustified in hitting anotherchild with a hockey stick becauseit would protect his
reputation,and thereforehis safety, in the streetsoutsidethe school.The headof year
found herself torn between assertingthe school's basic behaviour code against the
pupil's very real fear of retaliation outside school. Her initial responsewas `we don't
want that "gang stuff' in here ... ' But the pupil's grandfatherreplied, `It's already
here. That's why he had to hit the kid with a hockey stick'. The struggles this pupil
was experiencingoutside school in the faceof peer pressureto fight on streetswhere
police were in regular attendancewas reflected in the same pressuresat school- but
See,for example, Thestory of Nama in chapter five.
00See,for example, Bizarre, disturbedand weird in chapter five and Cultural
attitudes to mental health
services:Ibrahim in chapterseven.
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instead of police, the surveillance and interrogation were being carried out by
teachers.41 Lawrence-Lightfoot (2003) recognises this phenomenon, considering
schools to be particularly important sites for research because they are public places
which `in vivid microcosm ... mirror societal priorities, values, and conflicts [and] ...
magnify and intensify them' (216). Because of this, ethnography in the public space
inhabited by a policy community (in lshaq's case, a school) could be seen to offer the
potential to reveal a crystallised narrative reflecting the condensed experience of the
diverse group of people across the home/school/community boundaries.

Understanding borderland conflict: interconnected relationships in a multiplicity of
contexts
If, as in Ishaq's situation, in-school behaviour is affected by behaviour out of school,
working with pupils requires an understanding of the diverse communities served by a
school or a local authority (Redfield 1963). This kind of context needs to be taken into
consideration where a researcher decides to conduct an ethnography on a policy
community within the public space of schooling: can the diverse groups of children
and adults in a school amount to a community? For that matter, do the social workers,
pupil support officers, housing support workers and educational psychologists within
a local authority amount to a community? And does an ethnography need to identify a
community in order to describe the group of people it is investigating? Is the `policy
community' concept solid enough to warrant an ethnographic approach?

Anzaldua (1987) recognises places `wherever two or more cultures edge each other'
42
as `borderlands' (26). I should acknowledge here that Anzaldua (1987) is talking
about the experiences of a colonised people living on the Texas-Mexican border, and
this ethnography is situated in another culture and another time, which is, to a large
degree, a post-colonial context. However, the power relations in colonial borderlands
resonate strongly, and I am here employing this idea to frame the group being
researched as a policy community. Schools, with their multiple adult and youth peergroups, their home-school liaison efforts, and their existence as a site for multi-agency
meetings between professionals who may not always agree, could be described as
41These peer-group struggles for hierarchy
are described later in chapter three as `horizontal violence'
(Freire 1996).

42This idea is developedfurther in chapterthree.
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`borderland' spaces-or, as I described earlier in this chapter, `intersection locations'. I
consider `policy' - the effects of absent `policy-makers' - to insinuate itself right
across this borderland location, seeping into work practices and the gaps and spaces
between them; this has lead to my interest in the benefits of `studying up' as well as
`studying down' (Nader 1972). I am, then, looking at `a policy community of
borderland people'.

In this thesis, I will describe pupils at risk of permanent exclusion as having
`extended bodies' which function as contested space (and which could similarly be
described as a borderland) in which professionals unwittingly battle for authoritarian
power and young people battle for self-representation. With its focus on `encounters
and relationships' (Caputo in Amit 2005: 21), ethnography has the capacity to address
these `borderland' or contested spaces, and the work which is the focus of this
ethnography is indeed a series of encounters and relationships conducted in multiple
intersection locations: formal meeting rooms, collaborative support planning sessions,
school corridor negotiations, behaviour logs, computer databases, reports, and
informal interactions in car parks and waiting rooms.

An ethnographic methodology has allowed me to gather information from the places
in which inter-professional negotiations are conducted and where the private lives of
pupils and parents erupt into the public physical and virtual spaces of local authority
institutions. It has worked here because it benefits from `the capacity to connect
diverse and even contradictory discourses to patterned activities, institutional interests
and personal relationships that span a variety of social realms ... ' (Dyck in Amit
2005: 41). A public institutional space, such as a school, can be defined as an
intersection location where `diverse' borderland peoples - here, teachers, social
workers, pupils, parents, and local authority officers - come together to interface with
a common authority (that is, the local authority), as a policy community. Ultimately, it
is the fact that all the people in this ethnography (including myself) were subject to
the power exerted through central and local government policy that rendered us a
group amenable to ethnographic description.
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Conclusion
In two years of fieldwork across this complicated policy community, I interacted, as I
have explained above, with around six hundred children and young people and
perhaps fifty professionals. Those individuals whose stories are told in this thesis have
been selected as a representative sample because they best illuminate the ideas I have
generated in answer to my research foci: the causes of permanent exclusion from
school; the impact of its existence as an option; and what a focus on it can tell us
about some of the weaknesses in the `education system'.

In this chapter, I have considered the idea that ethnography is an appropriate
methodology with which to look collectively at the experiences of pupils, parents, and
education professionals within

a local

authority,

as a `policy

community'.

Ethnography as a tool for reflective practice in the work-place was considered, and I
also suggestedthat there is a danger that ethnography could be read as a technique of
insidious surveillance. In response to this, I argued that it may, conversely, represent
an antidote to panopticism. Focusing on the idea that ethnography can facilitate a
hearing for those who do not usually have their stories heard, I argued that it is a
useful tool for work with disadvantaged young people. I sought to clarify schools as
`borderland' places that mirror and crystallise the experiences of the complex
societies they serve, and I argued that an ethnographic study of them can assist in
understanding the intricacies of conflict within the multiplicity

of interconnected

relationships generated when a permanent exclusion from school is implemented.
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Chapter Three
The extended body in contested borderlands: children in schools
Introduction
In chapter two I established the field for my research into permanent exclusion from
school as a `policy community'. I also described schools as microcosms of society
(Lawrence-Lightfoot

2003),

reflecting

more

general

societal

concerns

and

implementing state policy, and therefore suitable for the investigation of wider
conceptions of the relationship between the state and the individual. This chapter will
lay out the theoretical framework underpinning my analysis of what research about
the causes and effects of permanent exclusion

from school can reveal about

weaknessesin an `inclusive education' system.
The chapter will begin by extending the discussion as to why I have chosen to focus
on permanent exclusion from school. It will proceed to develop some of the reasons
behind the multidisciplinary

nature of my theoretical focus introduced earlier in

chapter two. I will then explain the `extended body' theory introduced in the previous
two chapters in terms of its Foucauldian roots. Here I will develop the idea that
authoritarian power has extended the body in order to better control it, moving on to
establish the extended body as contested space. The extended body is vulnerable to
being represented as transgressive, and the chapter will progress to discuss the
transgressive extended body's enhanced vulnerability

to exclusion. I am focussing

here on how vulnerable young people's extended bodies are represented and
experienced in disciplinary situations where permanent exclusion features as an
option. `Representation' here is concerned with a dynamic kaleidoscopic
entanglement of identity and projection (sometimes by the state), and the extended
body is an attempt to conceptualise these in their interaction with the biological43
(Blackman 2001: 182) and the experienced into one integrated subject. The concept of
a young person's `needs', often projected as a rationale for excluding practises
43What one might call the physical body and its workings. For
example,in chapterfive, I discussthe
diagnosis
PMS
her
woman
whose
caseof a young
of
affected
experienceand the developmentof
appropriatesupport.
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(Thomasand Loxley 2001; Slee 1995),is offered asan exampleof the application of
the theory of the extendedbody to situations concerningpermanentexclusion from
school.
Having developed a theoretical framework for thinking about the subject (that is, the
individual child or young person subjected to a school disciplinary framework), the
chapter moves on to look at the field of research and the professionals or staff
(teachers, social workers, support workers, administrators, and local authority
officers) who work in it. The idea of borderland space (Anzaldua 1987) as contested
space, introduced in the previous chapter, will be developed here, and the framing of
schools as microcosms of society (Lawrence-Lightfoot
explained as constituting

2003) will

be further

crucibles for the reproduction of social hierarchies

(Bourdieu and Passeron 1977). The final sections of the chapter attempt to address a
central question- the causes of permanent exclusion from school- by looking at its
roots both in a failure to comprehend teaching and related work with young people as
a set of political acts influenced by institutional prejudice, and the idea that conflict
between young people is a manifestation of `horizontal objective violence' between
oppressed subjects (Freire 1996; Zizek 2008).
Exclusion: illuminating

weaknesses in a system framed around `inclusion'

When I mention `the system', I am referring to the whole framework of schooling,
discipline and supportfor children and young peopleimplementedthrough the Enway
Children's Services department, including social services and the inclusion
department(see chapter four for a description of an integral part of this, the Pupil
PlacementPanel) as well as the schools. So why did I choose to focus, out of
everything in the educationand relatedsystems,specifically on permanentexclusion?
It was,of course,my areaof work. But more importantly, I chosethis areabecauseits
quality of exclusivity concentratesattention on what might needto changewithin the
whole structureof schooling,discipline and support for children and young people.If,
between2002 and 2009 in the UK, between 8000 and 9200 of the pupils for whom
the mainstream `inclusive' system has been designed were permanently excluded
from it, not to mention those that were `unofficially excluded', (DtEE 1999c; DfEE
2001; DCSF 2009) then theremust be something that could be done differently. 1 felt
that the very existenceof permanentexclusion as a disciplinary option might affect
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the ways in which professionals discuss, represent and make decisions about young
people. In seeking a coherent set of evidence for this which would be comparable
with and build upon current research trends (discussed in chapter one and below), I
focussed on representations of young people in meetings, paperwork, and professional
talk in terms of perceptions of their gender, ethnicity, and social class.

A multidisciplinary

theoretical framework

It is widely accepted that gender, ethnicity and social class are intertwined in terms of
their effects on subjective experience in schooling environments (George 2007;
Archer and Yamashita 2003; Ball et al. 2002; Gillborn 2009; Lloyd 2005; LloydSmith and Davies 1995; Skeggs 1997; Wright

et al.

2000). As with

the

methodological strategies employed in this research and described in the previous
chapter, a theoretical framework which lends itself to thinking about the problem of
permanent exclusion from school needs to take into account the intercontextual
factors behind each exclusion story (Sellman et al. 2002). A permanent exclusion
from school is what I see as a `high-stakes moment', but it does not exist in a vacuum.
There are a multitude of circumstances which have intersected in order to bring that
moment into existence. Because of this, it has not been sufficient for me to think
about permanent exclusion purely in terms of either behaviour management; or of
theories of autonomy and power relations (Foucault 1977; Slee 1995; Blackman 2001;
Rose 1999), the body, identity and self-representation (Butler 1999; Phoenix 2009;
Blackman 2010); of pedagogy (Freire 1996); of local and national policy (Ball 2001;
Whitty 2002), or of gender (Francis 2005; Archer and Yamashita 2008), ethnicity
(Hall 1992; Gilroy 1998), and class (Bourdieu and Passeron 1977): but in terms of all
of these things.

To balancethe prevailing pathologising view (describedby Slee 1995; Thomas and
Loxley 2001) of a pupil trappedwithin a school disciplinary procedure,who may for
example be seenas `abnormal' or `in need of an ASBO' (both discussedin chapter
two), requires an understandingof the multitude of pressuresbrought to bear on that
pupil. These might consist of, for example, his or her family's history or refugee
status; the family religion's view of gender and sexuality; and any school's capacity
to empathisewith all of this (discussedin detail in chaptersfive, six and seven).As I
described in chapter two, an ethnographic methodology lends itself to an
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interdisciplinary blend of the theoretical strategies necessary to manage the elements
of this complicated picture, providing each with an array of examples to discuss and
deconstruct. It provides that the stories of the people in the ethnography are not
merely compared with each other but as far as is possible (given the caveats around
the constructed nature of such things in chapter two) are given their holistic
theoretical due. In trying to avoid a reductive approach, this task requires an analysis
which might even be called `postmodern', applied throughout, from the `macro',
wider world view associated with state/individual theories, to the `micro'

view

associated with personal experience, and to the interactions and the real, documentary,
and virtual gaps between them.

Extending the body in order to control it
The link in this thesis between the state (here enacted through practices of schooling
and the support and disciplining of young people) and the individual is central to a
discussion about permanent exclusion from school. It begins with Foucault, whose
conception of administrative power is at the foundation of my theoretical framework.
Foucault (1977) begins his work Discipline and Punish with a graphic description of a
man being hanged, drawn and quartered. The punishment he describes was designed
to reflect the ferocity of sovereign power: a subject had to be literally torn apart by
horses to demonstrate the seriousness of the crime. The problem with this model was
that once the physical body had been torn apart, the direct effects of administrative
power on that individual ended. So the locus of power shifted in the 19th Century
from the sovereign and began to be expressed through the growth of institutional
frameworks that contained new power and institutional structures, such as armies,
then hospitals, prisons and schools (Foucault 1977).

Becausearmies,hospitals,prisonsand schoolscontain, control and investigatepeople,
powerful constructionsof subjectivity were invoked in these state institutions. This
meant, Foucault (1977) elucidates, that religious conceptions of the soul and
psychologicaltheoriesof mind and behaviourbecamethe focus of the `therapeutic'or
`educational' nature of these institutions. Whereas a criminal's physical body had
originally been the repository for punishment, what Foucault (1977) calls panoptic
(all-seeing) power began first to be applied to what the body did (which I understand
to mean behaviour/sin) and then to what the person's behavioural intent
might be
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(which I understand to mean psychology/soul). As Foucault (1977) explains, `[i]t
would be wrong to say that the soul is an illusion, or an ideological effect. On the
contrary, it exists, it has a reality, it is produced permanently on, around, within the
body by the functioning of a power that is exercised on those punished' (29). Thus
whilst punishment was originally
visibility:

limited to the perceived capacity for physical

where a body has been torn apart- once the body's actual and intended

behaviour became subject to control, the limits of an individual's body extended out
beyond her/his skin. This is what I will call the `extended body', particularly
vulnerable to the immanence of institutional power because of its shifting boundaries.
In developing the concept of the extended body, I am, like Blackman (2001), seeking
to move beyond the social constructionist approach to `explore the intersection of the
psychological, the biological and the social' (182).

In Foucault's (1977) model, the imperative behind the expression of authoritarian
power is to do with the maintenance of the state through market forces. He explains
that a body's `constitution as labour power (in a free market economy)... is possible
only if it is caught up in a system of subjection' (26). In this model, schooling
functions to produce workers. Pupils who do not fit into the worker-producing model
are surplus to requirements, and so are excluded (Slee 1995:64). As Slee (1995)
explains `[b]ecause the tyranny of punitive disposition

could not be relied on

exclusively, other forms of management needed to be devised. In this context the
institutional requirement of `dividing practices' becomes more urgent' (64). In order
to select and divide off those to be excluded, this thesis suggests that when pupil
support officers, heads of year, learning mentors, social workers, attendance advisory
officers, and education psychologists are faced with support planning for pupils
perceived as having `behaviour management issues', aspects of the pupil's `attitude';
`behaviour'; `intention'; and `mental state'44 become subject to this control. These
aspects fall within the `extended body'.

The extended body, vulnerable to positivist but nonetheless embodied and
experiencedrepresentation,becomeswhat Foucault (1989) describesin his discussion
of clinical positivism as `the dark, but firm web of our experience' (246). It is the

44Not an exhaustive
list.
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place where the individual and the state become entangled(Blackman and Venn
2010); an experienced representation of a person, combining embodied, projected,
chosen and conflicting assumptions and identities.

Note the inclusion of the concept of 'choice'. Blackman and Venn (2010) state that
'bodies are characterised by their intercorporeality and trans-subjectivity'

(8). So

whilst Slee (1995: 69) suggests that individuals subject to a constructed 'particularity'which I understand to mean `labelled'- are 'reconstructed ... taken from their own
space and relocated', the concept of the extended body, contested space in itself,
provides for the inclusion of a subject's personally chosen and/or embodied aspects of
identity and representation, incorporating these into the experience of the shared,
changing, and thus sometimes conflicted space of the extended body. Blackman and
Venn (2010) suggest a focus on `how bodies are always thoroughly entangled
processes,and importantly defined by their capacities to affect and he affected. These
capacities are mediated and afforded by practices and technologies which augment the
body's potential for mediation'

(9). This thesis will

offer examples of these

technologies through a focus on the workings inside the machinery of permanent
exclusion from school.

So the extended body incorporates, along with the physical body and its actions, its
intentions and attitudes: what Foucault (1977) called

the soul', being 'produced

permanently on, around, within the body by the functioning of a power that is
exercised on those punished' (29).
Diagram 1:
The 'extended
body'

behaviour

n'

'mental
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In this diagram of the extended body, the lighter central part represents the `physical
body'. However, the boundary between that and the outer ring is blurred, emphasizing
the absence of a dichotomy between the inner and extended elements. The boundary
of the outer ring is also blurred, and this demonstrates the vulnerability

of the

extended body to further extension, providing more space within which a person can
be `supported' or controlled through the way it is represented or discussed. These
discussions transform the pupil-subject's extended (docile) body into what I have
described as a constituency of `contested space'.

The extended body is contestedspace
If the extended body is an experienced representation of a person, combining
embodied, biological, projected, chosen and conflicting assumptions and identities,
originating both from the subject and from others associated with the subject, then it
follows that it is also contested space. An accurate account of the experience of
constituting `contested space' may not emerge from simply asking a subject
questions, nor from observing their movements. Blackman and Venn (2010) challenge
a reductive research approach understood to constitute `representational thinking',
suggesting that `[i]t is clear in the shift to bodies as processes (rather than fixed or
unchanging objects or entities) that affect is invoked to gesture towards something
that perhaps escapes or remains in excess of the practices of the `speaking subject".
The extended body incorporates speech and observable action but includes intention,
attitude, insight, gut feeling, emotion, and identity. This is the reason I have
characterised the extended body as an `experienced' representation.

In my research I have looked at the interactions between the many professionals
engagedin supporting pupils at risk of exclusion from school and have come to the
conclusion that the pupil's extendedbody can become a site for conflict between
professionalsand between young people and professionals: `contested space'. In
Enway I often heard managers complaining that workers in different areas of
children's services (youth justice; mental health; social work; housing; education)
refusedto emergefrom their own organisationalculture - to `come out of their silos'.
I would imagine them, crouched sullenly like nuclear weapons,
preparing to launch
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and defend their corner of policy; their way of working. Conflict does not always
arise, of course, and on these occasions the actors may be seen to be colluding against
the pupil or local authority, 45or, ideally, collaborating for a positive outcome for the
pupil.

Parents have their own extended bodies. In England, parents can be fined or even
imprisoned for failing to uphold a parenting order to, for example, ensure their child
attends school every day (Ward 2004). This situation represents a good example of
the lengths to which the body can be extended and controlled. Their child, enacting
the parent's behaviour (not sending her to school), could thus be seen to be a part of
the parent's own extended body. They are represented then as `a bad parent' and so
the appropriate punishment for this labelled extended body is delivered. Put simply,
this punishment constitutes the `experiencing' of the `representation'. Foucault (1977)
describes the penetration of institutional power through children to their parents as it
existed in Christian schools in 1760's France:

train docile children, it must also make it
... school must not simply
possible to supervise the parents ... [it] tends to ... penetrate even to the adults
and exercise regular supervision over them: the bad behaviour of the child, or his
absence, is a legitimate pretext ... for one to go and question the parent
themselves
...
[T]he

(211)

This was as apparent in Enway during the period of my research as it was in the
Ecole Militaire in 1763.

Further instancesof the contest for power between membersof the Enway `policy
community' are describedthroughout the thesis. They illustrate my focus on those
who do the representing(discussing,describing, or making decisions on the basisof
`a hunch') as opposedto an essentialisingfocus on those who are represented(those
46
who are talked about). In chapter five, for example,which discussesissuesaround
asOften on the basisof institutional prejudice: seechaptersfive, six
and seven.
46It is important here to rememberthe caveat I introduced in the first
chapter:professionals,of course,
have their own extendedbodies to contend with. The pressuresexertedon a person experiencingtheir
own representationof themselvesas `a specialneedsteacher' or `a white middle-class female member
of the school's senior managementteam' will be having their own effects on the ways in which
professionalstalk aboutand respondto children and young people.This is an illustration of the far
reachingeffects of Foucault's (1977) Panopticon:the `guards' in a prison and the teachersin a school
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gender identity, The story of Nama explains how Nama expressed herself as 'angry'
due to an incident of family

violence but that professionals described her as

`manipulative'. This label significantly delayed the implementation of the support she
needed, with the result that she was excluded from school, and eventually, from her
family. Turning to chapter six, on social class, in the section headed The cultural
capital inherent in the language of exclusion, I describe Jack, who was identified
primarily as `persistently disruptive' by his school teachers, but was thought to be
suffering from a learning difficulty by his mother. So for Nama, the contest within her
extended body is one focussed around the ways she will be treated dependent on
which representation is accepted: `manipulative'
violence'.

or `an angry victim of family

And Jack's mother is in conflict with a school which sees him as

`disruptive' and liable to exclusion, as opposed to `learning disabled' and in need of
support.

Excluding the transgressive extended body

The longer-lastingeffects,describedfurther in chapterfive, of the (mis)representation
of a pupil such as Nama as somehow transgressivecan illustrate how the extended
body can becomefixed in its description.47Blackman and Venn (2010) point out that
the body as process does not benefit necessarily from being discussed as a
representationsince this can be seen as a static concept. But both ideas can be
consideredconcurrently;Judith Butler (1999), in her developmentof feminist gender
theory, builds on Foucault's (1997) ideas to make `[a] critique of the categoriesof
identity that contemporaryjuridical structuresengender,naturalize, and immobilize'
(8).48This could be read as referring to the ways in which the state might be seento
construct subjectswhich fit into its authoritarian structures(for example, schoolsor
the permanentexclusionprotocol). Using Butler's (1999) language,we could saythat,
for example, Nama was `naturalized' as `manipulative' -a label which silenced and
thus immobilised her. Perhapsthe government education policy of `full inclusion'
are just as much unconsciouslysubject to its surveillanceand power as the ostensiblesubjectsprisonersand pupils. This thesis,however, focusesprimarily on the extendedbodies of children and
young people.
47More of this is discussedin the chapteron policy (chapter eight), where Foucault's description
of
documentationas having the power to `captureand fix' bodies (1977: 189) developsfurther ideasabout
how the subjectsof permanentexclusion are created.
48Nader (1972) in her advocacyfor `studying up' (introduced and developedin
chaptersone and two)
offers a methodologicalapproachwhich can facilitate this task and which I am attempting to achievein
this thesis.
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might have assumed an `invented ideal' pupil body. In this model, where a pupil's
behaviour (part of their extended body) is constructed as transgressive - as one which
does not fit into the `inclusion' model, it is `permanently excluded': pushed outside.
As Rose (1989: 6) in Slee (1995: 64) explains,

[G]overnment is dependent on knowledge. On the one hand, to govern a
population one needs to isolate it as a sector of reality, to identify certain
characteristics and processes proper to it, to make its features notable, speakable,
writeable, to account for them according to certain explanatory schemes.
Government thus depends upon the production, circulation, organisation, and
authorisation of truths that incarnate what is to be governed, which make it
thinkable, calculable, and practicable.

So Nama's `notable,speakable'feature- her ascribedquality of `manipulativeness'has been produced and authorised to that she can be governed in a practicable way
through permanent exclusion.

Does `an inclusive school' needto show itself to be inclusive through an exclusion of
the pupils it cannot include in a `thinkable and practicable' (Rose 1989: 6 in Slee
1995:64) way if it is also to look like `a good school' to OFSTED and in the league
tables? How do schools manage this PR49problem? The extended body, being a
representation of a person which that person experiences, is vulnerable to
construction. It may be constructed as something that does not respect rules- for
example,in the caseof Jack,who was describedas `persistentlydisruptive'.
An example of representation

as exclusionary:

the concept of `need' as a

rationale for exclusive practices

Essentially, I am questioning whether school codes of behaviour managementand
discipline basedon an idealised pupil model are appropriate for an existing (and
sometimesun-ideal) population of pupils. In order to identify what kinds of pupils a
school has - `transgressive'or `ideal', for example- requires them to be subjectedto
a processof surveillance and description. Blackman (2001) directs our attention `to
the places in which aspectsof our being become marked out for attention, and the
ways in which these aspects of existence are made intelligible and amenableto
particular kinds of intervention' (178). Rose (1999) and Slee (1995) have built on
49Public relations.
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Foucault's (1977; 1989) work to chart the genealogy of this task in the field of
`special' educationalneedsthrough the implementation of the `psy' disciplines. Slee
(1995) explains,

The nineteenth century witnessed a revolution in the `psy' sciences for
mapping the human terrain. Charted were the degrees, rates and pathologies of
delinquency; typographies and causalities of feeble-mindedness; the
concentration and spread of pauperism; and physiognomies and pathologies of
madness.

(64-65)
`Need' is often a feature of the constructed identity engendered (Butler 1999) or
`marked out for attention' (Blackman 2001) by professionals through these `mapping'
and `charting' (Slee 1995: 64) psy techniques and projected inside the contested space
of a pupil's extended body. Foucault (1989) explains, `[w]e are dealing here with
those complex, derived figures by means of which the essenceof the disease, with its
structure of a picture, is articulated upon the thick, dense volume of the organism and
becomes embodied within it' (9). Thus the medical gaze creates a pathological
representation of a young person, projecting and incorporating it into the extended
body.

Discourses of `need' (Thomas and Loxley 2001), when they are applied to young
people at risk of permanent exclusion from school, render these pupils explicitly
`amenable to particular kinds of intervention' (Blackman 2001). Diagnoses of various
kinds `are promoted as representing the `best interests' of the recipient of this
attention' (Slee 1995: 64). Normington (1996), head teacher at a PRU, 50demonstrates
this `in their best interests' approach in her description of her work with the pupils
referred to her unit: `The pupils' problems are usually behavioural but there are often
associated learning difficulties. Pupils may be accepted for a maximum of six weeks
for assessment,remediation and behaviour modification'

(243).

But this processmay be less about the pupil's needsand more about those of the
school. Slee (1995) explains that a main beneficiary of the removal of a student from
school on the basis of their `speakable,writeable' (Rose 1989: 6 in Slee 1995: 64)
50Pupil Referral Unit: a school for young peopleand children
who have or are in dangerof being
permanentlyexcludedfrom school.
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needs is `[t]he institution from which this person is extracted ... Diagnosis and
therapeutic removal for treatment, pursuant to compliance, provide less disruption to
the organizational tranquillity

of the school' (68). As Osler and Vincent (2003)

explain,
[A]ccess to support is more likely to be triggered by a school's need to deal with
an acute behaviour problem which is hindering the day-to-day business of the
school and the teachers' work rather than a complex and rounded assessmentof
a student's social, emotional and learning needs.

(67)
Many of the pupils I worked with at Enway were said in just this way to have `needs'
beyondwhat mainstreamschool staff felt able to provide, and this becamea frequent
justification for a disciplinary permanentexclusion - as in the caseof the headteacher
I interviewed (see chapter two), who felt that `any mainstreamschool' was `totally
inappropriate'to meeta student'sneeds.
The ways in which a young person with stated `needs' can be treated can illustrate the
vulnerability

of the extended body to an `intervention'

which actually entails

exclusion. The kinds of `assessment and support strategies' used in Enway in an
attempt to control (or support the healthy development of) the `extended body' of the
pupil- such as his or her behaviour or attitude- exemplify this. The procedure has
been incisively described by Thomas and Loxley (2001):

[T]he metaphors and constructs which are used to generate understanding
about ... difficult behaviour are often misleading, evoking as they do all kinds
of quasi-scientific explanation ... a relatively recent concept, that of `need',
has come to reinforce
deficit and disadvantage. Intended to be
... concepts of
helpful, to place emphasis on a child's difficulties rather than
simply naming a
supposed category of problems, the notion of need has instead come to point
as emphatically as before at the child. It has allowed to remain in place many
of the exclusionary practices associated with special education.

(46-47)

Thus the school-based support strategies discussed at pastoral support planning
meetings were focused very much on `therapeutic' `extended body' factors as
opposedto school or other institutional factors. Heads of year, for example, often
referred young people designated `at risk of permanent exclusion' to the school
counselloror learning mentor for a cognitive behavioural therapy-relatedintervention,
`angermanagement'activities, `Circle of Friends' social skills groups
and self-esteem
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training, or through the SENCO51 to the educational psychologist for further analysis
of their mental processes, such as short term memory function, or the congruence of
their auditory-visual processing.

One of the impacts, then, of the existence of the option of permanent exclusion can be
the funnelling of pupils into these programmes. Heads of year are explicit about the
fact that `exclusion is often the trigger which allows an individual access to support'
(Osler and Vincent 2003: 73). Dealing as they do with what Foucault called `the soul'
(1977: 29), the kinds of `psy' techniques employed in this work have been identified
as key methods for the intervention of state power into individuals' lives (Foucault
1977; Rose 1999; Blackman 2001; Slee 1995). Rose (1999) calls this `governing the
soul'. As Blackman (2001) explains,

The psychological sciences and the ways in which they frame and
problematisehumanconduct and experienceare important to analyse,because
they claim the authority within the Westernworld to `speaktruthfully' about
particular kinds of experience and understand them as signs of underlying
mentalpathology.
(177)
In the field of school behaviour, the perceived link between this and mental illness
was made clear as a basis for policy by the NE and DOH in 1994 (Circular 9/94 (7)
in Booth 1996):

Emotional and behavioural difficulties lie on the continuum between
behaviourwhich challengesteachersbut is within normal, albeit unacceptable,
bounds and that which is indicative of serious mental illness. They are
persistent(if not necessarilypermanent)and constitute learning difficulties.
(26)
Behaviour, then,is an aspectof the extendedbody particularly vulnerable to a form of
control basedon pathologisingdiscourses.
A pathologising intervention distracts attentionfrom the institution
`Therapeutic' or pathologising descriptions/representationsof children

and young

people, and the resultant interventions, whilst they may be able to ameliorate some
issues,can also have the effect of directing attention to perceiveddeficits
within that
51SpecialEducationalNeedsCoordinator.
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child as opposed to potential problems in the child's environment. Chris Searle
pointed out in 1996, four years after the National Curriculum had been introduced,
that it was

forcing boredom and irrelevance into the heart of our schools despite the
best efforts of conscientious teachers. Pupil rebellion and disruption
becomes not only explicable but also, to its protagonists, justifiable and in
the ballooning exclusion figures are to be found the true shape of its
consequences.

(45)
So not only was a focus on within-child techniques of assessmentdistracting attention
away from the institution - the institution could have been causing the very problem
that had led to the pathologising of the student in the first place. As Sellman (2002)
explains, `Language is often used to pathologise individuals, with the effect of
detracting attention from the possibility of institutional deficiencies' (894). Foucault
(1977) traces the genealogy of this set of strategies in authoritarian structures,
including education, suggesting,

[M]odern penality [involves] the problematisation of the criminal behind the
crime, the concern with the punishment that is a correction, a therapy, a
normalisation, the division of the act of judgment between various authorities
that are supposed to measure, assess,diagnose, cure, transform individuals - all
this betrays the penetration of the disciplinary examination into the judicial
inquisition.
(227)

So, whilst promoting emotional awarenessand resilience through interventions such
as `angermanagement'classesis a laudable goal, it is still an answer which focuses
only on the pupil. Thus `[d]isruption at school is typically reducedto the malevolent
nature of the child, denying the culpability of other factors in the genesis of
disruption' (Slee 1995: 75). This strategy serves to direct attention away from
elementsoutsidethe extendedbody, such as the social worker's or learning mentor's
input, the classroom,the teacher, the school's behaviour managementstrategy and
discipline policy, and the curriculum. This issue is at the root of my adoption of
Nader's (1972) suggestionto develop a methodology capableof `studyingup'
as well
down'
`studying
(289).
as
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Borderland spacesand borderland people: `contested space'
It is well-understood that school `culture' might not always match or prioritise
children's `home culture', resulting in negative outcomes in terms of social and
academic inclusion and attainment (Wright et al. 2000; Tatum Daniels 1999; Skeggs
1997; Phoenix 2009; Lloyd (Ed.) 2005; Lawrence-Lightfoot

2003; Gillborn 2009).

Children, young people and staff wander around school buildings, which may or may
not partially

reflect

or embody their

own

cultures, their

multiple

`needs',

appearances, cultures, ethnicities, economic statuses, and the assumptions of others
about all these things, contributing

to the contents of their extended bodies.

Anzaldua's (1987) conception of borderland spaces, introduced in the previous
chapter, is useful here in understanding how these walking multiplicities

exist as

'borderland people', and what this means.

Borderland people, in Anzaldua's framework, are those who experience some sense
of tension between the different cultures through which they journey daily. A
Texan/Mexican `Mestiza' living on the US side of the border, Anzaldua described her
own experiences of the stultifying pressures of being expected to function in a
dominant culture:

"[A]lien" in the dominant culture, the woman of color doesnot feel safe she
...
can't respond,her face caughtbetween los intersticios, the spacesbetween the
different worlds sheinhabits
...
We do not engage fully. We do not make full use of our faculties. We
abnegate. And there in front of us is the ... choice: to feel a victim where
in control.
someone else is in control and to blame ... or to feel
...

(43)

Given the powerful effects Anzaldua (1987) describes of being "`alien" in the
dominant culture', whilst acknowledging that Enway in 2006-2008 and Southern
Texas in the 1980sare culturally very different places, it becameof concern to me
during my fieldwork that young people were stepping into a borderland every time
they left home and walked into school. This involved crossing borders of all kinds,
but a very stark illustration of the lines drawn between the dominant culture in
which
had
been
developed
the schoolsystem
and the multitude of cultures children brought
to schoolsin Enway was the lack of local authority attention to the specific needsof
young peoplewho were membersof ethnic minority groups.This is describedin more
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detail in chapter seven as an example of institutional

racism. Pomeroy (2000)

considers the impact of `borders' in school. She states that `they act as barriers to
achieving a positive experience of school' (13 1). Citing Phelan et al. (1993), Pomeroy
identifies
Several imposed borders that impact on
... students ... sociocultural, socioeconomic, linguistic and gender. These borders exist when the knowledge and
skill set of one group is valued over that of another ... At schools this tends to
mean that `the culture' of the student is not recognised as valuable in school.
The knowledge held by `the school' and its agents is seen to be legitimate or
`right', while the knowledge that students bring from home and personal
experience is disregarded.

(131-132)
Some students, of course, will be seen as more or less legitimate by the school and
this is what becomes clear when we look at the various kinds of institutional prejudice
in chapters five, six and seven. But I want to give some brief examples in this area,
below, to establish the importance of the idea of schools as `borderlands'.

In Enway in 2006-2008 the attention given to what is termed `Ethnic Minority
Achievement' was seen to have succeeded in raising attainment to the point at which,
in the quantitative data solicited from the local authority's own policy office, a group
named `white working-class boys' was suddenly seen to be in most `need' of support.
The Ethnic Minority Achievement Service was part of Enway Children's Services.
They were a team of counsellors who conducted visits to home and school, connected
newcomers with

translation, housing, refugee and other support services, and

supported access to universal services, such as schools. This team was cut from thirty
officers in 2002 to just four in 2006. The Chief Inspector for Ethnic Minority
Achievement, a measured, academic man with years of experience and an innate
knack of bringing a quiet, assured logic to policy planning and assessment, was
subsequently made redundant, in order to make way for a single inspectorate manager
charged with addressing all `vulnerable children'.

But kaleidoscopically, through 2005-2008 Enway continued to change; its cultural
borders shifting, and as well-established populations settled in, new ones swelled.
These included Somali, Eritrean, Iranian and Kurdish families and unaccompanied
minors fleeing traumatic war violence. Cohorts of vulnerable EasternEuropeanRoma
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girls were found to be not attending school, and described in a local paper as being
prostituted in the main pedestrianised shopping street outside the council offices.
Violence amongst young people in the city started to reach new heights, and yet
another teenager was stabbed to death over the New Year of 2008. But the Ethnic
Minority Achievement service had been starved into a skeleton crew, and school and
children's services staff were slow to develop strategies to deal with what they named
the `gang violence'.

Nama's story also illustrates elements of what might be called `institutional racism'.
This can be defined within the context of this thesis as a series of normative (often
inequitable) pressures on people in terms of aspects of their family, national, ethnic
and cultural identity which is enacted through the policies, protocol, talk and culture
of an institution. Nama's family, Iraqi Kurds, had fled violence in Iraq. In England,
Nama's father and uncle were unable to practise their professions in law and
engineering, and had to live on welfare state support. However, it was difficult to find
Enway staff who empathised with this situation. Nama was branded `the most
obnoxious little girl I have ever had the pleasure to meet' by the Head of Admissions,
who had attended her exclusion hearing. Her raging behaviour was not understood as
a reaction to a family experience signalling a marked cry for help. Anzaldua (1987)
recognises the effects of feeling defensive rage in a system designed by and for the
dominant culture:

There are many defensestrategiesthat the self uses to escapethe agony of
inadequacyand I have usedall of them I have usedrage to drive others away
...
and to insulate myself againstexposure.I have reciprocatedwith contempt for
thosewho haverousedshamein me.
(67)
Anzaldua'sunderstandingof the pressureson `borderland' peoplecontinuesto inform
my analysisof instancesof permanentexclusion. I have grown through applying her
framework to understandsome of the deeper implications of the conflict which may
arisewhere a schooling system's rules and structures('borders') do not align closely
with a family's historical, geographical,political, cultural, religious and gendered
experiences.
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But how can the `borderland' model help us to understand and perhaps ameliorate the
causes and negative effects of permanent exclusion? Anzaldua (1987) is ostensibly
looking at a different context. But the racism and violence generated by cultural
hierarchies she finds in the Mexican-American borderlands can also be found in our
local borderland spaces: schools. She explains that

The answerto the problem betweenthe white race and the colored,betweenmales
and females,lies in healingthe split that originates in ... our culture ... A massive
uprooting of dualistic thinking in the individual and collective consciousnessis
the beginning of a long struggle,but one that could, in our besthopes,bring us to
the end of rape, of violence, of war.
(102)
It might actually seem a bit dramatic to talk about racism and rape. But these issues
existed in Enway during the time of my research. When we stop hearing things such
as the Enway Youth Offending Team worker's comment that a Traveller child should
be `tied to a tree' or the ongoing assumption of Enway's head teachers that Somali
pupils are inexorably going to bring gang violence with them to school, and when
young men in Enway cease to find themselves permanently excluded and on the sex
offenders' register following yet another sexual assault on a girl in school- then it
might be appropriate to stop talking about racism and rape.

But genderedviolence and racism erupted often in Enway, affecting major lifechanging decisions made by local authority officers on behalf of their subjects:
causing instancesof permanentexclusion from school. Anzaldua's (1987) borderland
conceptoffers a lucent model for the investigation of theseissues.
Schoolsas crucibles for the reproduction of social hierarchies
As borderland places, schools will be subject to divisive, hierarchical `dualistic
thinking' (Anzaldua 1997: 102). `Full inclusion' was seen by the New Labour
governmentas somewhatof a panaceato deal with the `problems' what is variously
described as diversity, immigration policy, celebration of difference, or
cosmopolitanism are perceived to have exacerbated around `race' and gender
(Sellman 2002). At one level, `inclusion policy' seemsto be aimed at designing a
community of collaborative cosmopolitan citizens in every school. But there are
tensionsbetweengovernmentmandateshandeddown to schools,such as betweenthe
policies of full inclusion, (regardless of ethnicity, ability, gender, class, and
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behaviour)- and the use of league tables, which measure schools according to
attainment regardless of population (Osler and Vincent 2003; Cooper 2002; Rendall
and Stuart 2005; Ball 2001). Does this mean that the `education system', despite its
ethical goals for inclusion, still inexorably reproduces or perpetuates social inequities?

Bourdieu and Passeron (1990) describe schooling as a process by which social
selection is concealed `under the guise of technical selection ... legitimating the
reproduction of the social hierarchies by transmuting them into academic hierarchies'
(153). They describe, for example, the ways in which young people who are already
socio-economically disadvantaged tend to `self-eliminate' (153) - which may involve
behaving in such a way that a permanent exclusion follows - even before they have
the chance to be subjected to examination at the end of each learning stage. Bourdieu
and Passeron (1990) also look at professionals' linguistic authority, discussed further
in chapter six. Bourdieu's (1979) concept of `cultural capital'

is at the core of

understanding the ways in which children can be `valued' within an education system
depending on the skills and advantages gained by them within their family situations,
and is woven throughout this thesis, but developed particularly in relation to social
class in chapter six. Fundamentally for the purposes of this thesis, it is important to
note that

[e]very institutionalised educationsystem owes its structure and functioning
...
to the fact that ... it has to produce the institutional conditions
...
... necessary
both to the exerciseof its essentialfunction of inculcation and to the
fulfilment
function
its
the
between
the
reproduction of
of ...
relations
the groups or
of
classes...
Bourdieu and Passeron(1990: 54)
This idea, that schoolsare essentially designedto maintain existing social structures
and inequities, is woven through my Foucauldian(1977) understandingof the ways in
which power works within the institutions involved in disciplinary schooling practices
such aspermanentexclusion. In other words, Bourdieu and Passeron(1990) describe
one of the ways in which Foucault's (1977) model of panoptic power is implemented.
In chapter eight, I discuss Zizek's (2008) related idea that social inequity is often
producedby the very institutions tasked with challenging it, such as New Labour's
schools. However, I challenge the inevitable quality of these paradigms through an
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1
alertnessfor chinks of vulnerability in the system it describes.In doing this, am
drawing on an approach of critical pedagogy (Freire 1996).

The practice of resistance: critical enunciation
Thus, in this thesis, I hope to consider whether, and how, policies, schools,
inequitable
professionals, and pupils might have the potential to counteract existing
predictions about educational under-attainment and social exclusion as well as
perpetuating or accelerating them. Implementing this might amount to a critical
pedagogical practice. Perhaps, since I am including staff other than teachers, such as
local authority officers, we might also accept the possibilities of a `critical
bureaucratic practice'. This has the potential to counteract inequity in the delivery of
is discussed fully in
policy beyond that delivered through school-based teaching, and
chapter eight. To this end, I see the contested space of the extended body not just as a
docile battleground between professionals, but a space for the potential exercise of the
resistance-focussed agency of empathic professionals and young people. This
body is where people can project their own classed,
contested space of the extended
`raced', ability and gendered readings of someone- labels such as `uncooperative', or
`girly', for example. But is also `a space of critical enunciation' (Allen 2009) in which
young people have the space to tell their own stories in all their complicated facets,
demonstrating `agency in resisting subjection into representations of themselves as
innately incapable' (Phoenix 2009).

The causes of permanent exclusion (i): Professionals influenced by institutional
prejudice

So, if schools are borderland spacesin which the transgressiveextended bodies of
pupils are constructedand sometimesexcluded in order to maintain the reproduction
of institutional hierarchies,should schoolsand professionalschangetheir ways?It can
be argued that every time a teacher or other professional involved in supporting
vulnerable pupils describes or (mis)representsa young person, they are making a
political judgementascribingvalue to that young person;value which will affect how
they are treatedwithin the systemof disciplinary exclusion.

For example,in line with thediscussionaboveon the pathologisingof pupilsat risk of
exclusion, instead of changing school practice to fit pupils at risk of permanent
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exclusion, it seemed that pupils were more likely to be passed on to `specialists'. The
political drive towards a reduction in the numbers of official `Permanent Exclusions'
in Enway during 2005-2008 promoted the purchase of increasing numbers of places at
`alternative education placements' offering reduced timetables and BTECs, 52 as
opposed to GCSEs, in vocational subjects such as Construction, Hair and Beauty,
Animal Care, and Physical Education (discussed further in chapters four, five and
six). Although these placements do provide young people with potential employment
skills and do not necessarily preclude progression to further or higher education,
particularly in the UK, Bourdieu and Passeron (1990) have identified that

[E]ven when it seems to be imposed by the strength of a `vocation' or the
discovery of inability, each individual act of choice by which a child excludes
himself [sic] from accessto a stageof educationor resignshimself to relegationto
a devalorisedtype of course takes account of the (relationship) ... between his
social classand the educationalsystem
(155)

Bourdieu and Passeronare indicating in the phrase `a child excludes himself that
there is an element(albeit a distant one) of choice here. Thus it has in this thesis been
necessaryfor me to be awareof the elementsof pupil and parent `choice' in terms of
what happensto a pupil when a permanentexclusion has been proposed. `Choice'
might be viewed as much like the concept of `need' in its nefarious propensity to
exert a subtle direction (Thomas and Loxley 2001). Thus teachersadvise pupils on
which coursesto study, and becausethe range of choices offered will ultimately
function to reproducethe social hierarchy, they are political. One of the main ideas
generatedin this ethnographyis that the effects of this kind of institutional prejudice
both leadto and greatly exacerbatethe negativeeffects of disciplinary exclusion from
school.For example,if a pupil is at risk of permanentexclusion, a teachermay advise
the family that she or he should take up a vocational qualification (often delivered in
college or at a workplace as an apprenticeshipfor part of the week) rather than an
academicone in order to keepthem away from the school site.53

52Businessand TechnicalEducation Council: a national body which
validates vocational courses,
generallyOrdinary or Higher National Certificates.
Seechaptersix for more detailedaccountof this kind of class-basedinstitutional
prejudice.
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The causes of permanent exclusion (ii): Freire and `horizontal violence'; Zizek
and `subjective violence'
As I have begun to explain above, Paulo Freire (1996) illuminates some of the
relationships between people involved in education through the development of
powerful ideas about critical pedagogy. Freire (1996) built a philosophy of education
basedon the concept that choices in the way a system of education is implemented are
inexorably political. His Pedagogy of the Oppressed explains the ways in which
traditional education styles can perpetuate social inequities, and that there are
alternative education strategies which can serve to liberate people through building
respectful and mutually beneficial relationships between teacher and student. He
describes those, who, `[c]hafing under the restrictions of [an oppressive system]
...
horizontal
type
for
of
violence, striking out at their own comrades
the
often manifest a
pettiest of reasons' (44). Zizek (2008) draws a distinction between this kind of
violence between individuals, calling it `subjective' violence, and the `objective'
violence exerted on people through the workings of state and corporate machinery. I
have drawn the two concepts together, and in chapters six and eight develop a concept
of `horizontal subjective violence' to describe the ways in which violence between
pupils, which can lead to permanent exclusion, can be caused by the oppressive
institutional prejudice woven though institutional protocols. I always had this concept
at the back of my mind when I was considering the incidents for which pupils were
excluded. Was the increasing number of sexual assaults I had to deal with in my
work, by male pupils, on female pupils, one of the manifestations of disempowered
young men's clumsy expression of a desire for self-value and belonging? If this is
what led to some permanent exclusions from school, how had the sense of self-value
and belonging been eroded? And how could a comprehensive and respectful
theoretical approach provide suggestions to professionals, pupils and families in
developing ways to collaborate in nurturing these essential qualities? In looking
at the
causesof permanent exclusion and the effects of its existence as a disciplinary option,
I hope to answer these questions.

Conclusion
To follow my theoretical route from Foucault (1977) via Bourdieu and Passeron
(1977) to Freire (1996), it is necessaryto clarify that I see Foucault (1977)
as
explaining the way things are in terms of authoritarian and institutional power; with
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theorists such as Butler (1999), Rose (2001) and Blackman (2010) extending this by
explaining the effect this has on constructing subjects of this power. Bourdieu and
Passeron (1977) help me to understand some of the normative detail of the
mechanisms or capillaries of this Foucauldian construction of power (McCarthy and
Dimitriadis 2005). I then use Freire (1996) to think about how to describe and
negotiate these effects. I am referring to the way power is expressed through
government, local authority, and school, and how this affects the subjects of this
power: pupils, families and staff. In chapter eight, the journey this power takes will be
mapped from government policy through to local interpretation and implementation.
The theories of Anzaldua (1987), Freire (1996), Gillborn and Youdell (2000), Hall
(1992), Archer and Yamashita (2003), Skeggs (1997) and others are used in this thesis
to contextualise this expression of power in terms of issues of gender/sexuality,
`class'/economic status, and ethnicity/culture.

The beginnings of my blended theoretical approach- one that I hope `transcends levels
of micro- and macro-analysis' (Sellman et al. 2002: 891) are based on Foucault's
(1977) theory on the historical development of a panoptic system of discipline
delivered through an embedded surveillance of individuals within

authoritarian

organisations. Its focus on the expansion of the techniques of discipline to factors
outside the physical body has led me to consider what happens when that `extended
body' becomes a contested space. This contest subsumes the `real' needs of the
individual young person under those used to control outcomes (Thomas and Loxley
2001) by the warring professionals charged with supporting that young person. It is a
triumph of consequentialism over deontology, which will put institutional goals above
individual needs. If, in being constructed as a distraction from these institutional
problems, the `extended body' of the student becomes so pathologised that it no
longer belongs, it becomes a transgressive body (Butler, 1999), and is therefore
excluded.

Anzaldua's (1987) conception of the skills and pressuresaccruing to `borderland'
peoplebrings to this blend of theory (Sellman et al. 2002) an acknowledgementof the
effects that historical gendered,ethnic/cultural and linguistic experiencecan have on
pupils' own behaviour,and also on the ways in which they are treated and expectedto
behaveby school and relatedprofessionals. In looking at schoolsthrough this lens, it
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has also become important for me to be aware of the crystallising effects educational
institutions can have as microcosms of society (Lawrence-Lightfoot 2003), potential
implementation systems for the ideology of oppression or emancipation (Freire 1996),
and organisational structures that reproduce existing societal inequities (Bourdieu and
Passeron 1990).

The endeavour is to make visible the authoritarian power conditions described
through a historical-genealogical approach by Foucault (1977), Butler (1999) and
Rose (1999). These conditions are usefully understood here as a landscape. As Rose
(1999) explains,

The aim of such genealogies is a de-stabilisation or de-fatalisation of our present.
In describing its contingency, in therefore opening the possibility that things could
have been different, they try to make it easier to assess that present in order to
make judgments about how to act upon it. If the history of our present is more
accidental that we may like to believe, the future of our present is also more open
than it sometimes appears.
[xii]
If the future of our present is open, I want to find some way, through understanding
the ways in which people negotiate the authoritarian power

flowing

around

experiences of permanent exclusion from school, to ameliorate its negative effects.
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Chapter Four
Working under the shadow of permanent exclusion: an introduction
to children's services in Enway
Introduction
This chapter will establish the context in which the research was undertaken,
introducing some key processes in the management of disciplinary exclusion in and
around schools. It draws on fieldwork completed at an early stage of the study
undertaken to inform the design of the remainder of the investigation. To this end,
parts of the theoretical framework developed in chapter 3 are applied to initial
findings, and tentative answers begin to emerge to the central research questions
addressing the causes and effects of permanent exclusion, forming the basis of the
detail in later chapters.

The chapter describes some of the procedures and meetings a young person at risk of
permanent exclusion in Enway might go through. It begins with a general profile of
the group of young people affected by permanent exclusion and discussed in this
thesis. To begin a discussion of the effects of the option of permanent exclusion from
school, the chapter proceeds to discuss the `prevention' strategies that were offered
both within and out of schools to avert an official permanent exclusion, including
pastoral support plans (PSPs), managed moves, and placement in the pupil referral
unit (PRU). These prevention strategies are placed within a financial framework,
offering an idea about one of the causes of permanent exclusion from school. The
local authority's multi-agency `Hard to Place' Pupil Placement Panel, source of the
cases I describe in this ethnography and central to the discussion in this thesis, will be
described in terms of its protocol, positioning and related demeanour, gatekeeping
strategies and rhetoric. A description of reintegration meetings will introduce
evidence of Enway schools' stress in relation to permanent exclusion underpinned by
a general feeling that they were operating `under siege', and the relation between this
stress and the interagency conflict I began discussing in previous chapters. The latter
part of the chapter describes part of a PSP meeting and applies the `extended body'
theory to it: an introduction to its analytical application in general terms before the
more specific material dealt with in subsequent chapters.
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The young people described in this thesis
During my fieldwork, as I have explained in chapter one, I worked as a Pupil Support
Officer (PSO) with secondary school girls and boys in Enway aged 1l to 16. Enway is
a very diverse urban area with pockets of affluence and several deprived housing
estates. The young people I worked with were described in their school paperwork as
`Turkish',

`Black British',

`Black Caribbean', `Somali',

`Other African',

`Irish

Traveller', `White British', `White European' and many other coded ethnicities. 54The
pupils with whom I worked were permanently excluded or at risk of being
permanently excluded for issues ranging from kicking a teacher, sexual assault, or
carrying a knife; to swearing, shouting, `defiance', and `persistent low-level
disruptive behaviour'. As PSO I convened, attended and maintained records for
several support planning meetings each week, at school and occasionally in people's
homes, with families, pupils and professionals, and as I explained in chapters one and
two, these meetings and the activities around them formed the basis of my field of
research. Details I gathered as part of my research began to reveal the fact that
permanent exclusion is just as significant when it is used as a threat, and that some
pupils experience what amounts to a permanent exclusion55 without it being officially
labelled as such. This has meant that in order to assess the impact of permanent
exclusion, I made a decision to look at the multiple effects of its existence, and
attempts to prevent it, as well as its official implementation (see also Macrae el al.
2003: 92). I begin this task, below, with an overview of strategies implemented to
prevent official instances of permanent exclusion from school in Enway.

`Prevention' strategies to avert (the cost of) permanent exclusion: in school
Perhapsone of the most compelling reasonsfor schoolsto adopt prevention strategies
designed to avert an incident of permanent exclusion was that removing a pupil
involved a financial cost to the school. This representedone of the pressuresbrought
to bear on the professionalswho had to collaborate to plan for the support necessary
to avoid this and the social cost of exclusion. It also offered an attractive financial
54It wasdifficult to maintain the ethnicity information gathering system in Enway.Schools
and central
admissionsstaff often omitted this information from exclusion forms; a significant issuein a District
wherea disproportionate35% of permanentlyexcludedpupils identified as other than `White British'
(Enway Director of Children's Services2007).
55Often through `managedmoves', describedbelow.
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reasonfor schools to choose an unofficial exclusion over an official one, and an
official permanent exclusion over more expensive specialised private alternative
education. I might therefore suggest that one of the causes of permanent exclusion

from schoolis linked strongly to a financial imperative.
Table 1: Comparison of financial cost to school depending on destination of pupil
at risk of permanent exclusion in Enway in 2006

Placement type:

Managed move

Permanent
Exclusion

Alternative
Education

Explanation of

Placement in another

Placement at PRU-

Privately run special

placement:

mainstreamschool for a

smaller classes,

education

therapeutic element

programmes `bought
in' by the local

`fresh start' with support
if available

authority, often with
smaller classes,a
therapeutic element
and detailed support

for transition into
work or further
education
Forfeit of AWPU (Age
Weighted Pupil

AWPU forfeit +a
special Permanent

Unit)56/52(weeks)X
numberof weeksleft to
end of financial year

AWPU forfeit +
market rate of private

Exclusion Deduction
which varied
dependingon when
the permanent
exclusion was made

specialeducation

Costs

In Key Stage3 (Years 7,
8 and 9), AWPU is
£2725

Autumn term
permanentexclusion
Deduction: £3640

Total samplecost
to original school,
basedon a Year,9
pupil moving to a
new placementin
November(in
2006-2007):

£2725/52X 20 weeks
left of schoolyear=
AW PU £ 1048

AWPU £1048 +
£3640 =
£4688

Spacefor Me,
available to Key
Stages3 and 4:
£70/dayor
£ 13,300/ ear
Spacefor Me for 2.5
terms=£ 11,083+
AW PU £ 1048=
£12,131

Explanation of
costs:

A set amountpaid to a schoolby the governmentthrough the local authority to

educateeach pupil.
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This table details the financial implications of three of the choices open to a school
dealing with a pupil described as experiencing `challenging behaviours': a permanent
exclusion, a managed move to another mainstream school for a `fresh start', and a
place at an alternative education placement.

Thus in Enway, if a pupil's behaviour was seen as problematic, schools had a
financial imperative (as well as a legal and ethical mandate) to make recourse to a
variety of in-school strategies before they resorted to permanent exclusion.

Spacesfor internal support and internal exclusion
In-school behaviour support, pupil referral, and learning support units (BSUs, PRUs
and LSUs) offered a space where pupils could go to receive more intensive one-toone and small group teaching or therapeutic work. In Enway, these units often offered
pupils at risk of exclusion a welcome break from the ire of their classroom teachers,
and the benefits of one-to-one academic and emotional support. The teachers and
support staff in these units were usually highly

skilled and deeply caring, and

demonstrated an ethic of social justice and care in their work. The work would
include

academic and social-emotional

support,

including

building

positive

relationships with parents and carers, and some pupils saw these spaces as a haven
from the more difficult environment of the mainstream. Because they were relatively
expensive to run in comparison to mainstream classes, they were often under-funded
and oversubscribed, and consistently under pressure to take more pupils for longer
periods of time. Pupils who had been managed-moved into a school for a `fresh start'
(discussed below) were often placed in these units. This practice raises questions
about whether placements in LSUs, BSUs and PSUs perpetuated the `weak' version
of inclusion introduced in chapter one (Viet-Wilson

in Macrae et al. 2003) which

`merely intends to include the excluded' (90). As Slee (1995) explains, `units provide
a regulatory mechanism for schools' inability to respond to, and value, diversity' (81).

Whilst LSUs, BSUs and PRUs were sometimesused for `internal exclusion', if it was
available,a separateseclusion room representeda different type of setting. In some
Enway schoolsthese were usedwhere a pupil had beendisruptive in class,ostensibly
either to give the teacherand the pupil a break from each other, or to ensurethat the
pupil was able to work free from the tantalising presenceof people to distract. The
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seclusion rooms were also often used for `internal exclusion', as an alternative to
fixed term exclusion (what used to be called 'suspension'). Children in these rooms
were often in them for several weeks. They started school earlier, finished later, and
ate lunch separately from their usual classmates. The rooms were unadorned apart
from notices requiring those confined to `Work in total silence', and students worked
isolated in carrels.

Internal spaces for students could thus offer a way to keep a student at risk of fixed
term or permanent exclusion attending school. One-off `offenders' placed there for
behaviour which was out of character tended to see them as a deterrent. The head
teacher at Church Forrest School in Enway had trialled a seclusion room as a deterrent
to exclusion and had found that it did reduce `low level disruptive behaviour'.
However, she also found that it did nothing to reduce numbers of fixed term or
permanent exclusions. Staff-members in these rooms could identify specific studentsusually those at risk of permanent exclusion- who had never managed a successful
transition back into mainstream classes. These pupils were often referred to me for
consideration on the `Hard to Place' Pupil Placement Panel (discussed below).

So these internal units could be seen as providing a version of unofficial exclusion.
Particularly in terms of the seclusion rooms, with their `weak' model of inclusion
(Viet-Wilson in Macrae et al. 2003), pupils were treated as `docile bodies' (Foucault
1977) in a prison-like regime, and whilst there missed out on a rich range of social
and academic learning experiences. Whilst pupils who have been involved in
disruptive incidents might need attention of some kind, the internal seclusion model
does not align with the local and international imperative for educational inclusion
discussed in chapter one. The silence of docile bodies is not conducive with the
theories of Freire (1970), who sees dialogue as an essential component of effective
learning, stating that `without communication there can be no true education' (74). As
Slee (1995) explains, `[a]lthough the diagnostic quest to redefine and separate
children is advanced as serving the educational interests of the child, it may be better
understood in Foucauldian vernacular of producing `docile bodies' for the purpose of
institutional equilibrium' (73). Unless it is seen as valid that children
and young
people who are represented as displaying `difficult behaviour' should be left out of
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the discussionwhen schoolsare implementing inclusion policy, I would argue that
internal seclusion does not represent an equitable option.

Learning mentors
Learning mentors worked in all the schools in Enway in order to support the
government's inclusion agenda, and they engaged in activities designed to help pupils
develop self control, organisation strategies, and self-esteem (DfES 2005). These
examples of in-school strategies are cheaper to implement than a move to a new
school, and notably, most include some element of working on a within-child basis
(Rendall and Stuart 2005). Learning mentors were often attached to BSUs, LSUs and
PSUs, and whilst their work was often deeply thoughtful and helpful for individual
children, the justification for their choice of strategies was often a description of the
child's behaviour as opposed to or divorced from a description of the classroom
57
environment in which the behaviour had occurred. As I explained in the theoretical
framework (chapter three), this serves to justify a focus on the child rather than on the
environment or system within which the behaviour issues had developed (see also
Macrae et al. 2003; Thomas and Loxley 2001). So whilst the environment remains
unchanged, it is perhaps unlikely that pupils will stop needing input from learning
mentors.

Pastoral Support Plans (... and the threat of permanent exclusion)
In order to develop the `early intervention'

strategies described above, and

specifically mandated by government to pre-empt permanent exclusions through the
implementation of the Every Child Matters framework, Pastoral Support Plans
(PSP's) were drawn up at school meetings in Enway. 58These incorporated behaviour
targets, in-school provisions and referrals to outside agencies, and could represent an
opportunity to look at a student's situation more holistically. It was a large part of my
role as PSO to facilitate these meetings. As I have described in chapter two, as part of
my professional work, I responded to some of the ideas I developed through my
ethnographic fieldwork, and this included changing the PSP form to include more
space for the pupil's point of view (discussed further in chapter eight). Pastoral
support planning can be useful to help to keep a pupil focused and out of trouble at
57Thesedescriptionsare discussedin more detail in terms of pupil Behaviour Logs in
chaptereight.
SBAnd are used acrossEngland.
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Governor's
school. However, a permanent exclusion has to be mandated by a school's
Disciplinary Committee hearing, and can then be challenged by parents in front of an
appeals board at the Town Hall. So, in Enway, where a pupil was permanently
excluded without proof that a school had done `everything it could' to avoid an
59
exclusion, and this was recorded in pastoral support planning documentation, the
pupil was likely to be reinstated. Consequently, PSP meetings were often set up in
order to meet another agenda. As one head of year explained to me, `We need to set
up these PSP's because this pupil is going to be permanently excluded and we need to
be seen to have crossed all the `T's and dotted all the `I's. ' This cynicism represents
one of the sources of inter-professional conflict, and was encapsulated in another head
of year's comment to me that PSPs were `just a paper exercise'.

`Prevention' strategiesto avert permanent exclusion: Out of school
Managed moves: fresh start or unofficial exclusion? (... and the threat of permanent
exclusion)
When PSP meetings continued over a number of months without improvement, they
could sometimes lead to a decision that a pupil should leave his or her school to enrol
in another through a process described as a managed move. Managed moves were
promoted by the Enway local authority as another opportunity for `early intervention'
and to pre-empt permanent exclusion. It was one of the ways in which a pupil, whilst
being merely threatened with permanent exclusion, might

find her- or himself

nevertheless attending a new school. Macrae et al. (2003) identifies this strategy as
part of a range of `tactics used by schools to conceal the true [exclusionary] situation'
(92). When considering the use of managed moves, it is worth noting (at Table I
above) that when a school permanently excludes a pupil it is `fined' a large sum of
money. In addition, local authorities are scrutinised by government inspection bodies
with regard to their efforts to reduce school exclusions. It was thus in the financial
interests of the schools and the local authority to cut down on the numbers of
permanent exclusions, and managed moves represented a significant proportion of
pupil movement around the district. They are also cheaper than paying for a
placement at an independent alternative education programme.

S9Where therewasnot a seriousone-off `offence' suchas serious assault,theft, or carrying a knife or
drugs- although this boundaryvaried betweenschools.
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In Enway, parents were often denied their right to refuse a managed move, and unlike
in the case of a permanent exclusion, there was neither an automatic governor's
hearing nor a clearly signposted right of appeal. Slee (1995) has also found that
`[d]espite referrals being described as voluntary, pressure was put upon students and
their parents ... who were frequently unaware of their rights' (81). Some managed
moves may therefore be seen as unofficial permanent exclusions. One example of this
practice was exemplified in a comment made to me by a Deputy Head Teacher at
Enway College, `it's a case of we had to say to the parent either you take this
managed move or we'll have to permanently exclude him. Do you want to jump
before you are pushed?' And an Enway parent advocacy worker told me, `[The
school] advised [the pupil's] mum to find another school before he was permanently
excluded'. This is an example of `weak' inclusion (Viet-Wilson

in Macrae et al.

2003), failing to deliver the right to a fair hearing enshrined in Article 12 of the UN
Convention on the Rights of the Child 1989(de Pear and Garner 1996).

Managed moves can, therefore, imply two different narratives: a fresh start, without
the stain of a permanent exclusion on the school records; or an unofficial, costeffective `permanent exclusion', with no right of appeal. They could also lead to an
official permanent exclusion. The Enway protocol for managed moves was that a
student should try another school for a period of six weeks. If their placement was
unsuccessful, they would be returned to their original school and were often
immediately permanently excluded. This was referred to by head teachers and Enway
Inclusion staff as a `sale or return' policy.

ThePupil Referral Unit
Some of the money obtained from a school following a permanent exclusion was
collected centrally and was intendedto fund the provision of a Pupil Referral Unit (a
`PRU') in the District. The Enway PRU constituted the first offer of an education
placementwhen a pupil was at seriousrisk of permanentexclusion and was deemed
not ableto attenda mainstreamschool. It was also the placeto which pupils were sent
once they had beenofficially permanentlyexcluded. This placementcould be seenas
a `benefit' of an official permanentexclusion, as it offered smaller class sizes and a
focus on behaviour management, and was cheaper than an alternative education
placementin an independentschool. Studentsachieved their GCSEsat the PRU, and
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the art teaching in particular was fantastic. The

Enway PRU received an

`Outstanding' grade from OFSTED in 2007-2008. Because of this it was the reason
permanent exclusion in Enway was sometimes described (in hushed tones) as `a road
to support' (a head of year).

The Enway PRU could be a difficult place for some young people, though. Girls, in
particular, could be vulnerable as they constituted a very small minority, and physical
bullying was relatively common there. The PRU had a separate section dedicated to
supporting children who had the potential to reintegrate into mainstream school, and
the unit sent staff-members into mainstream school to aid in transition. This did
occasionally work. However, PRU transition staff, like those supporting young people
subject to managed moves, often discussed the unwelcoming attitude shown to their
students, with mainstream and new schools predicting a negative outcome for them
and often behaving as though it had already come to pass.

The `Hard to Place' Pupil Placement Panel
'Gate-keeping' and the rhetoric of 'need'
Despite the availability of more cost-effective support options, such as the PRU,
managed moves and in-school support strategies described above, the number of
secondary school pupils subject to an official permanent exclusion in the Enway
district had risen from 31 in the academic year 2001-2002 to 89 in 2004-2005.60 In
2005-2006 Enway was facing the prospect of finding mainstream school places for a
growing number of pupils who had either been permanently excluded and whose
parents had turned down the offer of the PRU, or who were at risk of permanent
exclusion and were seeking a managed move. These pupils had a history of being
described in terms of their behaviour management issues and were looking for a
mainstream school placement. In response to new government initiatives, a Pupil
Placement Panel61was developed in March 2006 for the 'gate-keeping 62of what was

termedin the local authority's protocol as these`Hard to Place' pupils.

60Enway Director of Children's Services(2007).
61This is frequentlyreferred to in this thesisas `the Panel'.
62That is, the making of placementdecisions.
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Before the Pupil Placement Panel was instituted, heads of year had often expressed
concern at their schools being used as `a dumping ground' for difficult pupils. It was
hoped that this would fade away once the Panel started to distribute pupils in need of
placements more fairly across the Enway district, but it continued. The phrase had the
effect of ascribing a narrative of deprivation and hopelessness onto the pupils who
were placed at their schools by the Panel. One of the ways in which this situation was
negotiated was through the gate-keeping narrative described in chapter three and
known as the `threshold of need' (Thomas and Loxley 2001). Discussions around a
pupil's needs often did lead to helpful support planning. However, the `need'
paradigm was also used in order to avoid or postpone making a difficult

decision

(Thomas and Loxley, 2001).

For example, one day in the September-December academic term of 2007, the Panel
members read in their paperwork that Billy, a Year 963pupil living in a neighbouring
local authority district, had attended a `Secure Unit' for `violence towards a family
member'. Because of this official history, the Panel felt very nervous about placing
him in a mainstream school. The parents had exercised their legal right to request a
mainstream placement at a school which had spaces - and had chosen a school in
Enway. The head of the Enway School Admissions Department managed to postpone
the decision for another six weeks by suggesting that Billy should be placed in his
school of choice only once he had successfully completed a suitable number of weeks
at a PRU in his home district. She explained: `We take into account what he wants to
do but we have to take his needs into account
feel his needs are taken into
... once we
account we can take his preferences into account. ' Billy may have benefited from
more time at the PRU. But this was contrary to the advice of his social worker, Youth
Offending Team worker and the staff at the secure unit he had attended. By
generating a discourse of `need' in pursuit of a longer PRU placement, the head of
Admissions circumvented Billy's parents' right to choose, providing a gate-keeping
service both to the Enway district and to the school the family had requested. `Need'
became an oblique, shapeless category, observed as valid perhaps only because the
of
powerful bureaucratic position of the person invoking it, and not even requiring

63Aged 14.
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recourseto any of the `psy' technical languageoften relied upon to make a diagnosis
(Slee 1995; Thomas and Loxley 2001). Perhaps `need' was a form of this in itself.

The Pupil Placement Panel: a culture of stress
The Pupil Placement Panel represented an attempt to tackle complex issues using a
multi-professional

approach.

Different

professionals

came

from

their

own

organisational cultures (described in chapters three and six), and so the conversation
around Billy's school placement, discussed above, caused a certain amount of tension
among the Panel members. The subject-matter was often quite distressing. Billy's
case, for example, addressed issues of his mother's heroin addiction and domestic
violence. Sources of stress such as these were not uncommon, and perhaps in order to
cope, the Panel had, since its inception in March 2005, developed its own particular
cultural identity and habits and co-opted its own space. These cultural traits really
demonstrated for me the level of financial and emotional stress and inter-professional
and intra-institutional tussles for power under which the Panel operated. It was often
within this environment that children's extended bodies were described, discussed and
(mis)represented. To illustrate this, the details in the description below have, as I
explained in chapters one and two, been included in order to contribute to the
evocation (Atkinson and Hammersley 1995) of my experience; to `descend into detail
...

to grasp firmly the essential character of not only the various cultures but the

various sorts of individuals within each culture ' (Geertz 1973: 53).

The Panelmeetingwas held around four large school deskspushedtogether in an old
classroomon the top floor at one of Enway's alternative education units. A stained,
scratchybrown local authority carpet soakedsmall tea-spills as the Panel participants,
laden heavily with paper, carried their institutional green cups and saucersfrom the
tea urn at the side of the room to their cramped seatsat the desks. Early arrivals
spread out their papers, claiming their space, and quickly surveyed the snack
situation, often taking two chocolate biscuits and putting one in their handbagor
briefcasefor later. Extra sugarwas poured into the cups of tea in order to sustainthe
participantsthroughwhat we knew would be a long, harrowing meeting.
The Panelmeeting was chaired by the very patient and pragmatic Head of Inclusion
(Behaviour), who arrived early, sitting next to me opposite the door on the longer side
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of the table so that she could watch the other members arrive and maintain a
democratic and placating position within the circle of attendees. The meetings always
included three head teachers who took it in turns to attend the Panel meetings,
speaking on behalf of their colleagues. They were strong characters, each with their
own interpretation of the importance of inclusion as an ethic. The broad range of
professionals attending the Panel reflected the DfES's drive for `joined-up' support
planning. So, usually in attendance was the Head of School Admissions; the
Exclusions Officer, who attended all permanent exclusion hearings; the head teacher
64
at the PRU; an educational psychologist; a Safeguarding and Social Care manager; a
Special Educational Needs (SEN) officer; a Youth Offending Team of icer; 65 a
66
representative from the Attendance Advisory Service; the chief executive at an
independent alternative education unit, the services of which were bought in by the
local authority area (see Table I above); and the Pupil Support Officer (myself), who
carried out many of the decisions made by the Panel. Professionals from CAMHS67
were invited, but never attended. I habitually sat next to the Chair so that I could
watch the door and also discreetly pass on additional information to her as the other
members thrashed out the merits of each case. Occasionally someone working more
closely with the family, such as a Traveller Education advisor" or social worker, may
also have attended to present their own or the family's narrative of events.

Conflicting professional agendas

When Billy's case came up on the Panel's agenda, his social worker and Youth
Offending Team (YOT) worker attended the Panel meeting to lobby for a mainstream
school in Enway. They told the Panel that `it's the family's choice. Initially they were
offered the local school but turned it down due to its reputation. The family feel that
he sees the PRU as a punishment. ' These two professionals
he's had his shock
...
were subjected to loud, censorious questioning, and after leaving the room, were
mildly derided by the permanent Panel members. However, during an informal
discussion amongst Panel members after the meeting had finished, it was conceded
60Formerly Social Services,and a seniorsocial worker.
65Theseofficers monitor and plan support for young people who have received
a court judgment.
66AttendanceAdvisory Officers monitor school attendance.They have the power to
refer parentsto
court for a fine or even prison if their children fail to attendschool.
67Child and AdolescentMental Health Services.
68This worker providesliaison and education supportservices to pupils from Gypsy Roma Irish
or
Traveller families.
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that they were really stuck between the preferences and rights of the parents and the
need for the Enway Panel to protect their secondary schools from the risk of potential
violence. Whilst Billy's paperwork only referred to one incident of violence, focussed
on his difficult home life, this gate-keeping narrative falls within what James and
Freeze (2006) refer to as `the admirable goals of reducing violence within schools and
producing a safer learning environment' (585); and what was frequently described by
Panel members, particularly head teachers, as `a duty of care to the majority'.

In addition to considering the relative safety of their existing pupils, head teachers
joined the Panel decision-making process with an overview of their schools finances,
and a keen focus on the government's requirements for school-wide proficiency in the
areas of attendance and academic attainment. Head teachers attending the Panel thus
frequently offered places to pupils with high SAT69 scores, regardless of their
behaviour record, as these were viewed as a predictor of good GCSEs, and these
pupils were viewed as likely to help raise the school's position in the government's
finance-linked yearly league tables (Rendall and Stuart 2005). Conversely, if a pupil's
attendance at school was an issue (usually below around 90%) the discussion almost
always prompted a head teacher to protest their school's problematic attendance rate
in opposition to the pupil being placed at their school.

However, each pupil had to be provided with a place where they could be educated,
and on each Panel list, there were between fifteen and twenty-five pupils. These
young people were described in their paperwork7° as having low attendance and
academic scores, and often had a documented history of what was viewed as their

behaviour managementissues,requiring expensivesupport mechanismsto be put in
place at the new placement. Each Panel member was given a printed list of the
numbers of placementsavailable in each Enway school that week. Referrals came
from parentsthrough the Admissions departmentand from schools,mainly for pupils
who were at risk of being or had already been excluded; were being bullied; or were
vulnerable due to, for example, their refugeeor foster care status. Of particular note
was the numberof young people referred from neighbouring cities due to a `lack of
G9Standardassessment
tasks
70Seechaptereight for a discussionof how documents
can `capture and fix' people in a representative
paradigm (Foucault 1970).
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space' in local schools, but more likely relating to the social-exclusioneffects of
institutional class prejudice (discussed further in chapter six). Parents could ask for a

mainstreamschool place rather than the PRU if their child had been excluded only
once. However, the rules around parental choice and the requests of some 'over-

referring' schoolswere often creatively side-stepped- for example,`more desirable'
students were sometimes brought to the top of the agenda and placed at certain
schools, taking up the space before a `less desirable'7' pupil was discussed later in the
meeting.

About a quarterof the pupils hadtheir requestsfor a placementturned down and were
sent back to their previous schools `for more information'

or for a multi-agency

meeting to assess their `needs' further (again, often used as a gate-keeping and

delaying strategy),or, where all else had failed, were given placementsat alternative
education sites. However, about half of the pupils at each Panel were placed at
another mainstream secondary school in Enway. The table below details the

placementsmade by the Pupil PlacementPanel from its inception in March 2005 to
the end of its first year in May 2007:

Table 2: Pupil Placement Panel figures72

Total numberof pupils seenby the Pupil PlacementPanel
216
Number of thesepupils who werefrom a neighbouring local authority 136
district
Pupils placedin mainstreamschool
150
Pupilsplacedin an alternative educationprovision
14
Total placed by Pupil Placement Panel
164
Pupils not placed,but sentback to referring school for more information, 49
multi-agencywork or for schoolto fund alternative Provision
Pupils not placed, but sent back to referring school and subsequently 3
permanentlyexcluded
Parental 'choice'
The figure in Table 2, above,for `pupils who are from a neighbouring local authority
district', is significant becauseas well as reflecting local authority pressureto move
certain children out of their own school system, it representsone of the effects of the
7' The rest of the thesiswill explain, with referenceto extendedbody
representation,why some
studentsare moreor lessdesirable (in addition to their SAT scoresand attendancerecord).
72Thesefigures were derived from the databaseI was required to
maintain as part of my work as a
Pupil PlacementOfficer.
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government's policy providing for parental choice of school. Pupils thus often came
through the Panel to be placed in Enway schools from its two closest neighbouring
cities. One of these cities, Brendantown, similar to Enway in its level of social
deprivation, claimed to suffer from a limited number of spaces in its schools and its
Pupil Referral Unit did not offer GCSEs, so the parents of permanently excluded
pupils and those who may otherwise have been subjected to a `managed move'
(described above) were often advised by Brendantown Inclusion staff to apply to
Enway schools. The other neighbouring district, Prosper, constituted a wealthier
neighbourhood which had retained a selective school admissions system - all its
schools were either independently run and government funded `Trust' schools, or
Grammar schools. It also had a `no permanent exclusion policy' and provided no
alternative education placements. Pupils from Prosper's schools who were seen as
having challenging behaviours were rumoured at the Panel to be simply told to stay at
home, then referred by their schools to the Enway Panel as a means to effectively
exclude the pupil from Prosper's system without having to make an official exclusion.
Whether this was wholly true or not was irrelevant to Billy, described above, who was
from Prosper. This was just another factor which made the Panel more protective
towards Enway's `own' schools when discussing his case.

Reintegration meetings
Once a pupil had been placed by the Pupil Placement Panel in a mainstream school, it
was my job as a Pupil Support Officer to manage their transition and successful
settling-in period. I would begin this by writing to the new school, asking them to set
73
up a Reintegration Planning meeting. This was very similar to a Pastoral Support
Plan (PSP) meeting (described above) and should similarly have included the pupil,
parents or carer, head of year, and if appropriate, other involved professionals such as
the social worker or Youth Offending Team worker. It was thus another opportunity
for the multi-agency approach to support planning promoted by the DfES/DCSF.
However, as I have explained, conflicting

professional approaches and financial

" For somereason,while `inclusion' replaced'integration' as the new policy enabling
almost all pupils to attend
mainstream school, once a pupil has left a school they are still re-included through a process known as
`reintegration'.This implies the view that whilst schools should endeavourto changetheir practices to include
all
pupils, once a pupil has beenexcluded, it is now up to the pupil to make the effort to reintegrate.Seechapter I for
the political etymology of the terns 'integration' and `inclusion'.
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agendasoften made it difficult to hold a meeting involving all professionalsand to
broker a fully effective support agreement.

Working with inter-agency conflict
As a Pupil Support Officer, in addressing the conflict described above, I attempted to
implement a `strong' version of social inclusion (Viet-Wilson in Macrae et al. 2003).
This approach, described in chapter one, `addresses the mechanisms through which
powerful constituencies exercise their power to exclude' (91). The dissonance
between the multiple agencies involved in supporting pupils at risk of exclusion could
be seen to constitute a mechanism of social exclusion, and one needing to be
addressed. For example, I experienced some difficulties

in gaining consistent

collaborative input from the Enway Attendance Advisory Service (AAS). Its officers
had expressed their concern at the rising numbers of what they called `difficult kids'
placed in `their' schools and `jumping the queue' for Pupil Support Unit, learning
mentor and counsellor waiting lists.

Schools under siege

I've had it up to here, you get to the point where that door goes, a kid comes
in, and I'm like, `GRRR! Get over it! Deal with it! '
PastoralSupportAssistant,working in a LSU
Field-notes,December2007

Collaboration in the Enway Children's Services department could be difficult because
school staff, and to some extent, Panel members, could sometimes feel as if they were
under siege from wave after wave of `Hard to Place' pupils and the parents and other
professionals who referred them. The comments and responses of professionals
involved with the Pupil Placement Panel often therefore appeared to be suffused with
stress. One of the most common complaints I heard from heads of year was that they
could not afford to take another permanently excluded pupil from the Panel because
their year group was `unbalanced'. Heads of year often said that their Panel pupils
were `wasting' or `using up' all their resources.

Someof the problemswith multi-professional `collaboration' may stem from the fact
that before the presentgovernment'spolicy of inclusion prompted the local authority
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to close its specialised behaviour management units, and money was devolved to
schools to enable them to set up their own inclusion and behaviour management
programmes, financing was centralised and so schools felt that the local authority
would take care of the issue for them. The money has now been devolved, but some
of the sense of responsibility has remained with the central bureaucracy (Rendall and
Stuart 2005: 4). And the Panel-members were not always able to use gate-keeping or
procrastination tactics (as with Billy, above). This meant that when a new pupil
arrived at a certain school he or she had often been given a place on sufferance, and
she or he - and the supporting professionals, who may have been engaged in empathic
support - may not have been made to feel particularly welcome.
Not all the heads of year and deputy heads or school inclusion managers in Enway
were hostile to new pupils. Good SAT scores and a fair attendance percentage helped
school staff feel more welcoming, but occasionally, teachers who were sceptical about
the narratives recorded in the paperwork from the previous school tended to be more
optimistic and to prefer to rely on their own judgment when interviewing a new pupil.
But more often than not, Panel pupils were not greeted with a positive attitude. Thus a
school attendance advisory officer, when asked to work with a `new' pupil, told me,
`It's not my job... ', and heads of year were often reluctant to refer new pupils to the
school support services described above on the grounds that they were `jumping the
queue' at the expense of what I often heard described as `our pupils'. The conflict
engendered by the placement of Panel pupils could make the reintegration planning
meetings very difficult

and pre-empt a successful reintegration. Sometimes, for
example, a fully supportive plan for mentoring and special needs support was drawn
up at the meeting, and on my return for a review four weeks later, nothing had been
put in place, and the pupil was, not surprisingly, struggling.

In Children's Services, we were required to work within the parametersof the
government's `Every Child Matters' agenda, a DfES approach which promoted a
multi-professional, holistic view of the needsof eachchild.74Why were the agencies
chargedwith the important task of re-engagingexcludedchildren failing to overcome

74DIES (2005).
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their conflicts, undermining the delivery of adequatesupport for vulnerable young
people in the process? Was this a cause of permanent exclusion from school?

Applying the theory of the `extended body'
The next section of this chapter attempts to apply the extended body theory to find out
why inter-professional conflict is so intractable in its contribution to instances of
permanent exclusion from school.

The extended body, as I explained in chapter three, is an experienced representation
of a person, combining embodied, projected, chosen and conflicting assumptions and
identities. It is a construction of `the soul' (Foucault 1977; Rose 1999) which is
capable of being corporeally disciplined: for example, physically excluded from the
school site. Some of the constructions and representations projected into a young
person's extended body are detailed in Diagram 1, chapter three, and include `mental
state', `behaviour', `attitude', and `intention'.

Trying out the extended body: the myth of Becky

A discussionheld at a PastoralSupport Planmeeting (on 14.5.07)for Becky, a Year 9
pupil75exemplifies aspectsof some of the elementsin the `extendedbody' diagram
and someof the tropesused to create representations,such as the discourseof `need'
(Thomas and Loxley 2001; discussed in chapter three). It demonstrates a professionalcultural conflict between professionals from the same institution, especially between
the assistant head teacher and the behaviour respite teacher:

75Aged 14
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Table 3: Aspects of the `extended body' discussed in a Pastoral Support Plan
meeting

Comment

PSP

Aspect of the
`extended body'

participant

Becky is still grieving over the loss of her father rejectedby
mental state
...
her mother,who had chosenher boyfriend over her;
she'snot a
tough cookie ... vulnerable ...
Clearly we haveempathybut it's going to take a long time. To
behaviour
keepher in a school environmentenablesher to fuel the negative attitude

Social
Worker
Head
teacher

Assistant

behaviour and make it worse. She thrives on the audience; on the
confrontation; she gets a kick out of it!

discourse of need

I would describeher behaviouras `wild'- she was screamingat

behaviour

head teacher me. I know that's the pressure of the Year 9 SAT exams.

mental state

Behaviour

We took Beckyback becausea. she'sin care and b. we like her

mental state

respite

as a person.

attitude

teacher
Head
teacher

Shecamefrom [a big mixed-sexschool].The issueinvolves
boys.Shecomesin as `The Big I Am'
-I think she'sat risk.

Fostercarer

Somethingis not right. Shewent out and got drunk is always
...
attractedto boys...

Head
teacher
Behaviour
respite

Shewill be permanentlyexcluded.

teacher

intention
attitude
intention
discourseof need
behaviour
attitude
mental state
intention
Behaviour

It's a life changingexperiencewhen they [are permanently
behaviour
She
herself.
has
Education
to
excluded].
needs value
got to come attitude
second - it's escalating, it will turn into violence ...

mental state
intention

discourseof need
Becky was brought in right at the end of the meeting. She becameshy, probably
becauseshewas in a meetingwith the headteacherand four other professionalsin the
head teacher'soffice, and her only commentswere that she was unhappy at Enway
Valley Girls' Schooland that she wantedto be at a mixed-sex school. Becky's voice,
in this important discussionabout her fate, was barely heard.And even when she was
actually present,her presenceseemedto be a token gesturetowards involving her in
the decision making process. Her extended body, `Becky' herself, had been
constructedas a representationof a girl: the myth of Becky. This girl was grieving,
rejected,and vulnerable,displayednegativebehaviour and thrived on the audienceto
each confrontation; someonewho was `wild' and `screaming'; a `Big I Am' at risk
through her drunkennessand attraction to boys; someonewho was going to be in
fact, neededto be - permanentlyexcludedand would in all likelihood becomeviolent.
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Becauseof her silence, her self-identification was absent from the construction. But
decisions were being made on the basis of it and its potential. The construction of the
extended body, through its quality of `being experienced', emerged from myth to
become a `true' story which was fully expected to be played out to its inevitable
conclusion in permanent exclusion from school.

I have constructed (in chapter three) the extended body as `contested space', where

young people could add their own self-representation. What was causing this
subjugation of Becky's voice?

The 'extended body': contested space?
My first goal at the PSP meeting had been to help Becky avoid permanent exclusion.
This involved persuading the school to partially

fund an alternative education

provision. This would give Becky an education environment where she did not need
to worry about being reprimanded for lower-level issues such as school uniform
infringements or talking in class. The social worker at this meeting collaborated with
me to promote empathy over Becky's difficult

family circumstances. The head

teacher and her deputy were troubled with a problematic combination of concerns:
avoiding a permanent exclusion, trying to evade having to pay for an expensive
alternative education placement, and maintaining an orderly school environment.

The behaviour respite teacher was trapped between the two ethics, and found herself
oscillating uncomfortably between the factions. This teacher became involved with

Becky when she entereda programmedesignedto support pupils aged I1 to 14 with
their behaviour.To enter the programmepupils neededto be not at risk of permanent
exclusion.BecauseBecky did not appearto be meeting this requirement(that is, she
was at risk of permanentexclusion), the behaviourrespite teacher'sprimary concerns
thus included the incongruentconceptsof empathy for Becky and her speedyexit, as
an unsuitablecandidate,from the behaviour respite programme.The meeting was an
attempt to use a `multi-agency' or `interdisciplinary' approach,and is an illustration
of therangeof conflicting issuesinherentin attempting to collaborateacrossskill sets,
contextsanddisciplines (also seeHeath et al. 2006). Perhapsone of the most striking
elementsof Becky's meetingis the thought that the `myth' of Becky might perpetuate
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the ideology of need and the linked apparatus of intervention- which in turn
perpetuate the myth.

Thinking about Becky's Pastoral Support Plan meeting, the Pupil Placement Panels
and other meetings were what led me to develop an idea of the pupil's `extended
body' as contested space. Thus conflict exists not only between the pupil and the
school and/or parents and carers, as many studies have found (Cooper 2002; Rendall
and Stuart 2005; Wright et al, 2000), but also between professionals (Heath et al.
2006), to the detriment of the pupil.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I have introduced some of the procedures in and outside schools which
were concerned with the administration of disciplinary support, inclusion and,
sometimes, permanent exclusion from school in Enway. Details of the Enway Pupil
Placement Panel were described, together with its procedures and strategies, and some
of the young people whose cases were discussed there. I have thus laid out the
stressful environment within which the procedures around permanent exclusion from
school were embedded. This environment was stressful partly because of students'
distressing stories, and partly because of the conflicting nature of the issues which
faced gatekeepers or decision makers. Professionals were forced to make decisions
about pupils

in

the face of

powerful

competition

unchallengeable concepts of empathy, inclusivity,

between the politically

and attainment. Also competing

were discourses about needs and costs; a duty of care for the majority; parental
choice; attendance data and league tables; a perception that schools were `forced' to
take `Hard to Place' pupils by the local authority; the view of new pupils as `not
belonging'; and the fact that budgets for behaviour management had been devolved
with an incomplete transfer of the attached culture of responsibility. These stress
factors exacerbated inter-professional conflict, situated within and affecting
representations of the pupil's extended body, and taking interactions between staff
beyond the parameters of the assumed task of pupil support. Permanent exclusion
from school, then, could be called `a critical incident'; a crystallising moment during
which all these issues collide.
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So, in answering two of my research questions, it could be suggested that part of the
cause of permanent exclusion from school is inter-professional conflict derived from
institutional stress. Some of the effects of the existence of permanent exclusion from
school as an option involve the feeding of the student's extended body through a
pastoral support planning process into a system of in-school support strategies. These,
although often empathic and supportive, can result in a pathologising within-child
view of `behaviour problems', leaving the institutional environment unchanged.

This thesis will suggest that the implications for this are circular. Thus the unchanged
schooling environment - unchanged, because the problem is constituted within the
child, not the institution - will be seen in the following chapters to be maintained and
controlled through a series of norming imperatives which are hugely exacerbated by
the existence of permanent exclusion from school. These norming imperatives are
framed around institutional prejudice delivered through what Foucault (1977) called
`capillaries of power'. These are characterised by practices of institutional racism,
classism and sexism and supported and mandated by a framework

of policy

techniques. Within this environment, pupils' extended bodies are constructed and
(mis)represented as `needing'

a within-child

or excluding

intervention.

The

institutional environment is unchanged, and the cycle continues. The next three
chapters will address the experienced effects of representations of the extended body
on the basis of gender, class and ethnicity respectively.
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Chapter five

`Bitchy girls and silly boys:'76Heteronormativity and sexual violence
Introduction
Perhaps because of an assumed biological constructed `irrefutability'

concerning sex

(Butler 1993; 1999), experienced representations of the extended body are particularly
vulnerable to influence by `heteronormativity': the pressure caused by stereotypical
normative assumptions about how gender should represent itself in a person. In
considering some of the causesof permanent exclusion from school, this chapter aims
to look at the effects of professionals' heteronormative assumptions about gender
identity

and sexuality on effective

support planning

for young people. Inter-

professional conflict will be seen to be less of a concern in relation to gender. In fact,
the collusion

within

young people's

extended bodies in terms of normative

pronouncements on gender is testament to the power of heteronormativity.

The

conflict in the case of gender was more likely to be between young person and
professional.

The chapter will begin with further details of Nama's story77 in order to introduce

some of the complex genderedissuesexperiencedby pupils at risk of or subject to a
permanentexclusion from school. Following this, the section will proceedwith an
overview of some of the concernsabout gender in exclusion from school which are
discussed in the literature. I will then describe some of the broad accepted
understandingsaboutgender identity and sexualisedbehaviour in Enway. Comparing
some of the assumptionsand pressuresaround gender identity raised in Enway's
mixed and single-sexschoolswill provide a crystallised illustration of some of these
concerns.
The following sections will focus on some of the gender-related issues which
contribute to the particular circumstancessurrounding exclusion from school. These
include genderedclassreproductionthrough the choice of GCSEs in a new placement
school; the (in)visibility of issuesof sexuality and gender in the field of professional
76Field-notes:saidby headof Year 8 at Enway 's largestmixed comprehensive
school
77The Iraqi Kurdish girl introduced in chapter three.
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consideration for children and young people at risk of exclusion; `horizontal violence'
(Freire 1996) in schools manifested as sexual aggression, sometimes leading to
exclusion; and some of the interactions between the institutional prejudices on the
basis of gender, ethnicity and culture which emerge under the crystallising pressure of
a school disciplinary framework. The conclusion will

clarify some of the links

between gender non-nativity and instances of threatened or actual permanent
exclusion, finishing with an account of some of the work in Enway to develop support
strategiesdesigned to tackle these effects.

The story of Nama
Nama, at fourteen years old, was already used to inclusion and exclusion procedures.
She was one of the only pupils I worked with who made her own phone calls to ask
what was happening with her school place. She had been permanently excluded, and
was discussed for the second time at the Enway `Hard to Place' Pupil Placement
Panel at the beginning of January 2008. Following a reasonably settled start at her
new school, slumped silently at her desk, Nama had suddenly gone from weeks of a
consistent sulky disengagement to a single lightning

explosion of swearing and

screaming in class. The Panel's Safeguarding78representative, a senior social worker,
updated the rest of us on what may have instigated the event: `Her brother found her
with two boys in her room- he beat her up. She was taken under police protection
because of ongoing violence towards her; we accommodated her [with a foster carer].
She's scared of her family, but was still talking to them on the phone. '
`That's very manipulative',

volunteered one of the senior administrators, helping

herself to a biscuit in a way which looked complacent.

`She's now with her uncle back in Enway,' continued the social worker, `we will
follow up with an assessmentof the uncle and family and do a core assessmentto
look at safetyin her life. '
`She's a very, very manipulative girl, ' added a behaviour managementteacher who
had previously worked with Nama, `this is a person running the adults in great
numbers.'

78Originally known as Social Services.
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`And there is still an unevaluated and difficult-to-quantify

risk to this child, ' finished

the social worker, adding that there had been talk of her being at risk of either a forced
marriage's or an `honour killing' (in punishment for the incident in her bedroom).
I waited for the excited cross-talk to recede, then added what Nama had asked me to
tell the Panel: that she wanted to move to Ennon Grand Academy - what would be her
third secondary school - and which her cousin attended, close to the home of the uncle
with whom she was now living. Nama had resolutely told me that if she could not get
a place at Ennon Grand then she was `not going anywhere else'. This tenacity, along
with the perceived change of heart exemplified through Nama's telephone calls to her
family whilst still under police protection, added to the concern among the Panel
delegatesthat she was trying to `manipulate' the situation.

I spent some time after this Panel meeting wondering why Nama had been described
as `manipulative' by two people during the social worker's report of her ongoing
situation. The concept of manipulation seemed to me to be strangely incongruous
when applied to a young person who was both lacking in control over her life choices
and living with such a high level of apparent risk from her own family.

The following morning, I received an urgent telephone call from the head of year at
Nama's temporary placement school. He said that Nama was refusing to leave school,
and was saying that she was scared to go back to her uncle's house. I informed the
Panel social worker who had given the report on Nama the day before, and received a
follow-up email from him in which he responded to the news by describing Nama as
`very manipulative'. At this point, I lost patience with the `manipulative' discourse
and sought telephone advice from a trusted colleague: a senior education psychologist
and a thoughtful practitioner.

`What doesthis word `manipulative' really mean in terms of Nama's actual needsand
the delivery of themost appropriatesupport?' I askedhim.
He replied, `The `manipulative' thing is a red herring', and explained that Nama's
ambivalence was something everybody demonstrates at one time or another. He
suggestedthat there was a possibility that Nama was seeing her family as both good
and bad, dealing with this by imagining that there were two families- a friendly,
79A forcedmarriage,which is characterizedby an absenceof consent, is
not the samething as an
arrangedmarriage,which involves mutualconsent.
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nurturing family, and a persecuting family. When she was at the foster carer's, far
from home, she had called her family, seeking nurture from the only place she was
familiar with. Returning to her uncle's house, Nama had shown signs of beginning to
feel persecuted again, raising a renewed sense of the need to run away. Regarding her
refusal to `not go anywhere' if she could not have a place at Ennon Grand Academy,
the school of her choice, my colleague explained that it seemed as if Nama, in the
throes of her anxiety, was resorting to immature ways of dealing with things.
`At the moment', he expanded, `she can only deal with things the way she wants them
to be. And her silence/sudden anger at school indicates her degree of desperation and
the level of emotional need.' I agreed that Nama was living in `survival mode'. I was
struck by the potential level of empathy that this kind of interagency collaboration
could engender, and which was missing from the Panel, where delegates had colluded
(within the space of Nama's extended body, and in conflict with an alternative view
of her as `vulnerable') to describe and represent her as `manipulative'.
collaboration could also challenge the objectifying

effects of a within-child

Such a
`psy'

technique (Sellman 2002; Slee 1995; Foucault 1977; see also chapter three), utilising
it instead as useful information with which to investigate and adjust the institutional
response to Nama's situation.

Butler (1999) explains Wittig's conception of language as `a set of acts, repeated
over time, that produce reality-effects that are eventually misinterpreted as "facts"'
(147). 1 had a sense that the `manipulative' quality ascribed to Nama, originally
invoked by the interjection of a senior administrator at the Panel, had been taken
on as
a `fact' by the other professionals, and that this (as well as the reasons for the danger
Nama was in with regard to her family) had something to do with the fact that she was
a girl. One of my colleagues also suggested that the Panel would not have called
Nama `manipulative' if she had been a boy. If this was right, what effect could a
gendered label of this kind have on a pupil's chances of being kept included, safe and
emotionally supported? Could it be a cause of permanent exclusion?

LeBesco(2001) suggeststhat the `power of languageisn't purely abstract it enacts
...
bodies'
(76).
The
label
`manipulative'
physical and material violence on our
had the
power to underminethe professionals'belief and understandingof the actual danger
Namawas in to the point at which somethingterrible could happento her. When I had
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visited the home some months before, her family had seated me on a big chair in their
elaborately carpeted living room, her four sisters lined up on the sofa, neatly and
conservatively dressed and with little makeup, some holding their babies, their small,
old bent-over mother draped in black and smilingly serving me sweet tea in a glass.
She did not speak English, so Nama's sisters conducted the meeting. Her two brothers
stayed out of the way in the kitchen, talking loudly on mobile phones. Nama, in
contrast to her sisters, had stamped angrily down the stairs wearing skinny jeans and
with her long wavy hair stiff with gel, dark kohl makeup circling her eyes, her stiff,
tense shoulders, tight lips and avoidant eye contact suggesting that she was bubbling
under with a quiet rage. She barely spoke, but her family told me that they were very
worried about her and confused by her behaviour. I wondered whether understandings
that Nama's family had about how she should comport herself as a (Muslim, Kurdish)
girl were causing some kind of pressure that was affecting her success at school. In
fact, and perhaps because she was represented as `manipulative'

rather than

`vulnerable', `the power of language' did `enact
... material violence' (LeBesco 2001:
76). Nama eventually disappeared amidst rumours that she had been married in
Turkey, at the age of fifteen. Had Nama also experienced pressure at school based on
teachers' gendered assumptions about how she should behave there? This chapter
aims to discuss the pressure on young people that I argue is partially caused by
professionals' normed understandings about gender identity (Osier and Vincent
2003), sexuality and `aggressive behaviour'.

Habitus, embodiment and the `extended body'

Where do assumptionsabout gendercome from? According to Hoy (1999), Bourdieu
`sees comportment as predominantly configured by the social structures (the
"habitus") that individuals acquire through their upbringing in a particular culture or
class' (4). Bourdieu's conceptof `habitus' can thus be employedto explain how a girl,
for example,will have learned from her family and her culture from a very early age
what the normedway of being a girl `looks like'. In other words, in behaving `like a
girl' she may be demonstratingthe `internalization of the principles of a cultural
arbitrary capable of perpetuatingitself (Bourdieu 1977: 31). In Nama's family, it
seemedas if her conservatively-dressedolder sistersdemonstratedwhat I would call
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their `gender-habitus' through their comportment. 80Nama's aggression at school, her
anger at home, and her non-conservative way of dressing were outside this norm. She
was not embodying (a culturally influenced) `gender-habitus' in the same way as her
sisters. Csordas (1999) explains that `[e]mbodiment is an existential condition in
which the body is the subjective source or intersubjective ground of experience'
(143). So a person's `comportment', whilst deriving from its habitus, can embody, or
is made up of, the experience of that habitus. Blackman

(2001) describes

`embodiment' as referring to `the `lived body'- the notion that the body and one's
biological or even psychological processes are never lived by the individual in a pure
and unmediated form' (210). As an experienced, contested representative space, the
extended body theory brings the concepts of the `intersubjective

ground of

experience' (Csordas 1999) and the concept of the `lived, mediated body' (Blackman
2001) together. Thus I would suggest that Nama's anger did not appear out of
nowhere `in a pure and unmediated form' (that is, it was not simply `manipulative'),
but was related to lived experiences involving her schooling, her personal thoughts
about her own identity, her history, popular and family culture, and her gender.

In the context of thinking about schooling, I understand all this to mean that Nama
had transgressed the expected, normed, and stereotyped way that teachers and other
professionals expect a girl, for example, to embody `girlness'. As Osler and Vincent
(2003) explain, `how we think about what it is to be male or female has a real impact
the ways in which we conceptualise and respond to `problem behaviour' and
... on
identify those in need' (62). Nama may have been under-supported by the
professionals because she was expected to behave like her sisters had when they
attended the same school- conscientiously and without demanding attention.

There is a further link betweenthe concept of embodiment and that of the `extended
body'. Assumptions about gender do not just affect the way people talk about
81
children; they act directly on the child. The relationship between `embodiment' and
the `extendedbody', then, is that the `extendedbody' describesthe contestedspace
within which the conflicting substanceof arguments about `appropriate' forms of
80Nama's sisterswill have their own extendedbodies and I am aware that as an
ethnographerI am
participating in a constructionof thesehere.
The Panel delegates'namingof Nama as `manipulative', for example, opensher up to the risk of
further violence againsther, suchas forced marriage.
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embodiment - in other words, normed ways of being - are conducted. Nama's
behaviour (lashing out in anger) embodied a way of being that did not align with the
professionals' normed understanding of `appropriate girl behaviour' that had been
projected within Nama's extended body. Their (nonstatic) representations of her and
her own self-representations were in conflict. Because she was `the excluded young
person', the dominant discourse was privileged, and so Nama's self-representation
became transgressive, causing her `material violence'. Osler and Vincent (2003) have
in silence and finally lash out may find themselves
found that `girls who
... suffer
subject to disciplinary exclusion' (55). A contributing cause of permanent exclusion,
then, could be seen to be professional and prejudiced assumptions about gender. And
its effects here were the crystallising effects of that prejudice to the point at which a
young girl's life was immeasurably changed for the worse.

[ hope in this thesis to contribute to a discourse which aims to `deflate the tendency to
'
think that there can only be one set ... of normal, socially-normed ways to exist
...
(Hoy 1999:9; also see Butler 1999; Hall 1992). The extended body is where
pronouncements on embodiment occur, and are contested, and gender, with its
`biological obviousness', is a particularly focussed lens through which to investigate
this. The next section places the extended body theory within a current literature
context in order to further explain how it dovetails with existing ideas.

Current understandings on gender and heteronormativity

in schools

The role of conceptionsabout gender in schools in England and Wales is broadly
discussedin the literature. Boys are seento be disadvantagedin a multitude of areas
(for example, behaviour and attainment). Underpinning anxieties about the
underperformanceof boys, for example,the theory of `the feminisation of education'
is concernedwith the idea that there are `not enough' male teachersand that as a
result, schools,curriculum and teachingand assessmentstyles are more appropriateto
the learning styles of girls (Wright 2005). However, Osler and Vincent (2003) have
said that `the assertionthat boys' `underachievement'or poor behaviour is causedby
the feminisationof teachingis not somethingwhich is supportedby research'(23). In
addition, as Lloyd (2005) explains, `the behaviour of girls continues to be policed in
ways that the behaviourof boys is not. They are ascribed labels such as `deviant' and
`troublesome' by professionals
... sexuality is central to the definition of
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`troublesome'in relation to girls' (5; see also Osler and Vincent 2003). These labels
constitute pre-packaged tropes easily projected into the extended body.

The literature also addresses interactions between ethnicity

and gender. The

perception of `troublesome girls' may be especially marked with regard to girls from
some ethnic minority

backgrounds; Wright

(2005)

has described `teachers'

construction of young black females as `marginalised' and troublesome `others"
(104) (see also Lloyd 2005; Francis 2005; Osler and Vincent 2003; George 2007).
Boys, on the other hand, tend to `dominate classroom space' (Francis 2005: 10; see
also Osler and Vincent 2003). However, boys in English education identified as
African-Carribean/British were long the group least likely to acquire adequate GCSE
82
grades (Gaine and George 1999; Wright 2005; Rendall and Stuart 2005). More boys
in England are excluded than girls, and a higher proportion of boys and girls from
ethnic minority backgrounds are being permanently excluded than British-born white
pupils (Wright 2005; Timimi 2005; Wright et al 2000; Rendall and Stuart 2005).
Wright

(2005), writing

on black femininities

in school, explains that `within

educational contexts that are normatively gendered, classed and racialised, issues of
embodiment can become problematic ... ' (105). As George (2007) explains, citing
hooks, `black girls
the dual yoke of sexism and racism' (134).
... carry
Socio-economic class also interacts with constructions of gendered behaviour (George
2007), with working-class girls, for example, often seen as `over-sexualised and overassertive, referred to variously by teachers as "little cows' and `real bitches" (Francis
2005: 11). The `cultural capital' which gives middle-class children an advantage in
schooling (Bourdieu and Passeron 1977; see also chapter six) can be supplemented
with the judicious

delivery of resources, but gender normativity

interrupts this

process, too (discussed further in this chapter, below, and in chapter six). Osler and
Vincent (2003) explain that professional assumptions about gender in school have a
real impact `on the ways in which service providers allocate resources' (62). They
report that `[g]irls are neglected because boys are getting, or demanding, all the
attention' (21).

82Although in Enwaywhite British working-classboys are now the
group leastlikely to achieve 5
GCSEsat gradesA* to C
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Just as I am using permanent exclusion from school to look at the `education system'
more generally, Epstein and Johnson (1998) look at the experiences of lesbian and
gay people to try to `understand sexualities more generally, encapsulating and
focussing the ways in which they are played out

(7).
... within school situations'
They draw on Adrienne Rich's conception of `compulsory heterosexuality' and Judith
Butler's ideas of gender performativity

and `the idea that gender is culturally

understood through the notion of heterosexual attraction to those of the opposite
gender/sex' (ibid: 4). They begin by suggesting that `... the idea of childhood sexual
innocence inhibits attempts to alter
the terrible and oppressive tangles which form
...
part of child-adult relations in our culture' (ibid: 2), and that ' ... schools are
important sites for the production and regulation of sexual identities both within the
school and beyond' (ibid: 108). At the root of the discussion is an understanding that,
as Sanders (2008) explains, `our schools are profoundly institutionally heterosexist.
All our schools assume everyone's heterosexual unless you put up your hand and
wave' (4).

Whilst schools can be understood as heterononmative or heterosexist sites, it should
be understood that `[s]chool-based identity production is never final, nor can it
encompass the whole of (even sexual) life - but it can have lasting, ramifying
consequencesin individual lives none the less' (Epstein and Johnson 1998: 2). And
within

the Foucauldian

theoretical

framework

of this thesis,

it

should be

acknowledged that state regulation leaches into both schooling and sexuality (ibid: 5).
For example, the state is evident in schools through the construction of the national
curriculum; and in sexuality through the laws around civil partnership, rape, and
abortion. In DePalma and Atkinson (2008), a transgendered woman `illustrates the
ways in which a key aspect of her identity (sex: boy) was established for her from
birth through the simple act of filling out mandatory bureaucratic paperwork' (57).
And descriptions of `the school experiences of a gay boy
... and ... memories of
failing to fit into sex/gender norms poignantly illustrate what can happen when
children find themselves in the process of developing pathologised identities' (33).
These stories illuminate

the embedding in governance of hegemonic,
normative
capillaries of power drawn through channels of heteronormativity, from policy-maker
through bureaucrat to policy-implementation.

Indeed, `in schools
the terms on
...
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which sexual identities are produced are heavily determined by power relations
betweenteachersand taught,the dynamicsof control and resistance'(ibid: 108).
In the ways in which power is manoeuvred, schools can be understood as a
`microcosm' of society (Lawrence-Lightfoot 2003: 216; also discussed below and in
chapters two and six). Epstein and Johnson (1998) acknowledge that `it is impossible
to discuss sexuality ... out of the matrix of other social relations or to detach schools
from other social structures' (109). Their references to the interplay between state
involvement in the intersections between schooling and sexualities go some way to
illuminating the idea that heteronormativity functions as one of the capillaries of state
power exercised on individuals in the school system. This thesis offers evidence that
institutional prejudice is an expression of normative state power which can both be
traced as underpinning instances of permanent exclusion and as being felt more
keenly by excluded pupils. Epstein and Johnson (1998) also point out that state policy
pressures `bear most heavily on children who are oppressed in other aspects: as
children with inclinations to same-sex desire, or as children disadvantaged in
education already for reasons of class, ethnicity or race' (196).

The literature has identified schools as institutions that are prone to be run along lines
that involve a normed and heteronormative version of what it means to behave `like a
girl' or `like a `boy' with specific variations according to perceived ethnicity and
cultural/economic background. A focus on girls' disadvantages as well as on the
heterosexist nature of schooling has been useful in revealing deep veins of
institutional sexism and heteronormativity. It is important not to underestimate the
effects a professional can have through their own expression of hegemonic
heteronormativity.

Epstein and Johnson (2008)

explain

that

`[o]ne

way

of

understanding the roles of those who work with young people as practitioners and
knowledge producers is that they/we operate as another source of cultural narratives
and identities for young people' (42). This is not an impossible situation. School staff
are fully capable of educating themselves about the needs of young people who
challenge a heteronormative world view. Hinton (2008), for example, discusses a
young transgender person who was identified as a girl at birth, subsequently
diagnosed with gender identity disorder, and supported to enter secondary school as a
boy, prompting special arrangements for uniform, toilets, and physical education.
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Hinton offers a blueprint for supporting young transgender people in schools at the
end of her chapter (88). But this approach is not taken in Enway. In this chapter l
would like to make a deeper investigation into the effects of heteronormativity on
young people (identified as) boys and girls, and to consider its role in the causes and
effects of permanent exclusion from school.

Ethnographic context: the representation and experience of gender in Enway
The extended body's vulnerability to description at points of transition
Pupils at risk of or subject to a permanent exclusion can find themselves having to
transition, often multiple

times, between schools and/or alternative education

placements. Sitting on plastic chairs in the office of a head of year or an inclusion
manager, at the reintegration meeting - the initial interview where I often met pupils
and parents for the first time, and which constituted the moment of transition into a
new school - pupils and parents in Enway schools were asked to complete a stack of
`admission forms'. Balancing the forms uncomfortably on their knees whilst the
inclusion manager often reclined behind the ubiquitous large battered desk (a symbol
of his or her authority), parents and carers filled out the pupil's name and address,
contact telephone numbers, birth date and assigned gender (the choices were limited
to either `male' or `female'), ethnicity and home language. In a clearly hierarchised
environment, then, the pupil was thus ascribed an institutional identity through this
series of `fixed' word-labels. At the same time, reinforcing the norming task of the
institution, the interviewing teacher often described the pupil's new peers. For
example, at a reintegration meeting for a new pupil at Knightsdown College, Enway's
biggest mixed mainstream school, the head of year told the `new boy', `you know
how it is - we have silly boys and bitchy girls here, like anywhere else. Just keep your
head down and don't get in between friends. ' This kind of normative language about
gender was evident in all the transitional stages I saw pupils travel through in Enway.
It is problematic because it sets up a tension between `who-he-should-be' (projected
into

the extended body)

and `who-he-considers-himself-to-be'

(self-identified

elements of the extended body). What if this boy did not want to be included in the
category of `silly boys'? And is he now going to assume all the girls in his tutor group
are `bitchy'? Even in this instance of `friendly advice', the norming procedure was
unremitting.

Enway's `Hard to Place' Pupil Placement Panel represented another of the transition
stages through which a pupil at risk of or subject to a permanent exclusion had to
travel and at which she or he had to be described and identified in order to be placed
at a new school. Names, year-groups and gender identity were reiterated here in the
paperwork; but in the absence of the pupil and family, Panel members often also
described behaviour (one of the elements of the `extended body') without the social
restraint that might be expected if the family members were present. And behaviour
was often described in relation to normative ideas about the appropriate embodiment
of gender.

For example, April, a Year 983 pupil at risk of permanent exclusion, had been
attending Newhall School and had been experiencing some difficulties with managing
her anger in class. Her mother had taken her to the doctor and she had been told that
this anger was symptomatic evidence of an extreme form of pubescent pre-menstrual
syndrome (PMS). At school, April had been told that she would have to accept a
84
managed move or be permanently excluded. `She has not very supportive parents',
announced one of the head teachers, `and she is a person who puts herself in trouble.
There is some sort of collusion that goes on between April and her mum. 85She's a big
abusive girl, I mean she's big! '

`She may have the right to choose[her school placement]', respondedanotherhead
teacher who had never met April, `but she will cause major problems at
86
mainstream.' April's behaviour record showed that she had lost her temper with
teachersa few times, and had beenin a couple of small fights with other girls. This is
a good exampleof the normative expectationsof girls' `appropriate' behaviouroften
exhibited at the Enway Panel; boys referred for placement who were at risk of
permanentexclusion always had more than a couple of fights and a bit of a temper
tantrumon their behaviourlogs. April was placed at a new school, Enway Valley, and
I planned a reintegrationmeeting for her, wondering if I would meet a `big abusive
girl', asreported.

a' Fourteenyearsold.
84A common pressure,as describedin chapterfour.

as Parents who demonstrated empathy towards their children were
often called `unsupportive' or
`collusive'. Those who did not were often called `neglectful'. Those who were supportive towards the
school were conversely often labeled `manipulative' or `interfering'.

86That is, in a mainstreamschool, implying shewould do better at an
alternative educationplacement
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When I met April for the interview a few days later, I saw that she was actually quite
average in size. She was not abusive in the meeting, either, but smiled shyly, hiding
behind her blonde hair. She talked about the stress of being at her old school; I knew
that the school was going into `special measures' due to an unsatisfactory OFSTED
report; teacher morale was low; staff were struggling to maintain control of the
classes,and there had been many reports of bullying.

A few weeks later, April was asked to leave Enway Valley due to `rudeness'. As a
result of the failed managed move, following the established protocol, she was then
permanently excluded from her original school, Newhall. However, she finally settled
down at another school, and at the time of writing is still attending, with no exclusions
or fights on her record.

April's story exemplifies the connection between the embodiment of gender identity,
and the `extended body', with its vulnerability

to being represented through the

imagined descriptions of others. Her angry behaviour at Newhall School and her
`rudeness' at Enway Valley were possibly in part a result of the chaotic environment
at her previous school. However, whilst April's behaviour was being pathologised,
attention was distracted from the institution's problems (Sellman 2002; Slee 1995;
Foucault 1977; see also chapter three). April

was represented and pathologised

through her gendered diagnosis of PMS and her description as a `big abusive girl'
exhibiting transgressive (aggressive) behaviour.

As Crozier and Anstiss (1995 in Lloyd-Smith and Davies) explain, `boys are
described in terms of their behaviour and academic performance, while girls are
describedin terms of their appearanceand sexuality' (36). Not actually `big', and
despitemedical and contextual evidenceproviding the Panelwith the choice to adopt
a reasonable explanation, April had been seen to have transgressedacceptable
parametersfor a girl, and her physical body had then been describedin terms of an
instanceof her behaviour - her extended(imagined, describable)body. April and her
mum travelled through three transitions - two reintegration interviews and a
permanent exclusion - challenging the projected representation of her as a `big,
abusivegirl' before she was able to settledown at her final school.
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The `trouble' with girls...
Perhaps because of abiding understandings identified in the literature about `the
relationship between young women and sexuality and the ways in which this
relationship may be constructed as `trouble"

(Lloyd 2005: 191; Osler and Vincent

2003), the Pupil Placement Panel delegates were particularly prone to adopting
gendered narratives about pupils'

extended bodies when they were discussing

instances of non-consensual sexual contact and sexual aggression between young
people. In particular, as Osler and Vincent (2003) suggest, there is a `general `boys
will be boys' discourse among professionals working with young people' (26).

For example, a fourteen-year-old boy was discussed at the Panel following

his

permanent exclusion from a school in a neighbouring district for, as the brief
paperwork described, `touching a girl's bottom'. There was a hint of male sniggering
at this, and one head teacher at the Panel asked whether this was `just that he touched
a girl's bottom, or more? ' By the word just', the boy's behaviour was normatively
validated as acceptable. However, when a girl's behaviour later at the same Panel
meeting was described by one of the delegates: `She won't leave the boys alone,
pulling their trousers down ... '; a (female) head teacher querulously responded, `we
have evidence of inappropriate sexualised behaviour! What assessments are being
made of her as not a victim, but a perpetrator? A psychiatric assessment[is needed] in
Enway Mental Hospital School! ' This pupil, Rachel, was discussed at the Panel
several times, offering plenty of opportunities for the delegates to pronounce upon
conceptions of her behaviour in relation to her gender identity and her sexuality. She
was seen as dangerous in terms of her sexuality (and described as `wild' by one of her
teachers when discussing the pulling down of boys' trousers); at great risk in terms of
the physical features of her gender identity (of rape as a gang initiation strategy) and
as vulnerable in terms of her gender-role (as a carer for her mother and baby siblings).
It is of course not acceptable for any pupil to non-consensually pull down the trousers
of another. But the range of consequences available to such behaviour span from a
simple verbal redirection or one hour detention to a fixed-term or permanent
exclusion. The Pupil Placement Panel's acute reading of the case was framed around
the `fact' that Rachel was `a girl'.
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Osler and Vincent (2003) have noted that girls are often discussed in terms of their
`promiscuity', pointing out that `it is uncommon to find references to boys' sexual
activity in professional discourses relating to youth disaffection' (24). In projecting a
pathologised version of sexuality into Rachel's extended body to explain her
behaviour, the Panel directed attention away from any possible institutional causes as
to her difficulties in school (see Sellman 2002; Slee 1995; Foucault 1977 in chapter
three). Osier and Vincent (2003) state that there is a `widespread tendency to judge
girls' behaviour more harshly than that of boys when they are seen to move beyond
what are regarded as acceptable feminine norms' (25). The gendered territory of
young people's extended bodies was often imagined, described, judged, and
representedin this way by school staff and Panel delegates.

One of the causes, then, of the permanent exclusion from school of girls such as
Nama, April and Rachel, could be said to be a general demonisation of behaviour
applied to those girls who are represented as transgressing the `normal' embodiment
of gender, and a set of higher standards of behaviour for girls within a frame of
institutionalised heteronormativity.

Single and mixed-sex schools
April was moved to a single sex school because it was felt by Panel delegates that she
may have been able to concentrate more easily on her studies in that environment.
Girls are said to need a space in which they can learn free from what the literature has
described as the distraction of and dominance by boys (Francis 2005: 9; Osler
and
Vincent 2003: 21). In looking at this and at the institutionalised treatment of gender in
educational contexts, it is telling to pay closer attention to the differences between
single-

and mixed-sex

heteronormativity,

schools.

It

is

also important

and the disadvantages it

to

affords to girls

note
in

here that

a schooling

environment, can also have the effect of disadvantaging boys.

Osler and Vincent (2003) havereportedthat `researchin a boys' school indicated that
studentssaw a direct link betweenthe relatively harshdiscipline imposed by certain
male teachersand the violent and anti-social school behaviour of significant numbers
of students' (23). At Forrest Boys, the only boys' school in Enway, a senior member
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of staff told me that she had lived `in a constant state of shock' when she had first
started teaching there. She said that she had worked in girls' or mixed schools before
that and that her shock had been at the physical way in which the Forrest teachers
treated the pupils. They would casually slap pupils on the back of the head as they
went past in the corridor; were usually less than sympathetic if a pupil hurt himself;
87 he
and if the head teacher found a pupil who was `bustin' low',
would shout his
objection and then pick him up by the waistband and shake him down into his
trousers. I would argue that the nature of unmistakeably being labelled `a boy', with
all the normed expectations of `boyness' - for example, ability to withstand physical
hardship - is an inexorable result of attending a boys' school. Because of the `power
of language' (LeBesco 2001: 76), this sexual-difference label of `boy' `enacts physical
and material violence on bodies' (ibid).

The `toughness' ascribed to Forrest Boys' School was compounded by the fact that as
the only boys' school in Enway it became a repository for those permanently
excluded for sexual harassment or assault against girls in Enway's mixed schools. In
essence,they had been `banned' from the company of girls, or permanently excluded
from the presence of girls because of some danger to do with their sexual differencebecause they were boys. But only one of the boys in this situation was offered
psychotherapy to help him learn self-management techniques. The rest of them had
not been explicitly supported in addressing their interactions with girls, and were left
free to roam the parks, cinemas and parties of Enway after school and at the
weekends.

In contrastto the single boys' school, there were three girls' schoolsin Enway. Enway
Valley Schoolfor Girls had taken severalof the `vulnerable' girls at risk of exclusion
from the nearestmixed school. Becauseof genderedviolence at the nearby mixed
school (discussed later in the chapter), in existing as a single-sex environment,
Enway Valley, a small mainstream school, found itself being expected to provide
automaticsuccourfor largenumbersof `troubled' girls.

87Wearing his trouserspulled down so the waistbandgoesacrossthe buttocks in
a trend popularisedin
part by American hip-hop and rap music videos.
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Because the experiences of single-sex schools in Enway presented particular issues
with regard to mopping up the `gendered behaviour' that occurred in mixed schools, it
is of interest to consider what was happening at the mixed schools. Gaine and George
(1999) explain the history of the rationale behind the setting up of such schools, and
this may illuminate the roots of some of the current issues discussed in this chapter:

[E]arly supporters of co-educational schooling (in the 1920s) saw this form of
schooling in terms of the many advantages it held for boys: a reduction in
homosexuality amongst the boys; boys' behaviour would be less rough because
of the `civilising influence' of girls; the replication of family-like relationships
would contribute to bringing about healthier marriages.

(131)
By the 1970s, mixed schools were seen to be the most appropriate option in terms of
gender equality, `giving girls the benefits of the kind of education more often reserved
for boys (as well as giving the boys the benefits of the girls' `civilising influence')
...

'(ibid). In Enway, for reasons concerned with religion, safety (discussed below),

and attainment, girls' parents were more likely to want them to attend a girls' school.
Partly because of this, and compounding the disadvantages afforded girls in such
environments, mixed school populations only constituted between one third and one
quarter girls.

In Enway, and despite these hopes for girls' `civilising influence', almost all of the
mixed schools were (during the period of my fieldwork) the sites of incidents of
sexual aggression against girls, occasionally resulting in the permanent exclusion of
the (almost exclusively, but not always) boys responsible-HS many of whom were
placed at the mixed Pupil Referral Unit (PRU). The Panel was often reluctant to steer
`vulnerable' girls towards the PRU. New Start, the alternative education provision for
those deemed `too difficult'

for the PRU, was also mixed, but mainly
populated with

boys. So girls who had experienced male sexual aggression and who were nonattenders or who displayed angry and /or aggressive behaviour themselves were often
designated `vulnerable in the presence of boys' and placed at the mainstream
girls'
The
in
this
that
the two smaller mainstream girls' schools,
schools.
problem with
was
girls were less likely to have access to learning mentors, as there was less funding
B8Seebelowunderthesubheading`Sexualised
behaviour;sexualaggression
andviolence'for a more
discussion
detailed
of thisphenomenon.
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available for such services. Being placed at mainstream school, they also missed out
on the chance of the `smaller class sizes and positive relationships with teachers'
(Pomeroy 2000: 119) offered at most alternative education provisions, which although
exclusionary in terms of mainstream education and reductive in terms of GCSE
choices, were useful if they were to gain the confidence necessary to offer a
contention for power in the contested space of their own gendered extended bodies
(see chapter four).

As I described in chapter three, Anzaldua (1987) conceives of borderland spaces as
places `wherever two or more cultures edge each other' (26). However, without trying
to essentialise or dichotomise the `group experiences' of `girls' and `boys', I think it
is useful to understand mixed-gender schools, where fairly established groups of boys
and girls intersect, as generating a similar `borderland' experience. Anzaldua (1987)
describes her experience of being a member of the non-dominant population as one of
choosing to `abnegate'- to stay quiet and suffer- or to make a choice to `take control'
(43). If this framework of existence is transposed onto the experience of girls within a
mixed school, it is possible to see that those girls who are experiencing difficulties
may be pushed into either abnegation- disengagement and truancy- or into a wobbly
adolescent version of `taking control'- which may result in behaviour which is seen as
`too aggressive' (transgressive) for a girl. Nama, described above, tried first one and
then the other of these strategies, without success.

Whilst each has its own set of advantagesand disadvantages,an overview of the
effects of mixed and single-sex schooling in Enway illustrates some of the
in the `inclusive educationsystem' and some of the causesand effects of
weaknesses
permanent exclusion from school. A single-sex boys' school, for example, can
`brutalise' boys through a normalisation of more aggressive discipline strategies
(Osler and Vincent 2003), producing boys' behaviour more likely to result in
exclusion. At the sametime, it can becomethe local repository for all boys excluded
due to sexualaggressionin a mixed school, adding to its brutalising environment. A
mixed schoolcan disadvantageand excludegirls who are seenas transgressiveif they
raisetheir voicesto try to be heardagainstthe louder group of boys. And a single-sex
girls' school,in which excluded girls might be placed for what the Panelrepresentsas
pathologically sexualisedbehaviour in a mixed school, may be less likely to provide
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her with the range of choices and supports she needs to succeed. These problems are
not inherently to do with the schools being single- or mixed- sex, but to do with the
ways in which staff responded according to their perceptions of gender in these
environments.

Choosing GCSEs: the gendered reproduction

of class

One of the effects of permanent exclusion from school is a vastly reduced set of
GCSE and BTEC choices (discussed further in chapter six), and this is only
exacerbated by institutionalised heteronormativity. Collins et al (2000) in Osler and
Vincent (2003) suggest that a `full understanding of gender justice in education
requires a consideration of ... the value assigned by the labour market' (29) to what
students take with them when they leave school. Thus Bourdieu's (1977) conception
of the reproduction of class in education processes89can be applied to the gendered
`choices' girls and boys make with regard to the vocational and/or academic courses
they take in Years 10 and 11. So in addition to a reduction in available support, the
Enway pupils who found themselves inadvertently in single-sex schools (due to an
exclusion or a managed move) were usually offered a reduced and gendered choice in
terms of curriculum, with just one of the three girls' schools providing encouragement
for girls to do engineering- or construction-related

courses, and Forrest Boys'

declining to offer its pupils `Hair and Beauty' or any kind of training related to a care
vocation.

Mixed schools also exerted a heteronormative pressure on excluded young people in
terms of their GCSE choices. During reintegration meetings with pupils who were
moving in the middle of Year 9 or during Year 10 - at the stage where they needed to
choose their GCSEs -I noticed that the mixed schools tended to funnel their lowerachieving90 girls into `Animal Care', `Hair and Beauty', and `Social Care' vocational

courses, whilst their lower-achieving boys tended to be directed towards
`Construction'and `Public Service'91tracks. A girl who wantedto take a construction
course would of course be verbally encouragedto do so, but as exemplified in an
enormous`Work ExperienceWeek' display at one of the Enway schools, featuring
89SeeTheoretical Framework,chapterthree.
90As in most schoolsin England and Wales, `achievement'was
measuredin Enway schoolsby
academiclevel.
91Army, police, fire service,etc.
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photographs of girls blow-drying hair and boys laying bricks, she would find herself
transgressing normed boundaries, and the task of building the self-esteem and courage
it would take to do this constitutes a barrier (or a `border': Pomeroy 2000) in itself. In
any case, as Francis (2005) has identified, `tendencies in mixed-sex classrooms
the ways in which some boys monopolise physical and verbal space, and
...
the ways in which girls tend to defer to boys' (9), so a girl taking a construction
[include]

course would need to be able to challenge these difficulties as well. Similarly, I did
not during my research come across a boy who voiced a desire to join the Hair and
Beauty or Social Care cohorts- although some heads of year joked about this in
reintegration interviews with their new male pupils, invoking a mocking chauvinist
humour and ridiculing any boy's genuine desire to gain these skills.

Reintegration meetings for pupils who

came with

a behaviour

log

full

of

transgressions were always focussed more on the behaviour (the past) than on GCSE
choices (the future), and so that part of the meeting was often rushed, crammed as it
was into the last few minutes. I often struggled to interject on behalf of the pupil to
promote their views on the choices. Young people's voices were conspicuous in their
92
absence during these discussions. I would ask the student a question about their
GCSE choices, and the head of year or parent would regularly answer for them.
Parents often agreed to their children taking courses which would lead them to a
similar career as their own. Because of this, gendered curriculum `choices' were more
likely to be pushed through without the extensive weeks-long period of guided
research, parents' meetings and career consultations afforded to most pupils who were
making their Key Stage 493decisions in Enway.

Thus through the effects of the transitional processundergoneby pupils at risk of or
subject to a permanentexclusion, young people who were already disadvantagedby
thesecircumstanceswere directedevenmore firmly than their peersto reproducetheir
parents' economic experiences,usually in genderedterms- an aspectof their habitus.
Being given a place in the family businesscan be a beneficial outcome, but the GCSE

92One of the significant `gaps' and `silences'(Blackman 2001:8) 1 discussedin
chaptersone and two.
93Years 10 and 11,when studentsare aged 14-16 and when then
majority of GCSE and BTEC learning
and teachingis undertaken.
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choice procedure would be more empowering for the pupil if it provided the
opportunity to think throughthe options.
Compulsory heterosexuality: sexuality, gender, and identity
I partially ascribe the gendered pressures around GCSE `choices' described in the
section above to the effects of `compulsory heterosexuality' (Francis 2005: 14). This
device of institutional norming refers to the ways in which young people are required
to exist according to stereotyped gender expectations. It exerts its own specific
pressures on those young people who find themselves transgressing the boundaries of
what is expected of them in terms of their gender identity. When a young person in
Enway who is permanently excluded or is at risk of being excluded has a less well94the
matter tends to be ignored,
understood sexuality-identity profile (such as `gay'),
invisible, or pathologised (Osler and Vincent 2003). This is an example of one of the
main ideas emerging from this thesis: that permanent exclusion from school can,
through the crystallising pressure of its status as a critical incident, both exacerbate
and be exacerbated by existing institutional prejudices.

During the years of my fieldwork, I came across just three cases where there was a
sexuality-identity component to the case as well as a risk of permanent exclusion.
This in itself is another of the `gaps' and `silences' (Blackman 2001: 8) 1 thought it
important to pay attention to, as it suggests a problem in terms of what young people
feel safe to identify in themselves. With around four hundred case-files in my battered
grey filing cabinet, I should statistically have met many more young people who
identified as gay or transgendered. If we consider the extended body, where selfidentified aspects compete with

projected representations, this is of concern.

However, the three cases I did see and which are described below are significant in
the issues they raise.

TheAppledown `Lesbians'
Vicky transitionedinto Year 7 at Appledown EstateGirls' School without coming to
the immediate attentionof her tutor or head of year. She probably should have done,
94My useof the words `gay' and `lesbian' as opposedto `homosexual' in this
section wasa conscious
choicebecauseI dislike the pathologisingimplications of that word.
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as it was subsequently discovered that at primary school she had been barely able to
tolerate the classroom environment, spending most of her time sitting in a corner of
the office, helping with small photocopying jobs. Vicky had been experiencing a
lengthy conflict with her mother, who had become a lone parent at an early age, and
had developed great difficulties

in managing her anger. Her primary school had

neglected to forge supportive secondary school transition links with the Appledown
inclusion staff- best practice where a pupil is identified as needing such support.
When she met a charismatic older girl from Year 8 at Appledown, Vicky was
distracted from the tenuous quietude95 she had developed as a coping strategy at the
enormous new school. The pair ran up and down the corridors for a couple of days,
truanting from class and shrieking as they ran away from any teacher who tried to
calm them. The final straw, for the school, came when the older girl pulled her
trousers down and `mooned' at one of the senior staff-members through the front
window of the main entrance, then grabbed Vicky in a warm embrace, pushed her
against a wall in the reception area and kissed her. `We're lesbians', they shrieked,
holding hands and running away down the corridor as the Head of Inclusion bore
down on them.

The first thing that happened following this incident was that the girls were separated.
The inclusion manager felt that this was imperative to avoid further `harm' to Vicky,
and that, being younger, she could not have been held responsible for the `disturbing'
behaviour exhibited by the two. The older girl was sent away to an alternative
education provision, and Vicky was also sent to be educated off-site in a 'respite'
programme for pupils on long fixed-term exclusions. An urgent referral was written
for her to the `At Risk Teens Intervention' (ARTI), an intensive mental health project
usually reserved for aggressive and sexually violent young people at risk of reoffending and incarceration. Despite a history in Enway of chronic problems in the
obtaining of such services, and demonstrating the sheer power of institutional
heteronormativity, Vicky's

referral was taken without delay. As mentioned in the

introduction to this chapter, the frequency of interagency professional collusion on the
basis of heteronormativity in the context of a usually conflicted environment is
testament to its institutional power. I attended meetings with Vicky's ARTI case-

95An exampleof Anzaldua's `abnegation'(1987: 43), mentionedearlier in the
chapter.
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worker, a family therapist, and discussed the case four times before, frustrated, I
asked whether any work had been done on Vicky's

initial

foray into her self-

identification as a lesbian. I had hoped that this would be mentioned without me
having to raise it, worrying that perhaps my own (lesbian) sexuality would undermine
my reputation in this case as a reasonable professional. The ARTI therapist looked
flustered and then said that if I thought it was important, she would raise it.

I was not concerned with whether Vicky was `actually' a lesbian or not. But I was
concerned that her claim had been first described as `disturbing' and then ignored by
those in the best position to support her with it. Stepping into a young person's
extended body and labelling the embodiment of sexuality `disturbed' effectively
renders that aspect of her identity `invalid'. Normative lines had been drawn in the
contested spaceof her extended body.

Bizarre, disturbedand weird
Kate's social worker referred her to the Pupil Placement Panel at the beginning of the
2007-2008 school year, telling me that she was unsure whether mainstream school
was appropriate. I asked why, and the social worker said that Kate's behaviour was
`bizarre; disturbed'.

I asked for more details, and the social worker haltingly said that this girl `was saying
she is a boy stuck in a girl's body; she looks really weird'. I asked why she was
saying that Kate looked `weird' and the social worker told me that she had shaved her
head. I took a deep breath and asked whether the social worker had considered the
fact that Kate might be transgendered. She told me that this was something she had
not thought about. I asked if there were any other issues to discuss, and the social
worker told me that Kate had been deemed to be a threat to younger children as she
had threatened to take her new baby brother to the canal and drown him.

By mentioning Kate's embodiment of a possibly transgendered identity first, it
seemedto me that the social worker had seenthis aspectof the case as more worthy
of the `bizarre' and `disturbed' labels than the threat to drown the baby brother. Kate
was placed in foster care in another district shortly after this, so I never had the
chance to meet her/him. Seeking to investigate and challenge the apparent
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inexorability of sexual difference, this young person had transgressed the normed
borders of `acceptable behaviour'. Kate's mental state (distressed), intent, attitude,
and behaviour (for example, the shaving of her/his head), being conducted as they
were both on the physical body and inside the porous skin of the extended body's
contested space, became vulnerable to representation and invalidation as `bizarre'.

Over my dead body...
Michael came through the Enway `Hard to Place' Pupil Placement Panel twice. He
was first placed at Cherry Tree School, and I heard many discussions about him
before I met him. He did not do very well at Cherry Tree. He was engaged in a several
weeks-long period of truancy when I was sucked into a brief corridor exchange in
November 2007 with the head teacher (Mrs McMillan)

and inclusion manager (Mr

Stansfield) at Cherry Tree, while I was hustling from one reintegration meeting to
another. I recorded the exchange in my field-notes book:

Buttonholedby Mrs McMillan.
Mrs McMillan: Michael Cornwell. Over my dead body is he coming back
here.
Me: That's crystal clear.
Mr Stansfield:He was closeto close to...
...
Mrs McMillan: he was close to being killed by one of us!

November 17th2007

I rememberedthis conversation,anda few days later at the PanelI was able to inform
the delegatesthat Michael was likely to be permanently excludedfrom Cherry 'Treeif
he returnedthere from his spell of truancy. I had heard Mrs McMillan call Michael `a
thug' on severaloccasions.I was looking forward to meetinghim.
Michael was given a place at Forrest Boys, and I sent the necessarypapersthrough to
arrangethe reintegrationmeeting.I met Michael for the first time ashe hastenedwith
his mother through the sliding glass double doors into the Forrest Boys atrium. He
was a heavy-setboy with a shavedhead, much bigger than most boys of his age. In
his paperworkhe was described as `Caribbean British'. He caught my eye and his
facecrackedinto a broad and sweet smile, and I shook his plump, sweaty hand before
leadingthe family down to the inclusion manager'soffice.
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`She's really nice', I told them in my usual pre-meeting pep-talk. `Just remember, this
is kind of like an interview, so smile, use eye contact, say you want a fresh start, OK? '
Part of my job was to help the family present themselves as a desirable package, to
avoid an instant negative judgment. It helped to smooth the transition, giving pupils
the best possible chance of a successful reintegration during the first tentative few
weeks. We sat down and the inclusion manager asked Michael how he was. He smiled
broadly, looked briefly at me, mentally rehearsing his answer, and then told her he
was fine, and that he wanted a fresh start.

On hearing Michael speak for the first time, I caught my breath, adrenaline flushing
my chest. Csordas (1999) explains that the body is `now understood as a tool for
research' (149), and that one can take a `twinge in the gut as an indicator of inner
accuracy of interpretation' (ibid). Blackman and Venn (2010) describe something
similar as `an ineffable quality that was felt rather than seen' (24). Using this
methodological tool, I reflected on the idea that perhaps my `gaydar'96 had been
alerted. Michael's voice was high and light and his hand-gestures were soft and
fluttering, both unexpected and thrown into contrast by his stolid, squared body. They
97
made him look and sound `camp'. I caught the eye of the inclusion manager. She
did not appear to have noticed what I had noticed, although I considered her to be an
open-minded and inclusive professional, and I knew he had charmed her with his
smile.

After a troubled few weeksat Forrest Boys, Michael eventually moved to FreshStart,
an alternative education provision, becausehe was annoying his teachers,fidgeting
andtalking on his mobile phonein class.He could not seemto focus on his work. But
his placementat Forrest Boys did not fail becausehe was dangerouslydisruptive. It
wasjust felt that due to a lack of focus, the school was concernedthat `he was unable
to accessthe curriculum'. Note that the school did not say `we are unable to support

96`Gaydar' is a cross between `gay' and `radar'. It is the sense that
most gay and many non-gay people
have of being able to detect that someone may not be heterosexual. I do not take `gaydar'
as a given,
acknowledging it as a cultural construction and at the same time being reflexive about my positioning.
971am using the term `camp' as `stereotypically gay acting'. Here I
use this word specifically from a
positive and non-heterocentric point of view. Of course, Michael may also be a `camp' heterosexual
boy.
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Michael to accessthe curriculum', but chose the within-child narrative instead. His
truancyhabit also madethe school's attendancerecordslook bad.
I later asked several of the people in Enway who had previously worked with him if
they knew whether or not he was `working through identity issues'- local authority
and education code for `thinking about coming out as gay'. All looked at me with
mild surprise, not seeming particularly interested in the idea. Michael subsequently
came out as gay following a presentation at Fresh Start by an LGBT98 youth service.
Struggling with his sexuality/identity might explain some of what was behind his lack
of focus, and could at least have warranted investigation before he `failed' to integrate
into two mainstream schools. Butler (1999: 147) argues that heteronormativity, or
`compulsory heterosexuality', is so pervasive as to prevent observers- such as two
(excellent) inclusion managersand a head teacher, in Michael's case - from seeing the
possibility of someone (especially a black boy described as `a thug', with all its
masculine overtones) as being gay.

Osler and Vincent (2003) suggest that those `whose identities do not include being
isolation and stress within schools which fail to
heterosexual may experience
...
acknowledge other identities ... such experiences are likely to be exclusionary in
outcome' (55). The stories of Vicky, Kate, and Michael, above, challenge school and
other professionals' heteronormative comprehensions of sexuality. In all cases, the
young people were displaying emotionally distressed behaviour that could have lead
the professionals working with them to at least offer information and support on
issues of sexuality and sexual/gendered identity. In all three cases, I could not find
one other professional who seriously considered that these young people might be gay
or transgendered- among them, a social worker, a family therapist, a head teacher, and
two inclusion managers.

This section has addressedboth the effects of institutionalised gender prejudice and
heteronormativity on the causesof permanent exclusion from school and on the
propensity for permanentexclusion to exacerbatethe effects of prejudice. The next

98Lesbian,Gay, Bisexual,Transgender;now sometimesincluding Q and I for `queer'
and `intersex'.
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sectionlooks at the interactionbetweenthis and the genderedviolence betweenyoung
peoplewhich can also leadto instancesof permanentexclusion from school.
Sexualised behaviour; sexual aggression and violence
Behaviour representedas being `sexualised' formed the basis of the discussion around
several of the cases brought to the Pupil Placement Panel: the Appledown `lesbians',
for example, and Rachel, who was discussed earlier in this chapter as needing to go
into the Enway Mental Hospital School for pulling down a boy's trousers. In
November 2007, another pupil, Mahad, was permanently excluded for a serious
99
sexual assault, resulting in a court case and an eighteen month control order with the
Youth Offending Team.

Further cases of sexual aggression and violence began to arise in Enway as 2007
turned into 2008. In March a 16 year old girl was discussed at the Pupil Placement
Panel. She had been permanently excluded for using her mobile phone to video and
subsequently post online footage of a sexual assault by a boy from her year group on a
much younger girl. And during a discussion around whether another girl should go to
a mixed school, one of the head teachers cautioned, `we all know that some of the
Enway Boyz1°0 are heavily involved in rape as an initiation
is she vulnerable
'
...
...?
At one of the other mixed schools, the head teacher had been forced to resign, the
behaviour management situation becoming so bad that scores of girls were truanting
following threats of rape by boys at the school. Several of the boys were finding
themselves on the sex offenders register as a result. Most of these young people were
either permanently excluded or at risk of being excluded. I and many of my
colleagues felt that the situation was out of control; we felt out of our depth. We could
not understand it. Why was all this happening in Enway?

Sexualand domesticviolence: Horizontal violence
The sexual violence I encounteredin Enway schoolsduring my work there seemsto
me to be a form of what Paulo Freire (1970) calls the `horizontal violence' (44) (see
chaptersix) demonstratedby people living within an oppressedsociety. According to
99The details of this assaultcannotbe discussedhere for reasonsof
confidentiality.
100A local `gang', someof whosemembersattendedthe school under discussion.
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this theory, oppressed people tend to try to adjust their hierarchies and to assert their
self-worth in struggles with each other, unable to strike out at those in power. I would
suggest that sexual violence within the school context constitutes a version of this
`horizontal violence', its sexual nature instigated and exacerbated by gendered
inequities. Examples of these inequities include the high proportion of socioeconomically disadvantaged boys being excluded or moved; the invisibility of pupils'
lesbian, gay and transgendered identity issues in professional discussions about
support planning; the gender-stereotyped vocational course `choices' available to
excluded and managed-moved pupils; the poverty experienced by children living with
unemployed parents or single mothers (Ridge 2005: 24); and the great proliferation of
domestic violence in Enway witnessed by the population of young people who were
at risk of or subject to a permanent exclusion and discussed at the Pupil Placement
Panel.

Domestic violence towards mothers featured in almost all of the cases I worked on
which involved an incident of permanent exclusion for violent behaviour. One boy in
this situation, Will, started at Knightsdown College, the largest mixed comprehensive
school in Enway, after Sandy, his mother, was `persuaded' to take him out of a school
in the neighbouring district of Prosper because he was at risk of permanent exclusion
for fighting. She had been through a very serious period of domestic violence,
including several hospitalisations; Will's father was now in prison, but Sandy told me
that she was still deeply affected by what she had been through. Like many of the
other mothers I worked with in Enway who had been subjected to domestic violence,
Sandy explained that she felt unable to rouse the strength she needed to draw firm
boundaries at home, and told me that she felt very guilty about what she saw as failing
to protect her children from witnessing the violence. For example, she was unable to
insist that Will took his diabetes medication, and had a difficult time standing her
ground around issues such as homework and getting the children up and ready in time
to get the bus to school.

One of the causesof permanent exclusion from school, then, might be seen to be
gendered violence that emerges under pressure of societal inequity and is then
reproducedin schools.Often already disadvantagedthrough domestic violence, some
young people, through being excluded, then feel the exacerbated pressure of
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institutional heteronormativity. Schools can thus be seen to `in vivid microcosm
...
mirror societal priorities, values, and conflicts [and] ... magnify and intensify them'
(Lawrence-Lightfoot 2003: 216; also discussed in chapters two and six).

Interactions between gender, ethnicity and culture
The wide prevalence of domestic violence towards women in Enway permanent
exclusion casespoints to a general state of disempowerment amongst mothers in these
families. Anzaldua (1987), describes the difficulties

of existing across worlds as a

`borderland' person, a mestiza blend of Texan, Mexican, and indigenous. She
graphically explains the compounding effects of being both of a minority

less

privileged ethnicity and of a less empowered gender. She writes,

Internal strife results in insecurity and indecisiveness
the mestiza faces the
...
breed:
dilemma of the mixed
which collectivity does the daughter of a
darkskinned mother listen to?
But it is not enough to shout
...
... questions,
challenging patriarchal, white conventions. A counterstance locks one into a
duel of oppressor and oppressed; locked in mortal combat
both are reduced to
...
denominator
a common
of violence.
(100)
Anzaldua's (1987) description of the `internal strife' experienced by the mestiza
explains a possible source of some girls'

aggressive behaviour at school. It

approximates to my understanding of the struggle within

the extended body

experienced by some girls who are placed within the `minority ethnic' category at
school and resulting from conflicting normative institutional understandings about
their ethnicity and their gender identity (further addressed in chapter seven). And in
concert with Anzaldua's concern over `which collectivity does the daughter of a
darkskinned mother listen to? ' (ibid), Wright (2005) explains that

[e]xploring gender differentiation in the context of discourses of `race', in
specific relation to black female experiencesof schooling, produces a paradox
wherebygenderingthe experiencesof schooling of black femalesservesboth to
detract from essentialising conceptions of blackness, while simultaneously
reifying more complex forms in which blackness can be further scrutinised as
`other'.
(105)
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Thus I do not want here to essentialise a common `othered' experience of `CaribbeanBritish girls' or `Somali boys', or of any other person, but to describe the effects of
the institutionalised essentialising that occurs wherever a pupil's educational career is
condensed into the discussions surrounding instances of actual or threatened
permanent exclusion. Osler and Vincent (2003) state that `[i]n the case of black girls
the forms of exclusion may be further complicated by elements of racial harassment
and by differential

responses from teachers, operating within

racial frames of

reference' (55; see also Blair 2001). Evidence from the field and the literature (for
example, Francis 2005: 11) suggests that young Muslim women in schools who
exhibit anger or aggression may attract more negative attention from teachers and
other professionals because of assumptions about the normed behaviour of Muslim
girls. Nama, the Iraqi Kurdish girl described as `manipulative' and discussed above,
whose experience of schooling, gendered expectations and cultural/ethnic background
could be seen as having intersected with devastating results, was initially permanently
excluded from school after she explosively lost her temper in the classroom. Her
behaviour had been seen as simply not fitting within the expected framework- she
transgressed the institutionally normed view of `girl' and of `Muslim girl' and was
thus outside the accepted framework for inclusion, rendering her into `the domain of
abject beings' (Butler 1993: 3; Weiss 1999: 50): permanently excluded.

Mahad
The story of Mahad illustrates further gender/culture interactions affecting
permanentlyexcluded pupils, specifically related to the experiencesfirst and second
generationimmigrant families often undergo in their bid to maintain links with their
home culture and relatives. Mahad's mother had gone to visit her family in Turkey
whenhe was only five yearsold. He stayed with his mother's boyfriend while she was
away and at the weekendswent to visit his father. She had been away for several
weekswhen one day she called his father's housedown a crackling phone-line.
`Are you sitting down?' she asked Mahad's father. 'I have something to tell you.'
Mahad's father cried as she explained that for the past few weeks she had not been
visiting family at home, but was in prison in the North of Englandhaving beencaught
by customsofficials bringing opium into the country. She was short of money and had
beenpressedto carry the drug in return for the paying off of someof her debts. it had
been difficult to refuse her male relatives. In a demonstration of the rift between
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school and other professional services, whoever was responsible for the social and
family issues raised by the imprisonment of Mahad's mother had failed to alert his
primary school to the situation. Without support, his school behaviour declined
markedly following her `disappearance'. And seven years later, when she came out of
prison and tried to resume her place in his life, Mahad, now in secondary school,
began to behave with a new lack of respect towards female class-mates and women
teachers. Without the support and empathy to discover Mahad's own version of
events, the situation escalated slowly over the next two years, culminating in his
permanent exclusion for sexual assault. Mahad's father told me that he was `so
ashamed'- not of Mahad, but of having to attend school meetings to discuss all of
these things. He had felt it unnecessary to ask for help with his son. The fact that his
wife had led the family into what he saw as a shameful situation immobilised him.
And the motherless Mahad's own needs were subsumed under a headlong rush
towards a permanent exclusion exacerbated by teachers' assumptions about the
inexorability of the disrespect Turkish boys are expected to have for (white) female
teachers. This is perhaps a result of what Wright et a!. (2000) describe as `how
different racial masculinities and femininities are produced1°' in relation to the racial
and gendered background of teachers' (13). Mahad's teachers had not appeared to
have looked any deeper than the fact that he was a Turkish boy and therefore his
behaviour was seen as inevitable. His voice was completely absent from his
permanent exclusion paperwork. Because of this, he had not received an assessment
of his needs or support to develop the strategies necessary to cope with and stay
included at school.

So, in Mahad's case,the causesof permanentexclusion could be said to be a lack of
privilege given to his version of events; institutional prejudice - here, institutional
sexism and racism; and a failure in interagency professionalcollaboration when his
mother wasjailed. The effect on Mahad of the existenceof permanentexclusion as a
critical incident was to crystallisethe impacts of a lack of `youth voice' in the system,
institutional prejudice,anddisconnectionsbetweenprofessionalagencies.

101Which I understandto meandescribedwithin and thus representedby the
extendedbody.
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Mahad's case demonstrates the effects of misrepresentation: his voice and needs were
subsumed in an extended body infected with assumptions about `Turkish boys'. The
next section looks more generally at the effects of professional assumptions about
Somali and Turkish students in Enway.

Gendered conceptions of the Somali and Turkish communities in Enway
Francis (2005) explains that `Asian' girls are often positioned by their (usually white,
middle-class and female) teachers as `ruthlessly oppressed', and that those `who break
the stereotype by being outspoken and disruptive in class are likely to be penalised
particularly harshly by teachers. Meanwhile African-Caribbean
stereotyped as loud and `unladylike"

girls tend to be

(11). Somali pupils, then, the girls wearing

Muslim hijab head coverings (often read as a sign of being `ruthlessly oppressed') and
with their African/Middle

Eastern cultural connections, are important to discuss here

because schools' understanding of them appears to fall between that of these two
named groups- ('Asian' and `African-Caribbean') -in borderland space (Anzaldua
1987).

Despite the Chair's constant efforts to refocus the conversation, the Pupil Placement
Panel in Enway developed the habit of narrating all Somali pupils as probably
involved in some kind of gender-specific `gang' activity. Somali boys were often
rejected by attending head teachers as potential placements as `probably involved
102whilst Somali girls
who had screamed, shouted, sworn or
with the Enway Boyz',
spat at teachers and pupils were usually assumed to have been sexually initiated into
the Enway Boyz. The Panel, having developed over the few years it had been in
existence to deal efficiently with twenty-five or so at-crisis young people in two hours
every two weeks, had become accustomed to tapping into this swift narrative by
asking, `is he/she Somali? ' The Panel Chair did her best to re-direct the discussion to

specific issues relatedto the young person's needs,but the state of `being a Somali
boy' or `being a Somali girl' brought with it a powerful set of assumptions.This
included a conceptionthat the pupil would likely be physically violent, especially if
male, and violent and sexually active and/or aggressive,especiallyif female.

102A suspected `gang'.
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Somali and Turkish mothers in Enway were often perceived by school staff to be
ineffective when it came to garnering their support to reinforce school rules- for
example, to attend school `in correct uniform',

`every day' and `on time'. This is

assumed to be because in absence of the father (which was frequent), the boys were
thought to become `the man of the house' when they were thirteen or fourteen. As
with Mahad, any negative behaviour towards women teachers was often framed
within this context. In other words, the heads of year and inclusion managers I spoke
to tended to assume that Somali and Turkish boys were `difficult'

because of some

defect in the way their families were organised in relation to their gendered ethnic and
cultural background. Pastoral staff tended to frame the problem in terms of the
relationship between Somali and Turkish boys and women teachers. Whilst
student/teacher conflict did exist, I did not hear the same gendered ethnicity/culture
explanation of the behaviour of the white working-class boys in Enway (many of
whom also lived in single-parent, female-headed households) who threatened girls
with sexual violence or were rude to teachers. These cases were more likely to be
explained in terms of `bad parenting'; a `lack of boundaries' at home. However,
despite the prevalence of professionals' gender-normed responses described above
and discussed elsewhere (for example, Cooper 2002), in none of these cases was the
problem acknowledged as one which might be partially rooted in or affected by the
gender-normed institution and its staff. All explanations were within-child or withinfamily: in other words, all within the extended body, distracting attention from the
institution (Sellman 2002; Slee 1995; Foucault 1977; see also chapter three). This
mechanism could be seen as both a cause and an effect of permanent exclusion from
school. A focus on the child or young person leads to the exclusion of the perceived
`source of the problem'. And having taken the action of excluding a pupil, the
institution is seento have `dealt with the problem'.

Conclusion
This chapterhas offered a rangeof evidencewhich points towards the idea that some
permanentexclusionsfrom school happenbecauseof assumptionsabout pupils, most
of which are projected and negotiated within the contested space of pupils'
experiencedextendedbodies.Gender is a useful prism through which to investigate
this problem becauseits inexorable `biological' reputation stretches the limits of
stereotypedeconstruction. Normed, fixed and essentialised understandingsabout
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gender and its interaction with class, ethnicity and sexuality/identity have a profound
and complex effect on judgements made about pupils at risk of or subject to a
permanent exclusion. In addition, many of the incidents leading to permanent
exclusions and managed moves involve a component of gendered `horizontal
violence' (Freire 1977). Because of this, the contested space of the extended body
becomes even more likely to be populated with normative pronouncements about
pupils' gendersand gendered behaviours.

Genderand the extendedbody
Along with behaviour, intention, attitude, and mental state, gender is an aspect of the
categories of things which make up the extended body, vulnerable to imagination,
stereotype, and description precisely because its perceived biological elements make
it so easily accepted as a norm. What Csordas (1999) calls the `imaginal constitution
of intersubjectivity'

can be applied to the power of assumptions about gender. For
example, the normed response on meeting a girl is that one `knows' she is a girl and
should behave like a girl because she looks like a girl. Behaviour in schools is
constantly predicted and categorised according to gender-identity- hence the head of
year's sanguine description, above, of `bitchy girls and silly boys'.

When the behaviour, intention, attitude, and mental state of the extendedbody of a
permanentlyexcludedpupil (or a pupil at risk of permanent exclusion) is considered
with referenceto gender, the contestedspace of that extended body can become
contestedbecauseof its gender.Thus the struggle to invoke an appropriatelevel of
empathy and practical support for Nama in the face of her being labelled
`manipulative' and over-aggressivewas conducted within the contestedspaceof her
`femaleness'. The perceived `fact' of her gender-identity (and the interactions
between this and her ethnicity and cultural background) was a normed state- one
expectedto be embodiedin a certain way- againstwhich criticisms could be madeon
the basis of relativity, undermining appropriate assessmentand support planning
procedures.

Professional
agencyand the plasticity' of habitus
Professionals'understandingsabout gendercould be said to derive from an inevitable
habitus (Bourdieu 1997). 1 do not think that most of the teachers
and other
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professionals who were involved with inclusion and exclusion at school reflexively
made negative judgements about pupils on the basis of their gender identities.
However, as Hoy (1999) states, the `all-pervasive' quality of habitus means that `[w]e
tend to prefer the familiar that we have already coped with and we build up non
conscious, unwilled strategies for avoiding the perceptions of other possibilities... '
[15]. Teacher fatigue in the face of multiple administrative, financial and emotional
pressures (Osler and Vincent 2003: 50) must play a part in the development of this
habit of avoidance. But the blind acceptance of institutional norms is not an inevitable
state of being (Pomeroy 2000; Slee 1995). Perhaps there is a space for the exertion of
professional agency, even in a panoptic (Foucault 1970) environment, in the idea that
habitus does have `a degree of plasticity' (Hoy 1999: 14; discussed further in chapter
eight).

Some Enway Children's Services and school staff were reflective and responsive
about the problems experienced by young people, at risk of or already permanently

excluded,with regard to assumptionsmadeabout their genderidentities. Hencea sign
on the wall of the stone stairway up to the Enway Appraisal Unit advertised a Boys'
Group, promoting the discussion of `self-awareness, self-development, personal
hygiene, socially acceptable behaviour, body image, sexuality, role models, social
skills,

basic skills,

life skills,

friendships, life-choices,

careers, learning

and

enjoyment. ' Admittedly, some of these factors, depending on the degree to which they
were sensitively delivered by the convenor of the Boys' Group, had the potential to
undermine the potential for boys' empowerment through self identity. For example,
the plan to promote role models involves the risk that they may all be `nonmed male'
role models; social skills have the potential to be taught in a stereotypically gendered
way. However, the fact that this discursive space had been opened up at all provided
the opportunity to learn and teach in a way that was sensitive to stereotypes made
about gender.

Thenormingprocedure
It seemsthat permanentexclusion can act to exacerbateexisting gender inequities,
barely hidden under a fascia of political correctness which tears like tissue
paper
where the norms are transgressedby a young person. If schools are understoodto be
as institutions which reproduce the social order (Bourdieu 1977; Freire 1996;
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Lawrence-Lightfoot 2003), then they must be understood as institutions which are
bent towards reproducing the `nonmed' gendered aspects of this. And, I would argue,
part of the expression of administrative power through this normalising process
requires recourse to `performative exclusions that mark the threshold of the abject'
(Weiss 1999: 50). 103The next chapter addresses the workings of administrative power
through inequitable assumptions made on the basis of social class.

101Seealso Kristeva (1982) and chapterthreeof this thesis.
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Chapter six
`Get out of my class!': The reproduction of socio-economic hierarchy
Just as permanent exclusion can act to exacerbate existing gender inequities, there is
evidence in this chapter which suggests that another of its effects, albeit entangled
is
with gender and `race' (discussed in detail in chapters five and seven respectively),
to exacerbate inequity on the basis of socio-economic class. If, as I explained in the
be institutions which reproduce the social
previous chapter, schools are understood to
be
order (Bourdieu 1977; Freire 1996; Lawrence-Lightfoot 2003), then they must
bent towards reproducing `normed' class-related
understood as institutions which are
aspects of this.
This chapter will begin with an overview of some of the literature around class and
school exclusion before defining the terms implemented to discuss the issues. In
particular, it is established that it is important not to essentialise class experience.
Class will then be described in terms of its place within the vulnerable, imagined,
describable and experienced contested space of the `extended body'.

The chapter will move from theory to context to discuss the interaction between classbased assumptions and permanent exclusion from school. Professionals' talk about
hidden, and so the following sections are an
class will be described as oblique and
attempt to decode interactions between professionals and families and to look for
references and assumptions about class within them. The status of schooling as an
economic enterprise will begin this discussion in order to contextualise it. Decoding
will be attempted through the scrutiny of ethnographic examples of the uses of
language, accents, and classed `authorising narratives' (Skeggs 1997). Using this
information I will consider professional assumptions about class and their role in the
causes and effects of permanent exclusion from school.

In the subsequentdiscussion,school will be reconfirmed as reflecting the wider social
hierarchy,generatedthroughprofessionalactions basedon assumptionsabout `family
background' and the `classed'hierarchy of local authority areas, schools and related
support services.Engagingin the contestedspaceof the extendedbody through multi-
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agencyworking will be theorised as class conflict. Finally, looking more broadly at
the context within which Enway exists, the chapter will discuss the connections

betweenprejudiceson the basisof class,`race' and genderin exclusion from school.
A cultural theory of class in education
As I have explained in chapter three and below, Bourdieu (1986) posits a theory of
class which went beyond the economic, addressing its formation within and across a
number of social fields, and based on levels of a range of types of capital in addition
to economic capital: particularly social, linguistic and cultural. This raises ethnicity
and gender as important factors in discussions around identity and experience in terms
of class. Thus Archer and Francis (2007) `assert the importance and relevance of
social class for the study of social identities and inequalities ... ' but state that `care
must be taken when extending these notions to minority ethnic communities' (34).
Addressing a set of stories emerging from the intersection between gender and class,
Arnot (2003) discusses Paul Willis's

(1977) Learning to Labour, a seminal text

addressing how working class boys left school to do working class jobs. She reports
on how his `theory of class resistance through youth cultural

forms'

(102)

underpinned much subsequent study into youth, masculinity and class. Arnot also
suggests that Willis places `the study of gender well within the analysis of workingclass cultures in education, at the interface between schooling and shop-floor culture,
and within the study of anti-school cultures' (103). She aligns Willis's analysis with
that of Bourdieu (1977), proposing a model of working class masculinity that rejects
bourgeois educational aspirations as emasculating and conformist.

Arnot (2003) also draws on McRobbie's

(1980) and Skeggs' (1992) analysis of

Willis's work, pointing out that he omitted to report on a gender dichotomy which
placed young working class men in positions of relative power over young working
class women. This feature is discussed further below, where I have theorised sexual

assaultand other kinds of genderedviolence as a form of `horizontal violence' (Freire
1970). Looking in closer detail at the relationships betweenthe experienceof `class',
gender and the recent governmental discourses of meritocracy, neoliberalism, and
increasedclass mobility or classlessness,Walkerdine et al. (2001) identify the pain
involved in class change and the classed pressures that still exert themselves
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powerfully on young people's lives and educational experiences. In this schema,
`[y]oung women watch their mothers struggle and do not want to have to combine
work and family, but know very well that is precisely the future they face... they may
also have to cope with men who are feeling intensely the loss of previous modes of
masculinity' (216).

Current concerns about the drop in boys' school achievement against a rise in that of
girls often fail to recognise that it is middle-class girls that tend to do well
educationally, and that middle-class men have recourse to work in financial services,
whilst

manual labour jobs

for

working-class

men have almost disappeared

(Walkerdine et al. 2001: 212). They also suggest that `it is social class that massively
divides girls and young women in terms of educational attainment and life
trajectories' (4). Seeking to look at the effects of class inequity on women in terms of
the interactions between families, social class, and school, Reay (1998) brings
Bourdieu's (1977) cultural capital into a feminist context, arguing that `inequalities of
gender, `race' and social class are embedded in the home-school relationship', and
relating `the crucial part mothers play in social-class reproduction' (167) through their
interactions with their children's schools. Reay (1998) finds that middle-class mothers
have access to more resources of cultural capital than working-class mothers, and so
whilst both groups interact industriously with their children's schools - to a large
extent, without the useful support of fathers in either case - working-class mothers'
work with schools is less effective

in generating success in their children's
educational career (Reay 1998; see also Walkerdine et al. 2001).

Whilst it is important to look at class,gender and ethnicity together, concernsabout
achievementin termsof gender alone can preclude attention to issuesof disadvantage
related to class.Similarly, Maguire et al. (2006) raise a concern that the statistics on
the higher level of exclusion experienced by `black' boys `might work to alert
teachersto the `fact' that children, boys especially, from particular groups,are more
prone to challenging behaviour' (93). This could also potentially `sideline the
evidencethat shows it is mainly working-class children and children designatedas
having `specialeducationalneeds' who are disproportionately excluded' (93). This is
not to say, of course, that inequity on the basis of ethnicity and gender should be
ignored in favour of attention to class inequity. However, it is essentialthat in
using a
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cultural theory of class to look at education, class, gender and ethnicity should be
consideredin termsof their relationshipswith eachother.
Classand permanentexclusionfrom school
In Reay's (1998) study of working-class and middle-class mothers, she recounts
stories of two of the working-class mothers who had themselves been excluded from
school. Both mothers blamed themselves, but it is clear that they had been attending
schools which were violent and difficult places to be - and that because of socioeconomic disadvantage and inequality, there was no sense of choice in terms of where
they could have gone to school. Reay (1998) suggests that `it seems unlikely that the
damage inflicted on these women by their own educational experiences will make it
an easy task to remedy any damage they may perceive in their own schooling' (53). In
addition to their legacy of problematic school experiences, Reay (1998) also found
that working-class mothers were disempowered in their interactions with school,
especially around discussions about their children's behaviour. They were held to
account for their children's behaviour in school, and less able to advocate for their
children in discussions about behaviour incidents than were middle-class parents (see
also Walkerdine et al. 2001).

Rendall and Stuart (2005) identify `special educational needs and socio-economic
deprivation ... as common circumstancesthat surround pupils who have been
excluded from school' (10). Similarly, Maguire et al. (2006) have said that
`[o]verwhelmingly, excluded children come from families who are under stress,who
are less likely to have employmentand who are experiencingmultiple disadvantage'
(29). And Skeggs(1997), in her ethnographic study of white working-class young
women in the North West of England, felt that `the most fundamentalmarker of class
was exclusion ... from positions in the labour market, the education system, (and)
from forms of cultural capital' (162). Wright et al. (2000) similarly see that `[i]t is
for
possibleto regardexclusion asone of the ways in which schoolschoosepupils
...
schools,the marketability anddesirability of pupils operatesthrough social class,race
and gender'(121).
The data discussedin the chapter below shows that children and young people are
more likely to be excluded from `middle-class' schools if they are `working-class',
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and that because of this, `working-class' schools are often expected to use their
have experienced or are at risk of
resources to support incoming young people who
'04 Gerwitz et al. (1995) explain that this division between
experiencing an exclusion.
schools has been exacerbated by the increased marketisation of schooling. Thus
draw on their economic,
offering parents a `choice' of schools means that they
cultural and social capital in order to access more `desirable' schools - and through
their cultural capital, contribute to maintain them as `more desirable' (24). Schools, in
their drive to attract socio-economically privileged families, respond through a series
of `quick fixes' (157) in order to manage their `representation to the outside world'
(156). Among these `quick fixes' is the permanent exclusion and `constructive
exclusion' (Gerwitz et al. 1995: 158)105of children who challenge the school's place
in the league tables, or its image as discipline-focussed. Maguire et al. (2006) also
report that head teachers in urban primary schools in disadvantaged areas could
sometimes exclude children where `they wanted the local community to know they
meant business'; and that they used exclusion in such a way that it `massaged their
the most difficult children who had to go elsewhere' (63). Social
intake
... excluding
in this picture: one Education Welfare Officer
class disadvantage is evident
interviewed by Gerwitz et al. (1998) describes a clear disadvantage on the part of
working-class families (and the interlinked issues around ethnicity and gender) in this
situation, invoking a meeting about a child's behaviour attended by `a Black,
faced with a
working-class, single-parent mum, who's called to the school and ...
whole little row of people ... who have got suits on who are White men who know it
all' (158).

It can be seen, then, that young people's likelihood of being excluded and their
experiencesonce inside the exclusion processcan clearly be linked to their class,in
multiple, embeddedand complex ways. In this chapter 1 will be investigating the
interaction between `socio-economicclass' and exclusion from school, beginning
with the theoretical framework for the discussion and moving on to apply this to
detailsfrom the ethnographiccontext.

104How a school may be defined as `working-class' or 'middle-class' is defined with regard to
Bourdieu's (1977) theories of social, cultural and linguistic capital, below.

105'Constructive exclusion' herecould as well be applied to the processesof 'managedmoves' I have
describedin chapter four.
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A note on terms
If I take, along with an economic job/salary index, two of the indices of `class'
defined by Bourdieu (1979,1991)-

style/distinction and language- I can make an

attempt to define the `class' into which certain groups of people fall within Enway
106In this paradigm, teachers, especially those in management positions, are
schools.
seen as middle-class. Of the two hundred or so casesof pupils at risk of or subject to a
permanent exclusion from school seen in Enway each year, only two or three have
been understood as middle-class. So in a meeting held as a result of a threatened or
actual permanent exclusion, the family is invariably understood by all attending as
`working-class' and the professionals as `middle-class'.

So at the risk of essentialising, but to maintain the task of `studying up', (Nader 1972;
see also chapter two) I will be using the term `middle-class' to describe the sector of
Enway professionals who are in positions of authority, who tend to be living in
relative affluence, and who appear to be making judgements on the basis of class. The
term `working-class' will be applied mainly to the low income families I encountered
as part of my work in Enway state schools.

However, the terms `middle-class' and `working-class' are unsatisfactory, partially
because they are inexact. They are used flexibly to describe a population ranged
across a detailed class spectrum and which is capable of transitioning between classes.
They also risk essentialising the experiences of those so labelled. The term `workingclass' is sometimes used to cover all those who are not perceived as middle-class by
those who identify as middle-class. In this sense the language functions to maintain

the boundariesof the middle-class.As Skeggs(1997) explains:
Classis a discursive,historically specific construction, a product of middle-class
political consolidation, which includes elements of fantasy and projection. The
historical generation of classed categorizations provide discursive frameworks
which enable,legitimate and map onto material inequalities.

(5)

106
Although I acknowledgethe risk of essentialisingon thebasis of a classlabel.
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The term `working-class' is thus relative depending on who is using it and about
whom it is used. But it will be useful to utilise Bourdieu's (1977) definition of the
effects of belonging to a more advantaged sector of society as `cultural capital'. It is
from this theoretical standpoint that I will be assessing the impact of class, and in
order to do so it will be necessary to group people into class categories. So in this
chapter, in order to look at the effects of institutional class prejudice, I am using
`working-class' to describe families who are living on a low income without the
cultural capital to choose to do so.

Cultural capital in a meritocratic education system
It is generally agreed that schools under New Labour and the previous Conservative
government were (and will almost certainly continue to be under the new coalition
government elected in 2010) run on the basis of a meritocracy which ignores the
inequitable factor of cultural capital (Reay 2008) and is hugely exacerbated through
the privilege given to league table results uncoupled from their socio-economic
contexts (Ball 2001; Ball 2008; Mehan 2008; Reay et al. 2008; Skeggs 1997). For
example, `value-added' results, which look at school attainment within its socioeconomic context, are not used to help OFSTED decide whether a school should be
put into special measures and taken over by a centrally appointed head teacher. As
Radnor et al. (2007) suggest, `[g]overnment policy ignores class and emphasises the
individual. It concentrates on developing an education system that operates on the
assumption that the school student as an individual has equal access to education'
(296). But those who are successful within a meritocratic institution such as a school
may have been supported by the effects of `cultural capital' (Bourdieu 1977). To
apply this theory to the issue of exclusion from school, I suggest that those with
cultural capital are likely to bring what is perceived as `added value' to a school and
are thus less likely to be excluded (see also Wright et al 2000).

The `extendedbody': spaceto describe and resist
In this thesis, then, allowing both the use of Bourdieu's (1977) `cultural capital'
theory and Skeggs's(1997) conception of `working-class' as partially a middle-class
`fantasy', class is consideredin terms of its place within the imagined, describable
and experiencedcontestedspaceof the `extendedbody'. In other words, it represents
something that can be identified by the self; claimed; experienced;embodied; and/or
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describedor ascribedby others; projected into the extendedbody to be acceptedor
contested.
In her research, Skeggs (1997) describes a process which I would align with the effect
the extended body might experience in relation to class. She frames a group of young
white

working-class

`(Dis)identification'

women's

class self-identification

around

a concept of

(74). This implies an effort to re-narrativise the self in terms of

what one is not, rather than in terms of what one is:

Class was central to the young women's subjectivities. It was not spoken of in the
traditional sense of recognition- I am working-class- but rather, was displayed in
their multitudinous efforts not to be recognised as working-class. They
disidentified and they dissimulated. Theirs was a refusal of recognition rather than
a claim for the right to be recognised ... A denial of the representations of their
positioning ... the label working-class when applied to women has been used to
signify all that is dirty, dangerous and without value.
(1997: 74, original emphasis)
The space of the `extended body' is where `the representations of their positioning'
are projected and experienced. The extended body might thus to some extent provide
what Skeggs (1997) appeals for in these circumstances:

that
We
... can encapsulate experiences otherwise unnamed ...
... need concepts
Cole (1995) identifies as rhetorical space, so that
(which)
... can create what
experiences cannot be dismissed as illegitimate just because they are not known
by those who have the power to effect judgements on others. This leads to
a more
responsible knowledge and representations.

(1997:166)
The formulation of the `extended body' as a space vulnerable to experienced
description also offers a location for the responsible use of its representativeand
experiencedspace.Skeggs's(1997) researchfound that white working-class women
`are located (that is, more than others) in temporal processes of subjective
construction' (162). The contested-space,flexible and kaleidoscopic nature of the
`extendedbody' can cope with the issue of temporality. It also offers a field in which
although `[t]here are limitations on how they can be' within these limitations, we can
consider the processwhich Skeggs's interviewees experience as they `deploy many
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constructive and creative strategiesto generate a sense of themselveswith value'
(ibid)

It is the very vulnerability

of the `extended body' to description by those with

authoritarian power that also offers the possibility that the young people, families and
professionals who are involved with permanent exclusion from school can collude to
(Skeggs 1997:62) in a bid for equity
... constructive and creative strategies'
and social justice in education. It represents that elusive agency-potential that is
'deploy

rendered less likely but not impossible by Foucault's (1977) theories of `docile
bodies' 107(discussed in chapter three). The task of self-actualisation in the face of
powerful institutions requires knowledge of those institutions. This chapter `studies
up' (Nader 1972) on the institutional uses of class distinction.

Horizontal or subjectiveviolence: class experienceas relational
One of the difficulties inherent in asserting self-actualisation within a panoptic system
such as a school is that other disadvantaged people are also engaged in trying to assert
their own. In this chapter, 1 understand the root of some of the `horizontal violence'
(Friere 1996:44, discussed in chapter three) for which pupils are permanently
excluded (directly against another, such as fighting and name-calling) as related to
Zizek's concept of `subjective violence' (Zizek 2000: 10).'0' The oppressive or
pressurised conditions imposed by the authoritarian institutions governing a
hierarchical society amount to what Zizek (2008) calls `objective violence' (10), often
administered in a nefarious circularity in response to `subjective violence' (between
citizens). Taking Freire (1996) and Zizek (2000) together, then, `horizontal subjective
violence' could describe what we might call the `jostling for position' that occurs
between peers oppressed within the less advantaged levels of a hierarchical society.
Thus in this chapter I am reading instances of exclusion from school partially as an
example of `objective violence' (Zizek 2008) - in other words, of the reproduced
social hierarchy Bourdieu and Passeron (1977) identified as the project of state

107
This possibility for the position of expressionsof agency in the extendedbody is developed further
in otherchapters,notably chapter eight.
10$Horizontal violence is often subjective,but subjective violence is not
always horizontal.
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education. The concept of `objective violence'

has the potential to challenge

institutions for answers to what have been posited as individual pupils' `behavioural'
issues, distracting attention from the institution's own behavioural issues (Sellman et
al., Foucault 1977; Slee 1995; Thomas and Loxley 2001; discussed in chapters three
and four).

Context:

the interaction

between class assumption

and permanent

exclusion

from school
If institutions are to be challenged on the subject of objective violence, it is necessary
to `study up' (Nader 1972; see chapter two); to find out if they are aware of its
existence and the extent to which it is expressed. This section will look at the classcontext of schooling in terms of a marketised meritocracy (Wright el al. 2000), and
then apply the theoretical analysis laid out above to some of the themes arising in the
ethnography.

Just as professional negative and normative assumptions about gender were seen in
chapter five to both cause permanent exclusions and to become exacerbated by
permanent exclusions, it is suggested here that assumptions about class can have the
same effects. In order to try to match up the `objective violence' (Zizek 2008: 10) of a
permanent exclusion from school with assumptions made about pupils' social class, I
have tried to investigate the ways in which professionals identify and talk about class.
Class in Enway children's services was to some extent `the elephant in the room'- not
politically correct, perhaps, to discuss openly, and therefore hidden in a variety of
coded words, phrases and policy discourses.

Professionals'opaquetalk about class
In thinking about the links betweenexclusion from school and social class, I soon
discoursesof Enway professionals the link was opaque.This is
realised that in the
reflected in government policy: in discussing the 2005 White Paper on education,
Tomlinson (2006) explains that `parentsare treated as a homogenousgroup with no
recognition of social class' (52). The relative absenceof a class discourse appearsto
contribute to the maintenanceof the `meritocratic' discourse (Tomlinson 2006;
Radnor et al. 2007) of the current education system started by the Tory government
and maintained by New Labour- and which largely ignored the concept of cultural
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capital (Bourdieu 1977). Where policies did acknowledge class inequality (Aim
Higher and Gifted and Talented funding, for example), they tended to apply to a very
small number of students and were largely constructed to appeal to middle class
parents (Tomlinson 2006). Or in cases such as value added scoring, the policy
addresseda measure of class inequality, but failed to link the measure to any funding
implications. In this way, education policies underpinning an ethic of meritocracy
enable the state to `declare that they are promoting equal opportunities while they
maintain practices that hide class structured economic inequalities within

the

education system within a meritocratic veneer' (Radnor et al. 2007: 297). And a
perceived meritocracy is a key component of the neo-liberal marketisation of
schooling.

Schooling as an economic enterprise
The entanglements between socio-economic status and permanent exclusion may be
exacerbated by the fact that schooling in England is also now seen as a primarily
economic enterprise. Ball (2008) explains that the project of education has become a
project guided by economic ideas. Wright et al. (2000) suggest that `it is possible to
identify the processes by which pupils are constructed as `marketable' or otherwise
and which could have an effect upon their educational careers' (5). And Tomlinson
(2006) also feels that education has gone from an expression of the welfare state to
being a central plank of global capitalism.

This is borne out in Enway's

professionals' understandings of the purpose of education. As I have explained in
chapter three, Foucault (1977) suggests that the project of schooling is to produce
economically viable citizens so that the capitalist state can continue to replicate itself.
Shayne's case, below, demonstrates how this worked at the Pupil Placement Panel.

At a Panelmeeting in May 2008, we viewed a set of school paperwork describing a
pupil who was seeking to move schools because he was at risk of permanent
exclusion. In the paperwork,the head of year had written, `Shaynemust decide how
he wishes to conduct his life. I have seenthe cooperativeShayneas well as the other
character,so I know that he is intelligent and should use this gift to set himself up for
a great earning potential.' The Head of Year had conflated `intelligent' with
`cooperative'. He had identified Shayne'sown behaviour as what neededto change,
pathologising his `problems' and deflecting attention from potentially beneficial
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changes which could have been made in the institutional framework in which he was
educated (Thomas and Loxley 2001; Foucault 1977; Slee 1995; also see chapter
three). But significantly, and illustrating Tomlinson's point (2006, discussed above)
about the shift from welfare to economics, the head of year had finished his referral
with an economic imperative, rather than a social-emotional goal. So the discussion in
this chapter should perhaps be understood in the context of an education system
which targeted economic goals as important.

Because cultural capital leads to

enhanced economic outcomes, social class might therefore be seen to have some
importance within such a system. But because I was in this research dealing with a
meritocracy, professional talk about class was not entirely visible. I intend here to
illuminate the presence of Enway professionals' consciousness about class, and then
to consider the effects of class prejudice in permanent exclusion from school. An
investigation into the effects of `classed' language will be the first clue.

Wielding the power of language: 'Social and economic deprivation 'JO9

Vuillamy and Webb (2000) refer to something I heardmany education professionals
cite as a reasonbehind the kinds of behaviours which lead to permanent exclusion
(the `I blame the parents' narrative): `There is usually a cause of severe pupil
misbehaviour and this cause lies either in particular family circumstancesor in
problems of home-schoolinteraction or in the manner in which teachersrespondto
children from suchbackgrounds'(1). Vuillamy and Webb (2000) do acknowledgethe
problems associatedwith home-schoolinteraction also identified in other studies of
permanentexclusion from school(Rendall and Stuart 2005; Cooper 2002). However,
they cannot resist using delicate oblique referencesto a family's ascribed/embodied
class identity: `particular family circumstances'; `children from such backgrounds',
and later, `social andeconomicdeprivation' (10).
What exactly is meantby `socialdeprivation'? I understandit to describesome of the
effects of Bourdieu's (1977) `cultural capital'. But I prefer Bourdieu's formulation of

the problembecauseit situatesthe issuewithin the broaderhierarchisedcontext,less
109Vuillamyand Webb(2000: 10).
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as a `deprivation'- which invites pity and an acceptanceof its inevitability - and more
as `in the place currently assignedto it by those in authority' - which describesit in
terms of relativity and provides the possibility of change through political resistance.

Disengaged? Re-engage through vocational qualifications.
The language of `social deprivation' is used to de-problematise the concept of an
inevitable state of unsuccessful or troubled existence. Another policy-discourse'"'
which reveals systemic class prejudice in the machinery of school discipline is that of
`engagement'. Young people `at risk' of permanent exclusion are often described as
'dis-engaged' and identified as needing to be `re-engaged'. However, I rarely heard an
Enway professional proposing to` re-engage' a young person with the standard
academic GCSE curriculum, either by thinking about making it more interesting (that
is, addressing the institution rather than pathologising the child) or by trying to
support accessto it through tutored support.

How, then, were Enway pupils re-engaged? One of my colleagues reported at our
monthly `Enway Inclusion Team' meeting that she had been to a seminar called `Reengaging youth and reducing exclusions'. `Torbay's local authority engaged with the
voluntary sector and have links with employers, ' she reported, `we need to do that if
we're going to engage 14-19s.' The team then discussed the fact that in the next
academic year pupils would for the first time be expected to stay on at school until the
age of seventeen. `But we haven't got a curriculum! ', worried another of my
colleagues.

But there is `a curriculum'. In addition to the new 14-19 Diplomas III and BTECs,
`AS' levels were and still are available for sixth form studentsto achieve half an `A'
level before perhapsdropping one of four subjectsand finishing the remaining three
with a view to going on to university. Why were AS levels not even mentionedas an
option for these seventeenyear old pupils who will be staying on for the first time?
For Skeggs(1997), `class' in the education systemoperatesto allocate working-class
students into the `unequaldivision of labour' (161). Perhapsthis is why `A' levels
"0 See chapter eight for a detailed explanation of the origins and effects of policy
narratives.
111At the time of writing, the future of 14-19 Diplomas are in doubt,
and the four `academic'
Diplomas, due to go on-stream in September 2010, were cancelled by the incoming ConservativeLiberal democrat coalition government in June 2010.
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were not even remembered as an option for `disengaged students' at the Enway
professionals' meeting. One of the effects of permanent exclusion from school as an
option, then, could be seen to be the reproduction of socio-economic hierarchies
through the placement of `disengaged' students in alternative education placements
that remove the option of studying the academic subjects needed to apply for
university. Bourdieu (1991) states that

invested with the monopoly of the legitimate
[p]rofessionals
... objectively
for their own use a special language predisposed to fulfil
language
... produce
function of distinction in the relations between classes and in the
... a social
struggles they wage on the terrain of language.
(52)
So the language that is used in discussing pupils at risk of exclusion from school
(such as're-engagement') could be seen to enfold the mechanisms necessary to
maintain

class hierarchies.

`Re-engagement'

through

the use of

vocational

qualifications is a version of the use of the discourse of `need' (Thomas and Loxley
2001) as a gatekeeping strategy (discussed in chapter four).

Professional`middle-class' language can thus be seen to perpetuateclass hierarchy
and inequity by being inexact about its causes(as in the caseof `social and economic
deprivation') or by subsuming class replication under a language of aspiration in
response to `need' (as in the case of `re-engagement' through vocational
qualifications).
Accents
Whilst the class hierarchy was maintained through their own `special language'
(Bourdieu 1991), professionals made prejudiced assumptions on the basis of the local
Enway accents, marking people out as `of a different class' to the middle-class
professionals working with them.

I met Jack at an Enway `At Risk Teens Intervention' (ARTI)l 12support planning
meeting in May 2008.The meeting had beenconvenedto discusssupportplanning for
112ARTI was an intensive multi-agency project intended to support
young people at risk of violent or
sexual offending, permanent exclusion from school, and/or going into foster care; first mentioned in
chapter five.
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him. Jack was a bouncy, articulate Year 7113boy with a keen grin, freckles, and a
problem with truancy, climbing scaffolding, annoying dangerously volatile older
pupils, and fighting with his mother. Jack's school was very close to permanently
excluding him.

In contrast with the middle-class professionals' speech, Jack and his mother and aunt
had Enway working-class accents. In the meeting room, although we were all,
professionals and family, sitting in a nice non-threatening and non-hierarchical circle,
and everyone was given an equal chance to speak, the division between the two
groups (which we might call `professional' and `family') was made more obvious by
the clear difference in the accents common to each group. Bourdieu (1991) has
explained that `there exists, in the area of pronunciation, diction and ... grammar, a
whole set of differences significantly associated with social differences' (54). So both
the `special language' (ibid: 52) and the accents of the `professionals' served to
delineate their social difference (and therefore their social power). How this power
was expressedis illustrated below.

Who is allowed to talk about what? 'Authorising narratives'
As well as having a special language and a differentiating

accent, there was a

difference in what each of the two groups (`professional' and `family') were `allowed'
to validly discuss. Skeggs (1997) has suggested that `the only authorising narrative
(the working-class women she researched) have to explain their identities is
' 14In Jack's case this was something his
mother did try to use. What
pathology' (167).
happened when she attempted this illustrates another of the undermining effects one's
ascribed `class' can have within processes designed ostensibly to support pupils at
risk of or subject to a permanent exclusion. Thus, in the ARTI meeting, Jack's mum
suggested, `I want him tested for AHD'.

The two clinical psychologists,the social worker and the deputy headof year looked
sidelong at eachother, smirking. I suspectedthat they all felt that Jack's mum was

113Aged elevento twelve yearsold.
10The effect of a discourseof pathology hasbeenseen throughout the previous
chaptersto distract
attention away from institutional failings, so perhapsthis is one of the reasonsit is so readily available.
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hoping to find a pathologised`authorisingnarrative' (Skeggs 1997: 167) explanation
for his behaviour in a possible diagnosis of Attention-Deficit

Hyperactivity Disorder.

`Do you mean `ADHD'? ' asked one of the clinical psychologists, imperiously,
adding, `Jack, do you know what ADHD is? ' Jack smiled confidently, and answered,
`yeah it's like me, it's when you want attention from your mates!' The psychologist
frowned at him and one of the other psychologists giggled. Later she shook her head
at me. `He hasn't got ADHD', she told me.

As Skeggs (1997) found, `pathology' can sometimes be available as an `authorising
narrative', as with April, who I discussed in chapter five and whose anger had been
interpreted as a symptom of PMS. As I identified in chapter four, although an
unsatisfying route, this is often the quickest way to access the fund of `psy'
techniques (Rose 1999) on offer as a range of support strategies in the face of an
institutional framework reluctant to turn its powers of critical surveillance on itself.
However, it is often unavailable to those deemed `not allowed' to talk about such
lofty `scientific' ideas. As Bourdieu (1991) explains,

The competenceadequateto produce sentencesthat are likely to be understood
may be quite inadequateto produce sentencesthat are likely to be listened to ...
speakerslacking the legitimate competenceare de facto excluded from the social
domainsin which this competenceis required, or are condemnedto silence.
(55)

I often confronted this situation in my work as a pupil support officer in Enway.

Professionalsusingassumptionsabout class to make decisions
As well as excluding families from `authorising narratives' on the basisof their class,
Enway professionalsalso describedpupils (albeit obliquely) in `classed' terms and
used these to make placement decisions. At the Pupil Placement Panel at the
beginning of May 2008, two colleagues,Jacquesand Mia, described a pupil called
Alfie (Year 8):115

115Twelve to thirteen years old.
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Mia: He's receiving services from the Youth Offending Team. His siblings are
very tough, really macho, very `fight with your fists', they're really proud of
him if he comes back with a scalp. He's trying very hard to go on his mum's
side; dad's been in prison ... they are nice kids. They've got the right intentions.
Alfie could become one of the statistics, if we don't do something with him. He
could follow his dad ... he told me, `good weight, copper. Shouldn't nick lead
off church roofs, though'. It was nice to know he had a moral line. He's a rogue!
Jacques: He's very keen to learn, except for exams ... he has aspirations to
join the armed forces.
The Panel placed Alfie in a mainstream school. I think this placement was won due to
the fact that he had been cast as `a working-class boy' who through his open and
honest discussion of the relative merits of copper and church-roof lead `knew his
place': an honourable thief who would tidily take himself off to be a soldier once he
turned seventeen years old. `Knowing

one's place', Bourdieu (1991) explains,

`implies a tacit acceptance of one's position, a sense of limits' (see also Skeggs 1997).
Alfie `knew his place'; won the hearts of the Panel members, and was rewarded by
being given the chance to prove himself at mainstream school. He was only allowed
to do so, I suspect, because he had already mapped out for himself a working-class
future (and I am making an assumption here that this was as a rank and file member
of the armed forces) which did not threaten the class hierarchy.

The discussions, above, concerning professionals' uses of class, evidence a seam of
class prejudice running through the multi-agency system that swings into action when
a young person is at risk of or subject to permanent exclusion from school.
Institutional prejudice, here on the basis of social class, can perhaps be seen to be
exacerbated when young people are subject to the crystallising effects of a permanent
exclusion from school.

School as a reflection of social hierarchy
As I explained in chaptertwo, schoolscan be consideredto be placeswhich `in vivid
microcosm ... mirror societal priorities, values, and conflicts (and) ... magnify and
intensify them' (Lawrence-Lightfoot 2003:216). Similarly, Bourdieu and Passeron
(1977) view schoolsasplaceswhich function to reproduceexisting social hierarchies.
Anzaldua's (1987) description, discussedin chapter five, of the stressesattachedto
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existing within `borderland'spaces,can also be applied to classdivisions betweenthe
staff and studentsin Enwayschools.
Professionals' assumptionsabout family background'
I have discussed, above, the conception that class is a relative concept which in part
serves the middle-class in defining its boundaries by being able to say `what it is not'
(Skeggs 1997). Perhaps as a result of the perceived class distinction between those
who are being permanently excluded and those who are doing the excluding, Enway
professionals often appeared to assume that there was some deficiency in the pupil's
family background that created the circumstances leading up to the exclusion. This
link between class and various conceptions of `deficiency' is a common theoretical
paradigm across the literature. An account from the field of education history reports
that

[I]t was `part of the [1870s] teacher's work to turn uncouth boys and girls,
grimy and inarticulate, into decent members of society, with some small
measure of grace of speech and charm of manner'. The school was seen as a
place where `proper' values were taught, compensating the child for the
unsatisfactory values learnt in the family.

Williams in Aldrich (2004:122)
A study on permanent exclusion from school published in 2005 in the field of
educational psychology states that `family stress, special educational needs and socioeconomic deprivation [are] common circumstances that surround pupils who have
been excluded from school' (Rendall and Stuart 2005: 10). And a report
on a
government study of exclusion from school identifies the prevalence of pupils who
are not from middle-class families as a financial burden on schools which are `faced
with having to support disproportionate numbers of socially and educationally
vulnerable children without the resources necessary to do so properly' (Vuillarny and
Webb 2000: 5).

Whether accusatoryor empathic, these accounts from across a range of disciplines
seem to assume that it is something about the pupils' families' `class-based
behaviours' that cause the kinds of behaviour that lead to permanent exclusion.
Perhapsit is the `critical incident' natureof permanentexclusion that exacerbatedthis
meritocratic, prejudiced understandingoften demonstratedby Enway professionals.
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The next sectionsuggeststhat this was exacerbatedunder the pressureof a hierarchy
amongstneighbouringlocal authority areas.
The `classed' hierarchy of neighbouring

local authority areas

Just as it is difficult not to render a person static and two dimensional by ascribing
them a social class label, it is difficult

to do justice to local authority areas by

labelling them as predominantly working or middle-class. But given this, in naming
things which are usually kept unnamed, we can sometimes reveal the source of their
power, and that is my goal in this chapter. So this section addresses some of the
causes and effects of permanent exclusion from school in terms of the `class
identities' of Enway and its surrounding local authority areas. Middle-class local
authorities tended to permanently exclude children who were resident in workingclass areas, and excluded students tended to be placed in schools in working-class
areas. Working-class local authorities tended to exclude children to each other. A
middle-class area did not tend to take a child excluded from a working-class area.

As mentioned earlier, middle-class families who lived in Enway tended to send their
children to school either in the grammar-school system of middle-class Prosper, if
they passed the 11+ entrance exams, or to an independent (private) school. This left
Enway a town with sought-after homes and pretty tourist-attracting parks and
architecture, and an ethnically mixed population of working-class families living in
run-down estates whose children attended a set of schools that had been rejected by
middle-class parents as too low down the league tables and not properly socially
comprehensive. There were very few middle-class families in Enway schools. So
whilst the district had some middle-class features, the schooling system in Enway
could be characterised as working-class. On the other side of Enway lay
Brendantown, a working-class town with a mainly black Caribbean population.

The `Belonging Regulations' 16on residenceand school attendanceprovide that if a
pupil lives in one local authority area and attends school in another, if she or he is
permanentlyexcluded, the local authority area in which she or he lives must take
responsibility for the education provision. In 2008, due to a local drive to reduce
116Education(areasto which pupils and studentsbelong) Regulations 1996
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permanent exclusions, the Enway Pupil Referral Unit (PRU) should have been empty
and ready to take some `early intervention' cases instead. But because of exclusions
from neighbouring local authorities which did not have enough mainstream or
alternative school places, it was full. So whilst the Enway PRU was empty of pupils
excluded from Enway schools, it had now filled up with pupils who were Enway
residents but who had been permanently excluded from Brendantown schools.
Communications between Enway and Brendantown local authorities were not wellestablished, so there were only rumours around the Panel. But these rumours stated
that Brendantown head teachers were being advised by their own local authority
officers to exclude non-resident children rather than trying to find alternative
arrangements or support to stay at school. This meant that a child or young person
was more likely to be excluded if he or she was living in one borough and attending
school in another.

Up until the December of 2007, following an ethic of responsibility for its own school
pupils, the Enway Pupil Placement Panel was dutifully

finding new mainstream

school places for pupils who happened to live in Brendantown but who were at risk of
exclusion from Enway schools. However, since the PRU had filled up with
Brendantown pupils, any non-Enway residents at risk of exclusion now became likely
to be permanently excluded to be looked after in the Brendantown education system.
Compounding this situation, whilst the Enway PRU offered its pupils the chance to
take around five GCSEs, the Brendantown equivalent did not even offer the option. '
So the `class' profile of the local authority area in which a pupil lives may have a
direct effect not only on whether she or he is permanently excluded, but also whether

she or he will have a chanceto take GCSEs- ostensibly an opportunity to become
`upwardly mobile' within a meritocratic educationsystem.
The class tusslebetweenlocal authority areasaffected a wide rangeof casesheardat
the Enway Panel. At a Pupil PlacementPanel in late Spring, the Panel discussed
Ahmed, a Year 9118boy who was a Brendantown resident. Ahmed was on roll at
Enway's Newhall School, but had beenstoppedfrom attending by his father when he
117The implications of vocational educationhave beendiscussedhere
and in chaptersfour and five.
118Aged 13-14yearsold.
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had been assaulted. Ahmed had had his nose broken in a scuffle on the wide curving
staircase that flowed from the upper deck of the school down towards the large sliding
glass doors leading to the reception area. But on the paperwork, the Newhall Inclusion
Manager had written that Ahmed would not be welcomed back as he was suspected of
bringing cannabis onto the school site. There was, however, no proof; nor had there
been an exclusion or an investigation about the allegation.

`This is a backdoor exclusion, either they take him back or it's an exclusion, '
suggested one of the head teachers attending the Panel, indignantly. Despite this, the
Panel agreed that the pupil probably would not return to Newhall due to the assault,
and I recorded in my notes: `Brendantown resident: School Admissions to advise
parent to seek place in Brendantown school'. Ahmed had not been permanently
excluded, but an allegation had been made against him and recorded in official
paperwork, and the fact that he had been assaulted was barely acknowledged. Because
he lived in Brendantown - despite the requirement for schools to ensure that on-roll
pupils are educated appropriately - this pupil, assaulted at school, isolated at home,
and blamed for an unfounded drugs offence - was told that there was nothing that
could be done to help him in Enway.

Brendantown and Enway, then, with their school populations of working-class
families, were engaged in subjective horizontal violence against each other, and
objective violence against each other's pupil populations, competing to resist
responsibility for the education of young people at risk of exclusion. Ahmed's
extendedbody, vulnerable to description, had to take on the qualities of `one who is
suspectedof bringing cannabisto school' and `a Brendantownresident'. Becauseof
the privilege given to professionals'voices, Ahmed's real needsfollowing his assault
withered away, infected by the assumptionsinjected under the skin of his extended
body.

A hierarchy of local authorities
Whilst Brendantownwas to the North, Silvertown lay South of Enway, and to the
West of Prosper. Like Prosper, its state-schoolpopulation was more `middle-class'
than that of Enway, and it maintained a grammar school system, with those pupils
with `cultural capital' (Bourdieu 1977)passingthe ` 11+' entranceexams.The smaller
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population of working-class students were shunted into deprived `secondary modern'
schools, many of which had in the preceding two years fallen into `special measures':
failing to pass OFSTED inspections and having been given `notices to improve'. Two
or three of Silvertown's

beleaguered `secondary modems'

had in

2007-08

permanently excluded large groups of pupils in an effort to improve their broader
behaviour management situations. Parents currently have a right to request a
mainstream school within one and a half hour's travel from home if their child has
been permanently excluded only once, and some of these excluded pupils' paperwork
had come across the district boundary to the Enway Pupil Placement Panel with a
parental request to be placed in an Enway school. As one of my colleagues announced
at an Inclusion Network meeting in May, `we've taken seven permanently excluded
youngsters from Silvertown ... and yet we're doing better than Silvertown in the
league table of exclusions'. Because of this, the Enway Pupil Placement Panel had
also become reluctant to support Silvertown pupils at risk of exclusion from Enway
schools.

For example,at one of the Panels,a discussion was held on a girl in Year 8 (aged
thirteen), who lived in Silvertown, and who was at risk of exclusion from an Enway
school.
`Permanently exclude back to Silvertown, we've already tried to get Silvertown
involved', said an Admissions Officer. I protested at the levels of gratuitous
permanentexclusionof out-of-Enwayresidents.The Chair of the meeting agreedwith
me, albeit pragmatically: `I'd only want to permanently exclude if we had a better
outcome', she said, asking me to put together a multi-agency meeting to try and
arrange`an alternative'. Shemeantthat I should try to talk my Silvertown counterpart
into funding an alternative educationprovision or finding a mainstreamschool place
for the pupil without the needto permanentlyexclude her. I knew she was not keenon
the inter-authority issues which had led to this situation, having said at a previous
Inclusion Managers' Meeting, `we can't just permanently exclude because they're not
ours. ' But this is exactly what had been happening. I was particularly interested in the
perception that non-Enway residents - despite being Enway pupils - were seen as not
ours'.
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What effect did this have, this propensity for local authorities (like Silvertown) with
large middle-class pupil populations to shift pupils at risk of or subject to exclusions
onto schools in local authority areas serving mainly working-class families? Often the
parents of Enway-resident pupils who were threatened with permanent exclusion from
Silvertown and Prosper schools told me that their schools actively advised them to
look in Enway and explained where spaces would be available. Vuillamy and Webb
(2000) found a similar situation between schools in their research, suggesting that

Over-subscribedschoolsconcernedto preservetheir imageand good position in
leaguetablesmay resort to threateningchildren with exclusion ... this results in
undersubscribedschools being faced with having to support disproportionate
numbersof socially andeducationally vulnerablechildren.
(5)
I would suggest that this applies to local authorities as well as to schools, and that
league-table pressure can have a `classed' homogenising effect on local authority
school populations.

Becauseof the corporateimagespromoted by local authority areas, perceptionsof
eachof them may not be accurate.One very respectedand locally-resident academic,
on reading the context study which became chapter four, assumedthat Enway was
affluent, because of its well-known venerable architecture and historical tourist
attractions.Similarly, at a boxing club for children in Silvertown, a promotional video
of their project showedshots of young people in deprived-looking areasresplendent
with graffiti, boys looking wistfully over a dirty wall across the high-rise flats to
Enway, saying `the community's not dealing with us. On the other side they're trying
to make it all look posh.They got more things to do over there.' This may be part of
the reasonthat Silvertown education officers did not balk at permanently excluding
Enway-residing pupils from their schools. But if they had walked across to have a
look, they would have seen that behind the organic cafes and craft fairs of the
historical district and the cosmetically `regenerated'areasof `luxury flats', aging and
dilapidated grey concretehousing estateswere still packedin behind the `improved'
shoppingdistrict at the centreof Enway.
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Because of the competition generated by education league tables and the funding
arrangements attached to inclusion

strategies and exclusion

protocol,

Enway

from other
children's services were forced to see their residents as `ours' and those
local authorities as `not ours'. Through the effects of being sandwiched between a
local authority area still using a grammar school system and another equally 'socially
deprived' neighbourhood, this `othering' effect was exacerbated in Enway by
perceived differences in social class, and this became a cause of some permanent
exclusions.

The `classed' hierarchy of Enway schools
Just as Enway had fallen into a `classed' hierarchy of local authority areas, Enway's
if
`classed' hierarchy of their own.
schools were widely treated as they constituted a
And as Vuillamy and Webb (2000) have identified, `the policy of open enrolment can
lead to a status pecking order of schools whereby (oversubscribed) schools can refuse
to admit pupils whom they believe are likely to be a problem whereas other schools
are forced to take them'( 10).
The place of each of Enway's schools within the `pecking order' appeared to be
by placement in the leaguepartially affected by long-standing reputation; partially
tables; and partially by perceptions of each school's markers of `social class'.

Bourdieu (1979) has identified what I understandto be the `classed' and somewhat
overlapping differences between these sets of `markers' as `distinction', demonstrated
by roughly correlated sets of, for example, `taste', `ascetic disposition', and economic
practices. In Language and Symbolic Power (1991) he extends this to the use of
language (as evidenced in Jack's story, above).

I will attemptto demonstratethe effects of this `school class distinction' on the flow
of children and young people caught up in the disciplinary process in Enway. The
stories of Lakeisha, Aisha, Helen and Joelle, below, give some examples of
professionals' and families' understandingsof the distinctions between the perceived
`low-income disadvantagedworking-class' status of Newhall and Church Forest
schools, the `respectableworking-class' and `lower middle-class' Knightsdown
College and Enway Valley School for Girls, and the `middle-class' Pope John Paul
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Catholic School, set amongstancient oak trees within the more affluent sectorof the
white enclaveat the Southend of EnnonHeath.
Lakeisha
Lakeisha, in Year 10, had been attending Enway Valley School for Girls. Her case
had been heard at the Pupil Placement Panel; she was at risk of permanent exclusion
for `persistent disruptive', `rude' behaviour, and had been placed at Church Forest
School for a six week trial on a `managed move'. 119Enway Valley teachers and
reception staff spoke softly in what I thought were middle-class accents and wore
matching skirt-suits, and the uniforms there were feminine blouses with rounded
collars in pastel colours. At Church Forest, many of the pupils were from Traveller
backgrounds, and they wore their choice of black trousers with a green sweatshirt
over a white polo shirt. The Church Forest interview was conducted by a genial loudvoiced PE teacher in a tracksuit with a strong Bradford accent. Lakeisha walked shyly
into the room with her mother and aunt. She was identified as Caribbean-British (as
her mother recorded on the ethnicity monitoring form), tall and solidly built as the
`would
be
PE teacher suggested, she
very good at the shot put and should try for the
2012 Olympics'- with a timid but broadening beautiful smile and large thick gold
earrings. Her equally sparkling mother and aunt were similarly built; her mother was
wearing a tight Lycra leopard-skin wrap-around top and had a gold front tooth. Both
had strong Enway accents and grammar. Once Lakeisha realised that the PE teacher
was friendly and was going to give her `a fresh start' she visibly relaxed.

When askedwhat had gone wrong at Enway Valley, she shruggedand said, `I don't
know ... but the teachersthere are snobby.' She and her mother were relieved to be at
Church Forest,and surprisedthat the uniform was only going to cost them £3.
Aisha
At the Pupil PlacementPanel, Aisha, a pupil in Year 8,120was said by one of the
admissionsofficers to have `parents not perhaps as helpful as Enway Valley would
like', and was placedat Newhall School becauseshe already had friends there.There
was a generalsenseat the Panelthat she would be better off `with her kind', Newhall
being seen as the kind of school that a girl with `unhelpful parents' would fit into.
119Managedmovesare explainedin chapter four.
120Aged 12-13yearsold.
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There had recently been a steady flow of pupils from the drastically struggling
Newhall School to Knightsdown Academy. These pupils were from aspiring workingclass and lower middle-class families, and were moving generally because their
parents were very unhappy with the quality of the education offered at Newhall.
Newhall was thus becoming a school of those whose parents had not chosen or known
to seek better for their children, and the spaces opening up there were filling

up

rapidly with pupils at risk of or subject to a permanent exclusion from Knightsdown
and the similarly aspirational Enway Valley School for Girls.

Helen
Just after Christmas, there was an incident at Pope John Paul, a mixed Catholic school
set in a leafy stand of oak trees. The initial rumour around the local authority offices
was that there had been a `drugs scandal'. The thought of a drugs scandal amongst
Pope John's pupils, the girls in their long dark green plaid kilts, and the boys with
their mandatory short hair and smart blazers, all of whom were required to address
women teachers as `Madam', was quite surprising to many of my colleagues. But it
was subsequently found that a girl had brought in some Paracetamol, pretended that it
was the illegal drug `ecstasy', and then taken a dose together with two friends. The
three had spent the afternoon giggling and falling about in the learning support unit,
and were subsequently `managed-moved' out to other schools under threat of
permanent exclusion.

The headteacherof the other Catholic school in Enway, Mary MagdaleneConvent,
was appealed to at the Pupil Placement Panel to take Helen, one of the pupils.
However,she respondedangrily, retorting in her strong Scottish accent,`They are all
spoilt middle-classgirls; I'm not taking them!' I later contacted the family, and far
from the privileged life that had beenassumedfor Helen, it transpired that the family
was living on welfare benefits, and that her mother was a carer for her father who had
been debilitated by a stroke two years before. She was also caring for Helen's
grandfather,who was suffering a terminal illness in hospital in a neighbouring town.
Helen was subsequentlymoved to Enway Valley School for Girls. At her four week
review meeting, I was concernedto seethat she had lost weight, had very pale skin,
was missing schooldue to tirednessand headaches,and had a row of lumpy yellowed
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sties under her eyelids. Her headof year assumedthat these symptomswere due to
`the shock' of going from the solidly middle-class Pope John's to the working-class/
aspiring middle-class Enway Valley. I asked Helen what she was missing about Pope
John's.

She told me, `the people are snobbier at Pope John's, but I used to have `common
friends' when I was there. Not in school; out of school. ' I did not quite understand
whether or not Helen was saying that she missed Pope John's. Then I realised that she
saw the `snobbiness' of her Pope John classmates as a positive attribute, and meant
that she could manage peer relations at Enway Valley because she had already been
used to spending time with what she had described as `common friends'. I looked at
her mother, who was nodding sagely in agreement with her daughter, although she did
look slightly concerned at Helen's assertion that she had already had `common
friends' when she was attending Pope John's. The head of year similarly appeared to
understand what Helen was saying.

Helen's language reflected perhaps the experience of a family that had worked hard to
achieve a place in the aspiring middle-classes. But this was by no means clear.
Bourdieu (1979) explains the confusion: that `we can speak of a class fraction
although it is nowhere possible to draw a demarcation line such that we can find no
one on either side who possessesall the properties most frequent on one side and none
of the properties most frequent on the other' (259). Social class is fluid, complicated
and entangled, and somewhat of a blunt analytic tool.

However, no matter how inexact such an attempt at a description of `classed'
hierarchies is, it is possible to say that Helen's move from Pope John's was
precipitatedby an act (the Paracetamolincident) which would probably have been
roundly ignored at, for example, Church Forest, a school characterised by its
population of working-class families. Further, Helen's worrying physical symptoms
embodiedclass conflict: they were agreedby the headof year and her mother to be a
result of a move to a school `below' Pope John's in the social hierarchy of Enway
schools. And finally, Helen herself had identified a difference between what she
called her `snobby' Pope John friends and her new `common' friends at Enway
Valley.
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Joelle
A meeting was held at Newhall School to discuss Joelle, who had moved from
Knightsdown Academy after she had been threatened with permanent exclusion for
fighting, truanting and persistent disruptive behaviour. Her mother, Hannah, had had
enough of arguing with Joelle, and was saying that she wanted her to go and live with
her father. The family was struggling to function on a very deprived housing estate
where the children were threatened by other young people on a daily basis at the bus
stop outside their house.

Before the family was invited into the multi-agency meeting room, the head teacher of
the Catholic primary school the children had attended, who had been invited to
provide a background history of work with Joelle and Bradley, had told us, `they're an
121I
unusual family for us. Usually they just go straight across to Pope Johnny's'.
understood the familiar `Johnny's' to denote an assumed automatic relationship. The
head teacher continued, in amazement, `there is a claim that she's a midwife! '

`I wouldn't want her delivering my baby,' joked the school's AttendanceOfficer. The
head teacher laughed at this, continuing, `she has this incredible control over men,
I've seenit at work, she crashedthe car outside school and called some man who just
droppedeverything ... I don't know how it works'.
In other words, the Catholic primary school's `usual' families automatically choseto
attend the middle-classPope John Paul's - and did not require any kind of support
with socio-economic issues, such as asking a friend to help with a car crash as
opposedto calling up the RAC. And the fact that the family was struggling with
housing and behavioural issues placed them in a classed category that precluded
Hannah from being allowed to have validly achieved a professional midwifery
qualification. Further,the fact that she was a well-dressed and attractive woman, and
yet appearedto the headteacherto be from a placein the social hierarchy `below' that
assumedof the `usual' families attending the Catholic primary school, precludedher
from being innocently allowed to have male friends who could assisther if necessary.

121PopeJohn Paul's Catholic ComprehensiveSchool- widely acknowledgedin Enway
as at the top of
the hierarchy of schools.
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The stories of Helen, Lakeisha, Aisha and Joelle suggest that a classed `social
hierarchy' of schools existed in Enway and could perhaps have caused or exacerbated
incidents of threatened or actual permanent exclusion. The incidents described above
suggest that those Enway pupils who found themselves in a school which may not
have matched their family's

place in the `social hierarchy'

might have found

themselves being over-reacted to, like Lakeisha; misunderstood and invisible, like
Joelle; or, like Helen, pathologised as `ill'.

Table 4, below, shows a comparative view

of the Enway schools and pupils I have discussed in this section, together with some
of the marks of `social class' I have mentioned and the relationships these may have
with permanent exclusion. These include GCSE grades, uniform,

location and

linguistic features.
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behaviour

School
Joelle

Chaoticbehaviour: text books thrown
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assaultsin school; pupils escaping
over fences
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One for head-butting a
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ed/workingclass
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School
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Low income
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teacherdid not agree
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with permanent

exclusions

Whilst there will always be exceptions,this table suggeststhat in general for this
small sample, the more expensive the uniform, the higher the GCSE results; there is

also a correlationbetweenthe GCSE results,the social class suggestedby someof the
`marks of distinction', and the level of severity of the acts for which pupils may be
threatenedwith permanentexclusion. Osler and Vincent (2003) found a similar effect,
particularly with reference to GCSE grades, suggesting that `[s]ince school exclusion

[t]he only vacant places may be at schools where
is subject to market forces
...
attainmentlevels are well below the national averageand where the staff are already
struggling to meetthe needsof the students'(42). It can be seenthat the movements
of the pupils with whom I worked - that is, those at risk of permanent exclusion tended to be in a downwards direction through the social class hierarchy,
demonstrating the homogenising tendencies described by Vuillamy and Webb (2000).

Stephen Ball (2008), who has written extensively on the social hierarchies in
education,has suggestedthat classedhierarchiesin education have not changedover
the centuries. He draws some parallels between `contemporary education policy
issuesand those in play at the beginning of educationpolicy in the mid-19`hcentury
and some of the generic themes, continuities, recurrences, patterns and trends in
educationpolicy' (8). Classedassumptions,labels, and narrativeshad been imposed
into Lakeisha's,Helen's, Joelle's and Aisha's extendedbodies,via observations
made
about their parents,in some cases,rendering them transgressiveand incompatible in
terms of social class with their original schools.The contestedspaceelement of the
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pupils' extendedbodies were here the site of contests between professionals from
different schools.
Engaging in the contested space of the extended body through

multi-agency

working: class conflict?
Just as local authority areas and schools might be seen to have their own 'class
hierarchy', I have attempted to unpack inter-professional conflict by considering some
of the various `support' agencies in similar terms.

The `psy' techniques identified by Rose (1999) and discussed in chapter four as
disciplinary mechanisms used to maintain support and attention on a within-child
basis, were sometimes delivered in Enway through family and individual therapy
sessions and forensic psychological assessmentsby the local Child and Adult Mental
Health Services (CAMHS). These were required to be delivered as part of a cohesive
plan of support in partnership with the other agencies working with a young person.
As the government of the time explained,
Because services that contribute towards the mental health and psychological
wellbeing of children are provided by so many agencies, including universal
services, the effective commissioning of CAMHS is inescapably a multiagency activity ... There should be full participation and ownership of the
process by health, social services and education, and other key partners such
as youth justice.

(DCSF: 2003)
However, this `full participation and ownership' process proved to be difficult in
Enway. One of my Inclusion Team colleagues,on return from a planning meeting for
a school conferenceon CAMHS therapeutictechniques,told me that she had advised
the organisersto `speaka languageschoolscan understandif they are going to invite
them'. The Enway CAMHS workers I came across tended to have middle-class
accents and were very articulate. This sometimes had the effect of belittling other
professionals, especially those who did not use the same kinds of technical
vocabulary.
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Other services also established classed boundaries between professions. For example,
Jacques, an education officer colleague within the Youth Offending Service (YOS) 123

told me that he was not being called `an officer' but had been:
given a label as a specialist `worker' ... they've already sidelined me. Then
you have the massive animals in there. YOS stick together and YISP (Youth
Inclusion and Support Project) stick together and YOS see YISP as glorified
youth workers ... they don't really know.

Field-notesDecember2008
In his mind, my colleague explained, `a glorified youth worker' commanded a lower

salary, and correspondingly,less professionalrespect. So when a young person had,
for instance, a YISP worker, a senior teacher, and a forensic psychologist from
CAMHS, all working together, class-based power struggles between the professionals
from the young person's wants or needs.
may sometimes have distracted attention

This power-strugglewas in evidencewhen a referral was made to YISP, asking them
to engageJack, describedabove, in some out-of-school activities to help keep him
focussed.But becauseCAMHS were involved, the YISP worker kept telling me that
she was anxious not to `overload' Jack with services. It was not until after a multiagencymeeting where I expresslyasked the CAMHS forensic psychologist and the
social work managerto detail what it was that the YISP worker should be doing to
help Jack that I was able to persuadeher to start her work with him. The time between
referral and agreementwas around four weeks. In the meantime, with nothing else to
do after school, Jack continuedto roam the streets, annoying dangerousolder peers,
climbing scaffolding, and taunting the police. It may be that if the YISP worker had
felt that she was on an equal level with the CAMHS staff and social work manager,
she may havebeenable to suggesta programme of activities, insteadof waiting to be
told what to do.

Anotherexampleof the effectsof the `classed'hierarchiesbetweenservicesinvolved
Vicky, the Appledown pupil I discussedin chapter five. Following a long period of
adjustmentduring which time she had worked extensively in a small therapeuticunit
123introduced in theprevious chapter.
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on her self-esteem and social confidence, Vicky had been given a placement at
Knightsdown College. Knightsdown was a very large school - one of the biggest in
Enway - but it was also one of the best organised. It benefited from a large cohort of
professionals able to use `psy' techniques to support her: learning mentors,
counsellors, transition workers, and behaviour support assistants. There was also an
immediately available space in the year group, and Peter, the educational
psychologist, and I made a home visit to explain that it was the fastest and most
supportive option available. However, we had a long struggle on our hands. Without
having consulted with those of us who worked within education services, Vicky's
mother had been told by a CAMHS family therapist that Knightsdown was `too big'
for Vicky and that she should try to get a place at Ennon Castle School. Peter and I
were perturbed at this: Ennon Castle was admittedly not as big at Knightsdown, but it
was much more chaotic; given Vicky's experiences at Appledown and the length of
time she had spent cocooned in a small unit, I was not happy about the idea that she
might have to cope with institutionalised disorganisation. I knew, also, that there was
a significant bullying problem at Ennon Castle, and that some girls had been subjected
to sexual assault. With some difficulty,

we managed to persuade the family that

Knightsdown was the better choice. Was the CAMHS worker's propensity to give
education advice without consulting education specialists a result of the elevated
her organisation? As an education worker, I would never have
social status of
done the opposite and given Vicky a mental health diagnosis.
presumed to have

So it can be seen that stepping into the borderlands (Anzaldua 1987) of class
difference and class prejudice between schools, local authorities, and professionals
can have the effect of disadvantagingyoung people who are within range of a
permanentexclusion.
Class, 4race' and gender in exclusion from school
Entangled with class strugglesbetween local authorities, schools, and professionals,
and between professionalsand families, were assumptions made about gender and
`race' or ethnicity. As I describedin chapterfive, becauseof their gender,many of the
girls in Enway who had had to move becauseof the threat of permanentexclusion had
to accept places on vocational courses focussed on `care' professions - whether
animal, child, or beauty - rather than the more academic GCSEs. And in terms of
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perceptions about cultural heritage, `race' and ethnicity (discussed in detail in chapter
seven), Nama, the Iraqi Kurdish pupil at risk of a forced marriage introduced in
chapter five, was disadvantaged partly because of the loss of social standing
experienced by her father and uncle on their arrival in England. In the push to raise
the family's social standing, their sense of hope for her educational attainment had
served to push aside all other concerns about her mental and emotional health. When
she began at Ennon Castle school, for example, Nama's father was anxious that she be
placed in the `top' class for science, and did not mention that she had stopped eating
and taking the insulin injections she needed to survive her serious diabetes condition.
He was worried that Ennon Castle might not want to take her in if they knew about
her medical needs. Staff at Appledown, Nama's previous school, had known that she
was diabetic, and she had had regular appointments with the school nurse. But on
being permanently excluded from Appledown, Nama had to attend a school that did
not know this about her. And the complex dissociation from his social class and
father experienced as a result of having to flee, a
professional identity that her
refugee, to England, had prompted him to place his daughter's career potential above
her health.

There is a risk of thinking about class ethnocentrically. Taking into account the wide
variety of cultural backgrounds within Enway school populations, it is important to
acknowledge the idea that social class may look different depending on the dominant
has himself warned against `the dangers of
cultures. Bourdieu (1979)
a facile search
for partial equivalences which cannot stand in for a methodological

comparison

between systems' (xii). In Enway schools, social class was often ascribed or assumed

by referenceto parentalwork status,and this precludedthe possibility that class may
cut across families more often in some cultures than in others. However, Bourdieu
(1979) also suggests that `there is nothing more universal than the project of
objectifying the mental structures associated with the particularity of a social
structure' (xiv). With a reflexive approach to the normalising pressure to think
ethnocentrically,the complex class-'race'-gender interactions revealedby stories like
Nama's, above,can still benefit from a partial analysis through the conceptof class.
Conclusion
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This chapterhasilluminated someof the codedclass prejudicewhich might be seento
exist within and betweenschools, local authorities and professionals in and around
Enway. In carrying out this survey, I have investigated the effects of this class
prejudice on children and young people at risk of or subject to an incident of
permanentexclusionfrom school.
Education can be seen more as an economic enterprise designed to produce workers
for a socially hierarchised economy than a means to foster a love of learning and
develop self-esteem and resilience (McCarthy et al. 2005; Ball 2001; Tomlinson
2006). This has focussed the effects of a pupil's own socio-economic status even
more keenly on his or her schooling experience, including his or her experience of
disciplinary frameworks.

It is apparent that the schools are aware of the inequities reproduced through the
educationsystem,because`themotivation to massage(quantitative performancedata)
arises not only from schoolswishing to presentthemselvesin the best possible light
but also to counteractsimplistic inter-school comparisonsarising from the lack of a
level playing field' (Vuillamy and Webb 2000:10). Schools are usually run by
educatedprofessionalswho tend to be middle-class.And even whilst many schools
disadvantage,they may be distractedby the `weak'
acknowledgeand try to ameliorate
version of inclusion (Viet-Wilson 1998 in Macrae et a!. 2003: 90; introduced in
chapter one), failing then to effect systemicchangein what this thesis suggeststo be a
systemic problem. And as I suggested in chapter one, it may be the case that
governmentsare more concernedwith listening to middle-class conceptionsof 'what
needsto change' in education,looking on working-class families who do not have a
choice about living on a low income as constituting `a social problem'. In fact New
Labour's educationpolicies have been describedas `basedon a notion of the `ideal'
parent ... one with middle-classresources,dispositionsand values' (Reay 2008: 643).
And whilst middle-classparentsand professionalshave something to gain from their
is difficult to understand how change will be made.
socio-economic position, it
Perhapsthis is why the framing of `social deprivation' and the correspondingfocuson
parenting skills asa causefor educationalfailure usessocial class hierarchy to distract
attention from institutional failures. These circumstancesconspire to make it more
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difficult to challengeexisting inequities in the administration of permanentexclusion
from school.
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Chapter seven
Institutional racism and the social boundaries between people
The research laid out in chapter six suggests that social class was opaque in
professionals' conversation, but class prejudice was readily detectable under the
is similarly understood in this chapter to
surface. The discourse on `race' and ethnicity
be layered thickly under a `colour-blind' surface. Professional discourses about
distract attention from institutional
particular cultural groups in Enway worked to
failures. And as in the cases of gender and social class, institutional racism in this
chapter will be explained as both a cause of some permanent exclusions from school,
feature in the experiences of children and young people who
and as an exacerbated
being excluded. As Gillborn and Youdell (2000) explain,
are excluded or at risk of
`the colour-blind nature' of New Labour's education policy belied `the racialised
Britain' and threatened `racist consequences' (29).
reality of life in contemporary
These consequences emerged throughout my fieldwork. For example, I wrote in my
field-notes:

A Youth Offending Team education officer made a joke at the last Panel
about how the most appropriate education placement for a Traveller pupil
would be `tied to a tree'. There was much laughter. At this week's Panel,in an
attempt to redraw the ground rules, the Chair reminded the Panel members
that `in Enway we treat all membersof society with respect'. Her comment
was met with much groaning, giggling and rolling of eyes. It was as if the
statementwas `political correctnessgone mad' and that racist jokes about
Traveller children should be acceptable.Later on, a long conversationabout
whethera young person'smother was capableof educatingher at home124
was
only haltedwhen it was pointed out that there was no evidencethat she could
not, and that the only information we had about this pupil was her name,
which `soundedIndian'. There was an embarrassedlull as Panel members
acknowledgedthat they had been making assumptions based on the girl's
name. But it's difficult to keeppointing these things out; it seemsthat around
three such comments at each Panel is all that can be tolerated before people
start `tutting' and muttering about getting on with the job at hand.
February2008

12"As describedin the Education Act 1996,Section 7, parentsmay choose to educatetheir children at
home,as long as they can show evidencethat it is adequateand appropriate to the Educationat Home
officer on her yearly visits.
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This chapter thus attemptsto approachan entangledsubject which benefits greatly
from the use of ethnography,with its requirement for attention to syncretic detail. It
requires what Back (2008) has called `training a serious attentiveness' onto a subject
thick with misconceptions and assumptions.

Introduction
This chapter begins with an overview of some of the research around exclusion and
in discussing this subject, the
ethnicity. In order to try to avoid misconceptions
chapter proceeds with a clarification of the importance of not essentialising
experience on the basis of someone's ascribed `race', defining ethnicity as `relational
A definition of `institutional racism' in
and processual' (Eriksen 1995: 254).
follows, drawing in the complicating issue
administrative practices of representation
of self-representation. The interaction between professionals' assumptions on the
basis of `race', gender and class is then described. The chapter moves on to look at the
discussion, addressing policy discourses on multiculturalism,
policy context of the
including the invisibility and inaudibility of ethnicity in both policy discourse and
professional talk.

The ethnographicsectionof this chapterfocuseson a rangeof issues,each illustrating
the idea that institutional racism may be, like classism and sexism, a cause of some
permanent exclusions and an exacerbating and exacerbated effect of school
disciplinary frameworks (see chaptersfive and six). It addressesan ignored seriesof
racist conflicts in one of Enway's schools;the way in which the Traveller community
was treated;language issues,particularly around translation services; and the effects
at the Pupil Placement Panel of age assessmentscarried out on young people by
border control officers. The section ends with an illustration of an institutional
prejudice through the Panel's responseto a white boy's claim of racism; and issues
health services.One family in Enway tried to
around cultural attitudes towardsmental
directly, naming and challenging it, and the chapter ends
addressinstitutional racism
to this approachmay have meant.
with a discussionof what the consequences

Ethnicity and exclusion
Inequity in attainmentand exclusion
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Inequities in the education system on the basis of ethnicity are a long-standing feature
of research into exclusion. As Christian (2005) explains, `Black underachievement
and exclusion has been a mainstay in the British education system for decades' (328).
He suggests that this problem emerged against a landscape where `Black British
presence was viewed as largely problematic and a threat to the "British way of life"'
(328). A resultant pathologisation of children and young people who are perceived as
`not white' is thought to be partially at the basis of the educational circumstances and
teacher attitudes underpinning `black' underachievement and exclusion. As Christian
(2005) explains, `Black male children ... have been ... pathologised as being
aggressive ... White teachers' expectations are low and any sign of a child's dissent
leads to a labelling and stigmatization process that follows him
through each
...
...
labels are further embedded through stereotypes
stage of schooling' (340). These
perpetrated in the media (Blair 2001).
Parsons (2008) reports on a continued disproportionately low level of achievement
and high level of exclusion amongst `black' and other minority ethnic young people
in England, including gypsy Roma and Irish Traveller children (see also Christian
2005). For example, an overview of national data for the years 1998 to 2006 reveals
the fact that `Black Caribbean pupils are 2.6 times as likely to be permanently
excluded compared with the average' (408). He partially attributes this to 'a neoliberal cultural and political

stance which upholds a competitive individualistic
(402). As Parsons (2008) identifies, this political
educational environment'
stance also
`disregards enduring group under-achievement and remains passive in the face of
inequalities' (402), and this is borne out in the ethnographic
evidence of racial
evidence, below, of Enway schools failing to recognise or even speak of 'race'-based
inequity, either institutional or between pupils.

Disaffection
A theme running through conceptualisationsof particularly black underachievement
and exclusion is the notion of disaffection (Graham and Robinson 2004; Christian
2005; Izekor 2007). As Izekor (2007) states,`the descriptorsvary but not much, `lowachievers, socially excluded, hard to reach, at risk of offending, not participating,
difficult to engage"(65). Comparethese labels with the name given to those young
people who are discussedat the Enway Panel: `Hard to Place'. These are labels,
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labels,so easily applied, and which lend
pathologising the child. What hasled to these
themselvesto a pathologisingstance?Izekor (2007) asks,`how is it that many young
black boys appear to become increasingly `disruptive' as they progress from primary

to secondaryschool?' (65). Grahamand Robinson(2004) explain that
Schoolsare ... racializedplaceswhere deeply held beliefs and expectationsare
an integral part of the school processand practices.Black children enter these
contestedpublic sphereswhere issuesof race and gender are inextricably tied to
education,achievement,and success.
655-656
It is this institutional context - similar to Anzaldua's (1980) description of borderland
lead to a child's abnegation. Blair
space (see chapter three) - which can perhaps
(2001), in her interviews with black young people, demonstrates some of the evidence
which might lead to a young person looking `disaffected'. She has reported them to be
`demoralised'; to feel `a great deal of rage and confusion about their schooling' (73)
She attributes this to a system which `denies them recognition through the curriculum,
undermines their sense of self, appears indifferent to their needs, makes learning
find little to distinguish between
meaningless and is so ... controlling ... that they
schools and detention centres' (73). Izekor (2007) explains that the young men
themselves ... respond to their perceived socio-enemies by seemingly fulfilling the
hitting back at society that seems determined to
stereotypes and finding new ways of
be solved'(66).
see them as problems to

Institutional racism and institutional silence
The pathologisation of `black' children in education has also meant that 'Black
families have been the main locus of debate and discussion about the educational
"problems" of their children' (Graham and Robinson2004: 654). This representation
of the parents of `black' children as problematic is often exacerbated by parents'
defensivenessin the face of school inequities, school staff often responding by
arranging meetingswith severalcolleaguesdesignedto outnumber the parents- who
often have negativememoriesof school themselves(lzekor (2007). The discussionof
Thomas and Loxley (2001) in chapter three explains how the pathologisation of
individual students directs attention away from an institution. However, Parsons
(2008) points out that `(t)he differencesin attainmentof some minority ethnic groups,
especially black Caribbeanpupils ... and the different characteristicsof black pupils
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excluded from school call for closer investigation of the possible operation of
institutional
proportion

racism' (415). Christian (2005) agrees, suggesting that the high
of `black' students permanently excluded from school indicates that

`Britain is a racially prejudiced nation in that its major institutions have negatively
perceived and reacted to the presence of people of color' (328). Many theorists see a
manifestation of this institutional prejudice in a set of `race relations' policies which
fail to incorporate context, and focus on an assimilationist model which fails to
account for and provide adequate frameworks for ameliorating inequity (Parsons
(2008); Christian (2005); Graham and Robinson 2004). This amounts to a silencing in
terms of institutional discourses about racism. In fact, Graham and Robinson (2004)
speak of a `continuing denial of race and racism in British educational policy' (656)
and a directly related failure on the part of most schools and local authorities to
address educational inequity on the basis of ethnicity. This could partly be as a result
of the issue of motive around instances of institutional racism. Blair (2001)
acknowledges this as `a sticking point' around possibilities for addressing racism in
schools. She explains that `(b)ecause a teacher's intentions are not malicious, it is
often assumed that the fault lies with the `chip on the shoulder' of the person who
experiences a particular interaction as racist' (9). This leads to a silencing effect on
any claim of racism. As Gordon (2001) explains, silence of this nature is `a social
construct, critical to maintaining the societal taboo around racism in ... British
society' (319 in Graham and Robinson 2004: 655). The existence of institutional
from school, and the silence around
racism in permanent exclusion
racism in schools,
is a central finding of this chapter.

On not essentialising`race'
Against the backdrop of these reports of inequity, the problem with trying to talk
about `race', ethnicity, national identity, or culture, is that as with an essentialised
conception of gender (Butler 1999 and chapter five), and of class (discussed in
chapter six), it is difficult to categorisepeople without doing them the disfavour of
essentialising their alleged experience (Hall 1992; Gilroy 1998; Ball et a!. 2002;
Archer and Francis2007; also seechapterone). As Izekor (2007) explains of the most
common short-hand`ethnicity' label in education policy and schools in England `BME' (black and minority ethnic): it is
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an incredibly wide grouping that means all things and nothing all at once ... [in
an] attempt to wrap up the needs, desires and challenges of young men from
north, south, west, east and Central Africa, the many islands of the Caribbean,
most of eastern Europe, Asian, Muslim, Christian, Sikh, gypsy, Irish and any
other minority community in England at any given time.

68
In

a time

when places and people can be described

`multiracialised',

as `multicultural',

or `culturally entangled' (Archer and Yamishita 2005: 120), any

essentialising description based on `race' or ethnicity constitutes a clear intrusion into
the extended body - vulnerable to an imagined representation because of its porous
boundaries and with all the attendant `validity' of the biological discourse (discussed
in relation to gender in chapter five). Gilroy (1987) describes a group of writers who
have `made `race' into a synonym for ethnicity

and a sign for the sense of

separatenesswhich endows groups with an exclusive, collective identity ... for these
writers, blacks live not in the castle of their skin but behind the sturdy walls of
discrete ethnic identities' (3). The extended body, with its double porous rings,
being represented within this kind of framework
reflects the body's vulnerability to
(and therefore it becoming part of one's experience), the inner circle corresponding to
`the castle of their skin'; the outer ring being `the sturdy walls of discrete ethnic
identities'.

Further complicating the issue, because of social and professional linguistic filters
(known sometimes derogatively as `political correctness'), people working in the
department and schools of Enway were sometimes
children's services
not verbally
direct about the judgements they were making on the basis of a person's perceived
`ethnic identity . its Because of this, I am taking the approach in this chapter that
whilst "cultural traits' do not entail ethnicity ... the focus of research ought to be the
between groups rather than the `cultural stuff they
social boundaries
contain ...
be seen as an aspect of a relationship, not as a
ethnicity must therefore
property of a
person or a group' (Eriksen 1995:251). Gilroy (1987) describes `the cultural not as an
intrinsic property of ethnic particularity but as a mediating space between agents and
dependency is created and secured' (3). In
structures in which their reciprocal
other

words, `race' and ethnicity are relative concepts(Eriksen 1995; Gilroy 1987), and as
with `class' (see chapter six) and gender (see chapter five), assumptionsbased on
125This is a similar effect to the opaquetreatmentof classdescribed in chapter six.
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`ethnicity' have at least as much to reveal about those making the assumptions(and
their own ethnic-cultural discourses)as those about whom assumptionsare being
made.126
So, if `ethnicity is relational and processual: not a `thing', but an aspect of a social
...
instance
1995:
254),
(Eriksen
an
of official or unofficial permanent exclusion
process'
from school, as a critical moment, can demonstrate what happens when the state's
blunt instruments encounter what might be perceived as an essentialised cultural
identity, whether this is on the basis of nationality, ethnicity, culture, religion, or
language. Solomos and Back explain that, `[o]ne of the fundamental criticisms of the
sociology of race and ethnic relations is that it has too often focused on the victims
rather than the perpetrators of racism' (2000: 21). Thus whilst it is difficult

to talk

about `race' or ethnicity without essentialising the experience of those discussed, it is
a much more easily identified and less objectifying task in the context of this thesis to
focus on `the perpetrators of racism'; to describe the institutional racism experienced
by young people and their parents in the midst of an experience of actual or
threatened permanent exclusion.

Institutional

racism in administrative

practices of representation

By `institutional racism', I am referring to that racially motivated prejudice which the
MacphersonReport in 1999127
on the murder of the black London teenager Stephen
Lawrence found throughout the police force. It constitutes the effects of an
institutionalised indirect or direct prejudiced treatment of a person on the basis of
essentialisingrepresentationsof their ethnicity, `race', or cultural identity. In order to
think about the situation in Enway, I am using the concept of institutional racism to
refer to a weight of administrative occurrencesor representationsthat consistently
push againstthe anti-prejudiceactionsof those who are reflexive about administrative
prejudicewithin the local authority (seealso Christian 2005).

The occurrences
of systemicracistrepresentation
can be describedas `institutional'
becausethey do not necessarilyconstitutethe viciously direct prejudiceof one person,
126This approachis a featureof the `studying up' (Nader 1972) approachI am taking (see
chaptersone
and two).
127The StephenLawrence Enquiry: report of an enquiry by William Macpherson Cluny
of
presentedto
parliament by the Secretaryof State,February 1999.
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but the deeper effects of a sometimes subtle blend of instances of exclusion or
resistance to inclusion (such as `gatekeeping' practices), or resistance by neglect. As
Sivananden (2005) states, `the racism that needs to be contested is not personal
but institutionalised racism, woven over
prejudice, which has no authority behind it,
centuries of colonialism and slavery into the structures of society and government. '
This goes some way towards explaining why young people at risk of being or actually
permanently excluded are sometimes negatively represented in Enway as a result of
their `race' or ethnicity, as described below.

Hall explains, `We all now use the word representation, but, as we know, it is an
extremely slippery customer. It can be used ... simply as another way of talking about
how one images a reality that exists `outside' the means by which things are
Thus the young people discussed at the Pupil Placement
represented' (1992: 253).
Panel can be posited as having been constituted as relatively `outside', and the Panel
itself is `the means by which things are represented' : representation, when used by a
dominant power, becomes an `othering' device, increasing the already heavy negative
pressure on a young person at risk of or subject to a permanent exclusion (see also
Rattansi and Donald 1992; Blair 2001). As Eriksen (1995) explains, '[e]thnic
has something to do with the creation of social order in the
...
division into `kinds' of people. ' (252). However, Hall's
environment by providing a
classification

exposition

of

the

politics

of

representation

posits

these

institutionalised,

administrative practices as powerfully constitutive:

[H]ow things are represented and the `machineries' and regimes of
representationin a culture do play a constitutive ... role. This gives questions
of culture and ideology, and the scenarios of representation- subjectivity,
identity, politics -a formative, not merely an expressive, place in the
constitution of social andpolitical life.
1992:254
As described in the ethnographic data below, `formative' representation may
constitute a responseto an unfamiliar name on a document, or a person's religion,
national `identity', `foreign' name,language,refugee or asylum status, or appearance.
And it relies on a representationthat constitutesa perceiveddifference between`those
who are from here and/or who are like us', and `those who are not from here and/or
like us'- describedby Hall (1992) as `belongingnessand otherness' (255). Building
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on Hall's (1992) concept of `formative' representation,and fundamental to the
theoretical framework of analysis in this thesis, is the idea that the extended body
incorporates the experience that `formative' representation can produce. It is not static
or only visual or linguistic: it is entangled kaleidoscopically with a subject's own
identity, embodied characteristics, and biological processes, and creates a deep level
of affect (see the discussion in chapter three referring to Blackman and Venn 2010).
The dangers of Hall's (1992) `binary system of representation' - that framework
which relies on a concept of `belongingness and otherness' (255) - were crystallised
in comments made to me by James, the former Chief Inspector for Ethnic Minority
Achievement in Enway. Having successfully helped to raise the attainment of `black
boys' in Enway, James was made redundant. The new focus of concern in Enway was
`white boys', and a conference held on `white boys' achievement' was held in Enway
towards the end of 2006-07 school year. `Ethnic minority achievement' was now seen
had had its name
as an outdated concept; the `Ethnic Minority Achievement Service'
changed to the `Home-School Liaison Service'. James told me that his redundancy
failure to see (or represent) `white British' as 'an
was the result of the administration's
ethnicity', and that it constituted a process of `othering'. It has been established that
`the embattled, hegemonic conception of `Englishness' ... does not represent itself as
1992:257; see also Osler and Vincent 2003: 17). In an effort
an ethnicity at all' (Hall
to disrupt this `white/non-white' dichotomy, instead of describing instances of
institutional racism towards specific groups or `ethnicities', or presenting any given
experience as representative of any specific group, I will try to use the
`study up' (Nader 1972): to expose a narrative of
ethnographic methodology to
institutional racism in Enway.

pupil's

Self-representation
part of the reasonwhy it has been difficult for me to purport to discuss individual
young people's experiencesof racism within the deconstructed,anti-essentialising
post-modern theoretical framework of this thesis is that ethnic identity has been
described as relational, flexible, self-determined and context-sensitive, whilst

concurrentlyvulnerableto being fixed in place through stereotypeor external
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128This
representation (Eriksen 1995; Ball et al. 2002; Gillborn and Youdell 2000).
tension is a good example of what can happen within the contested space of the
extended body, and exemplifies the push-pull tension between self-identification
dis-identification;

(or

Skeggs 1997) and imposed (and subsequently experienced)

representation. Compounding this problem within the context of a discussion about
permanent exclusion from school, `issues of identity and inequality are central to
understanding young people's relationship to education since identities can provide
important sites of resistance to participation in education' (Archer and Yamashita
2003: 116). Thus pupils can be trapped in a double-bind: the very ways in which they
represent themselves as an expression of resistance within

a system based on

hierarchy - an effect of the existence of permanent exclusion from school - can
become a `reason' for the administrative forces to turn against them and a cause of
permanent exclusion.

Gender, `class', and institutional racism
In Enway, as in some other parts of England (Evans 2007), thinking about educational
attainment and exclusion could currently be said to be `located within wider
contemporary panics about boys' educational `underachievement' ... (which are
partially attributed) to the rise of feminism and the `overachievement' of girls'
(Archer and Yamashita 2003: 116; see also Osler and Vincent 2003 and chapter five).
And concerns focused specifically on boys can serve to exclude a discourse that
tackles inequity on the grounds of `race' and ethnicity within gender and class groups.
Tomlinson (2005) has identified the fact that `anxieties in England about `boys'
fact about white male underachievement,
underachievement' were in
and the overall
improvement in girls' school performance masked the educational difficulties of
from minority backgrounds' (161; see
significant numbers of girls
also Wright 2005;
Osler and Vincent 2003). Whilst concerns focussed on gender can illuminate or
informed by thinking about racism, it
obscure deeper understandings
must be noted
that `class, migration, and ethnicity are integrally connected concepts' (Archer and
Yamashita (2003: 122). It is not that we must conflate `race' or ethnicity with social
deprivation - this can have the effect of distracting attention from institutional racism
and classism (see chapter six). But studies of the effects of a person's `race' or
123Thiscanalsobeappliedto classandgender,but emergeswith a greaterdegreeof
clarityandpower
in the literatureon `race'andethnicity.
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ethnicity on their educationalsuccessacknowledge that the `class fractions' found
within an `ethnic group' are importantly revealing and constitutive of a person's
experience (Blair 2001; Ball et al. 2002; Francis 2005).

So the focusof this chaptershould be readwithin the context of the previous chapters
on gender and `class', with an acknowledgementthat experiencesto do with 'race'
and ethnicity are inextricably intertwined with `class' and gender.However, stories of
institutional racism can usefully demonstratethe kinds of struggles taking place
within the contestedspace of an excluded pupil's extended body. These stories
illustrate the extended body's vulnerability to being channelled into a sustained
experiencethroughexternalforcesof representation.
Institutional

racism: the invisibility

of `ethnicity'

in official

representations

of

exclusion in Enway

In looking at potential links betweenpermanentexclusion and institutional racism, it
is important first to investigatethe Enway professional and policy approachto `race'
and ethnicity.
In the multicultural district of Enway any underachievement exacerbated by
institutional racism was conflatedwith (and thus its quality of exacerbationby racism
made invisible through) discoursesof social deprivation (Tomlinson 2005; see also
chapter six). This very conflation was presented to James, the Chief Inspector for
Ethnic Minority Achievement introduced above, as the reasoning behind his
redundancy and replacementwith a new Chief Inspector for Vulnerable Children.
And at a children's servicesconferencein Enway in October 2008, the new Director
of Children's Services gave an addressin which the multicultural composition of
Enway was not mentioned once. Instead, we heard about `our most vulnerable
children'; `looked after children' (in foster care); `those young people for whom
school is proving too problematic'; `young people involved in offending behaviour';
129
and young peoplewho were `NEET'. The Director also explained that `The Enway
Statistical Profile of Children and Young People [was] the basis of our Needs
Analysis and [five year] Enway Children and Young People Plan'. In one report
I" `Not in Education,Employment or Training'; a governmentterm.
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it
collated by a policy officer and fed into the Enway Statistical Profile, was explained
that the 55 pupils who were `white' out of the 94 pupils permanently excluded in
2005-2006 constituted `an overrepresentation' of `white' pupils: 59% of the total
130But although the statistical breakdown of `white' had revealed a large
excluded.
differential in the rates of exclusion between pupils of `white British', `Traveller
Irish', `Traveller Gypsy Roma' and `white other' backgrounds, this had not been
identified as worthy of inclusion in the `Enway Children and Young People Plan
2008-2011'. This demonstrates a version of non-colour-coded institutional racism in
in her speech, `every number is a child
action. So whilst the Director had told us
...
data
is
back
if
the
not accurate and robust and timely',
you will have me on your
interpretation and representation as the
statistics, in Enway, were as vulnerable to
in Enway told me that in order to
extended body. Another policy officer I spoke to
look into the effects a pupil's ethnicity had on the likelihood of exclusion, a five year
sample would be needed to achieve the requirements of statistical significance, and
that whilst this information would be available, they had never been asked for it. I felt
that this neglect constituted an element of institutional racism.

Osler and Vincent (2003) assert,`institutional racism needsto be considered as one
explanatoryfactor in ... exclusion rates' (26). They also state that `Teachersneed to
be sensitisedto the everyday racisms of school life and to their impact on minority
following ethnographic sectionoffers an example of how
ethnic students'(ibid). The
`institutional' and `everyday' racismscan be linked.
Conflict at EnnonGrand Academy
As in Enway's official statistical data and policy pronouncements,an understanding
of issuessurrounding`race' and ethnicity was not detectablein professionals' talk and
actions at Ennon Grand Academy. Some of the white boys I supported into new
had found themselvesat risk of permanentexclusion due
schools from Ennon Grand
to conflicts they had becomeinvolved in with large groups of Somali pupils. Each one
describedhow their child had been chasedall the way home
of the families separately
by these groups, who had then thrown sticks and bottles at the house, threatenedto
break windows, and made sexually violent threats against the boys' mothers and
130Thesefiguresomit unofficial exclusionsand pupils who do not finish Key Stage4.
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sisters. The families themselves spoke using racist language and complained that the
Somali children were `getting all the attention' at school. I was concerned that this
situation may have been exacerbated by a manifestation of a fear of the local Somali
population invoked by new discourses about Islamic terrorism. And as I explained in
chapter five, the Enway `Hard to Place' Pupil Placement Panel often conflated
`Somali' with `gang member'. As Archer and Yamashita have identified,

Working-class, inner-city and certain minority ethnic young men have been
positioned as high-profile `problems' within current social and educational
policy discourses... Within popular discourses,too, these young men are
frequently portrayed in `folk devil' terms, being associatedwith inner-city
social problems such as crime, deviance and unemployment, the causesof
which have been linked to the boys' problematic subcultures and/or
class/ethnicculturesandtheir `anti-education' masculineidentities.
(2003: 115)

I was anxious to address this as a possible explanation for what I thought of as a rise
in race-related conflict at Ennon Grand. But the school was proud of the recent award
it had won for challenging bullying, and despite repeatedly voicing my concerns that
Somali children may be grouping together for mutual support in a hostile environment
by white children, putting both groups in
and retaliating to racist comments made
danger from each other and the police, I was told by members of the senior
management that there was no problem; everything had been dealt with and they had
never heard of any racism at the school.

Travellers
Both institutional and direct racism towards Traveller pupils were even more difficult
to identify, nameand discussthan the Ennon Grand violence, becausethey were often
characterisedby a school's neglect towards instances of school absence. Instead,
institutional and direct racism towards Travellers was something revealed in the
`gaps' and `silences' (Blackman 2001:8). Travellers attending Enway schoolsdid not
tend to get permanentlyexcluded.This was partly becauseit was not only difficult to
get someTraveller children to attend secondaryschool, but it was often difficult to get
secondaryschools to accept Traveller children in the first place. One Gypsy Roma
family from Romania still had four children out of school after several months of
applications to the Admissions service because the head teacher of Cherry Tree
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Schooldecided that shedid not want them to attend.From the school's point of view,
they had attemptedto contactthe family on numerousoccasionsto bring them in for
an interview. But as Emily, the Senior Traveller Education Consultant in Enway,
explained,the family had beenabroadto seerelatives,where the mother had fallen ill.
They had since returned,but neededtranslation and transport to get to the school for
an interview. `The school', as my colleaguesin Children's Servicessaw it (actually
131
the headteacher), wasunmovedat this report.
I observedthat, in Enway, if a Traveller pupil did get into a Secondaryschool, he or
she would often just leave if the school was not welcoming. One Romanian boy was
given a six week trial period and threatenedwith permanentexclusion before he had
even arrived. An Irish Traveller boy I took into Forrest Boys' School only attended
for two days. I was not surprisedat this: on his first day, we walked together to the
reception desk to announcehis arrival, and I stood aghastas the receptionist told him
`you aren't to go outsideat lunchtime, you'll probably thieve from the boys' coats'.
He told me later, `I don't really feel welcome here'. Emily had given me a reading
book about a Traveller family to work on with him but we never got beyond the third
page,as he stoppedattending.
Emily told me later that he had once gone for a walk with her and seen a horse in a
field and used an old seatbelthe found in the hedgeto catch and ride it bareback.We
talked then about the possibilities these amazing skills held for engaging with
learning, and afterwards we met with senior managers and drew up an exciting
Traveller Plan for Enway. It involved the establishing of an artist- or writer-inresidenceto work on the visibility of Traveller communities in Enway, and proposed
to draw on teacherswho had developedexpertise in working with Traveller families
to educateprofessionalsin other schoolsaround Enway. But three years later, the Plan
had not moved ahead;the seniormanagersdid not carry out their agreedactions and I
felt that there was no will to do so.

131'The school' was often used as a possessivenomenclature for possibly unpopular decisions, but
`the headteacher'.In someways this conflates individual racism with institutionalised
often meant
racism.
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In 2007, Enway published a `Welcoming

Diversity'

report.

A page entitled

`Education for All' discussed Traveller children, describing a photography project
that had taken place at Church Forest School. The Church Forest head teacher had put
huge amounts of effort into building relationships with the Traveller community in
Enway and had a fantastically empathic Inclusion team, including several Learning
Mentors who spent their time working to address barriers to learning. Part of the
Traveller plan we had put together involved the prospect that some of these staff
might disseminate their expertise around working with Travellers to other schools in
Enway. As the report boasted,

A particularly successful photography project went a long way towards
bringing the communities together by allowing the school to demonstrate to
the Travellers that they are a valued part of the local community.
Attendance at the school has become more regular, and Traveller children
are showing greater levels of attainment.

What the report did not mention was that Church Forest School was to close at the
end of the academic year 2008-2009, in order to allow the building of a new
Academy, run by Enway College, on the Church Forest site. There were no further
plans to caterfor the specific needsof Traveller children.
A confusing picture emerges: whilst Enway's `White Boys and Achievement'
in the year, James, Chief Inspector for Ethnic Minority
conference was held earlier
Achievement, indicated that the borough had failed to see `white' as constituted of a
range of ethnicities. Planning with reference to `race' or `ethnicity' was omitted from
the Enway Children and Young People Plan and ignored as a feature of dangerous
bullying at Ennon Grand Academy. Traveller pupils were consistently under-served.
But at the same time (as will be shown in ethnographic detail, below), institutional
difficulties for pupils and to remain evident in
racism continued to cause
a significant
proportion of the professional discourse.

`Race' and ethnicity in the administration of exclusion from school in Enway
Language issues(i):Statistical significance
Some of the `ethnicity-linked' pressures on Panel pupils derived from statutory
requirements with unintended consequences.For example, becauseof the nature of
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the ways in which pupils are `counted' in the statistics-gathering exercises that result
in a school's allocation of funding and its placement in the league tables, some pupils
who came through the Enway Panel were automatically disadvantaged because of the
level of their English. Schools can obtain extra money by taking in pupils who have
only been educated overseas in non-English-speaking countries, and because these
pupils' GCSE results are not counted in the `five A* to C GCSEs including English
is less perceived `risk' inherent in taking in
and Maths' league table benchmark, there
such pupils. However, if a pupil has spent any time enrolled in a British school, their
grades are counted in the league tables.

The Panel one day discusseda Pakistaniboy, and whether he should be placed at a
mainstreamschool.Oneheadteacher,reluctant to take the pupil on roll, said, `If they
come from overseas,never having been in a British school, they don't count on our
statistics so we don't mind- well, someof us don't- but if they've been in any British
school they count;they've got a UPN (Unique Pupil Number)'.
Another head teacher replied, `Not to put too fine a point on it, we took fourteen
Nepalese last year and all got A*s in maths [GCSE]; couldn't speak a word of
English;132if I talk to my governors we'll never take a Nepaleseagain; (becauseof)
these ridiculous statistics!'
`The Nepaleseare lovely peoplein general', addedthe third head teacher.
And an Inclusion managertold me, `The onesI like are the Nepalesekids; they're like
meerkats;they all look out for eachother; in the morning there are about forty of them
[in the refectory], and if one looks up they all look up, like meerkats'. This exoticised
and essentialisingview of Nepalesepupils both demonstratesthe occasional 'frontline' eruption of professionaltalk about people in terms framed by their `ethnicity',
even if the policy makersare not doing so, and the power of state-requiredstatistics.
Teachers' commentswould lead one to believe that Nepalesepupils are delightful to

132This is clearly untrue,as due to the text contentof the exam papers it would not be possible to
get an
A* in mathswithout `a word of English'.
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work with; but they still would not be welcomed, simply because they are less likely
'33
to excel at GCSE English.

This systemicracism is discussedby Osler and Vincent (2003):
Where the focus is on meetingthe needsof individuals, there is sometimes a
tendency to overlook or challenge systemic weakness. It is critical to
rememberthat exclusion does not operatein a political vacuum ... policy and
legislative frameworks which require schools to operate within a (quasi-)
market mean that some students,such as those with SEN or ESL, who are
likely to cost more to educate,becomeless attractive to schools.
(43)
Panel pupils who are perceived as less desirable due to the fact that they have been at
risk of or subject to a permanent exclusion, then, are less likely to be welcomed on
roll at a mainstream school if their language or lack of experience with an English
National Curriculum means that they are less likely to get five A* to C GCSEs
including English and Maths. As Wright et al. (2000) suggest, in a marketised
education system, some pupils are regarded as `more valuable' than others, and this
often has something to do with their perceived ethnicity.

Language issues (ii): Translation
When a pupil is permanently excluded, or moved due to the threat of exclusion from
have already been through several school
school, their parent will probably
meetings.
Some of these meetings will have required the parent to make difficult decisions
like their child to move to. If that
about, for example, which school they would
English, they may have had to make these decisions
parent's first language is not
based on information they have not fully understood and so would have struggled to
Often the excluded child or young person in Enway was asked to
ask questions about.
translate difficult and emotionally risky information for their parent, and of course the
found themselves may have precluded them from
situation in which they
making a
totally accurate translation.

Schoolsoftendid not identify the needfor a translator:oneschooladministratorwas
thoughtful when I suggestedthat there may be possible translation needsfor a Syrian
133or perhapsdisproportionatelylikely to excel at GCSE Mathematics.
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parent, telling me doubtfully, `there's nothing on the form. ' I also noticed that parents
often pretended that they knew more English than they did, nodding and smiling, and
on checking the situation, found that this was because they were embarrassed to ask
for help, or did not know it was available. Translation services were in any case
expensive and difficult to arrange. Even where a school qualified for free translation
support (and in Enway there was funding for this), inclusion staff may not have
known about it; there was often only one translator available for the required
language, and they were often unavailable when they were needed. When they were
available and able to attend a meeting, it was frequently difficult for the translator to
understand the complexities and objectifying

nature of the disciplinary

process

through which schools were taking their pupils, and this caused further problems.
Sarama's story, below, illustrates something of this effect.

Language issues (iii): Sarama

Sarama, an Eritrean pupil at Enway College, was at extreme risk of permanent
exclusion. At twelve yearsold, shewas at risk in many other ways, often spendingthe
night walking the streetswith friends, drinking alcohol, and getting into cars with
people shedid not know. At school shespent the day restlesslywalking the corridors,
screamingat teachers,and refusing to go into lessons.I first met her when Ayanna,
one of the Home-SchoolLiaison Officers, an older Somali Muslim woman, askedme
to meet Sarama'smother, Zula, at home. I sat listening in her tidy, warm living room,
an Eritrean flag on the wall and an Arabic TV channel playing on a large set in the
corner. SpeakingArabic through Ayanna, and quietly weeping as she told her story,
Zula told me that she had experiencedthe trauma of war and had escapedEritrea
when Haile Salassiinvaded the country from Ethiopia. She had travelled across the
Red Sea to Saudi Arabia with her four children, where she had consolidated her
knowledge of Arabic, and then to England, where she had beenhousedin Enway. Her
husbandhad `gone away'. She was a Christian, and had not found any Eritrean or
Christian friends from Eritrea, or the surrounding countries, in Enway. Zula's
isolation was vastly compoundedby the fact that her youngest child, a boy agednine
disabled,in a large powered wheelchair,
or ten, was severelyphysically
and unableto
speakor feed himself. He was in and out of hospital, and every time Zula had tried to
he had fallen ill, and she had been unable to
enrol in an English class,
continue the
classes.
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Sarama's older brother and sister had been moved out of Enway College on to a
vocational course project as they too had experienced difficulties at school, and both
were involved in what was described by police as local `gang' activities, often
roaming the streets with large groups of other young people, getting in trouble with
the police and in danger with each other. Zula told me that as her children had grown
older, whilst they could understand her mother tongue, Tigrinya, and Arabic, they
refused to speak anything but English, of which she could only understand a few
words and phrases. This had compounded her children's behaviour problems because
they often pretended not to understand her and would not answer her when they did.
When they translated for her into English, both with me at their home and at school
meetings, they often treated her crossly, as a mother might with an annoying child.
This is perhaps caused by the imbalance of power presented to a child when they are
dominant language (in this case, English) and their parent is
asked to translate into the
engaged in a discussion about that same child's misdemeanours with an authority
figure.

The Enway College Inclusion manager told me that she thought Zula could
her in English. But it was clear that she did not
understandeverything that was said to
understandthe important finer details. She thought, for example, that her older two
children had had no choice when they were moved out of Enway College into the
vocational programme,becauseshe had missed the fact that they were not actually
permanently excluded,but only being threatenedwith permanentexclusion. As Osler
and Vincent (2003) explain, `[i]n reality, parents havevery limited rights which only
come into operation when a student is permanentlyexcluded and when the exclusion
is carriedout accordingto the official guidelines' (36).
A translator was finally obtainedfor a crisis meeting about Sarama,amidst hopesthat
it would be a turning point for Zula's understandingand ability to advocate for her
children. The translatorthat arrived at the school was a Saudi Arabian Muslim man,
neatly dressedin a grey suit, and he spoke Arabic. His mouth fell open and he started
to shakehis head as the teachersdescribedhow Saramawould shout at teachersand
refuse to go into class,appalled at her behaviour, and broke off in the middle of the
meeting to turn and instruct Zula bossily in what she should be doing as a parent.
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Zula, tears streaming down her silent face, was clearly irritated by this and unable to
her yellow head wrap and turning away from
concentrate on the discussion, patting
him, shaking her head. She did not want him to translate a second time, and asked for
Enway Translation
an Eritrean, a woman, or a Christian translator, none of which the
Service could locate. It seems that despite having gone through the process twice
Zula's lack of English had deeply affected her ability to
with her older children,
desired, yet another move to
advocate on behalf of her third child, and prevent, as she
Despite her hopes, none of her children achieved a
a vocational education placement.
GCSE, although her older daughter did well at the vocational placement. Zula and
Sarama experienced a deeply unsatisfying experience of the system of support and
discipline because of a systemic failure to ameliorate difficulties arising from their
institutional racism, exacerbated in the shadow of
circumstances, and this amounts to
from school.
a threatened permanent exclusion

Languageissues(iv): Kim
Whilst most of the inclusion staff I met in Enway schools did not know that a
translation service was available, they often relied on teachers- and sometimes on
Kim, a Vietnamesepupil from Pope John Paul
other pupils- to translateat meetings.
Catholic School, came through the Panel for a managedmove following an incident
head teachersat the Panel were very angry with Kim's head
of theft. All the other
teacherfor effectively excluding a pupil for what they saw as `a one-off incident'. Of
hearing or appeal, as there was no permanent
course there was no governors'
`no clear or immediate meansof redress' (Osler and Vincent
exclusion; so there was
2003: 36). Kim was placed at Ennon Grand Academy, and the school was asked to
interpreter to support her father at the reintegration meeting.
arrange a Vietnamese
Unfortunately, upon arrival at Ennon Grand, we found that the interpreter had not
been arranged.The Head of Year told me that he had a `straight-A student' in the
Sixth Form who could speakVietnamese,and invited him into the meeting. Kim and
her father did not want to reschedulethe meeting in order to ensure a Vietnamese
translator could be there, as they were anxious to get her started at the new school.
Kim told the meetingwhat happened:
`Me and my girls we went into the changing rooms and nicked an i-Pod', she
bulged at this. Kim's dad sat at the table blinking.
explained. The Sixth Former's eyes
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The Sixth Formerdid not saya word, and Kim translatedfor her father. Through Kim,
he told us that the family was Catholic and that he was very upset and angry and
disappointed that Kim had to go to a non-Catholic school, and felt that even perfect
studentsmake mistakes.For him the fact it was a one-off incident with no prior issues
was the problem.
On the way out of the building after the meeting Kim told me that her head teacher at
Pope John Paul had been `racist'. I asked Kim what had happened to make her think
this and she said that he had told her that if she `told the truth' she may be able to stay
did. And she and one other (white English) pupil were
at Pope John Paul. So she
pushed into a managed move to another school anyway. I explained that she was not
officially permanently excluded, but it did not matter to Kim that she had not had the
governor's meeting required to ratify or quash all official permanent exclusions. To
her and her father, the result was that she had been excluded, permanently.

Kim's experiencedemonstratesthe extra vulnerability of an unofficially excluded
pupil whoseparentdoesnot speakEnglish. Her `translator', a pupil at her new school,
could potentially have left the room and told all his friends about `the new
Vietnamese thief entering their school. And her father had been much less able to
advocate on her behalf, or to access the information he needed to challenge a
managedmove madeunderthe threatof permanentexclusion.
Age assessments
Another barrier to appropriatesupport for Enway pupils was that if they were not
recognisably British they were often viewed with suspicion at the `Hard to Place'
Pupil PlacementPanelwith regardto their age. When young people enter the country
without identifying paperwork,often as asylum seekers,they have their age assessed
by a doctor and entered onto their arrival papers by immigration officials. These
young people arrived in Enway with paperwork stating an age which some teachers
suspectedto be false. This situation was compounded by the fact that pupils from
other countries were usually the only ones whose cases came to Panel with a
photograph134attachedto the paperwork. I always worried that the photographwas
134Albeit a blurred photocopyof their passportphotograph.
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unnecessary, but that perhaps the parents of these young people had been asked for
their passports so many times that they felt they must send a copy in with their school
placement applications. But these photographs only confused and distracted Panel
members further. Once, during a lengthy, harrowing and complicated set of cases, my
colleague, shaking with suppressedhysterical laughter, silently passed me a photo of a
particularly tired-looking young man on which he had drawn a moustache.

Stories about age-fraudulenceaboundedat the Panel. The Head of Admissions and
idea that Nigerian families sometimespresentedtheir sons
others often discussedthe
as only fourteenor fifteen yearsold when they were suspectedto be in their twenties
in order to `takeadvantageof the free educationon offer' in the UK.
One young woman whose case came to Panel, a war-traumatised refugee from
Afghanistan, was said by the head teacher at the PRU, who had worked with her
before, to be twenty-three or twenty-four years old when she arrived in Enway and
was placed in a mainstreamschool in Year 10.135Her violent behaviour - hitting and
led to her being permanently excluded from a school, and
punching her classmatesshe was placed in New Start, an alternative education placement on Enway High
Street. When she attackeda memberof public outside New Start, she becameone of
the very few pupils they permanently excluded, and was quickly placed at a second
alternative educationplacement.This pupil, had she been viewed as actually fifteen
years old, might have been referred for CAMHS136 services to help with anger
management.But becauseof her perceived age, her placement needs were simply
seenas `containment'until her paperssaid she was sixteen and she was no longer the
local authority. If she was actually in her twenties, she would
responsibility of the
have been better served by adult services focusing on employment than on a
children's servicefocussedon containment.
Assessing age was felt very much to be something the Panel had no control of - it was
done by Immigration officials, shadowy in their absence
something
-137but it did not
This speculation and the effects it had on placement decisions
stop the speculation.
133Mostpupilsin Year10arefourteento fifteenyearsold.

136Child and adolescentmentalhealth services.
137As explainedin chaptertwo, Nader (1972) discussesthe effects of remote `policy makers' as
a
feature of interactingrelationshipssometimesomitted from localised ethnographies.
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can be seenas an example of institutional racism and an effect of the existenceof
permanent exclusion from school as an option.

Jed: not allowed to claim racism

Jed's case is a good example of how it is probably more useful to talk about
institutional racism through the attitudes towards `race' and ethnicity of those in
authority than the essentialisedexperiencesof particular groupsof pupils.
I observeda senseof relief amongstPanel members when a `Hard to Place' young
person was contained in a young offender's institution. On exit, these young people
presented the Panel with a reluctant responsibility to find a school place. Jed's
him as a `WBRI'13' boy of fifteen, was introduced to the
paperwork, which identified
Enway Panel by his youth offending team officer. He was coming out of a secure unit
for robbery, and wanted to go to Knightsdown
where he had been serving a sentence

College becausehe had heard that it was `a good school'. Panel members were
reluctant to give him a placement at mainstream school as he had been in a Pupil
Referral Unit (PRU) before the secure unit. Since leaving what everyone called
`secure', Jed had spent several weeks sleeping rough, and had run away from his
foster carer to go home to his heroin addicted mother. He was now to be placed with
his Nan, and was keento get his life back on track.
Jed was already contendingwith a history not usually looked on kindly by the Panel.
But when I saw in the paperworkthat he had said that other white boys at the PRU
had been racist to him, my heart sank in anticipation. I knew that the Panel would
question his `right' to claim racism. Jed's friends were all reported to be ' BCRB' or
'BOTH' 139and he liked to dressand talk like his friends and listen to rap and hip hop
music. It was becauseof this that his white peers had bullied him and that he had
complained of racism. But this aboveall else was what the Panel-membersderided in
their readingof the papers.The claim to having been a victim of racism was seen as
his wish to try mainstream school after years in PRUs and
more problematic than
a
secure unit. Jed was subjected here to what can be identified as a racism drawn
towards a white person's associationwith black people (Blair 2001), something often
localauthority
'38'WhiteBritish'in thestandard
codes.

139`Black Caribbeanor `Black other' in the standardlocal authority codes.
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experienced by the white mothers of what some practitioners call `dual heritage'
children. His youth offending team worker told me that he was extremely frustrated
by the Panel's lack of empathy and understanding. He felt that Jed had learned to
`manage himself'

n the young offender's institution and deserved to make `a fresh

start'.

Cultural attitudes to mental health services: Ibrahim

Mental health serviceswere often indicated in order to help a pupil develop the skills
140
needed to `manage themselves' within an education system developed for an
`ideal', normed (white, English-speaking)set of pupils (Blair 2001). Another of the
problems experienced by permanently excluded pupils whose parents may have
grown up in a country outside Western Europe was to do with what was seen as a
cultural stigma about these services. This was something I thought I could see
happeningin the caseof Ibrahim, a fourteen year old boy permanently excluded from
Ennon Castle School for sexually assaultingtwo girls in his year group. At Ibrahim's
reintegration meeting at Forrest Boys School, he was asked to fill in the same
standard set of paperwork completed by all entrants to any new school: name,
address,emergencycontacts,and so on. Part of this processalso required the young
person to self-identify their `ethnicity' from a list, with the option to in write their
`ethnicity' below the tick boxes. Ibrahim, who had been born in England to parents
born and raised in Nigeria, wrote `Nigerian' on the dotted line. But he quickly
scribbled this out and changedit when his mother in great embarrassmentslappedhim
on the arm and said in her strong Nigerian accent, `No, Ibrahim, you are British! ' It is
possible that Ibrahim was self-identifying as something `other' than the teaching
14'
establishment as an expressionof `resistanceto participation in education' (Archer
and Yamashita 2003:116). I theorised that his parent wanted him to claim the
validating quality of `Britishness' she had gained for him by giving birth to him far
from her family home.

140This is an exampleof the useof psy techniquesto ensure that subjects internalise authoritarian
Rose 1999;seechapterthree).
power (Foucault 1977;
'4' Who are mostly white English (Blair 2001).
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Ibrahim's story exemplifies the idea, introduced above, that `[a] person may
... switch
situationally between being a member of an ethnic minority and a member of a
nation' (Eriksen 1995: 266). It demonstrates how ethnic identity can be described as
flexible, self-determined and context-sensitive, whilst concurrently

vulnerable to

being embedded deep into the extended body through external representation (what
Ball et al. 2002 and Gillborn and Youdell 2000 refer to as `fixing in place'). The
`embedding' was done both by Ibrahim's mother, under pressure in a hierarchy of
nationality and ethnicity, and by the school paperwork requirement to identify an
ethnicity. In any case, it was clear that Ibrahim's `ethnic' or national `identity' was
affected by context. As will be shown below, what his father wanted or did not want
for him was seen by Enway professionals as being affected by his own `Nigerianness', whilst his mother hoped he would gain fair treatment by virtue of his
'Britishness'.

Becausehe had been convicted of the assaults for which he had been excluded,
Ibrahim was required by court order to attend sessionswith a psychologist. At a
multi-agency meeting for Ibrahim, I asked Harold, his forensic psychologist, an
erudite Zimbabweanman,abouthow the sessionswere going.
Harold told me that they were `Difficult, informative, problems in relationship with
dad, irritated, angry andinability to speakup in front of dad- is very loyal anddoesn't
want to upsethis dad, who didn't sign up to the idea of having sessions.'
Jacques,my youth offending team colleague,142who identified as British-Jamaican,
interjected,`Stigma?'
Harold replied, `Mainly, yes; culturally, in Nigeria, therapy is for people who are
if
extremely mad andoff their rocker and there is a problem you should talk to family
and anywayjust do what your parentstell you ... '
Jacquesanswered,`so culturally ... '

142Mentioned in chaptersfive and six.
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Harold cut in, `We did try a sessionwith fatherwho felt very bruised by it and said he
didn't like being put on the couch as he put it, it wasn't about him. Eighteen or
had to happen [and the
nineteen sessionsis huge. It halted becausefamily therapy
parentswouldn't engage.]'
Ibrahim said that he had `found it helpful to talk to someone.'
Ibrahim had received a lengthy period of therapy, but his progress was said to be
limited when family sessions were halted by the inability of his father to agree to
due to his `ethnicity'. There did not seem to be a
engage with the therapeutic process
his father could heal their differences through a
way to find out how Ibrahim and
it seemed, was to require
means acceptable to him as `a Nigerian'. The only option,
him to fit into the British system: a hierarchical system topped by psychology, as
So an effect of the immersion into the `support services'
noted in chapter six on class.
from school could be seen here to be the
surrounding a permanent exclusion
family therapy. These
emotional `bruising' of a parent and an inadequate attempt at
effects were perhaps due to an exacerbation of institutional racism expressed through
for an alternative approach based on
a failure to acknowledge the possible need
`working-class white girls' described by Skeggs
cultural sensitivity. As with the
(1997) and discussed in chapter six, I felt that the pathologising route (that is, an
official recording of Ibrahim's `problems' as being based on some kind of deficiency
in him, rather than in his environment or experience, and perhaps leading to `psy'
techniques (Rose 1999) offering therapeutic input) was an `authorising narrative'
(Skeggs 1997: 167), and the only way Ibrahim could counter the invisibility
experience as a `Nigerian-British

his

person' encountered in the mainstream school

system.

Ishaq's story, below, illustrates the slippery power of authorising narratives. His
family sought to counter the invisibility of institutional racism by naming and
challenging it. However,it seemsthat they were not authorisedto adopt that narrative.
Ishaq: a legacyand a right
Ishaq was introducedin chapter three as the boy described as having hit a friend on
the legs with a hockey stick in order to maintain his position within a `street'
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hierarchy. His mother had been born to a white English mother and a Rastafarian
Jamaican father, Moses. Moses was a well-educated education activist who gave
lectures on inclusive education for the Open University and had been involved in
several community youth schemes. The family was proud of their heritage and Ishaq
had been named after an ancient Egyptian prince. Every male member of the family
played in their successful semi-professional jazz band. Ishaq, who played the trumpet
in the family band, was a tall boy with a charming smile, and had been attending
Ennon Castle School for two years. Now in Year 9, he was beginning to wear the
patience of his teachers, and was often in trouble for running down the corridors
during lesson times, climbing out of windows, threatening his peers, and walking
away from senior teachers when they were telling him to calm down. Because of this
he was deemed at risk of permanent exclusion for persistent disruptive behaviour and
his mother was called into several school meetings to discuss what could be done.

Moses would sit in thesemeetingsand patiently explain that he thought his grandson
was `a victim of institutionalised racism' characterisedby `a curriculum that does not
hold Ishaq's attention' and a set of teaching strategies`not designedto cope with his
physicality'. He and his daughter were tenacious in their assertionthat Ishaq had a
right to a relevantschool experience;one which would catch and hold his attention,
empathisewith his lived experience,and offer a constructive focus for his energy.
The school and the family were polarised in their views: Ishaq's head of year and
inclusion managertold me that he was `a cheeky boy of medium intelligence who's
allowed to do as he pleases at home'. They complained that his mother totally
undermined their authority by challenging every instance of alleged misdemeanour
and the processesthrough which Ishaq was being supported.They had never heard
Ishaq play the trumpet and felt that the family was exaggeratinghis musical abilities.
They had brought in an educational psychologist as his mother had askedrepeatedly
for this, but felt that this was unnecessaryand that Ishaq was `taking up valuable EP
time'. They broadly ignored Moses and the intellectualised deconstructionof events
he offered at every meeting. They were highly suspiciousof the family, who over the
weeks and months appeared to be becoming increasingly upset. For example,
following onemeeting, I wrote in my field notebook:
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Ishaq's mum has been banned from Ennon Castle School for screaming at
there are
the head of year and threatening her with witchcraft
... and
his
classmates and getting
rumours that she has been body piercing some of
from
bad
Ennon
Castle. At the PSP
them
evidence
of
practices and racism at
meeting the deputy head had a list of things Ishaq said, including threats to
shoot people ... he also queried a possible referral to Safeguarding ... he
said it may amount to emotional abuse, the undermining of education and
lack of boundaries.
Field-notes, June 2008
The complex mixture here of things said and threatened amount to a projection into
the extended body. The possibility that Ishaq's mother had unearthed evidence of
`racism' at Ennon Castle was undermined by the deputy head's exoticised image of
her as a witch who pierced the bodies of innocent schoolchildren, drawing them in to
her piercing shop to delicately extract damning information. The institutional reasons
behind the level of anger which prompted her to mention witchcraft was something I
would have wanted to investigate as a deputy head teacher. On the other hand, Moses
and Ishaq's mother felt that teachers were `always picking on him' because of his
demonised `reputation';

that Ishaq was the victim

of constant and unrelenting

surveillance; that he was `always the first pupil the teachers blamed' for any problem;
and that he was highly intelligent and underserved by a curriculum and an education
system not developed for `Black Caribbean-British

boys'. They also felt that the

systems in place to support Ishaq were inadequate and poorly applied. As I had
recorded in my field-notes:
Pastoral Support Plan meeting: Moses, lshaq's mum and aunt were all very
concerned with: systemic inequities; unfair application of school rules
(uniform, etc.), communications from different school staff and wanting one
trusted person, inconsistency
Moses also concerned about largely
...
logs
behaviour
following
unfounded
children around- made me think- ... is
families
there a way
could go through a behaviour log and counter or agree
item
or explain them?
with each

Field-notes:June2008
Behaviour logs represent a `prosecution case' against a pupil. In a courtroom
environment, the defence would have had a chance to view this and to explain or
counter each item. But in school, I see the paperwork as a representativedomain
flooding the contested space of the extended body and largely owned by the
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professionals.

"' As Osler and Vincent (2003) found, `[c]hildren can be permanently

excludedfrom school without having any opportunity to defendthemselves,highlight
an injustice,or challengethe decision' (36).
The gulf between the school and family was broad and deep, and after three years of
monthly meetings Ishaq was permanently excluded. His family scraped the money
together and sent him to a boarding school in Scandinavia rather than allowing him to
go to the Enway Pupil Referral Unit. They felt that as `a Black Caribbean boy living
in England', a quality education was a key to success for lshaq.

The concerns raised by Ishaq's grandfather- that the English school system was not
designed for Caribbean-English boys- are echoed in Blair (2001), who explains that
`[t]he racial legacy of Europe generally and of Britain's specific historical relations
with many parts of the world can still be found in our schools today' (8). Blair (2001)
also identifies
criminality

the development of assumptions about a perceived `essential

of black people' (37), echoing Gilroy (1987) and Osler and Vincent

(2003) and one of Moses' greatest concerns:

The representation of black men as having particular tendencies
has
...
...
justified their closer surveillance by the police and in school; has
justified
their exclusion from school and their constant presence before the criminal
justice system
It is not the crime, but the criminality which has been the
...
focus of attention. It fed in teachers
the widespread belief that
Afro...
...
Caribbean pupils were especially prone to threatening teachers' authority.
Blair (2001: 37-38)

Ishaq's racialisedgenderand his family's ethnic identity provided them with a critical
framework for understanding the difficulties he was having at school. It was a
discoursenot enjoined by his teachers,and this may have beenone of the factors that
resultedin his ultimate exclusion from school. Even if lshaq's behaviourwas difficult
to deal with, engagementin a frank discussionabout ethnicity in the educationsystem
would have offered an element of visibility to the ethnicity element of Ishaq's
experienceand would have helped the school to work collaboratively with the family,
to sharea critical language,and to turn a critical eye on its on its own processes.But
this would have meant challenging the institutionally norming technique of
143This idea is developedin detail in chapter eight.
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pathologising the young person to avoid attention being turned on institutional
failures (Foucault 1977; Thomas and Loxley 2001; Rendall and Stuart 2005; Cooper
2002; Slee 1995; Rose 1989; introduced in chapter one). The family and the school
parted company with

the school convinced

educationally neglected by his family

that Ishaq was being seriously

through a perception that they were

`undermining' the school's disciplinary procedures, and the family unconvinced that
the school was committed to offering an effective, empowering education for their

son.
Ishaq's case really exercised my understanding of the extended body as contested
space. His extended body was swarming with experienced representative labels from
both his family and the school. Looking through my field-notes, I found a lone,
forgotten yellow Post-it note randomly stuck to one of the pages. I had written to
myself, `Ishaq- he's in the middle of these people battling over him'.

Conclusion
in reading for this chapter - more so than in reading for the chapters on gender and
class -I found a well-developed discourse in the literature explaining the process of
`othering' and the relationality of `ethnic' representation and identity (Gilroy 1987;
Hall 1992; Rattansi and Donald 1992; Eriksen 1995; Blair 2001). In fact, reading for
this chapter enabled me to go back and to think about gender and `class' in a similar
way. Issues of class fractionality across ethnicities and the gendered nuances of
ethnicity were also comprehensively framed in the literature (George 2007; Archer
and Yamashita 2003; Tomlinson 2005; Wright 2005; Blair 2001; Ball et al. 2002;
Francis 2005). But despite the high visibility of `race' and ethnicity in the literature, I
found a high level of invisibility in Enway's educational policy discourse. So it was
difficult to get senior management interest in larger issues such as increasing incidents
of what families identified as `black Somali/white British' conflict at one of the
bigger schools, or the specific educational needs of Traveller children.

At the beginning of this chapter I introduced Eriksen's (1995) idea that `the focus of
research' into ethnicity and racism in schools `ought to be the social boundaries
between groups' (251). The administration of exclusion from school in Enway
revealeda seriesof `socialboundariesbetween groups' relatedto ethnicity that can be
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seen as affecting pupils at risk of or subject to permanent exclusion: language; border
practices, such as age assessments;and cultural opinions on psychology, for example.

So the high statistical currency of the English language was shown to exacerbate the
negative effects of an instance of exclusion. Lack of translation facilities were shown
to undermine the participation of parents in exclusion and inclusion processes. The
issue of age assessmentsfor immigrant and refugee children can also be seen to preempt Panel attitudes to individual cases. And access to the psy techniques (Rose
1999) necessary to overcome the focus on the extended bodies of pupils and to
develop the skills required to survive in an education system designed with a
`normed' set of pupils in mind was not necessarily effective for some of the pupils
who could have most benefited from them. This was because culturally, it seemed that
psy techniques were not wholly acceptable, and the institutions were unwilling to
adjust their approaches accordingly.

The system had not been designed for

`borderland' children (Anzaldua 1987; Pomeroy 2000). `White' children were seen as
a homogenous, non-'ethnic' group, excluded from being understood as engaged in
difficulties to do with ethnicity. Violence in families and other kinds of conflict which
could be read as `horizontal violence' (Freire 1996) was seen as complicated by
assumptions made on the basis of ethnicity, but with no overt policy guidance or
acceptable language, it was difficult for professionals to assess and provide for. And
Ishaq, whose grandfather was not `authorised' (Skeggs 1997: 167), to explain the
effects of institutional racism to school staff, did not benefit from the theory, but
became trapped between his family and the school, his extended body not just a
contested space, but a battleground.
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Chapter eight
Policy and paperwork in the administration of permanent exclusion
from school: deconstructing the machinery of institutional prejudice
Like bureaucracy (of which it is a major accessory), policy can serve to
cloak subjective, ideological and arguably highly `irrational' goals in the
guise of rational, collective, universalized objectives.

Shoreand Wright 1997: 11
Why does permanent exclusion, caused in part by and exacerbating institutional
prejudice on the basis of gender, class and `race', exist as an option in a framework
ostensibly built on a policy of inclusion? Why was there an Exclusions Officer in the
Enway Children's Services Inclusion Service? Why did the Head of Inclusion
sometimes have to recommend exclusion? Why did the Head of Admissions find
herself having to bar the door? As a Pupil Support Officer, why was I under pressure
to implement non-supportive protocol? Fundamentally, I wanted to find out why
apparently inclusive, reflexive professionals (albeit labouring under the weight of
their own extended bodies) continued to deliver a `weak' version of `inclusion' policy
focussed on individuals (Viet-Wilson

1998 in Macrae et al. 2003: 90; see chapter one)

which channelled institutional prejudice.

In order to understand these paradoxes, I

wanted to investigate the power behind the delivery of policy.

It is helpful to understand`policy' as a `dignified myth'- a rational systemsmodel,
whereby `policy is representedas a neat linear process of `problem identification',
`formulation of solutions', `implementation', and `evaluation" (Shore and Wright
1997:15; see also Fielding 2001:143). The New Labour government's policy of
`inclusion', introduced in chapter one, will be questioned in this chapter. It will be
suggestedthat inclusion policy is not necessarilya bedrock on which to implement
inclusive educationpractice,but perhapsa field of shifting sands.

In seekingto deconstructthe machinerythroughwhich the normalisingpressuresof
institutional prejudiceare delivered, this chapter will addressthe nature of policy as
being constructedof a `lexicon'- a 'rhetoric' (Ball 2001: 46; see also Fielding 2001;
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Whitty 2002; Edelman 2004) - and a cultural text (Shore and Wright 1997: 15) within
an international `policyscape' (Ball 1997:46). New Labour education policy will be
seen to have caused some of the problems it attempted to deal with (Fielding 2001;
Ball 2001), as will the means by which its efficacy is measured (Miller

2003). The

nature of `permanent exclusion' as a product of policy will be questioned, and instead
posited as a result of the production of pupil behaviours seen as problematic because
of their placement on a nonmed scale (Walkerdine 1998; Slee 1995). This chapter will
provide ethnographic examples from central government policy dissemination events
and local Enway conferences to illustrate some of the key modes through which
policy suffuses the activities of those in the employment of local government with the
letter and the spirit of central governmental authority, or as Foucault (1977) puts it,
`the gradual extension of the mechanisms of discipline ... their spread throughout the
whole social body' (209). Descriptions of these conferences and of some of the
Enway Inclusion documentation and forms will exemplify an attempt to explain
governmental authoritarian power as a field of contested space in which frontline
workers and professionals, with parents and pupils, can try to challenge institutional
prejudice through a `critical bureaucracy': to exercise their agency and deliver a
socially justified service.

Policy contextualised and deconstructed
'Liberal Communism': a political view

As I explained in chapter one, the educational inclusion policy developed by New
Labour was bolted onto an existing global `policyscape' (Ball 2001: 46) which the
preceding Conservative government had co-opted as appropriate to a New Right
agendaand which was viewed by that government as `the only possible responseto
globalisation' (Whitty 2002: 126). This incorporated the features of choice,
commercialisationand central regulation that have been identified in this thesis as
exerting pressureon young people at risk of exclusion- through, for example, issues
around school and GCSE `choice' (discussedin chapters four, five and six), the cost
of permanentexclusion and its alternatives(discussedin chapterfour), and the effects
of SAT scores,linguistic ability and leaguetables on the chancesof a fresh start in a
mainstreamschool for excluded pupils (discussedin chapters four and seven). New
Labour added to this a `social equity' discourse which has been called `largely
cosmetic' (Whitty 2002: 127) without dismantling the conditions causing social
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inequity

in

the

first

choice/commercialisation/'social

place.

Zizek

(2008)

has

termed

this

equity' discourse paradigm `liberal communism',

explaining:
While they fight subjective violence, liberal communists are the very agents of the
structural violence which creates the conditions for the explosions of subjective
violence. The same philanthropists who give millions for ... education in
tolerance have ruined the lives of thousands through financial speculation and thus
created the conditions for the rise of the very intolerance that is being fought.

(2008: 31)
Thus through the promotion of `Inclusion' policy, policy-makers appear to be asking
teachers and children's services workers to implement a strategy to deal with
problems which may partly have arisen, possibly as an unintended consequence, due
to their neo-liberal `strategy', and its genealogy as a form of objective violence within
the wider socio-political system, in the first place. This ensures that the objective
violence itself remains unquestioned.

How can a self-defeating policy paradigm be addressed?

Shore and Wright (1997:20) explain that `although some discourses are deeply
embeddedin institutional policy and practice ... they are constantly contested and
sometimesfractured'. Thus the field of authoritarian governmental power can be
understood as a contested and contestable space. In this space, pupils' lived
experience interacts with some of the parents' and frontline workers' discoursesof
care and empowerment,and the managers' and policy-makers' discoursesbasedon
their professionalgaze and role (all experiencedby them as embeddedwithin their
own extended bodies) as implementers of the political technology of power. The
`spatial' quality of the policy-field in which parents, pupils, frontline workers and
Children's Servicesmanagersoperatelends itself, as explained in chapter two, to an
ethnographic approach, with what I think of as the `policy-community' being
amenableto detailed description.
The field of inclusion policy in which I worked to assistpupils at risk of permanent
exclusion as a Pupil Support Officer included sub-policies designed to support
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Inclusion: multi-agency working, `early intervention', law, 144Every Child Matters
(DCSF), `youth participation', `joined up government', and the development of a
`Children's Workforce'. In addition to these, and often interpreted to work at crosspurposes to inclusion policy were the anti-social behaviour agenda and the attainment
agenda. Every Child Matters, with its exhortations to help children and young people
to `Stay Safe' and `Enjoy', also asks that children and young people `Achieve'. These
three goals are sometimes viewed as unsupportive of each other. For example, `Health
and Safety' has in this thesis (in chapter six) been identified as a reason cited by head
teachers to permanently exclude a young person, but the exclusion itself can cause
damage to the young person's chance to `achieve' academically. As Ball (2001)
explains, `[t]he explicit commitment to tackling exclusion does not seem to be
matched by efforts to maximise inclusion ... the excluding effects of educational
processes themselves remain unaddressed' (46-47). The inclusion rhetoric does not
fulfil the needs of the inclusion project.

Is permanent exclusion a policy?
Whilst there has occasionally been reference to the `need' to allow head teachers to
maintain the `right' to permanently exclude (Lipsett 2008), 1 understand the act of
permanent exclusion itself as originating outside the realm of policy. There could of
course be a policy to not officially permanently exclude; and there are rules about
how and when an official exclusion can be implemented. But exclusion itself is, as I
understand it, an expression of abjection as opposed to an aspirational policy
statement.

Thinking particularly about those children and young people who transgressgender
norms (discussed in chapter five); fail in their attempt to utilise an `authorising
narrative' (Skeggs 1997) from outside their ascribed social class (discussed in
chapterssix and seven); or whose status embodies the `social boundaries between
groups' (Eriksen 1995: 251; discussedin chapter seven),permanentexclusion can be
read as the maintaining of boundaries through the expulsion of that which does not
belong. Butler (1999) explains that `[t]he boundary of the body as well as the
distinction between internal and external is established through the ejection and
144Children's Act 2004; Equality Act 2010.
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transvaluation of something originally part of identity into a defiling otherness' (170).
The body that is the school, in the case of a permanent exclusion, then, establishes its
identity partially through what it excludes. Because schools can be seen as an
expression of governance, a school's abjected other is also a government's abjected
other. Wright

et al. (2000)

frame similar

concerns within

concepts of the

`marketability' of pupils, suggesting that `unmarketable children' were more likely to
be excluded because of the effect they may have had `upon the overall image of the
school' (105). In Enway, a pupil excluded from Pope John Paul Catholic School for
`causing death to a living creature', '45 in becoming excluded, re-established the
projected ethic of the school as one that chooses life over death, no matter what the
context.

If permanent exclusion does not originate as a policy aspiration, how does 'weak'
inclusion policy operate to produce exclusion?
Some of the members of the education policy-community

were brought together in

real space at government `conferences' focussed on the policies of `Inclusion' and the
related policy of `integrated multi-agency working', several of which I was required
to attend in my role as Pupil Support Officer. As explained in chapters two and seven,
Nader (1972) discusses the effects of remote `policy makers' as a feature of
interacting relationships sometimes omitted from localised ethnographies. Prompted
by Shore and Wright's (1997: 4) question in the introduction to their edited volume on
the `Anthropology of Policy', `What are the mobilising metaphors and linguistic
devices that cloak policy? ', I have tried to understand the way in
which policy
`operates' in its interaction with Enway pupils and professionals by looking for
examples of these at conferences I attended. Revealing the influence of mobilising
metaphors, I felt, may hold a key to understanding the impetus behind most
professionals' powerful adherence to their belief in the `absence' of institutional
prejudice. This could explain their consistent delivery of a `weak' version of inclusion
which did not address institutional failures.

gasSuffering from the throwing tic which is often a part of Tourette's Syndrome, he
threw a frog at a
wall. Seetable 4 in chapter6.
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The

government

policy

conference:

devices' (Shore and Wright

`Mobilising

metaphors

and

linguistic

1997: 4)

Understanding the way in which policy works requires what Fielding (2001) has
described as `the philosophical task of delving beneath the surface of clear charts,
crisp paragraphs and confident cameos' (143). It also requires an understanding of the
techniques of self-representation used by policy-makers (Miller

2003: 72). Miller's

ethnography of a government inspectorate describes `Best Value' inspections of local
authorities. These inspections required local authorities to represent all aspects of their
services in a way that demonstrates `value for money' partly through evidence of
146Apart from the
problems inherent in measuring
consultation with the public.
service-user satisfaction in

pounds Sterling,

this gave rise to a series of

representational abstractions that amounted to Miller's theory of `Virtualism'. These
abstractions are those that:

arise from the scale of the institutions; ... from ... taking factors out of the
frame of referenceduring evaluation;
... that result when the representationof
the act of consulting comes to replace the purported aim of consulting as a
reorientationto users; ... [and] that follow from an exaggeratedrespectfor hard
quantitativedata over soft qualitative data.
(72)

Abstraction createsa `soft' but effective space,vulnerable to description, propaganda,
and mobilising metaphors.Like the extended body, also a field vulnerable to the
expression of authoritarian power, the field of local government abstraction is'47
perhapsengagedin without the ongoing awarenessof the actors. Thus consultation
may not be consciously `pretend'; there may actually exist the intention to consult.
But once there is an awarenessof this effect, professionals would need to activate
their reflexivity in order to avoid such charges.
The first policy technique I have identified, and perhaps something we could call a
form of abstraction(Miller 2003), representsone of the ways in which policy-makers
identify themselves:`The Collective "We"'.

' Seethe discussionof the 'youth participation steeringgroup', below, for
an exampleof this
happeningin Enway.
147Like other fields of panopticpower describedby Foucault(1977).
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The Collective `We'
In November 2007, along with other children's services inclusion staff, school
inclusion managers and children's centre managers, I attended a conference of the
Children's

Workforce Development Council (CWDC),

at which I identified the

policy-making body's propensity to describe itself as a collective `we'. Thus the
National Development Manager for Integrated Working explained, `we are a Sector
Skills Council ... a Workforce Reform Body ... a delivery agent for the DCSF...
Partners of government ... ' This technique functions to separate the conference
attendees as a collective `you', setting up a dichotomised, hierarchical relationship
between the dominant governmental discourse and the subordinate discourse of `us',
the policy-implementers

(or as Wright

and Shore term `us', the `street-level

bureaucrats' (1997: 5)). This, however, appears to be a slippery relationship, with the
CWDC oscillating between appearing to be working `with' us policy-implementers'listening'- and then `pulling rank' to coerce us.

Oscillating alignment

The oscillating alignment demonstrated by policy-makers is exemplified in their
propensity to voice what is thought of as the popular view, but to concurrently push
the policy objective. For example, they might talk about government as if it is a
fascistic masterin order to buy empathy, coercing policy-implementers to implement
policy through their propensity to solidarity. This functions as a device which
distances the policy-maker (in this case, the CWDC) from the centre of power,
aligning itself with the `subjects of power'. Exemplifying this, the National
Development Manager for Integrated Working explained at the conference that in
October 2006 the CWDC was given responsibility by the Departmentfor Children,
Schools and Families (DCSF) for implementation of the Common Assessment
Framework, the Lead Professional, Information Sharing and multiagency working
initiatives. She askedplaintively, `we've only just got used to these (documents)
...
don't changethem radically ... ' By pleading that she had been pushedinto working
with this large number of difficult documents by a higher body, the National
DevelopmentManagerfor IntegratedWorking madea case for the audienceto refrain
from radical change- despiteher later comment that `we are at the very early stages,
and as such we are keen to have your thoughts.' Corroborating this, the conference
pack stated that the event was intended to `hear about and share experiences of
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integrated working' and to look at the `challenges and barriers to integrated
working'.

148

This oscillation between presenting the policy as a non-negotiable package on the one
hand, and inviting the expression of the democratic mandate on the other, was also
demonstrated at a `Westminster Briefing' on implementing Inclusion policy, entitled
`Promoting Discipline,

Respect and Good Manners: Implementing Government

Strategy to Improve Children's

Behaviour'.

The introduction

to the conference

handbook read, `The aim of this morning's Briefing is not just to be a one-way flow
of information, but an opportunity for discussion and debate, where views and ideas
can be aired and shared.' There is nothing immediately negative about inviting such
debate, and the absence of a debate would in some senses be a more vociferous
expression of governmental authority. But that would have represented an outdated
expression of authoritarian power: as Foucault (1977) explains,

He who is subjected to a field of visibility, and who knows it, assumes
responsibility for the constraints of power ... he becomes the principle of his
own subjection. By this very fact, the external power may throw off its physical
is
weight ... it is a perpetual victory that avoids any
... confrontation and which
decided
in
advance.
always

(202-203)
Thus in feeling that we have `had our say', we are less likely to question that which
we are discussing. By bringing representatives from the Anti-Bullying Alliance,
Unicef, and the `Headmaster' of a `Full Service School' 149into the Westminster
Briefing, the policy-makers were offering an open discussion of methods to deliver a
policy they were not willing to question.

Mobilising metaphors:persuasivetropes
The representativesfrom Unicef and the Anti-Bullying Alliance at the Westminster
Briefing could be seen as constituting `mobilising metaphors'; powerful tropes
capableof persuadingprofessionalsto deliver inequitable policy without questioning
148This exemplifies one of Miller's (2004) `abstractions':that
which results when the representation
of theact of consultingcomes to replacethe purportedaim of consulting as a reorientation to users'
(72)
149A schoolwhich employs as permanentstaff all the members
of a multi-agency team, including for
examplea psychologistand a social worker.
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the underlying

normative prejudices enfolded into it. Another

example of a

`mobilising metaphor' concerns the familiar big statements that can be seen at these
'5° developing people, improving
policy conferences. `TDA:
young lives', proclaimed
the banner at the foot of every massively projected PowerPoint slide at the November
2007 CWDC conference. And in her introductory speech, the National Development
Manager for Integrated Working indicated her strategic and laudable aspirations,
explaining that `the goal' was `to create a world class workforce for children, young
people and families', and that `Integrated Working',

as a policy, was designed to

involve `everyone supporting children and young people working together effectively
to put the child at the centre, meet their needs and improve their lives' and to be
`championing children'. She later introduced the Children's Plan, the new DCSF
department, and the Children's Workforce Strategic Action Plan as vehicles- 'key
documents; key drivers' to `embed', `humanising' this prerogative a few minutes later
with the statement that `change is fundamentally about people and practice, not just
common systems and procedures.'

Thesegrandiosestatementsmake it very difficult for a voice of dissent to make itself
heard.As one of the `policy implementers' attending this conference,I was sitting in
the audience,exhaustedfrom a long week of trying to supportyoung people living in
the midst of extreme domestic violence and permanently excluded from school for
sexualassault,and unableto get a social worker interestedin one of my casesbecause
the young personwas over fourteenyearsof age and this fell outside Enway's funding
boundaries for intensive social worker involvement. I had a nagging feeling that
`IntegratedWorking' (actually implementedas a cheaperalternative to the funding of
social workers) was failing thesechildren. But as Whitty (2002) explains, `to suggest
that current policies might not be the best way of doing better, or asking whether we
are clear about what we mean by doing better, [is] too often regardedas treachery'
(137). In other words, voicing my concernswould run the risk of positioning me as
someoneopposed to these big statements:opposed to the mobilising metaphorsof
`improving young lives' and `championingchildren'.

Aso
Training and DevelopmentAgency for Schools.
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TheChild as mobilising metaphor
When public work is concerned with children, it makes the mobilising

metaphors

inherent in their policy discourse especially difficult to challenge. Edelman (2004)
discusses a series of public appeals made by US President Clinton

on behalf of

America's children' (2) during which one of the television advertisements showed
Clinton saying, "`We're fighting for the children. Whose side are you on? "' (ibid).
Edelman explains that `the Child' as a metaphor is `an ideological mobius strip
... so
obviously unquestionable' and is what `distinguishes public service announcements
[what I read as `policy

discourse']

from the partisan discourse of political

argumentation' (2).

The reason that `the Child' is such a powerful metaphor is that it embodies potential:
it represents a future. Marshall (1996) locates the ancestry of this mobilising metaphor
in the nineteenth century, where `fears of urban disorder in the context of
industrialisation can be understood to have produced a focus on the child as a key
point of reform and progress through education' (93). Because policy - the public
service announcement of politics - `works to affirm a social structure, which it then
intends to transmit to the future', the Child `remains the perpetual horizon of every
acknowledged politics, the phantasmic beneficiary of every political

intervention'

(Edelman 2004: 8). At the same time, there is an undercurrent of accepted wisdom that
`degeneracy could be nipped in the bud, by regulating the development of children in
order to ensure their fitness as adults' (Walkerdine 1998: 165). This might partially
explain the policy-wave of `early intervention strategies' (for example, the Common
Assessment Framework and its application to children still in the womb, '" or the new
`Healthy Lives, Brighter Futures' child health document (Department of Health
2009), which offers increased access to contraception for teenagers), ' 52 filtering down
through children's services departments. Not only are they cheaper to implement, but
they represent an investment in the future: the `production of the democratic citizen'
(Walkerdine 1998: 176).

Truly an early intervention.
152An even earlier intervention will interventions becomeso early that they begin to be
targetedat
...
the stampingout of the twinkle in a prospectivedaddy's eye
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The power of `the Child' as a mobilising metaphor also insidiously distracts our
attention from those things a government may want to conceal, including

the

reduction of public spending and the restriction of civil liberties. Later in this chapter
I will make an ethnographic account of the capturing of the stories and extended
bodies of young people in Enway's official documentation. At this point, however, it
is important to mention that there are more and more data-capturing mechanisms in
place, and that these have been implemented in response to devastatingly sad cases of
child death, such as those of Victoria Climbie in 2000 and Baby P in 2007 (discussed
in chapter one), both followed by extensive media coverage documenting a perceived
failure of public services to collaborate sufficiently to stop the extreme neglect and
abuse.This might be seen as a clue to the problem of interagency professional conflict
which I have raised in this thesis, but the perceived answer to this `failure to
collaborate' has been in part to develop more and more detailed and time consuming
data capturing opportunities. Data captured as an `early intervention strategy' could
be used later to `predict' a person's likely misbehaviour. But as Edelman (2004)
explains, `our enjoyment of liberty is eclipsed by the lengthening shadow of a Child
whose freedom to develop undisturbed ... terroristically holds us all in check' (21).
Lightfoot (2009) demonstrates this, reporting that `[a]mong a proliferation of
government databases, the three causing concern over legality, privacy and consent
were set up to protect children'

(1). Lightfoot's

Guardian Education article was

written in response to a Joseph Rowntree Reform trust report, Database State
(Anderson 2009). It stated that following the loss of two CD-Roms containing names
and addressesfrom the Child Benefit database in October 2007,

[t]he old line `if you have nothing to hide, you have nothing to fear' was
given a very public rebuttal. The millions of people affected by this data
loss, who may have thought they had nothing to hide, were shown that they
do have much to fear from the failures of the databasestate.
(4)
`The Child', then, as a mobilising metaphor, generatesa particularly potent mixture
of insidious power and danger to civil liberties. It is also perhaps the basis of the
`within-child' approach with its pathologising adherenceto discourses of `need'
(Thomas and Loxley 2001; discussedin chapter three) and its link to the prejudiced
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gatekeeping practices of the `Hard to Place' Pupil Placement Panel described in
chapters four to seven.

Self evaluation as a technique to internalise the technologies of power
In order to further internalise the big statements of policy which are 'mobilising
devices' and a technology of power, the technique of 'self evaluation' is often
discussed at the conferences. At the CWDC conference, the National Development
Manager for Integrated Working projected onto the massive screen at the front of the
room a visual model of `a workforce reform model' consisting of concentric circles,
with `children, young people and families'
`specialist skills and expert knowledge';

at the centre, wrapped around with

`common skills: Common Assessment

Framework'; `change management; local workforce';

and `partnership working for

senior managers'. Having effectively placed the pupil's extended body at the centre of
a hierarchy of power, the Manager for Integrated Working then advised that in order
to manage this model, there would be `guidance for local areas', with a 'self
assessment tool' and `guidance for Children's Services workers on using the self
assessment tool'. The genealogy of the strategy of self-assessment is described by
Rose (1989) as deriving from the nineteenth century's new focus on the limiting of
state's rights to interfere in the private lives of citizens. Like water flowing to fill an
empty space, authoritarian power found its way into `private citizens' through other
means. Forcible policing techniques were no longer needed if the individual now saw
itself as `in a contract in which individual and society would have mutual claims and
obligations ... Each individual was to become an active agent in the maintenance of a
healthy and efficient polity, exercising a reflective scrutiny over
(Rose
... conduct'
1989: 228).

Rose (1989) describesthese post-Rousseauindividuals as being `obliged to be free'
(218). Children's Servicesworkers are thus charged not only with tracking a child's
extendedbody throughthe hierarchy of power, but of recording andjudging their own
performance in this endeavour. I have replicated a tracking sheet: the 'Pupil
PlacementPanelreferral contact report sheet', (Fig. I, page 225 below in the section
on documentation)on which I was responsible for recording the interactions and
various methodsof recordingjudgments and interventions made on behalf of a young
person who had been permanently excluded, and which illustrates this point. Self215

evaluation, self-assessment, or even `reflective practice' can seduce policy
implementers into feeling that they are in charge of their own destiny. Their
responsibility to discharge their own duties and to improve or not see' inequity is
easier to implement if it is thought of as `a choice'.

A splendid environment
A splendid environment also often seduces the policy implementers attending these
conferences into accepting policy as something which "clearly'...

inescapably ought

to be done and `stands to reason' and cannot be negotiated or bargained over' (Shore
and Wright (1997: 20).

The WestminsterBriefing was held in a large, deeply carpetedhotel, with a massive
marble staircasesweeping up towards the seminar rooms, and a full three course
lunch with exquisitely delicate pannacotta tartlets for dessertserved by experienced
in

long

event was held at
`Rendezvous@Novotel',a large, shiny conference centre in a hotel at the heart of

waiters

starched aprons. The

CWDC

London, and we were given little sausagesin a light, buttery pastry, and free pads of
creamy olive paper to write notes on. Dazzled by the big city surroundings, and sleepy
after a large, carbohydrate-laden lunch, the `We/you'
oscillating alignment, now with the workforce,

hierarchy; the confusingly

then with the government; the

grandiose statements; and the obligatory soul-searching `self-evaluation' technique all
serve to develop a policy-implementer identity aligned with that of the policy-makers.
Shore and Wright explain that `when people failed to identify with the policies of
their rulers, the normative power of modern government lost its ideological grip'
(1997: 31). Maintaining an ideological grip requires the foregrounding of some things
(`Championing Children') and the eclipsing of others: for example, the problems of
normative institutional prejudice and value for money.

Hidden agendas
Value for money was not foregrounded at the CWDC conference,but the hidden
agendaseemedto be to remove a significant caseloadfrom the more expensiveremit
of Children's Services social workers whilst ostensibly promoting the `Lead
Professional', `Common Assessment Framework', and `Information Sharing'
protocols. It was not an easy task for the policy-makers to obfuscatethis 'value for
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money' goal, as children's services staff-members across the country were deeply
concerned that these `Integrated Working'

tools would add massively to their

workload. This concern was reflected by a report at the conference on a pilot study in
Peterborough which had found that `the Lead Professional Role adds five to eight
hours a week to the workload. ' 153

But `cost-effectiveness' is promoted amongst public services workers as an ethical
concern, to the point at which it is shamelessly foregrounded as a justification

for

inclusive action. The head teacher at the `Full-Service School' who attended the
Westminster Briefing explained how his school's strategies saved money in the long
term. The school had supported a student through street-art- based re-engagement
tactics, and the head teacher explained that: `In normal circumstances he would have
disappeared. We saved a young man who is now a tax payer. ' 154

The techniques described above go some way towards answering Shore and Wright's
question, `How are normative claims used to present a particular way of defining a
problem and its solution, as if these were the only ones possible, while enforcing
closure or silence on other ways of thinking or talking? ' (1997: 3). They represent
techniques of political

`spin'- which, it should be mentioned, may function to

overcome disbelief and ideological discomfort to achieve the conflicting

aims of

`inclusion' and `attainment' (Whitty 2002), and which may be partially at the root of
professionals' lack of reflexivity on the basis of the norming structures of prejudice I
have laid out in previous chapters.

Once we are away from the controlled environments of these government
conferences,however,how is policy embeddedand enforced?

's' And in mentioningthis, the organiserswere oscillating again to
align themselveswith the policyimplementers.
154For the headteacher,this
pupil would have simply 'disappeared'. But the story prompts the thought
have
happened
through a processof abjection. The word 'disappeared'encapsulatesfor
that this might
me the statusof what I could call 'the abjecting event' not as a chosenseries of actions but as a natural
extrusion from a body of somethingthat does not belong, as in the way a wood splinter, left to resolve
itself, is naturallypushedout of the soft skin of a padded fingertip. Thus permanentexclusion does not
constitute'a policy'.
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Local authority events
Enway Council setsup its own internal conferencesand these could be said to be an
attemptto translategovernmentpolicy into local context and embedit into practice.
Giving a good impression
At the Children's Inclusion Services (CIS) annual conference in October 2006, staffmembers were told that a Joint Area Review of Enway was being planned. This was
an OFSTED-type review of `integrated' health, social care, education, and youth
justice services by a team consisting of OFSTED, the Healthcare Commission, the
Audit Commission, and three other similar bodies. The Director of Children's
Services told us that the team would be looking at case studies of vulnerable children,
and that we needed to consider:

How do we make sure the inspection team get a good first impression?

How do we make sure we tell them a consistentstory? Let's not pretend-we
needto showcasehere.
They will be looking for evidenceof impact on outcomes.
Don't grind your own axe- you will be askedwhat you've done about it.
Field-notes,October2006
It was not clear whether senior managers really wanted actual 'evidence'. What was
certainly wanted, however, was a `showcase'- for the department to be telling the
inspectors the `consistent story' that they wanted to hear. Impression and experience
were collapsed into an officially mandated `story', the `truth' of which was much less
important than the production of a laudable depiction of the `truth'. This exemplifies
two of Miller's (2004) `abstractions' leading to an attitude of 'Virtualism':

that which

arises `from the scale of the institutions', and that which arises from `the practice of
externalisation taking factors out of the frame of reference during evaluation' (72).

During the evaluation period, which lasted about three weeks, individual Enway
workers were called into several meetings with inspectors.In these meetings, they
were asked to give their opinion on or justify `evidence' (paperwork). The feverish
preparationfor this inspection was such that walking into the Enway Inclusion office
during the first week, I kept expecting to see clipboard-carrying inspectors in pale
shirts and ties peering over our shouldersas we wrote emails, made calls to schools
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and filed away a variety of descriptions of young people's behaviour. We had even
been asked to tidy our desks. What actually happened felt somehow more sinister.
Our managers would suddenly be asked to `go upstairs' to the Director's office to
answer inspectors' questions. They would often be seen running out of the office,
looking flushed and anxious. The effect was to place them on a similar hierarchy to
ourselves; they would be pulled out of the kinds of important meetings and telephone
calls they would never usually be able to leave. There was a marked disjunction,
between the need to, for example, stay and discuss a child in crisis with assembled
professionals, and the need to leave that crisis meeting to go upstairs and relate the
efficiency with which such crises were generally managed. It effectively reduced the
fruitfulness of the meeting they had been obliged to leave. This was indicative of both
Miller's `practice of externalisation' (2004: 72) and of the gap between the Director's
request for a `consistent story' and the unfolding narrative of the child about whom
the meeting downstairs was being held. Although they usually showed good
intentions in their work, this did not matter to the managers, as the Director had given
them their first priority: to give a good impression. This coaching in abstraction
served to distance professionals from the effects of their actions on young peoples'
experience, privileging `impressions' over reflexive action.

Aligning with thefrontline workers
Another seminar at the same Enway Children's Services event at which the Joint Area
Review instructions were given involved the dissemination of information
about the
newly introduced `Common Assessment Framework' (CAF) and `Lead Professional'
(LP) role initiatives. These were the government's attempts, described above, to
promote integrated services for young people falling just below the threshold of need
qualifying them for the support of a (comparably more expensive) social worker. The
Enway CAF Coordinator told us,

This is yet anotherform, anotherlayer of bureaucracy.
Does it really help or improve multiagency, collaborative working?
There is already confusion around the idea of keyworkers- are these designated
social workers?Or Lead Professionals?
Field-notes,October2006
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By complaining about bureaucracy and confusion and thereby aligning herself with
those of us `training' to implement the new integrated working policies, the CAF and
LP Coordinator was using a similar tactic to that used at the CWDC conference. At
the same time, verbalising an alignment with `frontline workers' serves to `encompass
diversity through presenting dissenting opinion. This sets the scene for dealing with
dissent as a minority view' (Strathern 2005: 472). A similar effect is achieved through
a demonstration of `youth participation' decision-making activities.

'Voice' and consultation
I heard that the Assistant Director of Children's Services, Leslie, was chairing a
`Youth Participation' steering group. On joining this group, however, I became
disconcerted with the methods used to gather the `youth voice'. Although a youth
conference, face to face interviews, and participation events had been organised, the
majority of the report which was to be submitted by the Youth Participation Panel as
part of the Children's Plan development exercise was derived from a questionnaire
sent out to hundreds of school pupils. The questions I looked at seemed to me to be
overly directive.

For example, young people were asked, `Do you feel that
questionnaires like this one help us to understand your opinions about services for
children and young people? ' The pupils whose voices were most likely to be silenced
(those who spoke English as an additional language, `looked after' children moving
from one school to another as their foster care placements changed, dyslexic students,
and excluded pupils not present at school to fill out the questionnaire, for example)
would not have been involved in this exercise. Leslie's team was (perhaps without
awareness) less concerned with collecting the actual views of young people than with
the appearance of having done so. This could be read as a form of Zizek's (2008)
`objective violence' (see chapter six), perpetuating disadvantage by failing to unearth
genuinely useful feedback from the most disadvantaged children. But the semblance
of youth `participation' in decision-making was a mobilising metaphor, lending the
validity of the `service-user's voice' to the policies to be produced, and distracting
attention from the deep veins of institutional prejudice.

Mobilising Metaphorsin Enway
The October 2006 internal conference was also an opportunity for Enway's own
policy-makers to implement the policy that central government had asked them to
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implement. To do this, Enway made use of its own mobilising metaphors. The Enway
CIS Plan gave the Directorate Mission statements:

"

Children first

"

Deliver the 5 Every Child Matters Outcomes

"

Integrated service delivery

"

Listen to children, young peopleand their families

Again, opposition to the subsequent details of the CIS Plan would have implied that
workers were not aligned with the big aspirational statements- for example, putting
children first, or listening to families. However, over the following three years in
Enway, I observed that finances, league table position, and `health and safety' were
often put first, rather than children. Service delivery had not by September 2009
become integrated. And although efforts to genuinely listen to children, young people
and families had started to blossom in isolated patches, they had not become
embedded deeply and broadly into practice.

Use of statistics
It has been shown in this thesis and elsewhere that the existence of league tables has
caused head teachers to be more likely to welcome previously excluded pupils into
their schools if a good set of GCSE results is to be expected (chapters three and seven;
Osler and Vincent 2003; Cooper 2002; Rendall and Stuart 2005; Ball 2001). This
illustrates the problems that can be caused on the `front line'
when policy-makers
borrow the validating gloss that can arise from the quoting of a statistic. This gloss, it
could be suggested, does not merely distract attention from institutional prejudice, but
actively produces it.

At the CIS (Children's Inclusion Services)conference,documentationprinted on high
quality paper and neatly bound offered delegatesa selection of interesting statistics
togetherwith a written analysisof them. In every age-group,the most underachieving
groups were those labelled as `Black Somali', `White Other', and `Gypsy Roma'.
`Black British' pupils were shown to be improving fastest, achieving at two
percentagepoints above their `White British' counterparts.However, as discussedin
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disseminated, the Chief Inspector
chapter seven, three years after these statistics were
for Ethnic Minority Achievement had been made redundant, having been told he
`should be happy' as he had `done his job', and the new policy was focussed on
`White Working-class Boys'. There was no specific policy to support Gypsy Roma
familiar with and successful in
and Somali pupils, and in fact the Enway school most
for closure to make way for a new
educating Gypsy Roma children was earmarked
impression
academy, due to its low attainment rates. Quoting the statistics gave the
that policy was being arranged to organise for improvements. It is an example of
follows `from an exaggerated respect
another of Miller's (2004) `abstractions', as it
for hard quantitative over soft qualitative data' (72). As I explained in chapter seven,
during the next round of statistics-gathering in Enway, in 2008, an Enway policy
Gypsy Roma
officer told me that they had `not been asked' for a report on Somali and
children.

A reliance on statistics has been called by Fielding (2001) `the idolatry of
measurement' (146). He concludes,

The worry here is that strength of conviction about the necessity of
measurementblinds its proponentsto the limitations of current instruments
and we all end up not only mismeasuringthe measurablebut misrepresenting
the immeasurableor elusive aspectsof education which so often turn out to be
centralto our deeperpurposesand more profound aspirations.
(146)
The Enway school whose inclusive ethos welcomed and educatedthe children of
Traveller families was one of the fatalities of this misrepresentation of the
`immeasurable';victim to its own deeperpurpose and profound aspiration. It follows
that the reliance on and `idolatry' given to a chosen set of statistics is a feature of
institutional racism, in the caseof the group of Traveller pupils attending the closing
school.
Butler (2004) identifies `governmentality' as operating `through policies and
departments,through managerial and bureaucratic institutions
diffusely
in
...
...
relation to specific policy aims' (52). These diffuse operations are evident in the
description, above, of the oscillating alignments of those charged with making and
embedding policy. They are also evident in the theatrical staging (the self222

representation; what Miller (2004) terms `Virtualism') intrinsic in the hidden agendas
barely concealed by irrefutable mobilising metaphors; in the dazzling policy
conference environments; in the choices of and idolatry of statistics; and in the

constructedrepresentationpractices inherent in surveillance regimes reliant on the
internalising of authoritarianpower through a requirementfor official self-evaluation.
I have described in this thesis the ways in which the extended bodies of pupils at risk
'55 and this is also one of the ways
of exclusion can be represented in documentation,
in which authoritarian power and policies are situated `not only in the inextricability
of a functioning, but in the coherence of a tactic' (Foucault 1977: 139). As Foucault
later adds, `[t]he examination that places individuals in a field of surveillance also
situates them in a network of writing; it engages them in a whole mass of documents
that capture and fix them' (ibid, 189). The next section penetrates the mechanisms of
normative authoritarian power further, and looks at an area of specific activity
involved in the administration of permanent exclusion from school: documentation.

Changing policy: Chinks of vulnerability

in the enormity of the surveillance task

Thepaper trail
The officially mandated bits of a pupil's extended body, subjected to the critical event
of a threatened or actual permanent exclusion, makes its passage through databases,
filing cabinets, and document shredders. For example, Mahad' 56 had his behaviour
logged at school in `Incident Slips' and then collated by an administrator and relogged onto an electronically held database. This Behaviour Log was printed out and
photocopied for the permanent exclusion Governors' Hearing. Following the hearing,
after permanent exclusion had been ratified, a letter was written to Mahad's mother
explaining the exclusion, a copy of which was held in his school file. For the Pupil
Placement Panel, the Behaviour Log and letters were collated and stapled with a cover
sheet for the Panel, detailing his name, address, parents' names, ethnicity, a precis of
the behaviour history and of related interventions (such as fixed term exclusions or
referrals) to date. This was copied to the twenty-five Panel members, some of whom
left their copies at the end of the Panel meeting for shredding. A few copies were
issFor example,in the caseof ageassessments
madeby bordercontrolofficials,describedin chapter
seven.

156The Turkish boy who had beenpermanentlyexcludedfor sexualassault,
whose mother had been in
prison, describedin chapter five.
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retained, for example by me, in order to carry out the reintegration meeting at
Mahad's new school placement. A copy was also sent to the new school. This was
inserted into a file, which would also contain a new set of paperwork completed by
Mahad's parent during the reintegration meeting. This school paperwork included
another form requiring addressesand contact details, another form requiring ethnicity
data, doctors' contact details, preferred subjects, and details of involvement with other
services. Later that month Mahad and his mother met me at a CAMHS157 meeting,
where a longer history of Mahad's life was taken, with teachers and family members
present to add to the narrative. These case-notes were retained at the CAMHS Centre,
together with the bundle from the Pupil Placement Panel. Back in the Enway
Children's Services offices, a copy of the whole file was kept in a locked filing
cabinet whilst further copies from the Panel lay unsecured in bin-bags waiting to be
shredded by the young volunteer who came in on Fridays. She would sit, totally
absorbed, reading every detail within each stack of papers, before feeding them nosily
into the shredding machine. Paper dust hung in the air around her as paper facsimiles
of bits of Mahad's and other children's extended bodies were nonchalantly shredded
in an act of objective violence (Zizek 2008; see chapter three). In the meantime,
Mahad's progress from one school to another and details of referral to the Panel and
to CAMHS were held on an Admissions Department database, which l had access to.
Notes from teachers, Admissions officers, administrators and other professionals
which had arrived by email or attachment in electronic format were saved in the notes
section of this database (excluding details passed on orally or in handwritten notes),
and were often used to write reports or to give information to other professionals such
as social workers, who might call to ask what was happening with the case. The
whole trail was recorded on its own special handwritten tracking sheet (replicated
with identifying details changed below):

157
Child and AdolescentMental Health Services.
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Fig 1: Contact Report Sheet

Pupil Placement Panel referral contact report sheet
Pupil Name 4afadxzX

Provision

d. o. b.

Year Group to

x

Contact no. home xzxxxxxxxx

Sheet no. 1

Forrest(Boys

Mobile no. 07xxxxxxrxz
Initials

Date

Notes

7.6.07

(Pane!
--+ dual registeredwit( Church(Forestor ForrestBoys aZq1V
14C
from
Poss.
Viked
, cfusion paperwork arrived
Ennon Castle School
school aC

8.6.08

inappropriate.
11.6.07 Letter to schoolinfife
26.6.07 As Church 'Forestfelt unable to support reintegration, has beenplaced at Forrest

14C
J4C

Boys- fetter infile
14.807

Letterfrom admissionsandifeadofInclusion

to get reintegration moving- in file

4,907

Cafff omXXat'Forrest Boys-Vg Fri 7/9 at 9.30am

SIC

IAC

Spokew/mum- will beattending

'AC
U
home
PR,
liaison
Called
to speakto
school
officer who will speakw/6eaefteacher 4C
.
and mayattend, or ca(XX at'Forrest if nobodycancome

"

Spokcw/TYouthinclusionsupport(Project-willrefer--aemaifed.Taft consentform to
meetingto sign andfax,

5.9.77

Spokc w/lead teacherat (PRV- XXat'Forrest can caQ-fer'Fri P9L1to discussprotocol

4C

/1C

if necessary

Left messag%mailedw/'YoungWindsproject managerandC, MJ(S doctor

y1C

6.9.07

; ferral to CA"CS completed

AC

7.9.07

w setfor Oct 17 9am

AC

Fax to YouthInclusion Supportproject(signaturepage)

AC

It can be seen from the tracking sheet above that the paperwork, carrying Mahad's
story, had its own journey to make. Emails and phone calls were also made and
logged. Thus a multitude of documents,including behaviour logs, PastoralSupport
plans, admissionsdocuments,records of academic scores, and attendancetracking
print-outs were all called into service when the Enway `Hard to Place' Pupil
PlacementPanel tried to make a decision on where a permanently excluded pupil
should be placed.
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Behaviour Logs were particularly difficult documents to work with as they worked to
`capture and fix' normative representations of the pupil in a paper form which became
darker and grainier and more difficult to read as it was repeatedly photocopied as
`evidence'. The Behaviour Log privileged one part of a young person's extended
body above all the other kaleidoscopic elements as it did not give space for the pupil
to put his or her side of the story, and was always viewed as a justification

for

discipline rather than as a source of information to assist in planning for support. At
the same time, the observation/record-keeping nature of Behaviour Logs could be
read as a `modern pedagogic practice' related to the historical adoption in schooling
of child study and observational record making in alignment with `developmental
psychological principles ... so taken for granted that it is difficult to see precisely
what could be questionable about them' (Walkerdine in Henriques 1998: 150; see also
Rose 1989: 145-154). The link between psychology and discipline is thus made clear.

In a BehaviourLog distributed at Mahad's permanentexclusion Governors' Hearing,
there were nine pagesof comment. Each pagewas divided into two columns: on the
left, a narrow column recorded the date of each incident. On the right, teacher
comments described a story of Mahad's life at school from September 2004 until
March 2007. A sample of these comments read:
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Fig 2a: Behaviour log

Date
12.02.05

Summary of Incidents/Behaviour
Letter home (Geography). Concerns over Mahad's lack of work and
disruptive behaviourin recent lessons.Also his lack of cooperation with
the teacher.

19.02.05

Incident Slip (ICT). Mahad smashed down the keyboard on the desk

causing the spacebar to fall off. This was the final straw in a lesson
where he had done no work, was continually out of his seat and
constantlydisturbing others.Removedby Senior Management.
10.4.05

Incident Slip (History). Late to lesson.Mahad had knocked down chairs
in the dining room. One hit a meal supervisor. Mahad refused to

apologise. Mahad refused to put his shoes on all lesson. Had no
equipment. Did no work. Put head on desk to sleep. Sent out. Refused to
follow instructions. Would not answer any questions for 20 minutes.
Banging on the wall.

16.4.05

Seclusion(2 days).Urinating againsta door when sentout of lesson.

18.6.05

Incident slip (lunchtime). Mahad was up a tree in the playground. He

refusedto get down despitebeing asked 3 times. He said `shut up you
****ing ****'. He got down eventually and started shouting `shut up',
'you don't know my nameanyway'. Mahad spokento and warned.
All nine pagesof commentssuch as thesewere limited to negative incidents and did
not describe Mahad's own view of each story or possible contextual reasons behind
each incident. For example, the Log does not mention that in 2005 his mother had
come out of prison after several years. Some of the more `disturbed' behaviour

(urinating againsta classroomdoor, for example) should perhaps have warranted an
investigation into all of the overlapping contexts in which Mahad lived. The Log
amounted to around sixty recorded events each year. But by the time Mahad was
permanently excluded in 2008 for sexually inappropriate behaviour and `sexual
assault', nothing, beyond tracking, had been done to addressthe context in which
Mahadwas growing up, or the relationshipshe had with staff. On 12.2.05,he was said
to demonstratea `lack of cooperation' with the teacher. But cooperationis not a onepersonendeavour.The Behaviour Log, with its `within-child' focus, can be seen as
acting asa punitive tool of an `audit culture' (Strathern 2000). It is so taken with the
procedures of recording and auditing - with Fielding's (2001) `idolatry of
measurement'(146) - that it constitutesa kind of `tyranny of transparency'(Strathern
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2000b). The behaviour log in this case can thus be described as a virtualist abstraction
(Miller 2003) concealing the real task of helping Mahad behind a picture-wall of

`true' and recordedobservationsinfusedwith institutional prejudice.
As I explained in chapter three, Blackman and Venn (2010) point out that the body as

processdoesnot benefit necessarilyfrom being discussedsolely as a representation
since this is a reductive and static concept. The representations`captured and fixed'
(Foucault 1977:189) in a behaviour log have the effect of excluding from the young
person's story important details which, if accepted, would affect the ways in which

the child or young personwas supported.Behaviour logs, such asthe example below,
are a place in which a young person's extended body can, to their detriment, be
described and fixed in that description:

Fig 2b: Behaviourlog
Date

Summary of incidents/behaviour

22.9.05

Incident slip. Mahad was reportedto have beenthreateninga year 7 boy.
Mahad had apparentlybroken a window after school and the owner had
come out and grabbedanotherboy. He wantedto know who Mahad was.
Mahad got to hear about this and had threatenedto get the boy for giving
his nameover. Headof year spoketo Mahad and warned him re fighting.

[11

25.9.05

Seclusion (lunch + one lesson) Mahad slapped another student for no
behaviour. Mahad in seclusion until
reason.Uncooperative/unacceptable
Dad cameup at the end of the day. Mahad then excludedfor 7 days. 121

5.10.05

Mahad was slapping other students around the head as they entered the
building. Mahaddenieddoing this but it was witnessedby an adult. It was
also reportedby other students.131

8.10.05

Geography: challenging and disruptive behaviour. Told the teacher he
didn't have his planner and wouldn't give it to her even if he did have it.
The teachernotedthat his behaviour"seriously affects the
achievementof
the class". Mahadwas given 15 minutes detention.He climbed out of the

window.[41

One of the confounding problems with this kind of document'" is that those who use
it are standingin various roles: for example,that of `pastoralnurturer', that of `police
investigator', and that of `subject teacher'. The `pastoral nurturer' is evident in the
15$And an indication of the stressesunder which
school and childrens' servicesprofessionalsare
working.
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head of year's actions (paragraph 1) in speaking to Mahad and warning him about
fighting. Although the burden of proof in school investigations is usually held `on the
balance of probabilities', the teacher in the role of `police investigator' tries to use
legalistic `beyond all reasonable doubt' language- for example, Mahad's behaviour
`was reported' (paragraph 1) and `was witnessed' (paragraph 3). And the `subject
teacher' worries about `the achievement of the class' (paragraph 4). The Behaviour
Log document brings all these roles together into one corporate or institutional
personality. It would later be discussed in the Panel meeting as `The School':
School has recorded in the Behaviour

Log that Mahad "seriously

The

affects the

achievement of his classes"'. All of this amounts to the vulnerability of the Behaviour
Log and similar electronic or paper documents to the establishing of unqualified but
nonetheless calcifying judgements. As Lightfoot (2009) mentions in her discussion of
the new Contact Point database on all children of school age: `It is not just factual
information that is being logged. People who work with children are being compelled
to make judgments about them and their families that they are not qualified to make
...

`[t]ittle-tattle' will be entered on the system and treated as gospel' (1).

Even positive comments, if

abstracted and decontextualised, could result in
inappropriate or misguided decisions. Mahad's head teacher was at the Panel meeting
and described him as having `a bubbly personality', saying that he was popular with
teachers and staff. It was this comment (later recorded by myself, fixed in place in
document form, in a referral to CAMHS) that led Mahad to the first placement
following his permanent exclusion, at Forrest Boys School. Unfortunately, he was
unable to cope at another mainstream school and was excluded a second time, finally
finding his academic feet at the Enway Pupil Referral Unit. Had this comment not
been seized upon, some months at Forrest Boys would not have been wasted and
Mahad may have received the more intensive support he needed much sooner.

Another documentin which Mahad's extendedbody was describedand fixed was the
ONSET159Referral and Screening Youth Inclusion Support Panel (YISP) form.
YISPs had been establishedacross the country from 2003 to try to predict and stop
159
The standardisedreferral and assessmentframework designedby the youth justice board to help
preventionprogrammesto identify if a young person would benefit from early intervention, and to
determinethe risk factorsthat should be reducedand the protective factorsthat should be enhancedin
order to stophim or her offending or committing anti-social behaviour,
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criminal or young offending behaviour. They were formed as `fair access panels'
(which function as funding distributors); collaborations between Youth Service teams
(who run diversionary activities, such as youth clubs); local and school-based policing
teams; and Youth Offending Service teams, who are responsible for the support,
surveillance and enforcement of young people under court orders for offences already
committed. YISP referrals are of special note because they are intended to be acted
upon by `prevention teams'. As such, they are an embodiment of the 'early
intervention' model discussed above as indicative of Edelman's (2004) conception of
`the Child' as a mobilising metaphor. This metaphor is capable of prompting activities
that limit current civil liberties in order to secure the `wellbeing' of `the Child' in a
future which will never arrive (as `the Child' will be ever-present in policy-making
activities: `the Child' will never grow up). ONSET forms can be downloaded from the
internet160 and following yet another capturing of basic date-of-birth and address
details, take the referrer through a series of check-box statements. In carrying out its
task of predicting the need for input from a young offending `prevention team', the
form asks the referrer to confirm, among other things, whether the young person `is
separated from either or both of his or her parents', `does not use spare time
constructively',

`seems to be suffering

from

emotional

problems',

`displays

inappropriate self-esteem', `displays discriminatory attitudes against others', or `gets
easily bored'. There are five `Positive factors' to be chosen from, and thirty-two
negative factors, grouped under headings such as `Living and family arrangements',
`Neighbourhood and friends', `Emotional and mental health', `Perception of self and
others', and `Thinking, behaviour and attitudes'. Each heading asks for a few lines of
`evidence' (from non-police professionals, as with the Behaviour Log) for the boxes
ticked. In Mahad's ONSET form, the Behaviour Log was quoted as `evidence':

Behaviour report statesthat "Since his father becamehis main carer after he
spent time living with his mother, this has had an impact on Mahad's social
development.This in turn causedchangesin Mahad's behaviour. He was a
bright bubbly boy who underperformed due to these circumstances.
Behaviour changedwhen his mother came into his life after a three year
break. Mahad endedYear 7 excluded. On his return in Year 8 he seemedto
havematured and was happier, however his behaviour soon becamea cause
for concernagain. Mahad's behaviour is a real cause for concern and often
disturbing".
160Youth JusticeBoard (2003).
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Reading this comment, one might add to the roles of those charged with entering
notes onto a Behaviour Log, described above, a further role: that of `psychological
expert'. It details the type of case history and `professional judgment' one might find
in highly confidential mental health case-notes, but which has been written by a
teacher (not a psychologist), and then copied and recopied and distributed to school
governors, Inclusion officers, Panel members, administration workers, and those who
shred documents after Panel meetings. The language in the form explicitly invites this
type of comment on `behaviour', `attitudes' and `self-esteem', three of the extended
body `attributes' I have mentioned (in chapter three) as vulnerable to drawing
descriptive attention.

Whilst it might feel sensible to assessand target-fund the needs of young people who
have been identified as suffering `from emotional problems' or to re-educate young
161the ONSET form
people who display `discriminatory attitudes towards others' ,
does represent significant civil liberties issues. For example, would an adult be happy
for a referral form to be completed stating that he or she `does not use spare time
constructively' and therefore needs to be referred for diversionary activities'? The
procedure looks like something George Orwell (1949) might have written about in
1984, or close to the activities of the `Precrime' team on those who have featured in
predictive dreams of violent attack in the Spielberg (2002) film interpretation of a
Philip K Dick short story, Minority Report. Further, as has been noted by Anderson
(2009) in his report Database State,

All of thesesystemshave a rationale and a purpose. But
in too many cases,
...
the public are neither served nor protected by the increasingly
complex and
intrusive holdings of personal information invading every aspectof our lives
...
[the] systems have significant problems with privacy
Sharing [data] can
...
harm the vulnerable,not least by leadingto discrimination ...
and stigmatisation.
(4)
Fundamentalto the problems with this type of information-gathering exerciseis that
the peopleentering the data are not necessarilyqualified to make thejudgments they
are recording. This is not commensuratewith the validating power of an `opinion'
161A constructiveapproachto this is suggestedin the
concluding chapter.
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once it has been captured as `fact' on an official form. Documentation, then, is a
powerful tool for the delivery of a policy framework that allows the pennanent
exclusion of disadvantaged children and young people within a system built on a
`weak' model of inclusion.
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`Critical bureaucracy':

using documentation to implement agency in the field o/'

authoritarian power

Noticing the propensity for documentationto `capture and fix' (Foucault 1977:189)
pupils inside a policy framework, I tried early in my work as a Pupil Support Officer

to change some documents to investigate their efficacy in terms of promoting
genuinely inclusive practice. I chose to use the Reintegration Support Plan (RSP)

document.This documentwas used in meetingsbetween new headsof year, parents,
pupils, professionalsfrom other agencies(such as socialworkers) and supportstaff, to
discussand plan for a successfulreintegration into school, after the placement had
beenmadeby the Panel.When I first saw this blank form (Form 1), it provided plenty
of spacefor the concernsof the school, but no spacespecifically inviting the concerns
of the pupil:

Form 1: a form that `tracks' a situation
Reintegration Support Plan
Date:

Plan completed by:

Meeting attended by:
Name

Date

Year

M/F

Datepermanentexclusionupheld, if applicable:
Named school:

Last or current school

Date consideredby Pupil PlacementPanel:
start date:

Plan No:

Interimarrangements:
Long-termarrangements:
Additional considerations:

Pastoral and educational objectives:

Pupiltargets,basedon objectives

Targetmet at review?Please
comment:

2
3
Signed:

Parent

Local authority

School

Pupil

ggencles

Reviewdate (four schoolweeks):
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Thinking about making space for the voices of the pupil and parents or carers, ' 62 and

viewing the managementof behaviouras somethingthat neededto investigate school
environmentfactorsas closelyasthe pupil him or herself, I changedthe form to guide
the process-a reconfiguring of documentary and thinking space,and an act of what
we might call `critical bureaucracy':
Form 2: a form that `dealswith' a situation
Reintegration

Support Plan
Plan completed by:

Date:
Meeting attended by:

Name

Date

Year M/F

Last or currentschool

Date permanent exclusion upheld, if applicable:

Date considered by Pupil Placement Panel:

start date:

Namedschool:

Plan No:

Interim arrangements:
Long-term arrangements:
Additional considerations
Parent/carer:

Pupil:

School:

Other agencies:
Pastoral and educational objectives:
Targets, based on

School support strategies.

Person responsible for

Monitored by LA Officer at

objectives

including positive

providing support and

review:

reinforcement:

monitoringprogress:

2
Signed:

Parent/carer

Local authority

School

Pupil

Agencies

Reviewdate (four schoolweeks):

Form 2 included a larger spacefor the concernsof parentsand pupils to be recorded;
and each target now required a corresponding commitment from the school,
reminding staff of the need for positive reinforcement, and designating a named
support person. The form guided the meeting to see support planning as a joint
162
And acknowledging that some young people may have carersratherthan parents.
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endeavour, placing responsibility within the group collectively, rather than monitoring
the pupil's own progress towards pupil-based targets. It was an attempt to guide the
professional gaze away from a pathologising view of the pupil and back towards a
more reflexive integrated view of the situation which included the way in which the
institution was operating. It became a place where it was possible to add the opinions
of people other than the professionals, challenging the `supposed empiricism'
Foucault (xii: 1989) identified in the medical, pathologising `gaze' (see chapter three).
This form became somewhat of an action research project, as over the following two
years I gradually expanded the space for pupil comments and added the `Agencies'
signature box to promote the participation of social workers and other involved
professionals in the school-based process. The form also became something schools
began to use independently of local authority involvement.

The development of the second Reintegration Support Plan form described above was
an attempt to ameliorate the inequitable quality of the recorded information that was
capturing and fixing pupils, and to support and reintegrate rather than pathologise,
label and mark out as lacking the qualities required to belong. As Walkerdine (1998)
explains in her discussion of nursery record cards on which teachers recorded their
child study observations of the developmental stages of play, `the apparatuses of the
pedagogy are no mere application but a site of production in their own right' (I 57). If
the pedagogical apparatus of the first Reintegration Support Plan form (above, Form
1) was the `site of production' of a pupil held solely
responsible for his own
educational and social failures, then perhaps Form 2 could be a `site of production' of
a

pupil-parent-professional

collaboration

taking

equitable

responsibility

for

supporting a successful period of schooling.

Walkerdine's (1998) Foucauldian conception of `regimes of truth created by
psychology ... internally related to shifts and transformationsin pedagogic practice'
(158) is particularly important here because this thesis focuses on
young people
whose `behaviour' has often been pathologised to the detriment of reflexivity about
the objective violence of institutional prejudice. Thus if documentationis understood
as a space in which authoritarian power can be exercisedthrough the describing or
representingof selectedaspectsof the extendedbodies of young people (sometimes
known as `labelling'), a change in the documentation
can also provide a
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reconfiguration of space. This is what Allen (2009) calls `a space of critical
enunciation', and is a space in which young people can potentially exercise their
`voice', or flex their agency, both in their extended body and in public space in the
contested spaceof the field of authoritarian power.

Vulnerability in the size of the task of authoritarian surveillance: critical mass?
The ways in which documentation can be altered can help to find a space for the
strategic use of power ('critical bureaucracy'), through privileging the `voice' of those
disempowered within the children's services system. By requiring positive input from
all engaged parties, the auditing task for which the new version of the Reintegration
Support Plan document was first called into service (developing a holistic picture of
the entangled experience of a young person at risk of exclusion from school) can in
itself reveal some vulnerabilities in the institution. This exercise can more deeply
support a rebalancing of the strategic use of power.

An example of critical bureaucracy in use as a power-rebalancing strategy is apparent
in the case of the OFSTED inspection of one of the Enway schools, Cherry Tree. This
school had during the 2000s made great strides in terms of its `value added' results. In
other words, it succeeded in raising the educational attainment of its large population
of pupils `with English as an additional language', and was particularly successful in
terms of supporting refugee children in settling into education, and including children
with physical disabilities. But when OFSTED made its inspection, this school found
itself on the `National Challenge' list of schools `at risk' because it did not have 30%
of its pupils receiving the gold standard of at least five GCSEs at grade C or above
including English and Maths. Whilst `value added' scores (i. e. the measure of the
increase in attainment) are recorded, they are not taken into account when a school is
designated as `failing' or not. So a school where all the children begin in Year 7 with
average to above average standardised test scores (linked to social class and the level
of cultural capital- see chapter six) is measured in exactly the same way as a school
where most of the Year 7 pupils begin with very low to low average test scores.
Cherry Tree, like most schools (and like Enway in the Joint Area Review described
above), however, had grown to understand what OFSTED wanted to see. So having
been given two days notice of their next inspection, staff, in
an act of critical
bureaucracy, organised for the twelve most disruptive pupils to climb into
a minibus
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and go on an educational and diversionary school trip on the two days when OFSTED
inspectors were in school. Because the OFSTED inspection regime relies heavily on a
self-evaluation system - schools must complete a `self-evaluation form' (SEF) which
is then used as the basis of the OFSTED inspection - schools have first become
accustomed to and then developed an adeptness at representing themselves in a way
to which OFSTED responds favourably. Foucault's (1977) understanding of the
development of internalised surveillance is clearly in action here (see also Rose
1989).

Has the universalised internalisation of authoritarian power reached critical mass? Has
it become so large that surveillance has become perfunctory, relying too much on
internalised surveillance as a strategy, reading a show of surveillance as evidence of
an adequately surveilled organisation; and so making islands of resistance more easy
to implement? If the internalisation of authoritarian power has become a globalised
phenomenon, perhaps global problems do not warrant global solutions but small local
solutions, such as the second Reintegration Support Plan form, above, redesigned with
attention to detail in order to reconfigure the discursive and descriptive space. Small
local solutions require a space for local agency. The Reintegration Support Plan form
demonstrates that this agency is available to be activated in documentary space. The
next section will focus on finding this space across a broader area.
The field of authoritarian

power as a contested space

As I have explained at the beginning of this chapter, policy is `an expressionof
intent'. We have found possibilities for agency inside the extended body of the
permanentlyexcludedpupil. This requiresa contestwhere pupils have beensupported
to self-advocatein the face of the dominant authoritarian discourse.163Similarly, the
field of authoritarianpower representsa space in which contestsover inclusion and
exclusion can be held, where the instrumentsof government (which are also subjects,
according to Foucault 1977) learn to self-advocate alongside the subjects of
government.

13 Seechapterthree.
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Could we really think of the field of governmental administration as a contested
space? In thinking and talking through this thesis, I have often been confronted with
the idea that I am presenting a doom-laden account of the business of working with
young people demonstrating what are called `behaviour management issues'. What of
the empathic LSU and PRU teachers described in chapter four; the facilitator of the
`boys' group' described in chapter five; those who teach with an ethic of care; those
who are actively anti-sexist and anti-racist? What of the Anti-Bullying

Alliance; the

Unicef drive to promote schools run along `Rights and Responsibilities' lines; and the
`Full Service School', where the head teacher chose to close the gap between
professional cultures and spend funds on an in-school social worker?

The paradox inherent in the lack of evil intent in technologies of power
I have described the cul-de-sacs we can wander down when confronted with Shore
and Wright's (1997: 4) seductive `[m]obilizing

metaphors and linguistic devices' of

policy. For example, the Unicef representative at the Westminster Briefing used a
mobilising metaphor ('the universality of human rights ... challenging injustice,
inequality and poverty in the world') to justify what might be seen as the
internalisation of the technologies of power- teaching young people `to become active
global citizens'.

Always

seeking to disrupt hegemonic wisdom, Zizek (2008)

challengingly suggests that `[h]uman rights emerge as a false ideological universality
which masks and legitimises the concrete politics of Western imperialism ...
(126). However, he clarifies that simply because
... and neocolonialism'
the universality of human rights bullishly foregrounds the ways of a dominant culture,

domination

it does not mean that they are not necessary in some circumstances. From my
orientation towards social justice, I understand this to mean that perhaps teaching
young people about their rights can give them a more equal footing in their
interactions with the technologies of power. If policy is then a feature of the
government's field of authoritarian power, and we `study up' (Nader 1972; chapter
two) on it, then it is a contested space; and this indicates room for the expression of
agency and a subsequent rebalancing of power of the politics of social space.

Policy and protocol: a causeof permanent exclusion from school?
Through looking at the mechanismsdriving inclusion policy and the administration of
permanent exclusion from school, this chapter has attempted to deconstruct the
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machinery of institutional prejudice. The insidious nature of policy pronouncements,
surveillance techniques, and the documentation which is designed to deliver it can be
seen to be the places in which the institutional prejudice and neglect that contributes
to the causes of permanent exclusion from school are hidden, justified, and enactedbut which can also be challenged.

The final chapterdraws togetherthe causesand impacts of permanentexclusion from
school and lays out a range of suggested local and general recommendations to
ameliorate them.
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Chapter nine: Conclusion
In this thesis, I have attempted to excavate the significance of the causes and impacts
of permanent exclusion from school as a disciplinary option for schools. I have also
considered what a focus on permanent exclusion from school can reveal about
weaknesses within the children's services system, particularly where professionals
from a variety of agencies interact with school staff. Through an ethnographic
methodology, these focusing questions led to the collection of a range of examples of
institutional prejudice on the basis of class, gender, and ethnicity. In chapter eight, I
looked at the machinery of this normative prejudice through a deconstruction of the
ways in which policy becomes protocol. The nefarious, pervasive qualities of `policy
work' helped me to understand some of the reasons why professionals continue to run
an inequitable system.

The causes of permanent exclusion from school
This thesis has developed the idea that institutional prejudice underpins some of the
causesof permanent exclusion from school, and involves the exercising of normative
power. This is expressed through the (mis)representation of children and young
people at risk of or subject to permanent exclusion, a process which results in a lack
of privilege given to self-representation and is characterised by conflict
extended body.

in the

The stressand exhaustionof teachersand other professionals,some of which derives
from the conflicting policy agendasof attainment and inclusion (Osler and Vincent
2003; Cooper 2002; Rendall and Stuart 2005; Ball 2001; chapter one), embodied
partly within the all-powerful league tables, can result in a lack of consistent
reflexivity about the expression of institutional prejudice. The `easier' way is
sometimes taken, representinga `weak' form of inclusion (Viet-Wilson 1998 in
Macrae et al. 2003: 90; see chapter one), and often materialising as a discourse of
need (Thomas and Loxley 2001) deriving from psy disciplinary structures and
distracting attention from what institutions might need to change (Sellman 2002;
Foucault 1977; chapter three). Within this `weak' form of inclusion, horizontal
violence (Freire 1970) between young people, oppressed under the weight of
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normativeinstitutional prejudice, is often identified by schoolsas the reason' for an
exclusion.

The impact of permanent exclusion from school as an option
Because there is always the option to `give up', the existence of permanent exclusion
from school as an option available to those professionals charged with supporting
young people in crisis might be seen to prevent the development of a `strong' version
of inclusion; one which requires institutions to change the way they work (VietWilson 1998 in Macrae et al. 2003: 90; see chapter one). Permanent exclusion from
school also contributes to the perpetuation of inequity, crystallising the effects of
institutional prejudice into a critical incident. This has been demonstrated throughout
this thesis in stories about a range of young people such as Nama, Ibrahim, and Ishaq.

The causes and effects of permanent exclusion from school are circular. Those who
are the recipients of objective violence (Zizek 2008) expressed partially through
normative institutional prejudice are oppressed. Oppressed young people might
engage in subjective horizontal violence (Zizek 2008; Freire 1996; chapter three) as
they jostle for position, for which they can then be permanently excluded. And the
permanent exclusion process intensifies,

condenses and focuses the effects of

institutional prejudice.

Weaknesses in the system revealed through a study of permanent
exclusion from
school

One of the major weaknessesin the children's servicessystem appearsto be deep
a
seamof institutional prejudiceson the basesof gender,class and 'race'. 164These are
expressedin different and specific ways (seechaptersfive, six and seven)and become
both a tool and a result of institutional norming. Inter-professional conflict can
exacerbatethese effects,' 65 but professional collusion'66 on the basis of prejudice

demonstrates
its nefariousness.

164
This may not be an exhaustivelist, but provided a useful set of foci comparablewith other studies
on permanentexclusion from school (Archer and Yamashita2003; Ball et al. 2002; Skeggs1997;
Tomlinson 2005; Wright et al. 1999; Wright 2005; seealso chapterone).
165For example,in the accountof Becky's
four.
support planningmeeting in
166For example,in chapterfive in the discussion aboutprofessional chapter
collusion on the basis of
heteronormativity.
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The lack of clarity around the meaning and policy of `inclusion'

(introduced in

chapter one) leads partially to the problems with the discourse of `need' (Thomas and
Loxley 2001) discussed in chapter three and throughout the thesis. This, along with
professional stress, (discussed in chapter four) results in a lack of reflexivity on the
part of the practitioners delivering the institutional norms. More specifically, there is a
lack of collaboration between local authorities (discussed in chapters four and six),
which is especially damaging to transient children such as those who have been in
`secure accommodation'. 167 The very existence of exclusion as an option is a
weakness in the system. If the government made a policy-aspirational statement to
abolish permanent exclusion from school, it could push professionals to maintain a
more constructive focus on supporting young people in crisis. '68

Recommendations
An official enquiry into institutional prejudice in children's services, including
schools, would, perhaps, inform a professional awareness of the problems of
(mis)representation.This might include an enquiry into children's services policies
and practice on a rangeof issues. For example, much would be revealedthrough an
overview of how schoolsconsider and deal with families that needtranslation services
(discussed in chapter seven), bullying that leads to sexual assault (discussed in chapter
five), and the links between attainment and social class (discussed in
chapter six).
Understanding institutional prejudice could help teachers and other professionals to
move away from the pathologising view of behaviour management encapsulated in
the `needs' discourse and consider institution-changing strategies such as `increasing
motivation by broadening the curriculum and making it more pertinent to the real
lives of our pupils and communities' (Searle 1996: 47). This
might include the
recognition of cultural capital (Bourdieu 1977) as a foil to the `fairness' discourse

cloaking the overarchingpolicy of meritocracy (Radnor et al. 2007: 297; chaptersix).
This could also deal with some of the roots of `subjective horizontal violence' (Zizek
2008; Freire 1996;chapterthree).

16'Suchas Billy, whosestory is described in
chapterfour.
168Although I acknowledgethe recent (2010) Conservative/LiberalDemocrat
coalition governmentis
unlikely to do this.
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Removal of permanent exclusion as an option
Another institutional change would involve the removal of permanent exclusion from
school as an option. Searle (1996), who carried out an experiment to test this idea in
the school at which he was a head teacher, states that `[a]fter four years without a
single permanent exclusion we found an improvement in our GCSE results ... a
significantly reduced truancy rate; a big increase in the post-16 staying-on rate and a
growth in overall school numbers' (47). Assisting in this goal might involve the
inclusion of careful arrangements for alternative education on the mainstream school
site, combining the benefits and reducing the disadvantages of such places (discussed
in chapter four).

Cultural capital
Youth voice strategies have the potential to redress an inequitable social hierarchy
through the development of cultural and social capital. A lack of social and cultural
capital can keep young people oppressed and therefore more liable to `horizontal
violence' (Freire 1996; see chapter three). Changes in institutional frameworks can
make a difference to the socio-economic chances of working-class pupils. At a
conference at the University

of Pennsylvania's Centre for Urban Ethnography

(29.2.08) I heard Hugh Mehan, Professor of Sociology, talking about a University of
California San Diego programme that had taken `low-income'
pupils, chosen on a
lottery basis, out of their neighbourhoods to teach them at a purpose-built
school (The
Preuss School) inside the walls of the university campus. Their strategy was to
challenge what they called the `radically pessimistic' view that schools can make no
difference to pupils' socio-economic chances against a context of `social deprivation'
and `family background'.

Mehan explained that the project wanted to ask, `Can cultural capital
and social
networks be assembledand enacted in a non-habitus institution- the school? Can
schoolsmake a difference to low-income studentsof colour?' going on to explain that
CREATE (the Centre for ResearchEducation Access and Teaching Excellence) and
The PreussSchool were testing the `school hypothesis". The team decided to teach
only `Honours' classes.169Cultural and social capital were consciouslyembeddedinto
169Equivalent to GCSE and A level classes,and in
which the only available gradesare A, B and C.
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the curriculum. Where their pupils seemed to be struggling, instead of offering a
`vocational' or `dumbed down' version, the teachers decided that `instead of holding
time constant and varying the curriculum'

they would `vary time and maintain the

curriculum. ' So they taught the pupils who needed it for longer- until they were able
to pass the Honours classes. The results included a set of much higher grades than
their counterparts at other local state schools, and an 87% enrolment rate at 'four
170
year' colleges.

The strategies above rely on empathic policy-makers.

But wholesale and swift

systemic change does not seem wholly practicable. It is likely to meet with resistance,
and to be viewed as an unprecedented undermining of institutional value systems
without the benefits of immediately improved behaviour in schools (Slee 1995). In
addition, in 2010, school and other children's services professionals have had enough
of the slews of rapid policy changes (Ball 2001) and are subject to reductions in
funding commensurate with the economic downturn.
Given these difficulties in achieving whole-system change (although not rejecting the
possibilities), I wanted to also establish some recommendations which might be
thought of as deliverable on a more immediate basis, and despite policy: `policyproof strategies.

Critical bureaucracy? Roomfor agency within the contestedspace of the field v/'
authoritarian power
Chaptereight consideredthe possibilities for critical bureaucracy,and this idea really
underpinsthe concept of policy-proof practice. During my work as a Pupil Support
Officer, concurrently conducting this ethnographic research, I often asked myself
whether, as a `street-level bureaucrat' (Shore and Wright 1997:5), 1 could align an
ethic of socialjustice with modelsof policy and practice which appearedinequitable.
Despite the inequities, there are pockets of possibility. The dedication to fair
outcomesfor children and young people, for example, was evident amongststaff and
managementin the Enway Children's Services Inclusion Section. I tried to consider
how this might fit within Foucault's (1977) conception of the internalisation of
170 University

level.
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authoritarian power. There are many examples of attempts to work creatively within
the policy framework. This is what I have called `critical bureaucracy', close in nature
to critical pedagogy. Enway's Head of Inclusion, for example, gave me free rein to
develop the new, more inclusive Reintegration Plan form (see chapter eight). And
Cherry Tree School welcomed a radical, institution-changing model of `youth voice'.

'Youthvoice'
Searle (1996) suggests a `general democratisation of school life ... which puts power
basis' (48-49). The struggle in the
and responsibility to the pupils on a day-to-day
from school, is often between
extended body, in the context of permanent exclusion
professionals and young people (chapter three). However, the opinions of young
people were difficult to gather (discussed in chapter two). Given this, and to challenge
the dominance of the institutionally

prejudiced view, a key recommendation is the

careful embedding of effective `youth voice' or `participation' strategies in school
governance arrangements. Slee (1995) recommends that `[p]olicy-making

ought to

enlist the constituents of the policy impacts into the development, implementation and
evaluation phases' (179). There is not room in this thesis to fully discuss this topic,
but it is important to say that a version of youth voice that underpins the hegemony is
very different to one which underpins a `strong' version of inclusion (Viet-Wilson
1998 in Macrae et al. 2003: 90; see chapter one) forcing an institution to rethink its
own practices. Facilitators must be willing to support young people to develop the
tools to unpack the problems of institutional

prejudice and representation, for

example, and respond constructively to their ideas (Hart 1992). Youth participation
programmes should not focus merely on mining programmes for `gifted and talented'
children to create well-behaved, well-organised

articulate `prefects'

or `school

ambassadors' in the image of existing management personnel. As Rose (1996)
suggests,

To master one's will in the service of character through the inculcation of
habits and rituals of self-denial, prudence, and foresight, for example, is
different from masteringone's desire through bringing its roots to awareness
through a reflexive hermeneutics in order to free oneself from the selfdestructive consequences
of repression,projection, and identification' (32).
To try to deliver this reflexive and self-liberating approach, a `Young Researchers'
programmewas developedin responseto early findings of this thesis. It attemptedto
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enable young people to unearth and deal with `the self-destructive consequences of
repression, projection, and identification' (Rose 1996: 32) in, school. The programme
trained young people in critical research and presentation methods and funded teacher
training based on their findings. For example, young researchers found that the bus
journey to school was stressful and riven with experiences of violence. Teachers were
supported to develop new approaches to the beginning of the school day in order to
ameliorate some of this stress and calm their anxieties so that pupils could focus on
their work. This open-ended approach, which concurrently focused on developing
young people's cultural, linguistic and social capital (Bourdieu 1977; see chapter six)
through the learning of research and presentation skills can be considered as an
example of `strong' inclusion, partly because their findings were used to change the
institution through teacher training. Compare this approach with the children's
services questionnaire sent out to pupils and discussed in chapter eight as an example
of `weak' inclusion (Viet-Wilson

1998 in Macrae et al. 2003: 90; see chapter one).

This questionnaire was claimed as an example of the facilitation of `youth voice',
gathering a range of opinions about the experience of living in Enway and receiving
Enway services, but failed to investigate the ways in which the institutions worked to
perpetuate the inequities they experienced (Nader 1972; chapter two).

Thecontestedspaceof thefield of governmentalauthoritarian power
Just as people have space to express agency in the contested space of their own
extendedbodies, I think that there is spacefor some workers and professionalsand
parents to help pupils and parents subject to instances of actual or threatened
permanent exclusion to negotiate the mechanismsof decision-making and service
delivery within the contestedspaceof the field of governmentalauthoritarianpower.
Understanding the ways in which we are persuaded to align ourselves with
aspirational policy statementsto the detriment of a focus on institutional prejudice
might presentan opportunity for the strategic use of power. Critical bureaucratsmight
adopt for themselves,for example, the mobilising metaphorof `the Child' (Edelman
2004; discussedin chaptereight).
Within the institutional framework that currently exists, with its focus
on the
pathologisingview (Thomas and Loxley 2001), the strategic use of power could also
be delivered through the reflexive adoption of the authorising
narratives (Skeggs
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1997) of pathologising discourses, and child-centred pedagogical approaches suffused
with empathy (such as the approach used by CAMHS and described in chapters six
and seven). This is not without its dangers: Walkerdine (1998) explains, `childcentred pedagogy satisfied those concerned with juvenile crime, with psycho-analysis,
with freedom, with `keeping the massesin their place' and more, all at the same time
and in contradictory ways' (198, note 29). But used consciously (for example, through
the Boys' Group described in chapter five), the strategy has the potential to help
young people avoid permanent exclusion. It is concerned with understanding the
consequentialist tools of normative authoritative

power (mobilising

metaphors;

authorising narratives of pathology), and using them deontologically and reflexively,
and with the goals of social equity in mind.

As Back (2008) has identified, it is our responsibility to `pay attention' to the details
of an extremely complicated field if we are to promote social justice in the delivery of
children's services. In order to take advantage of the possibilities inherent in the
`contested space nature' of the field of authoritarian power, it will be important to
develop opportunities to promote in-depth collaborative and critical thinking across
the children's services workforce, '7' and to support the development of practices of
local critical pedagogy and critical bureaucracy. This will require frontline workers
and professionals to pay attention to the ways in which the development and delivery
techniques of `policy', infused with institutional prejudice, might be obfuscating the
important issues. They could share their insights with parents and young people,
providing opportunities for them to creatively grasp the power gained from `studying
172
up,

171One suggestionhasbeento develop a MA programmefor interagency learning for
professionals
who work with children and young people.
172Nader 1972;chaptertwo.
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Appendix: Acronyms13
ADHD
ARTI

Attention deficit (hyperactivity) disorder
At-Risk Teens Intervention

TS-D

Autism spectrumdisorder

AWPU

Age weighted pupil unit

BBC
BCRB
BOTH
BERA
BESD

British BroadcastingCorporation
Black Caribbeanlocal authority ethnicity monitoring code)
Black other (local authority ethnicity monitoring code)
British EducationalResearchAssociation
Behavioural emotionalor social disorder/difficulties

BSU

Behaviour support unit

BTEC

BusinessandTechnical EducationCouncil

CAF

CAMHS

Common Assessment Framework

Child and adolescentmentalhealth services

cis

Children's Inclusion Services

CREATE
CWDC
DCSF
DfE
WES
ECM
EP
FAPE
GCSE
IRAS
JAR
LGBT( I
LP
LSU
NAHT

Centre for ResearchEducationAccessand Teaching Excellence(USA)
Children's Workforce DevelopmentCouncil
Departmentfor Children, Schoolsand Families
Departmentfor Education
Departmentfor Educationand Skills
Every Child Matters
EducationalPsychologist
FreeAppropriate Public Education USA
GeneralCertificate of SecondaryEducation
Initial referral and response(Safeguarding)
Joint Area Review
Lesbian,gay, bisexual, transgender/transsexual
(queer,intersex)
Lead professional
Learning support unit
National Association of HeadTeachers

NCLB

No Child Left Behind(USA)

NEET
OFSTED
ONSET

Not in education,employment or training
Office for Standardsin Education
Standardisedreferral and assessmentframework designedby the youth justiceboard

PMS
PSO
PSP

Pre-menstrual
syndrome
Pu il supportofficer
Pastoralsupportplan

PRU

Pupil referral unit

PTA
RAC
RE
RSP

Parent-teacher
association
RoyalAutomobileClub
Reli 'ous education
ReintegrationSupportPlan

SATs
SENCO

Standardassessment
tasks
Special educationalneedscoordinator
173Acronyms are British unlessotherwise indicated. Initials
are capitalisedwhere they are names.
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